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PA0 Just 15 seconds away from APU start. This is a
major milestone because we have a very limited amount ofpropellants to run those, so there's a limited amount of holdtime there. T-5 minutes and counting, and we have a goal for APUstart. The APU's provide hydraulic power to move the aerosurfaces in the mam enc nes for steering onboard, t-4 minutes,
40 seconds, and counting. The firing circuit for the solidrocket booster's ignitions and the range safety destruct devicehas been armed, and we have APU start complete. T-4 minutes, 20seconds, and counting. The main fuel valve heaters have b*»enturned off m preparation for engine start. The main engines onthe Orbiter will actually start a T-6.8 seconds. It takes about
3 seconds for them to reach 90 percent thrust, at which time thesolid rocket ignition sequence starts. T-4 minutes and
counting. The astronaut crew has closed the visors on theirlaunch and entry helmets, and the final helium purge of theOrbiter s mam engines has started to ensure that there is nosurplus hydrogen or oxygen ir the area at the time of ignition.
T-3 minutes, 40 seconds. The elevon speed brakes and rudder
being moved through a preprogrammed pattern to ensure that thevare capable of doing their jobs during the launch. T-3 minutes,
25 seconds. The Shuttle is now on internal power; however, th<*
fuel cells are still receiving their fuels from the ground launchequipment for another minute. The profile checks of "the
aerosurfaces is complete and verified, and they're in launch
position. The engine gimbal, the movement check of the mainengines is underway to ensure they're ready to control. T-3
minutes and counting. The liquid oxygen valve for fillinq theexternal tank is closed and pressur i zation has beaun. After the
^ nL 1S Press " r

i
zed

'
ho^ capability is limited to 3 minutes and

36 seconds. t-2 minutes, 40 seconds. The gaseous oxygen ventarm is being retracted and the fuel cell supply of oxygen andhydrogen has been terminated, the vehicle now on its onboardsupply. t-2 minutes, 15 seconds, and counting. The main engineshave been moved to start position. The astronauts have cleared
-^rif^

1^ wa™ing memories of their onboard computers, and
-III t o

6
f
re n° unexPected errors. Oxygen vent arm movingaway. T-2 minutes and counting. The liquid hydrogen vent valvehas been closed now and flight pressur ization is underway. T-l

'

minute, 45 seconds. The computer will automatically verify the

on
a
^2

e
on

th
!

main e?9ines at the T-l minute point. Coming upon the 90 second point in our countdown. T-l minute, 30 seconds,ana counting. Everything going smoothly here at the KennedySpace Center and waiting for the beginning of the flight of STS-
/. T-l minute, 15 seconds, and the liquid hydrogen tank is atflight pressure. T-l minute, and the firing system for the soundsuppression water system on the pad is on. T-5% the hydroqenigniters under the Orbiter's engines have been armed? Thesedevices are used to ensure that hydrogen flowing through theengines does not accumulate causing a small explosion in pulse orpressure pulse at engine ignition. T-35 seconds? we're jSst atew seconds away from switching command to the onboard
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seconds. T-17 secon^ LS ~ t W control ling the final
brake are in^^u^TpLuion?"^^- 9

Th
| ^^

engine start, we have main engine start iJ'—?? f° r main
liftoff — liftoff.

engine start — and ignition, and

END OF TAPE
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PAO T-17 seconds and counting. The body flap and speed
brakes are in launch position. T minus 10, 9,8,7,6 — we go

go for main engine start — we have main engine start — and
ignition — and liftoff — liftoff of STS-7 and America's first
woman astroanut and the Shuttle has cleared the tower,

CAPCOM Roger your roll Challenger.

PAO Houston now controlling. Mission Control confirms
roll maneuver started. 20 seconds plus looks good. 25 seconds,
roll maneuver completed. 30 seconds, Challenger now 1 nautical
mile in altitude. Throttling engines down now to 75 percent as

programmed. 40 seconds, Challenger now 2-1/2 nautical miles in

altitude. 45 seconds, Challenger now 3 nautical miles in

altitude. 50 seconds, coming up now and create maximum air

dynamic pressure on the vehicle. 55 seconds, Challenger 4-1/2
nautical miles in altitude. Mark one minute past through max
que, still looking good. Throttling engines back to 104 percent,
given a go at throttle-up.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. You're go at throttle-up.

SPACECRAFT Roger, go at throttle-up. Nice ride.

PAO Mark one minute, 25 seconds. Challenger now 11

nautical miles in altitude, eight nautical miles downrange.
Velocity now reading 3700 feet per second. Mark one nrnute, 40

seconds, Challenger now 16 nautical miles in altitude, 13

nautical miles downrange. Crippen, Hauck, and company now
coming into the last traces of the Earth's atmosphere.
Challenger now 19 nautical miles in altitude. One minute, 55

seconds, Challenger 21 nautical miles in altitude, 21 nautical
miles downrange. Standing by now for solid rocket booster
separ ation.

SPACECRAFT We have SRB sep.

CAPCOM Roger, sep.

PAO Twelve minutes, 12 seconds, confirmed good solid
rocket booster separation. The booster's falling away now. Two
minutes, 20 seconds.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Your first stage performance
was nominal.

SPACECRAFT Roger, nominal first stage.

PAO That was CAPCOM, Roy Bridges advising first stage
performance. Onboard guidance is converging now as programmed.
Challenger is now steering for a precise window in space for main
engine shutdown. Two minutes, 40 seconds, Challenger 35 nautical
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miles in altitude. Standing by now for two engine TAL
capability.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. You have two enqine TAL
capability

SPACECRAFT Roger. Two engine TAL cap.

PA9 Mark 3 minutes. That call up by CAPCOM, Roy
Bridges, says that Challenger now has landing capability at Dakar
Airport should one engine go out. Mark 3 minutes, 10 seconds.
Challenger's three main engines continue to run smoothly.
Challenger's five person crew really moving out now, the'velocity
now reading 7200 ft per second. Three minutes and 25 seconds,
Challenger 45 nautical miles in altitude. A return status check
in Mission Control by Flight Director, J. Greene. Three minutes,
35 seconds, crew aboard Challenger given a go to continue. Three
minutes, 40 seconds, Challenger 48 nautical miles in altitude,
105 nautical miles downrange. Standing by now for neqative
return call-up by CAPCOM, Roy Bridges.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Negative return.

SPACECRAFT Roger, negative return.

PA0 Three minutes, 57 seconds. With that call-up
Crippen, Hauck, Ride, Fabian, Thagaid committed to space travel.

CAPCOM Roger, that.

PA0
.

Four minutes 10 seconds. The flash evaparator hasbeen activated to provide cooling for Challenger. Mark 4
minutes, 20 seconds, Challenger now 54 nautical miles in

Sini*^ 6
'

155 nautical miles downrange. Velocity now reading
9500 ft per second. Mark 4 minutes, 35 seconds, Challenger 55
nautical miles in altitude, 174 nautical miles downrange.
Velocity now reading 10,000 ft per second. Four minutes, 50
seconds, Challenger 56 nautical miles in altitude, 196 nauticalmiles downrange. Mark 5 minutes, standing by now for press to

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Four minutes, 50 seconds, Challenger 56 nautical
miles in altitude, roll 196 nautical miles downrange. Mark 5
minutes, standing by now for press to MECO.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

PAO
CAPCOM.

Challenger, Houston. Press to MECO.

Roger, pi**s. Roy, appreciate that.

Five minutes, 1") seconds, a press to MECO call from

SPACECRAFT Nice riding machine.

CAPCOM That sounds great, Crip.

PAO The press to MECO call says should Challenger lose
one engine, press on, keep flying forward. Challenger's engines
have enough energy to achieve normal altitude in (garble)
cutoff. Five minutes, 30 seconds, Challenger 58 nautical miles
in altitutde. Two-hundred and sixty nautical miles downrange.
Velocity now reading 13,000 feet per second. Five minutes 42
seconds, standing by now for single engine TAL capability.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. You have single engine TAL
capability.
STS-7 AIR/GROUND TRANSCRIPT tllj GMT 169:11:37 6/18/83 PAGE 1

SPACECRAFT Roger. £ ingle engine TAL.

PA0 Six minutes, four seconds. That report from CAPCOM
Bridges indicates if a 2 engine failure occurred, the crew aboard
Challenger is capable of emergency landing at Dakar Airport, Six
minutes, 15 seconds, Challenger 59 nautical miles in altitude,
350 nautical miles downrange. Velocity now reading 15,300 feet
per second. Mark 6 minutes, 30 seconds, Challenger now 58
nautical miles in altitude. Challenger pitching over now, diving
to increase velocity level off altitude giving Challenger a best
attitude. Six minutes, 45 seconds, Challenger 58 nautical miles
in altitude, 422 nautical miles downrange. Seven minutes,
standing by now for single engine press to MECO.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Single engine press to MECO.

SPACECRAFT Roger, single engine press.

PA0 Seven minutes, 20 seconds, that report says that
Crippen and Hauck can achieve normal engine cutoff targets even
if 2 engines go out. Seven minutes, 30 seconds, G-force is
building now for Crippen, Hauck, Ride, Fabian, and Thagard,
coming up to 3 g's. Challenger now 58 nautical miles in
altitude, 570 nautical miles down range, velocity now reading
22,000 feet per second. Seven minutes, 50 seconds. Flight
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dynamics reports velocity 23,000 feet per second. Challenger's 3main engines slowly being throttled back now to accommodate the
~

g-forces before main engine cutoff. Mark, 8 minutes, 10 seconds,Challenger 59 nautical miles in altitude, 690 nautical miles downrange. Standing by now for main engine cutoff.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) MECO, up, we're about 25,680 it looks likeand up at 280.

CAPCOM Roger, MECO.

,

Ei 9ht minutes, 32 seconds confirm shutdown.Challenger has delivered to space the largest human payload <nhistory of mankind; four men, one women.

CAPCOM Roger, SEP.

afl.

minutes
' 4 * seconds, confirm external tanksseparation. Eight minutes 50 seconds, Challenger now performing

cn/ln
a
rk

Ve
,
m
t
neUV

Z
r mo

Y
in9. be l°» and beyond the external tank,

rr.ono f
st

? v

tuj%check ln Mission Control by flight director JayGreene for tr ; first OMS burn and shutting down the auxiliarvpower Unit. «uAi.xxaiy

APn^hn^^n ^
Ch^len<̂ er

'
Houston. You're go for nominal OMS 1,APU shutdown on time.

SPACECRAFT Roger that.

3l ,-,MO -, u
hat was

.

CAPC°Mr Roy Bridges, giving a GO for

22?in2i ^ burn
' Nlne mmutes 25 seconds. Nine minutes 30seconds. Challenger now maneuvering into OMS 1 burn attitudeusing the 26,000-pound thrust engines OMS 1 will be posigrade,moving Challenger forward and higher on the flight path. Nineminutes 50 seconds, Challenger now 1100 nautical miles

^?e^n
9e

;

Sh^ le Control Houston, at 10 minutes 42 seconds,mission elapsed time.

SPACECRAFT (Garble)

.

CAPCOM That's affirm. We've got about 30 seconds, Crip.

SPACECRAFT Okay, looks like you're going to get

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM That's affirm, we've got about 30 seconds, Crip.

SPACECRAFT Okay, it looks like you're goinq to get (garbled
bit of this. We got a nice burn going.

CAPCOM Okay, that's good news, we've had a momentary data
drop out here. And you're 20 seconds LOS, configure LOS, we'll
see you at Dakar at 1 7.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll see you there. Pretty view. Pretty
view.

PAO Shuctle Control, Houston, at 11 minutes, 25
seconds, Mission Elapsed Time. Loss of signal now with
Challenger through Bermuda. We will next acquire Challenger
through Dakar in about 6 minutes. As we approach the end of that
pass, we had a, we have had a momentary drop out in telemetry in

the Mission Control, Capcom, Roy Bridges advised the crew. This
is Shuttle Control, Houston. Shuttle Control, Houston, 13

minutes, 33 seconds Mission Elapsed Time. Flight Dynamics
Officer, Roi ^pps, advises the following numbers for the first
OMS burn. Time of ignition, 10 minutes, 20.2 seconds, delta-V,
238 feet per second, burn duration, 2 minutes, 26 seconds,
resulting apogee, 160 nautical miles, resulting perigee, 52
nautical miles. This is Shuttle Control, Houston.

PAO Shuttle Control, Houston, 17 minutes, Mission
Elapsed Time less than 30 seconds away now from reacquiring
Challenger through Dakar, we'll stand by. AOS Dakar, processing
telemetry data through Dakar.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston's with you at Dakar for 6 and
1/2 minutes, configure AOS.

SPACECRAFT Okay, you're loud and clear, and we're standing by
to give you the gimbal check. The burn, as you saw, was on time,
and a complete anomaly.

CAPCOM Okay, that's great news, Crip. And we're ready for
the gimbal check.

SPACECRAFT Okay. And you can also see that the (garble)
fillers are all buttoned up, and gimbal check's coming at you.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) Crip's giving that to you, Roy, only one
unexpected alarm during ascent. Right at MECO, we got an
emergency backup DPDT, which was, I'm sure was a false sensor,
the normal DPDT stayed at zero, the backup DPDT on the BSS 1 to
minus .08, and then recovered back to zero, was okay.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT ... DPDT on the BFS 1 minus .08 and then recovered
back to zero. It was okay.

CAPCOM Roger, Challenger. We copy that. We did notice
the message and appreciate the words on it.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Roy, the secondary gimbals look good. The
primary check (garble)

.

CAPCOM Roger.

PA0 That was commander Bob Crippen reporting the gimbal
check looked good.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and gimbal check 1 s complete. And if you're
GO for it, I'm going to go ahead and maneuver to attitude.

CAPCOM Roger. And Challenger, Houston. You're GO to
maneuver

.

SPACECRAFT Okay, that's in route. And you got anything for
us, Roy?

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston. Nothing right now.

SPACECRAFT Okay, for your information, the ride was nice and
smooth, maybe even smoother than I remenbered a little bit on the
Columbia, we did notice a few fine particles coming off. I
didn't notice anything of any size. We ended uo with a few
streaks on the windows W3 and W4, well, I guess" a lit-tle bit all
the way around, maybe Wl and W6 a little bit less than anything,
but no big diddies, but they could occur during ascent. Norm
said that he could see quite a bit coming by his window down
there on the middeck. Also very fine stuff.

CAPCOM Okay, we copy.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) ever been to Disneyland?

CAPCOM Affirmative.

SPACECRAFT That was definitely an E ticket.

CAPCOM Roger that, Sally.

PA0 Shuttle Control Houston. 20 minutes, 55 seconds.
That was Mission Specialist, Sally Ride comparing her flight to
Disneyland. Shuttle Control Houston, 22 minutes mission elapsed
time. About 2 minutes remaining on this Dakar pass. We'll
standby and continue to monitor.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We're 30 seconds LOS.
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Configure LOS. We'll see you for a short pass at Botswana at 35.

SPACECRAFT Okay, understand, Roy. See you there.

P*°
. ^ Shuttle Control Houston. 24 minutes missionelapsed time. Loss of signal now with Challenger throuqhDakar. Next station along the line, Botswana, in about 10minutes, however, this is an extremely short pass. We may or maynot acquire Challenger on this 1-1/2 minute pass. This isShuttle Control Houston.

.
Shuttle Control Houston, 29 minutes missionelapsed time Flight dynamics officer Ron Epps advises us of thefollowing QMS 2 burn data. Time of ignition is scheduled to be

44 minutes, 30 seconds; delta-V, 194 feet per second; burn

n*n^i°?' ?i
min

!!

te
?,i

second
; resulting apogee and perigee, 160nautical miles by 160 nautical miles. 29 minutes 25 seconds thisis Shuttle Control Houston. ^ cms

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. With you at Botswana for
,

a mi?" t
?;

chal^nger, Houston, with you at Botswana for 30seconds Challenger, Houston. No joy at Botswana 15 seconds
LOS, we'll see you at Yarragadee at 51.

SPACECRAFT Hello, Houston. This is Challenger, how do youread?

CAPCOM Okay, read you 5 by, Crip. How me?

SPACECRAFT Roy, you're cutting out. But we have nothing foryou. Wnat have you got?

Sfw h*H » f
e h

f
Ve not

U
in* and we ' n see vou at Yarragadee.we just had a Low L pass here. No problem.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Okay, read you five-by Crip. How me?

SPACECRAFT Roy , you're cutting out but we have nothing for
you. What have you got?

CAPCOM We have nothing and we'll see you at Yarragadee.
We just had our low el pass here. No problem.

PAO Shuttle Control, Houston. Thirty-five minutes
Mission Elapsed Time. That was a brief conversation between
Commander Bob Crippen and CAPCOM Roy Bridges on this very brief
Botswana pass. We are about less than 30 seconds away now from
loss of signal through Botswana. We'll stand by.

PAO Shuttle Control, Houston. Thirty-six minutes
Mission Elapsed Time. Loss of signal now through Botswana.
Next station acquisition will be Yarragadee at approximately 15
minutes. Meanwhile, two events occur in the next few hours for
Crippen, Hauck, Ride, Fabian and Thagard to be given the go to
stay on-orbit. The Onboard Computer System is reloaded from OPS-
1 to OPS-2. This is needed to align the inertial platforms.
Also, one computer will be loaded with OPS-3, the entry program
and put to sleep, taken offline. Second, the payload bay doors
must be opened to provide cooling through the radiators to
Challenger. The flash evaporator has a lifetime of several
hours. We're at 37 minutes Mission Elapsed Time. This is
Shuttle Control, Houston.

PAO Shuttle Control, Houston, 45 minutes Mission
Elapsed Time. Although we're out of station acquisition range,
the second OMS burn should now be in progress. We will stand by
when we reacquire over Yarragadee for the OMS-2 burn status
report from the crew.

PAO Shuttle Control, Houston, 51 minutes Mission
Elpased Time, less than 30 seconds away now from reacquiring
Challenger over Yarragadee. We'll standby, keep the load loop
open and continue to monitor.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston's with you at Yarragadee for 7-

1/2 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, loud ant! clear Roy, and OMS-2 was nominal on
time and we're just now getting ready to start to go through the
DPS (garble

CAPCOM Roger that, and I've got two flight notes for you
that you'll need to have before you get into OPS-2 when you have
a chance.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'm ready to copy.
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CAPCOM Okay, tne first note regards your freon loop ?, AFT
cold plate flow transducer. At liftoff it failed all scalo
low. You can expect an SM alert on a spec 88 thermal freon when
you go to SM OPS-2. And for your information, the freon looo 1,
aft coldplate flow transducer still reading okay.

SPACECRAFT Roger, that.

CAPCOM The second note concerns hydrauHc svstem number 1

accumulator. The GN-2 system was pressur i zed . a little h'tqher
than normal and because, of that, we sent a TMRU up at Dakar to
change the limit to 2100 vice 1930 and wanted vou all to chango
the Orbit Pocket Check List, page 1-2 to show that the pressurem system 1 is 2100, or less than 2100 instead of 1930 shown.

Okay, we'll get that.

Got anything else for us?

Negative, everyting else is really kind of nominal

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
down here.

SPACECRAFT _ _ _
press on with this DPS reconfigs.

CAPCOM Roger, and we'll stay cut of your hair.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We are 2C seconds r.OS. ' 1

1

see you at Hawaii in 1 hour, 17 minutes.

That's the way it is here and we love it. T

'

m qonna

SPACECRAFT Okay
and we're there.

CAPCOM

loud and clear and we just close to the 201

Roger Crip.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Okay, loud and clear, and we just closed to 201,
and we ' re there .

CAPCOM Roqer , Crip.

PAD Shuttle Control, Houston, 1 hour, Mission Elapsed
Time, Loss of signal now with Challenger throuqh Yarragadee.
We'll reacquire over Hawaii in slightly less than 18 minutes. A
very quiet pass over Yarragadee. That was Commander Bob Crippen
advising Capcom Roy Bridges at the end of that pass that thev had
transitiond into OPS 2. At acquisition Hawaii, the crew should
be in the opening phases of the - opening the pay load bay
doors. We'll stand by and monitor when we reacquire at Hawaii.
1 hour, 1 minute, Mission Elapsed Time, this is Shuttle Control,
Houston.

PAO Shuttle Control, Houston, 1 hour, seventeen
minutes, Mission Elapsed Time. Standing by for reacquisit ion
with Challenger through Hawaii. At this stage of the flight, the
crew aboard Challenger should be getting ready to open the
payload bay doors. Pilot Rick Hauck will open the doors, unlike
some of the previous missions, no test objectives are involved
with this opening. Processing telemetry data now through
Hawaii. Shuttle Control, Houston, 1 hour, 18 minutes, lookinq at
data now. None of the latches or doors have been opened yet.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston's with you at Hawaii for 6 and
1/2 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Roy, we got you loud and clear.

CAPCOM Okay, and we got you okay. We have nothing for you
right now. How are things going?

SPACECRAFT (garble), we're having a good time. We're all over
the cabin, and we're going to be ready for your go for oavload
bay doors whenever.

CAPCOM Okay, you have a GO for payload bay door opening
anytime you're ready.

SPACECRAFT Okay, understand we're GO for payload bay door Ops,
thank you.

PAO Shuttle Control, Houston, 1 hour, 19 minutes,
Mission Elapsed Time. That was Capcom Roy Bridges talking to
pilot Rick Hauck, who will open the doors. Shuttle Control,
Houston, now 1 hour, 20 minutes.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, request a GN&C Spec 1 for
variable parameter update.



¥
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SPACECRAFT Okay, Wait 1.

PAO We now show an apogee of 160.5 nautical miles.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) GNC Spec 1 on CRT 2.

CAPCOM Roger, thanks.

PAO And a perigee of 160.1 nautical miles.

SPACECRAFT And Houston, Challenger, I'm got a report for the

SPAS folks, if you're ready to copy.

CAPCOM Okay, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Rog . We got a number of SPAS messages during the
SM 2 transition as expected.

END OF TAPE
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back into the cargo bay.

CAPCOM Roger, that. Good news.

nmrnut Challenqer , Houston. We are complete with the GN&C

Spec 1 on CRT 2 request' some SM Spec 1 for variable parameters.

SPACECRAFT Roger, you're through with the GNC. We'll give a

SM on CRT 1.

SPACECRAFT I'll get It for you in a second, Roy.

CAPCOM Roger.

PAO We show center line latches 5 through 12 have been

released

.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) you got it.

CAPCOM Okay, thank you, Sally.

pA0 All of the center line latches are opened.

QPArPCRAFT Okay, Roy, you can see the center line latches are

all open The larboard forward and aft latches are in transit.

Okay, that's real good and we concur.

Starboard forward and aft latches on the bulkhead
CAPCOM

PAO
released.

SPACECRAFT Starboard doors coming out real nice.

CAPCOM Roger.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We ar * complete with the

variable parameter update. You own all the CRT s again.

SPACECRAFT Thank you, Roy.

PAO Shuttle Control, Houston. One hour and 24 minutes

mission elapsed time. We show the starboard door opened.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) doors on the way.

CAPCOM Roger

.

pA0 we show the port latches released.
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We are 15 seconds to LOS

.

We'll see you at Buckhorn in 3 minutes at one hour and 28

minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll see you there, Roy.

PAO We show the port door as open. We are at 1 hour,

25 minutes mission elapsed time. Both doors are opened now.

PAO Shuttle control, Houston. One hour 26 minutes
mission elapsed time. We are less than two minutes awav now from

reacquiring Challenger on the first state side pass.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston's with you through Buckhorn and

Mila and Bermuda for 19 and a half minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, loud and clear. Doors are all open as you

can see. And I'm in the process of working block 7 loading up

the PBI.

CAPCOM Okay, great.

SPACECRAFT And, Roy, the doors opened in better than
advertised time I copied them if anyone wants them but can't see

any problems there and looking back in the payload bay the OMS

pods look clean as a whistle.

CAPCOM Okay. That's real good news.

PAO Shuttle control, Houston. One hour 29 minutes
mission elapsed time. That was pilot Rick Hauck advising the

door opening.

CAPCOM We have the times on the payload bay door OPS so we

won't need you to read them.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Roy.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston, you're go for an item 48 a

GN&C and SM at your convenience.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thank you.

SPACECRAFT And just so pay loads feel good. John and Sally are

in the process of getting (garble)

.

CAPCOM Roger

.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger. Our TV's looking good. You

all getting the signal down there?

CAPCOM Negative

.
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thTSl down^ereT''
10°king ">« '» ^ting

CAPCOM Negative.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

ssfZor. in .r„
c^? 1'' Houston

-
we,xi be set - - -

SPACECRAFT (Garble). And Houston, you still with us?
CAPCOM That's affirmative.

CAPCOM Roger

.

SPACECRAFT And that was on the (garble)

.

CAPCOM Roger

.

"'really loo^beautlfuT' '

H°USt°n
- *« haVe

* TV picture ™.

ft
A
was

R
the PM°„SUr.:?^: °

kay
'
HOUSt°n

'
We SaW a

CAPCOM Roger

.

elapsed time .f^""
C°ntr01 H°USt°n

- 1 h°ur 37 minutes mission

SPACECRAFT ... and the sunsnield , s CQming ^ ^^
CAPCOM okay, that's super good news.

PAO Processing Mila telemetry now. 1 hour 38 minutes

Sn^enoug^SLK!' ^ - -
PA° 1 hour 38 minutes mission elapsed time ...

CAPCOM (garble) wet here, last night.

^Xre l^^^ ™ -t a little bit of

PAO Payloads advises one of the sun shields has been
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closed

.

CAPCOM And Crip, you should be right over Florida now.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Seems like we just left there.

CAPCOM Yeah, we probably launched in a little sucker hole
there this morning so T don't know how much of that vou ran sen
either.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we're coming up over the west coast of
Florida right now.

CAPCOM Roger.

SPACECRAFT There's Miami down there. Houston, Challenger, are
you with us? '

CAPCOM That's affirmative.

SPACECRAFT Okay, the Anik is now closed on the sunshield ithung up slightly on me with about 30 degrees left to close and
when it overcame that hangup, it closed completely and nominally
and unfortunately I don't belie e we got that on our vtr because
I believe that we're taking pictures of the ground under somebodvelse s control. We're set up on the VTR on the A camera, I'm notsure where the A camera is looking right now.

CAPCOM Okay, we copy that and we'll check and see if we
got any of that. I don't believe we did.

SPACECRAFT Afraid we didn't. We had the VTR running but Idon t know what we're getting pictures of on the VTR right now.

CAPCOM Roger.

PA0
.

Shuttle Control Houston, 1 hour 44 minutes missionelapsed time. That was Mission Specialist, John Fabian talking
to CAPCOM Roy Bridges.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. John, I want to ask you a fewmore words about the ANIK sunshield problem. Was it identical tothe problem you had on the PALAPA or did it hang up in an
intermediate position?

SPACECRAFT It hung up in an intermediate position. Sally and
I are on opposite sides of the cockpit from where we normally
are. In most cases we input the command before we put the

iu
ar^f ) SWit<

r
h on an 'j so we got the (garble) on most cases onthe PALAPA and the ANIK but that didn't have anything to do withthe hangup. The hangup occurred after the sunshieid motion hadstarted it was in about 30 degrees to closing. Up here it did
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temporarily hang up and after it broke free, it completely closedand looks nominal at this time. Everything else in the cargo baylooks completely clean and nominal.

CAPCOM Okay, and did it break free on it's own or did vouall intercede in any way?

SPACECRAFT You'll have to repeat the last transmission.

CAPCOM Roger, did it break free on it's own or did vou alldo anything to help it out once i.t started closing and hung up?

SPACECRAFT (Garble) it broke free on its own.

CAPCOM okay. Challenger, Houston. We're comolefe wjhhcne TV cameras. Thank you very much for sharing that beautifulview with us for a while.
11

SPACECRAFT Yeah, right. Did the ...

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Yeah, right. Did the INCO turn off all our

cameras?

CAPCOM Stand by. Challenger, Houston. Sally, we did turn

off the four bay cameras. If you want them you can turn them

back on.

coarprRAPT Okav, Roy. I guess that we've been using those,

and we were intend ng to use'them for some other things including

drying to get the sunsbield closing and I guess *aybe in the

future if you could let us keep control of the cameras that we re

using or at Last tell us before you move them we'd appreciate

Roger, that. And Challenger, Houston. We're 15

it.

CAPCOM , -- -

seconds LOS. We'll see you at Dakar at 52.

SPACECRAFT (Garble)

.

PAO Shuttle Control Houston. 1 hour 48 minutes mission

elapsed time. Loss of signal through Bermuda. The next station

to acquire will be Dakar in approximately 5 minutes. This is

Shuttle Control, Houston. Shuttle Control Houston, 1 hour 53

Tinutes mUsion elapsed time. Standing by now for requisition

with Challenger through Dakar. Processing data now through

Dakar

.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. With you through Dakar for 11

minutes

.

SPACECRAFT Okay, loud and clear. How us?

CAPCOM You're five by and have some good news for vou.

You're GO for high load EVAP off and GO for verniers.

SPACECRAFT Okay, high load EVAP is secured and we're going

verniers at this time.

SPACECRAFT And Roy, we went back and took a look at what was

on the WR and unfortunately before the sunshield started to move

even, the camera was swung off over the port side of the payload

bay and was taking those pictures.

CAPCOM Roger, sorry about that.

SPACECRAFT (Garble)

.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. I have 1 switch for you to

check on panel A12 if anybody's in the vicinity.

SPACECRAFT (Garble)

.
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CAPCOM Okay. On the - panel A12 I'd like for you to check
the APU No. 2, gas generator fuel pump switch. Make sure it's in
the OFF position.

SPACECRAFT
going OFF.

CAPCOM

Okay looks like (garble) configuration and it's

Roge r

.

pA0 Shuttle Control Houston, 1 hour 57 minutes mission
elapsed time. Ground control reports that we're under Ascension
acquisition now with Challenger. Shuttle Control Houston, 2
hours mission elapsed time. Flight Director Jay Greene goinn
around the mission control center now to get a GO to pass on to
Challenger to stay on orbit. Shuttle Control Houston, 2 hours 1

minute mission elapsed time. About 3 minutes remaining on this
pass, we'll standby for CAPCOM Roy Bridges to pass along a GO to
the crew aboard Challenger to stay on orbit. We expect this to
be passed along before loss of signal.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Challenger, Houston. You have a GO for orbit ops.

My kind of go, Roy. Thanks a lot.

CAPCOM Roger, it's a real pleasure to give it to you and
we're about 40 seconds till LOS. We'll see you at Botswana at
08.

SPACECRAFT Okay, see you there.

PA0 Shuttle Control Houston, 2 hours 3 minutes mission
elapsed time. The crew aboard Challenger given a GO for orbit
ops, given a GO by CAPCOM Roy Bridges. This is Shuttle Control,

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Okay, see you there.

mte«- i

Shuttle Control, Houston. Two hours three minutes

?or orbit o^
6d ^me

*
C^W ab°ard ch^lenger given the go

° ° bl
J °l

S \ Glven fche go by Capcom, Roy Bridges. This isShuttle Control, Houston.

Shuttle Control, Houston. Two hours four minutesmission elapsed time. Loss of signal now with Ascension Nextstation to acquire will be Botswana in voice only through

Houston?
10 approxirnately 3 minutes. This is Shuttle Control,

mtoe- n
Shuttle Control, Houston. Two hours eight minutes

nr™ k
elaP^d

^time * Standin9 by ^r voice contact with thecrew aboard Challenger through Botswana.

sifand a half^I^IV '

H°" 5t0n ' S with ^ th">^ Botswana for

^?^h
RAFV °

kay
i i°

Ud and clear and we 're getting some of the
t configurated for onorbit. I ve been holding up on doingthis star tracker test until I get over - panel the dark side L

222 E?;ht« i&s;*" doesn,t have to
- *

-

CAMPCOM Okay, Crip, understand and we're standing by.

h^E^AF
S

Gu
f
SS 1 can stiU 9° ahead and do it since we stillhave the doors closed. And Houston, Challenger, was GN&C

wUh alaU?'
S6lf tGSt We jUSt did °ne and 1 backer caL up

noU
PC

°qo an,„K
<

^
haUeng

!
r

,'
1

Houston
'
Cri P' we don,t have data rightnow. So anything you tell us about it will be helpful.

through
A
no„?

°^
'

Whe~ Vou talking at us

CAMPCOM Botswana.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Well, I don't know. I'll tell you what It

qet t°lL^J
ith

o
a fa

l
l again and we ' U ^st wait tin you guys

Cacke^L?''
Re"er ™ h *d those problems with these

*

trackers before with regard to that self test.

CAMPCOM Roger. Understand tht was on the Z tracker.

SPACECRAFT That's affirm.
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CAMPCOM Challenger, Houston. Crip, we expected to get the

fails on the star tracker, as you probably know. We have no

requirement to look at it in realtime right now. We'll get a

dump and look at it and you can press on with your activities as

if it had no happened.

SPACECRAFT Okay, then that's what I will do. Thank you,

SPACECRAFT Okay, and the star tracker door's opened up. Looks

like about 4 seconds.

CAMPCOM Roger.

CAMPCOM Challenger, Houston. We're 15 seconds LOS. We'll

see you at Yarragadee at 28.

SPACECRAFT Sv>e you at Yarragadee. Thank you.

PAO Shuttle Control, Houston. 2 hours, 15 minutes

mission elapse time. Loss of voice contact now with Challenger

through Botswana. We will reacquire Challenger through

Yarragadee in approximately 13 minutes.

PAO Shuttle Control, Houston. 2 hours, 27 minutes

mission elapse time. Wfc're standing by now for recontact with

Challenger through Yarragadee. Toward the end of the second,

this the second revolution.

CAMPCOM Challenger, Houston's with you through Yarragadee

for 6 and 1/2 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Loud and clear.

CAMPCOM And you're five by and we're standing by.

SPACECRAFT Well, we're just trying to get the cabin all fixsd

up here. Nothing very exciting happening.

CAMPCOM Well that sounds like a good idea. Make it

comfortable for five days.

SPACECRAFT Sure. May even take a little bit more.

SPACECRAFT He keeps saying there's nothing exciting
happening. I'm not sure I can go along with that.

CAMPCOM Roger that Sally.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT You can take a little bit more.

SPACECRAFT Garble, keeps saying there is nothing exciting

happening, I'm not sure I would go along with that.

CAPCOM Roger that, Sally.

CAPCOM We agree with you, we think it's very exciting.

SPACECRAFT And Roy, we just got the IMS activated in the TEMP

mode and for the information of the RMU, the temperature running

between about 60 and 75.

CAPCOM Okay, good.

SPACECRAFT One additional payload item, we have taken the mid-

load to standby at MET of 224 and the (garble) power circuit

breaker is closed.

CAPCOM Roger.

SPACECRAFT And we got all of our switches basically configured

for on orbit to the best of my knowledge and so the next time you

guys get data you can take a good look at us.

CAPCOM Okay, good, Cripp, and we'll do that here at Guam

and Hawaii.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We're 25 seconds LOS. We'll

see you at Guam at 42.

SPACECRAFT We hear you at Guam, I guess.

CAPCOM Okay, we'll see you at Guam at 42

SPACECRAFT Okay, Roy, 42

We
PAO Shuttle Control, Houston, 2 hours, 35 minutes

mission elapsed time, loss of contact now through Yarragadee.

will reacquire Challenger through Guam in a little under 7

minutes.

PAO Shuttle Control, Houston, 2 hours, 42 minutes

mission elapsed time, standing by for recontact with Challenger

through Guam. Now processing telemetry through Guam.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston is with you through Guam for 2

and half minutes.

SPACECRAFT What you say, Roy?

CAPCOM Roger, we are with you through Guam for 2 and half
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u '
'

' ">C1 J ^ you , j- ,|!v,

Sf * '^t'RAi Ok.- '

.

~PAC>;. V FT >nd kov • thii.< w<> are with post insertion and we
W( -it Oi. j nto t CAP.

CAP
;

Jy": Rocjr./ t-hat
, d we wii.l cV>ck thinqs over for you

upon
' !OW

"

" M
"

<nOW lf r:i, ' re ir
'
dnYthin9 vou need to catch

}
' A0 Minute:-, 40 or 2 hours, 43 minutes mission
eiap-.od tnw

,
n-.t ,,-as mi:-. >on specialist, Sallv Ride reportinqhat rhe cr,, ap- - to b. slightly ahead of the flight plan.

CAPC
V'

/l

,

' ,, ''lU ^' "ouston, we have a switch for you onpane .1. ' 4 .

SPACECRAFT Stand by
:j
lir.t -. uuii.ce, Roy.

CAPCOM Ci,;r*y , we'l: stand i.v.

CAPCOM Okay, on k<i, w ,
. need the H2 press line ventswitched to ground.

SPACECRAFT Okay, th< \ it is.

CAPCOM Okay, (hank W "

.

CAPCOM Okay, Challenger, Houston, we have 2 other switchesfor you on ML 31 Charlie.
cnes

SPACECRAFT Okay, qive us (qarble) for that.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Roy, this is, Norm. I'm down here by ML 31Charlie if you want to give that to me.

?£m°
l

Li ?
kaV °n ML 31 charli^ we need the vacuum ventISOL valve control to open and the vacuum vent nozzle heater to

SPACECRAFT Okay. Stand by.

?nl°°Jt* -i
And Challen<3er ' Houston, we are about 10 secondsLOS and we will see you at Hawaii at 52.

SPACECRAFT Alright.

SPACECRAFT Do you want to give me those things again?
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VaCUUm Vent

'
IS°L Valve fc° °»™> ^uum vent

SPACECRAFT It's complete, Roy.

CAPCOM Roger.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT It's a complete Roy.

CAPCOM Roger.

PAO Shuttle Control, Houston, 2 hours 45 minutes,
Mission Elapsed Time, about 7 and a half minutes away now from
reacquisition or recontact with Challenger though Hawaii.
Shuttle Control, Houston, 2 hours 53 minutes mission elapsed
time. Standing by now for recontact with Challenger.

CAPCOM (Garble) switch you through Hawaii for 8 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Hello, Houston, we're doing good, you're loud and
clear

.

CAPCOM Okay, Crip, you're loud and clear and I've got two
short items for you.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay, one a reminder to do the item 48 to the GN&C
and SM.

SPACECRAFT We'll do that right now.

CAPCOM Okay and the other is, we've notice a decrease in
the OMS crossfeed line temps and when we left you at Guam, they
were just above the limit.

SPACECRAFT OMS crossfeed line temps, alright.

CAPCOM And you might anticipate some time in the future
getting a spec 89 propellant thermal OMS message and you could
sse that parameter BLD aft fuselage on spec 89 being below
limits. And should the failure occur, we'll be having you switch
the OMS crossfeed lines heaters on panel A14.

SPACECRAFT Okay. For your information we just got a C&W alarm
with no message and no lights, we're not concerned about it.

CAPCOM Roger, understand, we'll see if we can find
anything

.

SPACECRAFT And say once more the parameter on Spec 89.

CAPCOM Roger that parameter is over in the right column,
it's Bravo Lima Delta aft fuselage.

SPACECRAFT Okay. And Houston, (garble).

CAPCOM Go ahead.
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blast of air when I out thl nl tj.
f

,

lg
t
and we ^ust got a littl

that was all it was^ust^ Ught^f
2 "° °pen and

CAPCOM okay, understand.

CAPCOM okay, we'll do that, Crip.

be'autifuf °
kay

'
W6 ' re juSt ^»i„g sunrise and it is

you'™ PECS configurers good"
6"9"' H°USt°n

'
EEC0M reP°rts

SPACECRAFT Thanks alot.

seeTu over tnTs^eTin"^ ^nutes"
t0 ^ ^

SPACECRAFT Roger, that.

lapsed time. TSrief
C
?oss°ofTitTr ' *l

h°T 1 Blnute ™issi °"
reacquire over the states f„° J ?

1
^
hrou9 h Hawaii, „e will

Control Houston, 3 hours 3 mi " «.«nxnute and a half. shuttle
Standing by now'for^iSSrw?^"^;^ tim6 '

?
A
and°

M
a half minutes'?

9"' Houst°" ,s «^h you over the states for

SPACECRAFT you . re loud and^ ^ ^ ^
CAPCOM okay, you're five by.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston's with you over the states for
7 and 1/2 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Loud and clear.

SPACECRAFT Loud and clear, sir.

CAPCOM Okay, you're five by.

SPACECRAFT Got a beautiful view coming down, coming down the
coast of Mexico,

CAPCOM Roger, Crip.

SPACECRAFT And Roy. We think we got it where you want it for
the deploy and when you have a chance you might check and see if
that looks good to you.

CAPCOM Okay, Rick. You're going to have to say again. We
had our handover there and you were cut out about half way
through

.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Shortly we'll have the flight deck TV camera
set up. We gotta a few more light shades to put up before we
call it ready but you might want to take a look at the field of
view and see if you're happy with it.

CAPCOM Okay, we'll be picking you up through Mila here in
about 2 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay. And Roy, I got the (garble) activation just
a little bit early - the first insertion. All the indications
were good when I started and I put the MLR to off and the
malfunction talkback went to barberpole. I did that at 3 07.

CAPCOM Roger.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston. We're going through *. key
hole here for about a minute.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston's with you through Mila and
Bermuda for 7 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, loud and clear.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston. Rick regarding your
comment on the flight deck TV. We are not set up for TV this
pass so we'll just have to wait until we're scheduled for that in
order to check it out.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we're not in a rush. We're checking it out.
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CAPCOM Roger.

™P
?2

M A
?
d challen9 er ' Houston. I have a couple switcheson the RMS panel.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

and
C
(garble) temp?"

^ Parameter Switch should b* ^ a port temp

SPACECRAFT Thank you. We're taking the port on this time?

CAPCOM I guess so.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Houston, Challenger, and according to whatyou told us last time sure enough we do have that propellantmessage bulkhead aft fuselage on the fuel and if you want us toswitch crossfeeds as something like that we'll be happy to.

CAPCOM Okay, Crip we were expecting that and we would likefor you on panel A14 to take the OMS crossfeed lines heaters Aauto to off and the B heater to auto.

SPACECRAFT Okay, that's complete.

f,^??
M
K •

, .

challen9e r, Houston, we're 20 seconds to LOS andwe 11 be picking you up at Ascension at 3 3 and Crip we'venoticed you're all set up to do your maneuver for the star alignbut you haven't put the future option to maneuver. You mightwant to check that. y

. n
Shuttle Control, Houston. 3 hours, 20 minutes

over
l

?h/o
aLSe tim

T

e
/ f

We're loss of signal now with Challenger

i 1 i -?
e
\
n reacc*uire at Ascension in approximately

12 minutes. Relatively quiet and uneventful pass on this thethird revolution. This is Shuttle Control, Houston.

•
Shuttle Control, Houston. Standing by now forreacquisition with Challenger through Ascension. We're at 3hours, 33 minutes mission elapse time.

^C
?
M
a , 1/0

^allenger, Houston's with you through Ascensionror o and 1/2 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, loud and clear.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM we are at 3 hours, 33 minutes mission elapsed time.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston is with you through ascensiontor 6 and half minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, loud and clear.

CAPCOM Roger you are 5 by, Crip, and we have an uplink onthe way co compensate for some IMU accelerometer biases, noproblem. '

SPACECRAFT Okay, well, G&C is working (garble) this morning.

CAPCOM Yeah, he is keeping busy but no problem at all.

squarefaLy. ^ **** *
Uttle COffee °n b°ard

'
We are *etti^

CAPCOM Roger.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston is 30 seconds LOS, we will seeyou at Botswana at 43.

SPACECRAFT 43, see you then.

m?eei~ ^
Shuttle Control, Houston, 3 hours, 40 minutesmission elapsed time, loss of signal now through Ascension. We

?
l

minn^e
lr

? c
thrOU9

5
Botswana at approximately, in approximately

J minutes, 15 seconds. 7

mtce*™ i f
hu^tle Control, Houston, 3 hours, 43 minutesmission elapsed time, standing by now for recontact with theChallenger crew through Botswana.

for
C
7
M
*n* k

Challen9 er ' Houston is with you through Botswanaror / and half minutes,

r^C^FL •

°kay
'

l0Ud and clear
'
we are

^ ust coming up on thecoast of Afiica here, We've got some great sand dune picturesthat we've just (garble).

CAPCOM Okay, Crip, wish we could see that.

SPACECRAFT You'll get your chance, Roy.

CAPCOM well, it's certainly been fun helping you guys getoff to a good start here this morning.
Y 9

SPACECRAFT Shoot, ya » 11 done it proper.

SPACECRAFT And Houston, Challenger, you still there?
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CAPCOM That afirm, Crip. We have 2 more minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, If (garble) on G&C have your pencil handy,
I'll give you the results of this IMU alinement.

CAPCOM Okay, we are standing by to copy.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Stars 25 and 15 angle error .01, delta
angles as follows for IMU 1 minus .01 plus .07 minus .20. For
number 2, minus .01 plus .02 minus .09. For number 3, plus .07
minus .01 minus .16. Torquing time was 0 days, 3 hours, 48
minutes, and 30 seconds. Over.

CAPCOM Okay, we copied all of that and we've got about a
minute to LOS here, Crip, and the orbit team will be handling
through Guam at 4:15 and on behalf of the emerald team, we
certainly enjoyed getting you into orbit today and we are looking
forward to all the other many exciting activities you guys are
going to have up there in the next 5 days.

SPACECRAFT Okay, well, we certainly enjoyed it, too. You guys
do super work, we'll fly with you anytime.

CAPCOM Roger, let's make it soon and ya'll have a nice
day

.

SPACECRAFT Bye, Bye.

SPACECRAFT Bye Roy.

CAPCOM Bye, Bye Sally and it was a pleasure helping you
use that E ticket today.

SPACECRAFT It sure is fun.

CAPCOM Roger

.

pAO Shuttle Control, Houston, 3 hours, 51 minutes
mission elapsed time, loss of signal now through Botswana.
Challenger will be reacquired over Guam in approximately 24
minutes on this last pass, Capcom, Roy Bridges, said goodbye on
behalf of the ascent team to the crew onboard challenger. A
shift handover is currently in progress. This is Shuttle
Control, Houston.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Granite team with you through
Guam for 8 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Hello to the Granite team. How do you read?

CAPCOM You're loud and clear and you're go for the APU
cooling and off switches.

SPACECRAFT We'll get those in just a sec.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Roger, go.

CAPCOM Roger. On your attitude you can go to a body
vector 3. We don't need the bias with the sun shield closed.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thank you.

SPACECRAFT And Houston, Challenger, Guy, I can give you the
info on the COAS CAL.

CAPCOM Okay, go ah 5.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Okay, just a second. We're getting a little cabin
flow from the 02 right now.

CAPCOM Roger, we see it.

SPACECRAFT We can here the air jumping in every now and
then. We're going to - I'm going to take care of the req right
now.

CAPCOM Roger, we understand.

SPACECRAFT And if CMC is interested, I can give him the update
on the COAS count.

CAPCOM We're ready. Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Okay. The initial delta bias we saw was .86. We
updated on that. Then I had a .17.

CAPCOM Copy. .86 and then a .17.
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SPACECRAFT Yea, let me go back through that one. First .86
then a .13 and then we had a .17. And the last one I got was a
.11. I did an update on that. That (garble) was - is a little
bit dim for that COAS and just about the time it drifts into the
middle where you want to take a mark it really does get difficult
to see. I can see what some of the previous crews were talking
about with that being a little bit hard. But I was satisfied
with the last part we had there.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy,

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger for ECOM. I'm guess I'm qonna
leave that 14.7 secured right now. No problem it's building up -
you want me to pop it open again but I was getting ready to have
lulnch I'd just as soon that little (garble) without running up
here doing all the (garble).

CAPCOM And Challenger you can just leave it secured for
lunch and we're about to go LOS. See you at Hawaii at 4 plus 29,

SPACECRAFT Okiedoke.

CAPCOM Challenger, check the rotation compensation please.

SPACECRAFT Well, we haven't changed it. It is still zero. We
did not use any rotation compensation for doing the (garble)
while ago.

CAPCOM Roger copy going LOS.

PAO Tnis is Mission Control, Houston. Loss of signal
at Guam 5 minutes across the Pacific to reacquisit ion at
Hawaii. On the fourth orbit for Challenger on this flight. The
crew currently having their first meal in space. They want
lunch. Likely will be relatively quiet on the air/ground during
the Hawaii and upcoming stateside pass. Back at Hawaii in
approximately 4 minutes, 12 seconds. Mission Control, Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Challenger Houston, with you at Hawaii for about 7

and a half. I've got a couple of notes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, do we need to write something down or could
we just listen?

CAPCOM You can just listen.

SPACECRAFT I do that much better, go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay, when we come up over the states, we're going
to activate the Ku-band and all we're going to do for your
information is turn it on and monitor the temps. What that means
is you won't get any more of the Ku BC bypass messages, if you do
any of the 10' s on the SM.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM And after you're finished with lunch, we'd like for
you to go to PCS system 2.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll do that, and I'll try to remember if I

forget, how about telling me.

CAPCOM Roger, we'll do that.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) turkey tetrazine.

SPACECRAFT Is anyone down there?

CAPCOM Roger, we're still with you here.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we got you, we just didn't want to feel
lonely and didn't want you to feel lonely. I have got some sad
news to pass to along, if it could be relate to Nancy Fuqua
Unfortunantely , despite my best efforts as a physician the gator
died.

CAPCOM Roger, I understand the gator died. And we're
about to lose you here at Hawaii, we'll see you over the states
in about one minute.

SPACECRAFT See you then.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you at P 'ckhorn for seven
minutes.

SPACECRAFT Loud and clear (garble) We're just (garble) crumbs
around the vehicle from our sugar cookies.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We could not understand the
last comment.
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SPACECRAFT That's because I had my mouth full, probably.

SPACECRAFT It's probably just as well, I think Crip was
complaining about the cookie crumbs.

CAPCOM Roger.

SPACECRAFT Well, we're doing fine, had a nice lunch, taking
lots of pictures and looking forward to deploying the telesat
here in a few hours.

CAPCOM Roger, that.

SPACECRAFT I see you're getting good practice at the CAPCOM
vocabulary.

CAPCOM Affirmative.

SPACECRAFT Do they have a cue card down there with all of that
on it?

CAPCOM That's a rog.

SPACECRAFT Guy, in case you're interested, we just pulled out
the sandwiches that were packed for us. And you'll be happy to
know that STS-7 is three turkeys and two hams.

CAPCOM Roger, we suspected that all along.

SPACECRAFT It's up to you to figure out which is which.

SPACECRAFT You can also pass the word to Rita that we ate her
lunch plus the sandwiches.

CAPCOM Will do. Challenger, Houston. Flight says, we'll
be able to figure out the turkeys from the hams during the next
TV pass.

SPACECRAFT You're right. Tommy knows us well.

SPACECRAFT Well, that's not Tommy is it? That's John. He
doesn't know us that well.

CAPCOM Rog. Challenger, Houston, we're about 30 seconds
to LOS. When you do switch to system 2, you'll probably get some
N2 flow right away, just wanted to warn you of that and we'll see
you at MILA in about 3 and a half.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we are about 30 seconds to
LOS, when you do switch to system 2, you will probably get some
N2 flow right away, just wanted to warn you of that and we'll see
you in Mila in about 3 and half minutes.

SPACECR£?T Bye, Bye, see you there, Guy.

PA0 Loss of signal through Buckhorn, next station will
be Merritt Island launch area in about 2 and half minutes.
Meanwhile the hungry 5 of Challenger are busy partaking of Rita
Rapp's cuisine aboard Challenger. As Sally Ride put it, 3
turkeys and 2 hams. 2 minutes away from reacquisi t ion from
Merritt Island, Mission Control, Houston at 4 hours, 47 minutes
into the seventh flight of the Shuttle system.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you at Mila for 3 minutes.

SPACECRAFT You're loud and clear.

CAPCOM Challenger, we are 20 seconds to LOS, we'll see you
at Ascension at 5 plus 09.

SPACECRAFT See you there, Guy.

PA0 Mission Control, Houston, loss of signal at Merritt
Island launch area. Next orbit we have only a brief pass throuqh
the Buckhorn station, the final state side pass of the day.
Ascension Island upcoming in about 15 minutes. Midway through
orbit number 4 for Challenger on it's second flight into space.
STS-7 crew at this time should be wrapping up the first meal in
space. Putting away the silverware and scrubbing out the dishes
before settling down to the balance of the day's activities
leading up to deployment of the AN IK telesat communications
satellite. Returning in 15 minutes at Ascension, Mission
Control, Houston, 4 hours, 54 minutes.

PA0 This is Mission Control, Houston, we have
acquisition through the Ascension Island tracking station for
Challenger.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you through ascension for
2 and a half minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, loud and clear and for ECOM, we've switched
over to system 2 and for our move, we've got a APU fuel temp on
test number 2. That's reading 41 degrees and we've switched from
heater bravo to heater alpha.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy that, and at your convenience we
would like a GNC Spec one, please.

SPACECRAFT You've got that on CRT 2.
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SPACECRAFT Okay, and it appears that test line is coming up a
little bit now.

CAPCOM Roger.

SPACECRAFT And Houston, Challenger again for ECOM. We are
reading water tank, the supply tank bravo just give us alarm at
reading of LO percent, I'm assuming that was from normal flash
evap usage.

CAPCOM That's correct, Crip.

CAPCOM Challenger, the TIMBU's is coming.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and what is in that?

CAPCOM I'm sorry we are going to TIMBU that tank B alarm.

SPACECRAFT Oh, okay.

Challenger, Houston, the CRT is yours, we are goiCAPCOM
into a key hole, we'll probably still have HF though.

SPACECRAFT Roger that.

END OF TAPE
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Mission Control, Houston. Loss of siqnal atAscension. Botswana upcoming in about 3 minutes, 50 seconds.
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you Botswana for seven
minutes

.

SPACECRAFT Okay, you're loud and clear sir.

CAPCOM You too John.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We're about 1 minute to
LOS. We'll see you at Guam at 5 plus 51. If you got any back
there I've got a switch on panel Al-R on the payload recorder.

SPACECRAFT Okay, go ahead.

CAPCOM Rog . We'd like you to take the payload recorder
function switch and put it in mode select.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Coming up. You've got it.

CAPCOM Thank you. That was just a preflight configuration
delta.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston. Fairly quiet
crew going across Ascension Island and Botswana. 23 minutes from
reacquisition at Guam. Nearing the end of orbit 4 at 5 hours, 27
mii,.ites into Challenger's second flight. Mission Control,
Houston

.

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston. Challenger now
in acquisition by the Guam Island Tracking Station.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you at Guam for 7 minutes
with a note.

SPACECRAFT Hi there, Guy. Go ahead.

CAPCOM Rog. I don't know if you noticed it but back when
we were closing the sun shields and when the SCA's halted it
inserted the indjex pins. Both pins on the ANIK and one of the
pins on the PALA'PA.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM And I've got a procedure for you here that will try
to get the pins withdrawn so everything will be set up for normal
when we get into the deploy sequence.

SPACECRAFT Okay, go ahead, Guy.
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CAPCOM Okay. Step 1 is to perform the SCA power up. Step

2 will be to enable SCA #2 for the ANIK. And if you do the rest

of these during the thermal test you'll already be in that

position. Step 3 we'd like you to go to page 4-3 in the deploy

checklist and perform the payload stow sequence through the check

sequence idle. That's the first top half of the page.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Okay and during that sequence most of the stow

sequence will be in position but the thing we're looking for is

that the index pins are withdrawn. They're on Spec 206. If

there's no joy on that we'd like you to repeat the stow sequence

and try it again.

SPACECRAFT Okay. We understand that.

CAPCOM Okay and following that of course you need to power

down the SCA. And we'd like for you to do that over a site so we

can watch it.

SPACECRAFT Okay and would you like us to do it over the next

pass Guy?

CAPCOM Roger, that's affirm. At your convenience. We got

about 5 minutes left here at Guam and then we got Hawaii coming

up in about 10 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay. We'll try and get it done for you at Hawaii.

CAPCOM Thank you Sally.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger. You still with us.

CAPCOM That's affirmative. 30 more seconds.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we're going to go ahead and do the predeploy

thermal check on PALAPA and then we'll be ready to talk to you

about ANIK and PALAPA as we come into contact at Hawaii.

CAPCOM Roger, that sounds good. We'll see you at Hawaii

at 6 plus 05.

SPACECRAFT Roger that.

PAO Mission Control, Houston. Loss of signal at

Guam. 6 minutes until reacquisi tion through Hawaii, The

Challenger crew had passed up to them some changes in the

predeploy checklist which are aimed toward ver if ying
#

that the

index pins withdraw properly in the satellite sun shields.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAl^T Houston, Challenger, are you still with us?

CAPCOM That's affirmative, 30 more seconds.

SPACECRAFT We'll just go ahead and do the predeploy thermal
check on PALAPA and then we'll be ready to talk to you about ANIK
and PALAPA into contact at Hawaii.

CAPCOM Roger that's sounds good, we'll see at Hawaii at 6
plus 05.

SPACECRAFT Roger that.

PA0 Mission Control, Houston, loss of signal at Guam, 6
minutes until reacquis i tion through Hawaii. The Challenger crew
had passed up to them some changes in the predeploy checklist
which are aimed toward verifying the index pins withdrawal
properly in the satellite sun shields. And as they come up on
Hawaii here, the crew will be doing the thermal checks on the
airborne support equipment for the two satellites in the payload
bay. 5 minutes, 24 seconds away from reacquisition now in
Hawaii. Early in, orbit number 5. This is Mission Control,
Houston.

PA9 Mission Control, Houston, acquisition at Hawaii at
this time.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you at Hawaii for seven
and a half minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, loud and clear and John's up powering up the

CAPCOM Roger.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Houston, Challenger, we've got the SCA enable
and SCA2 for ANIK and we are getting ready to initiate the
(garble) sequence on page 4-3 on the checklist.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy and we'll follow along with you,
John. 1

SPACECRAFT Okay Houston, we are complete on the ANIK and we
will go to the PALAPA it you like.

CAPCOM Roger, that sounds good, John.

SPACECRAFT Okay, wo are powering down the SCA.

CAPCOM Roger.
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SPACECRAFT Roger, it looks like everything is cleaned up.

CAPCOM Roger that. Good show.

SPACECRAFT We got that squared up.

CAPCOM say again, John.

SPACECRAFT We just wish we hadn-t had to go back and clean it

CAPCOM Roger

CAPCOM Roger, the currents look qood to nq Tohn m,-„k*.

Buckhorn in 3 ffi;.?
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SPACECRAFT Roger that.

PAO
thr

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you at Buckhorn for 2

minutes

.

SPACECRAFT Hello Guy.

CAPCOM Hello.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston. We saw the 02 high flow

alarm just before you went LOS and recommend you close the 14.7

regs. Oh looks like you've already done it. And we'll update

you on that prior to sleep. We'll probably sleep in a manual

conf ig

.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We're one minute to LOS.

We'll see you at Botswana at 6 plus 55 and you're a go for the

APU heater switches there at 6 hours in the CAP.

SPACECRAFT All righty. We'll take care of that. Thank you

Guy.

PAO Mission Control, Houston. Loss of signal at

Buckhorn. Rather long loss of signal period here until Botswana

in some 35 minutes. The crew proceeding in their onboard

preparations leading to deployment later this afternoon of the

first of 2 commercial satellites - the Telesat Canada ANIK

Satellite. Now scheduled at about 9 hours, 28 minutes into the

flight. We'll return at Botswana at 6 hours, 19 minutes mission

elapse time. Mission Control, Houston.

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston. Approximately 40

seconds until predicted acquisition through Botswana, South

Africa voice relay station. And a brief break after LOS Botswana

until Indian Ocean Station. On this 6th orbit, 5th orbit, I beg

your pardon.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you at Botswana for 7

minutes and I have your Pads.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Guy. Stand by for a second. Let us get a

pencil and some paper.

CAPCOM Sure thing. Let me know when you're ready.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM And while you're getting that Challenger, I've got

a question here on the sun shield hangup.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

i
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CAPCOM Rog. We see nothing in the data to indicate any
problems with the motors and we're curious if, did both sides of
the sun shield look like they hung up together?

SPACECRAFT Affirmative, sir.

CAPCOM Okay, thank you.

SPACECRAFT Guy, ready to copy your Pads.

CAPCOM Okay. We do have an update to the deploy PAD due
to some better targets. The MET - 0/09:28:29; GMT -

169/21: 01:29; GMT Table - p.. us 14, 677, 289; Deploy attitude -

161.98, 071.11, 294.15. Ready for read back.

SPACECRAFT Okay. We copy 0 diagonal 09:28:29; 169 diagonal
21:01:29; GMT - plus 14, 677, 289; And the deploy attitude
l(garble)1.98, 071.11, 294.15.

CAPCOM Roger and you were cut out on the roll. Would you
repeat that for us?

SPACECRAFT Yes sir. 161.98.

CAPCOM Roger, good read back. 1 1 ve got the SEP PADS for
you if you're ready for it.

SPACECRAFT Ready.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Okay, it will be OMS both, TV roll 180. trims,
minus 0,1 minus 5.7 plus 5.7. Weight, 226104. TIG,
0/09:43:29.0. X7 targets, plus 0009.6. All balls minus 002.7.
BURN data, attitude 024 238 344 delta V total 0010.0. VEGO
0:06. TIGO-X plus 0009.59. All balls plus 002.73. HA 165. HP
plus 161. On your OMS helium REGs, A GPC bravo closed. Ready
for readback.

SPACECRAFT Okay Roy, we copy. Both OMS?

SPACECRAFT Excuse me Guy, Both OMS?

SPACECRAFT 180 trim load is minus 0.1 minus 5.7 plus 5 7,
226104, 09:43:29.0, X7 is plus 9.6, All balls minus 2.7, Burn
att, 024 238 344 10.0 06 plus 9.59. All Balls plus 2.73 165 plu
161 and the A GPCB closed.

CAPCOM Roger Rick, readback correct.

SPACECRAFT Alrighty, thank you, Guy.

CAPCOM Roger, we are about 40 seconds to LOS, we'll see
you at IOS in about 2 minutes and we'll have the BURN targets
uplink to you along with the deploy TIMBU's.

Okay, see you there.

Challenger, Houston with you at Indian Ocean for 7

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
minutes.

SPACECRAFT Hello, Guy.

CAPCOM Hi, Sally.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, TIMBU's are onboard. State
vector's looking pretty good but we will probably tweak it up at
Hawaii.

SPACECRAFT Oh yeah, (garble) likes to tweak.

CAPCOM Roger that. And your targets are onboard also.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thank you.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we're 45 seconds to LOS.
We'll see you at Guam at 7 plus 29.

SPACECRAFT See you there.

PA0
.

Th is is Mission Control, Houston. Loss of signal
at Indian Ocean station, Guam, 17 minutes away from now. The
outset of orbit #6 as the spacecraft, Challenger crosses the
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equator where orbit counts begin. The crew and the onboard pads
read up making slight changes to the deployment sequence or AN IK
in some 2 hours from now. This is Mission Control, Houston, 7
hours, 12 minutes, mission elapsed time.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you at Guam and I have a

teleprinter message coming up to you.

SPACECRAFT Yeah, and we can hear it.

CAPCOM Roger, that's the manual PCS configuration that we
will have you go to presleep and again in the morning.

SPACECRAFT Roger, we understand.

CAPCOM And Crip, this is the same one we used on the last
flight.

SPACECRAFT Guy, I missed your point regarding last one.

CAPCOM I said it is the same procedure as we used on
flight 6.

SPACECRAFT You mean you're talking about air to ground, too.

CAPCOM That's affirmative.

SPACECRAFT Oh, I finally woke up, I understand what you are
saying

.

CAPCOM Okay, I finally woke up and understood your
misunderstanding

.

SPACECRAFT Oh boy.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, when you have time we would
like for you to check and make sure the teleprinter message looks
good

.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll do that. I understand that you got it
all onboard at this time.

CAPCOM That's affirmative.

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston. Acquisition
through Hawaii at this time.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you at Hawaii for 8
minutes with one note.

SPACECRAFT Okay, go ahead, Guy.

CAPCOM Roger, as I'm sure you are sure we would like for
you to really keep an good eye on the sunshield when you open it
and close it during the deploy.

SPACECRAFT Oh yeah, you can bet on that.
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SPACECRAFT I have one for you.

CAPCOM And if you can get it on the VTR, the opening, we

know you will you be busy with other things for the closing

during the launch.

SPACECRAFT We will get it on for you.

CAPCOM Thank you, sir.

SPACECRAFT And I've got one for you, Guy.

CAPCOM Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Okay, your message came up partially clear,

garble Starting with line 11, 417 it was garbage and

line 28 was garbage, 29 was garbage, 33 through 36 were all

garbage, ^probably be better off to just try it again.

CAPCOM Roger, we'll do that.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we'll be sending that message

up to you again on this pass.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Guy, we hear that teleprinter message. Won't

you jS^ call - give me a holler when it's up and I'll go take a

look at it.

CAPCOM We'll do, Crip.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, the message is onboard.

SPACECRAFT Thank you very much.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we are 40 seconds to LOS.

We'll see you at Santiago at 8 plus 09.

SPACECRAFT Eight plus 09, see you there.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you at Santiago for about

30 seconds, then a keyhole.

SPACECRAFT Roger that.

SPACECRAFT We are right now going through our gimbal checks.

CAPCOM Copy.

CAPCOM We are going to lose you here in a keyhole and pick

you back up here in about a minute.
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CAPCOM Copy

.

CAPCOM We're going to lose you here in a keyhole and pick
you back up here in about a minute.

SPACECRAFT Okiedoke. Sounds good.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston. We're back with you for
about a minute.

SPACECRAFT Okay, loud and clear. We've just going through
loading up the targets, taking a look at them, comparing them
with the data you gave us.

CAPCOM Roger.

CAPCOM Challenger, we'll see you at Botswana at 8 plus 21.

SPACECRAFT Roger that.

CAPCOM Make that 8 plus 31.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll see you there.

PA0 This is Mission Control, Houston. Loss of signal
at Santiago. 17 minutes until reacquisition at Botswana.
Challenger crew currently beginning their predeploy checks and
countdown for deploying the ANIK Satellite at an elapse time of 9
hours, 28 minutes, 29 seconds. We'll be back at Botswana. This
is Mission Control at 8 hours, 13 minutes.

CAPCuM Challenger, Houston with you at Botswana and I've
got a note.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger, did you get a hydraulic system 2 accumulator
pressure low caution and warning while we were gone?

SPACECRAFT That's a negative.

CAPCOM Roger, we see it going down and you'll probably get
it, the caution and warning soon so we'd like for you to take
hydraulic cU- pump #2 and put it on for about 1 minute and then
off. And we're going to manage it with the GPC mode after we qet
the ANIK out.

SPACECRAFT Okay, #2. For a minute hydraulic circ pump's
coming on now.

CAPCOM Roger that. And did you get a chance to check the
teleprinter message?
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SPACECRAFT That's affirm and wanted to ask you a couple ofquestions about it.

CAPCOM Okay. We're ready.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'm not, it's not exactly clear from readingthe message what it is, the big picture is but we are going toset system 1 up so that it'll flow into system 2, such it'll flowu^. is that affirm?

CAPCOM That's affirmative.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and on MO 10W it calls out for the 02 reqiniet on system 1 to be opened, what about the position forsystem 2? That should also be open, should it not?

CAPCOM That's affirmative Crip.

SPACECRAFT Okay. And, after we modify all these limits, thenwe're set up that if we get - Do you want us to go ahead andstart flowing ^2 through system 2 and you're assuming that we'll
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CAPCOM That's affirmative.
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ffirmati ^e. The N2 flow is only if the 02didn't get you to 14 7.

SPACECRAFT Okay. I'm with you and you would like us to dotnat sometime just prior to pre - in presleep?

CAPCOM That's affirmative.

SPACECRAFT Okiedoke. We're with you.

h?o£°!!^ i

And
?£

ip
'
yOU can exPect the flows to be in thehigh mode also on that.

SPACECRAFT Yea, I understand that. Say Guy, we do have circpump #2 on and it pumped up the accummulator pressure to 2490 andthat pressure's been bleeding off somewhat ever since it reachedthat peak at 2490 went down to 2440 now. We're showing 200 psibeing put out by that circ pump.
9 P

over°TOc; ,
^er we copy and we're going to look at it hereover IOS m a few minutes.
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SPACECRAPT 0kay, would you like me to turn ,« that circ pUrap

CAPCOM That , s affirmative Rick _

SPACECRAFT okay. Coming off.

?o
P
turn it back

n
on!

f ^ ^ ^ *" P°A °" that Rick "e-d like you

SPACECRAFT Understand.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM And if you do get an FDA on that Rick we'd like you
to turn it back on.

SPACECRAFT Understand. And for the payload folks we're
sitting here at a little more than 53 minutes until deploy. We
got a good checkout on the SCA 2 and we have SCA 1 enabled and
we're sitting now waiting for the 40 minute mark and the
checklist.

CAPCOM Copy, thank you John.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We're 40 seconds to LOS.
We'll see you over Indian Ocean in 2 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay (garble)

.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you at Indian Ocean for 8
and 1/2 minutes.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Hear you loud and clear,

Roger

.

Everything's cooking along real nice up here.

Sounds good.

And you can tell both INCO and PAO back there that
Dr. Hauck worked real hard and he's got both cameras set up in
the cabin so he can, think he will have an opportunity to play
with those a little bit.

CAPCOM We copy that. Thank you.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We're 40 seconds to LOS.
We'll see you at Guam at 9 plus 08.

SPACECRAFT 9 plus 08. See you then.

PA0 This is Mission Control, Houston. Loss of signal
at Indian Ocean station. 20 minutes across Asia. Last half of
orbit #7. Outset of orbit #7 I should say. And next station
will be Guam in 20 minutes. The crew getting prepared for
deployment of the ANIK Satellite. Setting up the TV cameras on
the flight deck. We should have live television at Hawaii but
not at the actual deployment in as much as that occurs during the
crossing of the equator on this orbit and out of range from
Hawaii. At 8 hours, 47 minutes mission elapse time this is
Mission Control, Houston.

PAO
Guam.

Mission Control, Houston. We have acquisition at
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you for a short pass at
Guam.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) It's good to hear from you. Everything's
going very well.

CAPCOM Good to hear that. We'll see you at Hawaii at 9

plus 17.

SPACECRAFT We'll give you a quick look at the inhibit switches
now as we leave you.

CAPCOM Okay, we'll be here for about 40 seconds.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We'd like one more cycle on
circ pump 2 before mechanical sequence.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

PAO Mission Control, Houston. Loss of signal at
Guam. Hawaii upcoming in 6 minutes. Live TV schedule during
that pass. And counting down close now to deployment of the AN I

K

Satellite at 9 plus 28 - some 18 minutes from now. At 9 hours,
10 minutes this is...

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Challenger, Hour, ton with you for a short pans at
G a a m

.

S P AC EC RA FT ( G a r K I e } It' s qood t o h e a r f r om you. Everything' s

ijoi. ng very well.

CAPCOM Good to hear that. We'll see you at Hawaii at 9
plus 17.

SPACECRAFT We'll qive you a quick look at the inhibit switches
now as we I e a ve you.

CAPCOM Okay, we'll be here for about 40 seconds.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We'd like one more cycle on
eirc pump 2 before mechanical sequence.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

PAO M i

s

s i o n 0ontrol , Ho

i

i s ton. hos s o f signal a

t

Guam. Hawaii upcoming in 6 minutes. Live TV schedule during
that pass. And counting down close now to deployment of the ANTK
Satellite at 9 plus 28 - some 18 minutes from now. At 9 hours,
10 minutes th is is . .

.
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^
A0

,
...view scheduled during that pass. And countingdown close now to deployment of the ANIK Satellite at 9 plus 28 -

some 18 minutes from now. At 9 hours, 10 minutes this is MissionControl, Houston.

u
A°

ou
N 1

?
310" Control, Houston. We have acquisition atHawaii. Should be getting a television downlink momentarily.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you at Hawaii for 7 and
1/2 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay Houston. Good to hear from you. We just putthe ANIK on internal power and she's looking real good.

CAPCOM Roger, copy.

PA0 ANIK spin table 50 RPM.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we'd like you to out the TVpower to command please.

SPACECRAFT Okay it's there.

CAPCOM Thank you Sally.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We're seeing some nicepictures there of the PAM spinning.

SPACECRAFT Roger that. Glad to hear it. And Houston, Cripreports that the sun shield bounced just a little bit as itopened up but it never stopped its motion during the opening.

™^0M
« -

W
?

OOPY that John
-

Thank vou and we've gotten somegood pictures of you right now.

Challenger, Houston. Got a good picture of Normana bally now.

SPACECRAFT (Garble)

SPACECRAFT Okay, Houston. Things are looking good onboard.

CAPCOM Roger. We copy and you all look good to us too.

SPACECRAFT Okay. We got about another 5 minutes here inHawai i

CAPCOM Roger and we'll have you for about 2 more.

SPACECRAFT We got a nice view of Hawaii.
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CAPCOM Roger, we understand. We saw some good views of
the earth through your cameras as well as yourself.

SPACECRAFT Much better from this perspective.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We're at 30 seconds to LOS.
Have a good deploy and a good burn and we'll talk to you at
Santiago just after the burn.

SPACECRAFT Roger that.

PA0 Mission Control, Houston. We're about 4 minutes
away from deploy time for the ANIK Satellite. However, we're now
loss at LOS, loss of signal at Hawaii. That will be recorded
onboard on the video tape recorders but not actually dumped to
the ground until orbit 16 tomorrow. The orbit recessing away
from the stations in Hawaii and in the states that can take
television dumps. We'll get verbal confirmation of deploy at the
next station which is Santiago 17 minutes away from now. This is
Mission Control, Houston. 0 hours, 25 minutes.

PA0 This is Mission Control, Houston. Television
playback underway of the predeploy pass over Hawaii with the ANIK
spin table tooling along at about 50 revolutions per minute.
We're abon.t 13 seconds away froir reacquisition of Challenger
through Santiago, Chile, at which time we should get a verbal
report from the crew on deployment of the ANIK. Separation burn
is complete at this time also as they first came into
acquisition

.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you at Santiago. We just
caught the end of the burn there.

SPACECRAFT Roger that. Just completed. Looks good. Got
about - residual of about 7 tenths and (garble)

.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT And, Guy, there was no hang up at all when they
closed. There is a little bit of a twitch maybe at roughly the

same point as before but that's all,

CAPCOM Copy, Sally. Thank you.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, I've got a switch for you on
Panel A15.

SPACECRAFT Okay, just a sec.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay, the teleprinter is stuck in the high power
mode so we would like for you cycle the AC utility power switch
off and then back on.

SPACECRAFT That's done, Guy.

CAPCOM Okay, we'll see you at Ascension at 10 hours.

SPACECRAFT Okay, see you there.

PAO Mission Control, Houston. Loss of signal at
Santiago. Next station, Ascension Island in 10 minutes.
Challenger commander, Bob Crippen reported that the deployment of
the ANIK satellite was on time with absolutely 0 anamolies during
the deployment. Sally Ride commented that that's 3 for 3 for PAM
deploys. The sunshield which had chattered a bit on the earlier
test apparently closed with no problems. We'll be back in 9

minutes at Ascension. This is Mission Control at 9 hours, 51

minutes

.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you at Ascension for 3

minutes

.

SPACECRAFT Loud and clear, Guy. We're maneuvering to window
protect attitude now.

CAPCOM Roger that.

SPACECRAFT And we are loading the orbit (garble) 103 and 161.

CAPCOM We see that, thank you.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM We see that, thank you.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We're 40 seconds to LOS.
We'll see you at Indian Ocean at 10 plus 16.

SPACECRAFT See you there.

PA0 Mission Control, Houston. Loss of signal at
Ascension Island. Indian Ocean station in 11 minutes. Crew in
the window protection attitude with Challenger. Belly toward the
ANIK Satellite in preparation for its first stage ignition that
propels it to an apogee of 22,000 miles. And about 2 hours and
40 minutes remaining in the crew work day before they go into
their first orbital sleep period. At 10 hours, 4 minutes this is
Mission Control, Houston.

PA0
.

Mission Control, Houston. Acquisition through
Indian Ocean station at this time. Fairly brief pass.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, with you at Indian Ocean for 5minutes with a couple of notes.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, with you at Indian Ocean for 4minutes with a couple of notes.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead with the notes, Guy.

CAPCOM Roger. First of all we'd like as SM Spec 1 for
variable parameters.

SPACECRAFT We'll get that on CRT 1.

CAPCOM Thank you and we'd like to check the teleprinter
out again due to the problem we had earlier and we'd like for you
to check the configuration there on panel L9 and it should be
like m the presleep activity in the orbit OPS on page 3-2.

SPACECRAFT We'll check it out.

CAPCOM Okay, and I can read that to you or vou can look in
the book.

SPACECRAFT Well, if you got it handy let me get back here on

CAPCOM Okay, I got it right here.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay. PS audio power in audio. Air-to-ground 1off.
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CAPCOM Roger, we'll look into that,

SPACECRAFT Ok iedok ie

.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We're 45 seconds to LOS.
We'll see you at Guam at 10 plus 41.

SPACECRAFT All right, see you there.

PA0 Mission Control, Houston. Loss of signal at Indian
Ocean station. Guam 18 minutes away. Where the earlier problem
with the potential overheating of the teleprinter was solved by
checking the switch configuration on the audio panel aboard the
spacecraft. At the last transmission of a teleprinter message
the teleprinter stuck in the high current flow high power mode.
Normally after a minute and a half following the end of the
message the thing goes back to low power but it happened to hang
up and it turns out that the air-ground 2 switch onboard had been
left in the wrong position instead of off. So a test of the
teleprinter that had been planned for prior to sleep has been
cancelled. Apparently the upper stage has done its thing as far
as we know now. We'll be back in 17 minutes at Guam. This is
Mission Control, Houston.

PA0 This is Mission Control, Houston. We have a report
from the Guam tracking station that the perigee kick motor
apparently fired on time and did the right thing because
acquisition of the ANIK spacecraft at Guam was on the predicted
time for that particular first stage burn. Challenger should be
coming up over Guam in about 5 more minutes. This is Mission
Control at 10 hours, 36 minutes.

PA0 This is Mission Control, Houston. We have
acquisition through Guam of Challenger.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, with you at Guam for about 4
minutes with several notes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, go ahead. Do we need to write anything down?

CAPCOM Rog. You might want to take a couple of notes
here. I have some presleep configuration items.

SPACECRAFT Okay, just a sec.

SPACECRAFT Okay, go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay. First of all there'll be no water dump
tonight.

SPACECRAFT Roger that.
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CAPCOM Okay and presleep, the - we'd like you to takehydraulic circ pump #2 to on to avoid any alarms tonight in casetne leak rate increases. However, right now it looks like thedecay rate has decreased a little bit. Leave the other 2, that
is pumps 1 and 3, in the GPC mode and we'll probably go back toGPC tomorrow morning.

SPACECRAFT Okay. You plan on running it all night long then?

CAPCOM That's affirmative. We'll run circ pump #2 allnight long and the change affected by that is we would like to qoto single GNC OPS tonight like we will for the rest of thenights.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

o*!
0
?!

1 ^ /n?' Crlp
' Pacification on that leak rate. We didsee it suddenly increase the leak rate there for a short periodof time and then it stabilized out again and so we just want toleave it on so you don't get any alarms during sleep.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Guy. We understand.

CAPCOM Okay and a reminder to pin the temperature
controller to full heat tonight.

SPACECRAFT Yea, will do that.

^C?"
n , h ,

A
?<? °? manual cabin atmosphere configurationfor tonight, we'd also like for you to insert the 02 bleed...

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Okay then a reminder to pin the temperature
controller to full heat tonight.

SPACECRAFT Yeah, we'll do that.

CAPCOM And on the manual cabin atmosphere configuration
for tonight. We would also like for you to insert the 02 bleed
orifice as you are going to do in the 10.2 cabin configuration.

SPACECRAFT Okay, you just want me to put it in and not do
anything with it?

CAPCOM Well, we would like you to insert it in the panel
M032 Mike and then turn the LEH 02 number 5 to open. And I've
got where that is stowed if you would like that information.
SPACECRAFT That would save me from having to go look it up

CAPCOM Roger, it's in MF28 Oscar.

SPACECRAFT Okay and you want it installed at the position
number 5.

CAPCOM That's affirmative.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll get that.

SPACECRAFT Got any other goodies for us?

CAPCOM Well the ANIK folks would like to thank you for a
beautiful launch and we did have a good PKM burn and looks like
it is on its way.

SPACECRAFT Okay, that is good news.

SPACECRAFT (Garble)

CAPCOM Say again, Challenger.

SPACECRAFT Guy, this is Norm.

CAPCOM Go ahead, Norm.

SPACECRAFT Hey, I need a consult from Dr. Bill. Basically I

was trying to devote potentials and I noticed using both clickers
and 2 different set of electro leads that it seems to work on
positions 2 and 4 but not 1 and 3. Sso if he's got a quick
diagnosis, I would appreciate it.

CAPCOM Okay. We copy that and we'll work on it. We've
got about 1 minute to LOS here. We'll see you down at Santiago
at 11 plus 19.
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SPACECRAFT 11 plus 19.

CAPCOM Roger and we'll try to have our tag-up brief for
you are there.

SPACECRAFT Okay and shortly after that we'll probably try to
get chow.

CAPCOM Understand

.

SPACECRAFT Guy, if you could ask the ANIK people to save some
of their champagne for us until we get back, we would aopreciate
that.

CAPCOM Roger, we'll try to save you some now.

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston. Loss of signal
at Guam, next station, Santiago in 31 minutes. Capcom reported
to the crew that the perigee kick motor on the PAM upper stage
for ANIK successfully did it's burn, congratulated the crew on a

good job on deployment. Some hour and 56 minutes remaining in
the crew work day before they go to sleep. We'll return at
Ascension, I beg your pardon, Santiago in 31 minutes. This is
Mission Control, Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you at Santiago.

SPACECRAFT Okay loud and clear, we're in route to our IMU
aline attitude.

CAPCOM Roger, copy and I've got a tag-up message whenever
you want to listen to it.

SPACECRAFT Okay, let's tag

CAPCOM Okay, under accomplishments, beautiful launch and a
super deploy. Those adjectives compliments from the flight
director and the ANIK as I told last pass is on its way with a
good PKM burn. The MLR and OSTA 2 configuration looks very good
and I got a special note from the public affairs office, they
appreciate the outstanding TV during the ANIK predeploy, had good
pictures of the payload and the earth going by and all the crew
members, of course all we saw of Rick was his left shoulder
there

.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

CAPCOM And got a list of some of the more significant
anomalies during the mission. The circ pump accumulator
pressure, we talked about the leak rate in that and we'll be
running the circ pump all night tonight as a result of that. We
suspect a priority valve leak - -
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CAPCOM ...some of the more significant anomalies during
the mission. The circ pump accumulator pressure - we talked
about the leak rate in that and we'll be running the circ pump
all night tonight as result of that. We suspect a priority valve
leak in the system. We'll look at the data all through the niqht
to check that out for sure.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM And the PCS flow instability. We'll run that on
manual tonight and stalling the 02 bleed orifice and we'll
probably continue the manual set up for the rest of the mission.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM We're still working on the IMU 1 byte temps.
However, everything looks good to us right now. And the other
one

,

1 have is th * OMS crossfeed A heater thermostat looks like iteitner shifted low or has failed and we'll probably test that outtomorrow or at some later time anyway.

SPACECRAFT Okay. What about the APU tank fuel line of heaterbravo?

CAPCOM Stand by.

SPACECRAFT Yea, that's the one that dropped down to about 41degrees and I secured that here and turned on the heater alpha.

CAPCOM Okay, stand by. We're chatting about it.

SPACECRAFT Okay, (garble)

.

CAPCOM okay, we - that's probably a problem with the
heater or the thermister possibly and we like the configurationyou've got us in right now.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Guy. Understand.

CAPCOM And some other changes to the CAP, most of whichyou re probably aware of and we'll include any details in theteleprinter. We'll be returning to 2 GNC GPCs tomorrow morningfor the deploy. v

SPACECRAFT Rog

.

CAPCOM we'll be doing some INCO tests of pointing the KUband antenna tomorrow afternoon after deploy.

SPACECRAFT Sounds good.
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CAPCOM And prior to the PALAPA deploy we've got to go to

open the AN IK sun shield to view the spin rate on it and we'll

probably do that about an hour and a half prior to deploy.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM And that completes my tag up. I do have a question

for you from the PCS folks. They just, when we had the high 02

flow they wondered if you recognized any activity around MO10W

that may have jarred the panel or bumped it and if you noticed

any other unusual noises such as buzzing or vibrations other than

the high air flow.

SPACECRAFT No, in fact the last 02 flow I happened to be down

at the head at the time although I didn't jar the panel and it

just all of a sudden started flowing 02.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy that. Thank you.

SPACECRAFT We did, right after that I believe, get a DP/DT

which was associated with, used in the waste management system

and it was only a momentary thing.

CAPCOM Copy.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We're at 30 seconds to LOS.

I'll see you at Ascension at 11 plus 33.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Fine and dandy.

PA0 Mission Control, Houston. Loss of signal at

Santiago. Ascension Island in 7 minutes. Congratulations passec

up to the crew by spacecraft communicator Guy Gardner on

deployment of the AN IK Satellite. Some changes in the flight

plan for tomorrow which includes opening the ANIK sun shield so

that the spin up rate of the PALAPA Satellite tomorrow can be

observed. That sun shield will be opened at about an hour and a

half before deployment. Returning in 7 minutes at Ascension

Island. This is Mission Control at 11 26.

PA0 Mission Control, Houston. We have Ascension

acquisition at this time.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, with you at Ascension for 7

and a half.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we got our ASC thermal check going on at thi

time and also for DPS I'm getting ready to go single G2 and I

have the IMU align results for GNC.

CAPCOM Roger, go ahead. We're ready to copy.
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I MO align results for GNC.

CAPCOM Roger. Go ahead. We- re ready to copy.

SPACECRAFT Okay, the stars were 20 anc
,

51
L
as "q-e-tjd. ^

arrow is .01 and the IMU angles wet fol lows * .

'SI'
P
Fo? ^oer^rpi rm?nUr?0?/Sinuf?17 Torguing

;iL wasV^y" 11 hours, 31 minutes, and 15 seconds.

CAPCOM Thank you. We copy that.

SPACECRAFT And Houston, Challenger. I've got a couple of

times for you. You might like to copy.

CAPCOM Roger. Go ahead.

*-v^ ozvm &qr thermal test on the undeployea

?!;t^ll.3H^ tS.
P^.™i"Sn the ANIK cradle at

11:35:40.

CAPCOM Copy. Thank you John.

SPACECRAFT And we're standing by for DPS's go to clear the

software (garble) .

CAPCOM You have a go on that, Challenger.

SPACECRAFT Thank you sir.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with a note on the ASC thermal

test.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

r.PCOM Rog. You did the PALAPA on SCA number 2 and we

don'fget the spin motor or distribution box temps on that SCA,

so we'd like you to redo that on SCA 1 if you would.

SPACECRAFT Yes. We'll go ahead and swap modes and do it.

CAPCOM Thank you.

SPACECRAFT And Houston, Challenger. Got a question for

EECOM.

CAPCOM Roger. Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Okay. We never did get the numbers for out littU

Q^card following the fuel cell purge this morning. I ve got

[

k
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another one in progress right now, but if E had the delta volts
cor me, that would make it a lot simpler.

CAPCOM Okay. Okay, we've got 25 seconds left and I -just
got the numbers. They're .9, .8 and .8.

SPACECRAFT Okay, understand. .9 on 1, .8 on 2, .8 on 3.

CAPCOM Roger, that's correct, and we'll see you at Guam at
12 plus 16.

SPACECRAFT See you at Guam.

PA0
.

Mission Control, Houston. LOS at Ascension. ThePALAPA airborne support equipment thermal test that had been doneby the crew has had to be redone in as much as they were on thewrong SCA onboard, which is a sequencer, because in the one theywere using the spin motor temperatures are not transmitted down,
so apparently, that will be underway in the period remaining
prior to the beginning of sleep an hour from now. IMU alignment
complete and all of the angles and numbers read down. Very
little left in the flight plan prior to the 8 hours of sleep
period scheduled. We're some 32 minutes away from reacqu is! tionat Guam, nearing the start of orbit number 9. This is MissionControl at 11 hours, 44 minutes. This is Mission Control,
Houston. 20 seconds away from acquisition for the final pass of
the evening at Guam. The crew preparing for their 8 hour sleepperiod. We have acquisition at this time.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Mission Control, Houston. 20 seconds away
from acquisition for the final pass of the evening at Guam. The
crew preparing for their 8 hour sleep period. We have
acquisition at this time.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you at Guam for 7 and 1/2.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you at Guam for 7 and 1/2
minutes and you got a teleprinter coming.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) - • You're loud and clear and understand a
teleprinter message coming. How do you read?

CAPCOM Loud and clear now, Crip. Didn't he • anything
before. The teleprinter is for Norm to help him work around' the
medical test equipment problems he was having.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and we're working off of our speaker boxes
right now and read you five by.

CAPCOM Roger, you're loud and clear too.

SPACECRAFT And for EECOM, we have here this procedure in work
to pump up the cabin here.

CAPCOM Roger we see that, and INCO would like to add a
reminder, or EECOM rather, for changing out the C02 canisters.

CAPCOM And Challenger, I've got a couple of other notes
here for you.

SPACECRAFT Roger, go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay, we tracked down the IMU byte problem you
had. Due to some transients in the resolver limit, in resolver
limit fails, the IX and 8X resolvers were exceeding a threshold;
however, that seems to be working fine now.

SPACECRAFT Okay, fine.

CAPCOM And we've got a state vector coming, and it will be
good til next PLS.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) state vector.

CAPCOM And the state vector is onboard as of now and it
looks good.

SPACECRAFT Okeidoke.

SPACECRAFT And Houston, Challenger. How do you read from the
middeck?
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CAPCOM Loud and clear.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thanks Guy.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston. The teleprinter message
is onboard, and I've got another note here for Norm.

SPACECRAFT Okay, go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay, I'm holding it in my hand here a newspaper
called the "Center Times" put out by the University of Texas
Health Science Center at Dallas, your old alma mater, and here on
the on the back page they've got a note says, "Please help us
find our lost alumni, and underneath there's a young Norman
Thagard, M.D.

SPACECRAFT Okay, he's got his mouth full of food right now.

SPACECRAFT Tell them we can't find it either, Guy.

CAPCOM Roger. We understand that.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston. That may help us figure
out the difference between the hams and the turkeys.

SPACECRAFT We are still trying to sort out the difference.
This is Norm, and tell UT Health Science Center, Dallas,
Southwestern Medical School that I'm somewhere along (garble).

CAPCOM Roger that.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We've got 3 minutes left here
at Guam, and if you look overhead there a few thousand miles,
you'll see the AN IK on its way to a good orbit.

SPACECRAFT That's gveat, Guy.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We're 30 seconds to LOS. A
reminder, we'll be going to no voice record when we go LOS and
the Granite Team would like to thank you for a great day and the
Indigo team will be watching over you tonight.

SPACECRAFT The Indigo team, they finally got a name for that
team, huh?

CAPCOM Roger that.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we appreciate that. Enjoyed it ourselves.

CAPCOM Okay. Have a good sleep. We'll see you tomorrow.
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SPACECRAFT Guy, you think it was a great day for you, you
should have been up here.

CAPCOM I wish

PAO This is Mission Control Houston, loss of signal
Guam, final pass of the evening in which air to ground will be
exchanged between Mission Control and the crew aboard
Challenger. They're in the mid point of the ninth orbit in

space, successful deployment - -

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Mission Control, Houston. Loss of signal
at Guam, Final pass of the evening in which air to ground will
be exchanged between Mission Control and the crew aboard
Challenger. During the midpoint of the 9th orbit in space.
Successful deployment today of the first of two commercial
satellites, second one scheduled for deployment tomorrow. Next
station in 29 minutes, Santiago, but unless the crew speaks up,
there will not likely be any air/ground. At 12 hours, 25 minutes
into the seventh flight of the shuttle system. This is Mission
Control, Houston.

PAO This is Shuttle Mission Control at 13 hours, 12
minutes into the flight. Crew's been about 25 minutes into its
sleep period. Challenger on its 10th orbit of the Earth. We're
presently processing data through the Ascension station, and
systems continue to look good onboard the vehicle. The change-
of-shift briefing with offgoing Flight Director, John Cox, is
expected to occur on time at 8:00 p.m. Central Time in building
2, room 135 at Johnson Space Center. This is Mission Control,
Houston

.

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston, at 14 hours, 10
: nutes into STS-7. Challenger on its 10th orbit of the Earth.

i over flying the South Pacific, just having completed a pass
er Guam. Conditions onboard the vehicle continue to be

nominal. Crew's apparently spending a restful night and they're
about an hour and a half into their sleep period at this point.
This is Mission Control, Houston.

PAO This is Shuttle Mission Control at 15 hours, 7
minutes. Challenger's just about over the Suez Canal right now,
and about 5 and 1/2 hours remaining in the crew - - their sleep
is apparently uninterrupted, not having been bothered by any
caution and warning alarms and - -

END OF TAPE
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PAO - - and about 5 and 1/2 hours remaining in the
crew's sleep period. Their sleep is apparently uninterrupted,
not having been disturbed by any caution and warning alarms and
systems continue to perform nominally on the vehicle. This is
Mission Control, Houston.

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston at 16 hours, 12
minutes into the flight. Challenger on orbit number 12, now just
over South America and all continues to be quiet onboard the
vehicle. This is Shuttle Mission Control.

PAO This is Shuttle Mission Control at 17 hours, 15
minutes. Challenger just passing across the east coast of
Australia on toward the Pacific Ocean on orbit number 12. This
is a fairly long loss of signal period. We will reacquire again
in about 45 minutes through the ground station at Dakar, and
we've been out of touch with Challenger for about a - - little
over 30 minutes, so its practically a full rev between AOS's in
this pass. Everything continues to be quiet onboard the
vehicle. This is Mission Control, Houston.

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston at 18 hours, 18
minutes into the flight. Challenger just had a pass over the
ground station at Dakar and the flight control team had a chance
to look at that data. It'll be another 20 minutes before we have
a very brief pass over Orroral. Vehicle's on orbit 13, 2 hours
and 10 minutes remaining in the sleep period. This is Mission
Control, Houston.

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston at 19 hours, 5

minutes. Challenger on orbit 14 currently over the South
Pacific. Everything continues quiet on the vehicle and downlink
data continues to affirm to the mission control team that systems
are performing nominally onboard Challenger. This is Shuttle
Mission Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Shuttle Mission Control at 19 hours, 42

minutes. Challenger in its 14th orbit, just over north Africa

and just having completed a pass over the ground station at Dakar

where the flight control team got a look at data from the vehicle

and gained reassurance that systems onboard continue to perform

nominally. We'll take data again in about 39 minutes over the

ground station at Orroral. Our intention at this point is to

cancel the upcoming change-of-shif t briefing with ^ of fgoing Flight

Director, Larry Bourgeois in the absence of any significant
activity overnight. If any news media have - - take exception to

that proposal, we request that you notify the Johnson Space
Center newsroom, but at this juncture, it looks to be

conventional wisdom to cancel .that press conference. This is

Shuttle Mission Control.

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston at 20 hours into

the flight. We're now processing data through the Indian Ocean
station and the EECOM has reported that its downlink data
indicates that the food worker has been activated by the crew.

So, while there's still about 30 minutes left of the sleep
period, it's obvious that at least someone's awake onboard
Challenger at this point. The mission control team does not plan

to initiate a wake up call, however, until the pass over the

Merritt Island station in about 55 minutes from now. Mission
Elapsed Time, 20 hours, 2 minutes. This is Mission Control,
Houston.

PAO This is Shuttle Mission Control at 20 hours, 56

minutes. Just moments away from acquisition of signal through
the Merritt Island station, and we can expect that wakeup call

here shortly.

END OF TAPE
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Wakeup music.

SPACECRAFT Good morning guys. I don't know what you started
out with but what you ended up with sounded nice.

CAPCOM Now, you should have recognized the first one as
the Aggie Fight Song.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
Director

.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
there?

Is that what that was?

We hope

.

You better. Give my regards to the Center

We'll do that.

How's everything down there this morning?

Everything's fine down here, Crip. How's it up

SPACECRAFT Same onboard. Of course, you to know John, there's
some of us up here that didn't recognize either one of those
things.

SPACECRAFT Roger. That's true, and they won't tell you what
Crip was doing during the beginning.

CAPCOM I don't think we want to hear.

SPACECRAFT Well everybody got a goodnight 's sleep, and I think
we're ready to go to work. We read all that paper that was sent
up which was certainly a reasonable amount. Didn't look like too
many exciting things here other then just the normal daily space
work.

CAPCOM Yes sir. That's what we had intended. I do have
some hydraulic circ pump stuff here for you. We'd like to TMBU
circ pump number 2, and before we can do that, we need to get
hydraulic circ pumps 1 and 3 in the off position.

SPACECRAFT
on.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
morning?

CAPCOM
Crip.

Okay. That in work. Okay 1 and 3 are off, 2 is

And I'll let you know when the TMBU's onboard.

(Garble) get you guys up kind of early this

I think we got up about the same time you guys did,
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SPACECRAFT More than likely.

CAPCOM And Crip, would you check your air-to-air in TR?
We're not getting any UHF on you?

SPACECRAFT Yes. I've got it oft right now, turned off.
Okay, I'm coming at you now on unit 4.

CAPCOM Sounds good.

SPACECRAFT Got some big bumpers we're flying over right now.
I like this altitude much better.

CAPCOM I think we've got some rain showers at the Cape
this morning,

SPACECRAFT What are we over right now?

CAPCOM You're over, looks like, right over top of Cuba.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Well, they're getting a little rain too.

CAPCOM Okay Challenger, we're ready to reconfigure the
circ pumps. The first thing I'd like for you to do is to turn
circ pump 2 to the off position and then back to GPC.

SPACECRAFT Okay. That's done.

CAPCOM Okay now, put number 3 to GPC an^ we'll be
finished

.

SPACECRAFT Okay. You've got 2 and 3 in GPC and number I's
off.

CAPCOM That's affirm.

SPACECRAFT All right. (Garble)

.

CAPCOM And we'll be with you for about 5 more minutes
through Bermuda.

SPACECRAFT Roger that. Hey John, just for information,
yesterday when we looked out, oh half way through the work day
and looked at the elevons, both outboards were, looked like slow
deflection up and both inboards were down. I can't say that they
were full deflection but fairly far down. Now this morning, on
the starboard side both elevons are up and on the port side the
outboard is up and the inboard is down.

CAPCOM Okay. We copy that.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT - - Houston, but fairly far down. Mow, this
morning, on the starboard side both ailerons are up, and on the
port side the outboard is up and the inboard is down.

CAPCOM Okay. We copy that.

SPACECRAFT Say, I don't know what you would do with that
information, but there it is.

CAPCOM Give us something to think about. We've got about
a minute here at Bermuda. We'll see you at Dakar at 21:13.

SPACECRAFT Ail right.

PAO This is Shuttle Mission Control. Mission Elapsed
Time, 21 hours, 10 minutes. We've had loss of signal. The
wakeup call, the University of Texas Fight Song, of course, a
tribute to the Mission Commander, Bob Crippen who is a UT
graduate. It was preceeded by the Texas A&M, Texas "Aggie",
Fight Song which was a greeting card to Crip from Jerry Griffin,
the Center Director at JSC, who is a Texas A&M graduate. The
TMBU's referred to by the CAPCOM are table maintenance buffer
updates which reset limits on the APU circ pumps to keep the
fluctuation from tripping caution and warning alarms. We'll
reacquire signal in just over 2 minutes through Dakar at 21
hours, 11 minutes. This is Mission Control, Houston.

CAPCOM
minutes,

And were back with you at Dakar for about 6-1/2

SPACECRAFT Okay. Loud and clear. We're just getting ready to
have a bite to eat. (Garble). My compliments to Rita, Fhe does
good work.

CAPCOM Okay. If shes not listening, we'll pass it to her.

SPACECRAFT Rita's smart enough not to get up this early in the
morning

.

CAPCOM I think you're probably right. We've got about a
minute left here at Dakar, we'll see you at Indian Ocean at
21:32.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John. See you then.

PAO This is Shuttle Mission Control at 21 hours, 21
minutes. Loss of signal through Dakar. The remark by Mission
Commander, Bob Crippen sending compliments to Rita referred to
Rita Rapp, the nutritionist who's instrumental in selecting and
preparing the food onboard space shuttle flights and that
reference made to the breakfast meal that the crew is eating
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presently. We reaqcuire signal again in about 1Q minuter through
Indian Ocean Station. This is Mission Control, Houston.

PAO Shuttle Mission Control. Mission Elapsed Time 21
hours, 31 minutes. Indian Ocean Station coming up now for about
9 minutes.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston back with you at Indian Ocean
for about 8-1/2 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay. We're still finishing up breakfast and
shooting pictures as we come across Africa and we're going to see
if we can pick up the facials.

CAPCOM We copy.

SPACECRAFT At the rate we're shooting film here, we may have
to have a resupply. Can you run up another bunch of 70 mm?

CAPCOM We'll see what we can do about it.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT (Garble) really sacrifices. Tell Bill I appreciate
the info about the little pop as the PAM comes out. It was iust
as he described it.

CAPCOM We copy. We've got a minute to go here, and we'll
see you Ya^ragadee at 21;48.

SPACECRAFT See you later. See you John.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston back with you at Yarraqadee for
a little over 8 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Were with you.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM Yes, we're wondering if Norm is around and if hegot the surgeon's message, and if we can be of any further
assistance, or if he has any words for the surgeon?

SPACECRAFT We'll see if Norm's on COMM. Just a second. Hey,
I m listening .

1 '

CAPCOM Yes, Norm. Dr. Thornton wondered if you had anyquestions about his message, or if we can be of any further
assistance.

SPACECRAFT I haven't had a chance to try his suggestions, and
I wonder if I have a configuration problem. If he could, hemight pass up to me exactly which electrodes I use with his
little evoke potential preamp again.

CAPCOM Okay. We'll check.

SPACECRAFT What I may have is a little electrode table
problem.

CAPCOM we understand, and we'll get back to you.

SPACECRAFT And John, if you've got time to copy, we've qotsome ASC thermal test times for you.

CAPCOM Yes, we've got a little over 4 minutes. Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Okay. ASC thermal on PALAPA 21:48:50, and on thean IK, 4&J.:du:25.

CAPCOM We copy.

i
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,
And

?
ohn

' y°u mi ^ht Pass on the Steve that we triedto get some tourist pictures of the Seychelles, but I vhink we
iea

missed them. He may have to go back.

CAPCOM I'm sure he wouldn't mind. We're going to qothrough a short LOS. We'll see you at Orroral at 21:57?

SPACECRAFT Okay, and we're in route to IMU align attitude.

CAPCOM we copy.

And were back with you at Orroral for about 3
CAPCOM
minutes

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT Roger

CAPCOM

And as usual, we're all envious.

f a .
Ve got about a mi™t« left here and were lookinoforward to some great ANIK deploy video at Ml LA and INCO iswondering if you have any audio on that tape

c22Ss
p

TgarbSr:
e,B very little audio on u

-
There are —

CAPCOM we copy.

SPACECRAFT I guess the plan should be not to use the audiothat were recorded (garble).
audio

CAPCOM okay, we copy. We'll see you up there at 22:33.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Okay, we copy. We'll see you up there at 22:33.

PAO Mission Control, Houston. 22 hours, 2 minutes, 3

seconds, Mission Elapsed Time. Challenger has passed out of
range of the tracking station at Orroral, passing out over the
southern Pacific and we'll be out of contact with the crew for
about half an hour. This is Mission Control.

PAO Mission Control, Houston, 22 hours, 30 minutes
Mission Elapsed Time. We'll be receiving some playback, VTR
playback of the ANIK satellite deploy very shortly as the
Challenger passes within range of the MILA tracking station in
the eastern U.S. Crew is finishing up their postsleep activities
now according to the revised timeline. Mission Specialist, Sallv
Ride setting up the television playback equipment for this
downlink coming up shortly, and then we will be getting into the
day's activities in very little time, which primarily, we will be
concerned with the deployment of the Indonesian satellite, the
PALAPA, and that will be taking place in about 4 hours all
together, or about 3 and 1/2 hours from now. Things going very
smoothly, both onboard the spacecraft and in the control center
here. Very few anomalies during the flight to cause any
attention or to give any additional work to the planning teams or
the other flight control teams here in Mission Control. We'll be
reacquiring communication with the spacecraft in about a minute
and a half. At 22 hours, 31 minutes Mission Elapsed Time, this
is Mission Control, Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston back with you at MILA, in
Bermuda for about 12 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Good morning. And Houston, Challenger. You guys
set up for some TV this morning?

CAPCOM We'd like to hold up for a couple of seconds. I'll
get back to you.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Well, you just tell us when you're ready.

CAPCOM We'll do that.

SPACECRAFT It just became morning here.

CAPCOM And Crip, while we're waiting we'd like to fill
tanks C and D on the water, so would you on tank bravo close the
supply H20 inlet?

SPACECRAFT Coming up. Rick's got that and I've also got the
results of the IMU align.

CAPCOM Okay, go ahead and start the TV and we'll copy
those while we're looking.
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SPACECRAFT Okay. We'll qharf ^ ,. u

CAPCOM we copy that, and we're getting TV.

orthrvLual
S

res^L
9
or? he

t0
P^ T thiS the

satellite and* sh^^ing ^ZffhJ^S a^t
^

VTR^setting^t up' ll/t^V^ n°W
'
Rick

'
is 'ewl"<^ th.

soon as II 9et\t, I °
e ^T™9 °f th

?
se <5ue"ce »"d as

ought to be'Seetfg Pre* tycoon ts^hTsLrTo ^ch"/^ V°U

vou
qu

s
e
aTa

a

^ t^ ss ir[s^. ^i;: 1

*™.saw a little bit of the 3 ump there that we saw yesterday.
CAPCOM we saw that.

SPACECRAFT And you can see - -
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SPACECPAPT What you ought to be seeing pretty soon is thestart of the mechanical sequence and you can see the sdnshicld

CAPCOM We saw that.

CAPCOM Okay.

Dust coming out and it's about to spin up. There 1 nf

tpTaTthi %?0? t% ?ycti^- *e.t. e a
p
.y jr.:„ii?rsA

CAPCOM Looks good.

CAPCOM Looks good.

SPACECRAFT okay, and we decided that once you've seen it SD i„
iSst

y
bP
U
for 0

S^ 1

U SP
i"

UP
'
and now we ' re going to cut ahead ?ojust before deploy and show you the last few seconds of »™i„!i'sequence and show it actually^ going out of the bay

te™i™l

CAPCOM Okay.

CAPCOM Looks great.

SPACECRAFT And there she goes.

-t^ban^^ you can
I was watching this thing go ocf/^nr^'yeU^ a^eV^hrow
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SPACECRAFT Okav Glad

CAPCOM We
couple of hours.w to

««-^ -p. -
s
»a ... ,

CAPCOM w«
8«e you at Dakar at 22:48

US l6SS than a "inute here. We . u
SPACECRAFT 0kay> Jonn .

PAO Mis-'

moment ago of tit?
9 5° give us the playback ^ U" lted states as
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PA0 - - operating the video tape recorder and selecting

th« playback sequence for that event.

CAPCOM we're back with you at Dakar for about 8 minutes.

—sr*-. :^iS5-x siiu: sr^: sub sis -
some 16 mm oi that.

.•copy. S'iirn^rru loo^rtght nof/at
might be a CRYO leak m OX tank 3^

i ^ QX

haters r^STan^o Malposition. & pressure is

dropping a little bit in 023.

SPACECRAFT Okay. That's in the OX only tanks.

CAPCOM That's affirm.

SPACECRAFT Okay, 1, 2, and 3 tank heaters A and B are in auto.

CAPCOM We'ver got about a minute to go here, and we'll see

at IOS at 23:09.

SPACECRAFT Roger that.

PA0 Mission Control, Houston. 22 hours , 57 minutes

Mission Elapsed Ti»e. Challenger is passxnq out °^*Xe we
station at Dakar. We'll have about an 11 ninute g

a Control
reacquire over the Indian Ocean Station. The Miasi

flight controllers here are watching »
' 3 Thiv have

Per'hour leak rate in -ygen CRYO tank number 3 «^
e
*»

e„ £or
informed the crew to go to the automatic moae

suppiy the
all of those tanks, or 3 «^en^°?*9e

!oc

t
3£ fuel cells for the

liquid oxygen which is used P"™"** ££ looking at that,
generation of ^lectrxcity, and we will be looking ^
They're trying to assess whether or not "ere i f .

fc

thai and will be using the oxygen n that tank b.f^

in the other two tanks. The pressure
J" h t d as we

over 700 pounds now, and they will ^ ^k

J^p you Sdvised.
get some further information on it, "tJ

1
^!? thev were

During that last pass the crew indicated that they were ^
proceeding on into theii: day- activ ties, a 1J«l exercise
the timeline. Mission Specialist, Ride begin g juration
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sequence. At 23 hours, Mission Elapsed Time. This is Mission
Control, Houston.

PAO Mission Control, Houston. We're standing by for
acquisition through Indian Ocean Station.

CAPCOM And Challenger, we're back with you at Indy for
about 4-1/2 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Roger. Loud and clear. We're just coming up on
the islands of Madascar. Lets see, we've got 2 GNC's (garbled)

CAPCOM We copy. And Crip, we want to - -

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT -ts see, we ve got two (garble) .

CAPCOM We COpy . ,

over Hawaii what to do with them.
P°Sltlon

' an <3 we'll advise you

SPACECRAFT Okav T'n,
<•«»!.>. Did you'wantV^ 3^.^*0?? ^
CAPCOM Thai-'c ^ , o

3 02 heatSrS to the off position
SPACECRAFT okay. Tank 3 02 ,lank 3, 02 heaters coming to off, 0 f fCAPCOM Thank _ _ _^ .

' ° f f -

Crip, We may h™2 Sn^ar^^fh^

'

11 y°U And- we might have be c^^i"^ ^ "° ^ »*""ng,
SPACECRAFT okay.

CAPCOM We're an

'

at Yarragadee at 23:24!^ ° 1058 y°U Portly, we'll see you down

SPACECRAFT 23:24.

PA0

become more confident «r f
°n the Pressure in that tan? £

CAPCOM rh i
-i ^

minutes. <**"enger, we're back with you, Yarragadee for 8

throu^our hea^r throu" h *««g.a... and we're goi ng
CAPCOM We CQpy

SH- S-iiTC^ 35J-
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CAPCOM Okay, go ahead. Go ahead, Crip.

SPACECRAFT Okay. I'm getting a little static on my line
there. I'm back here at A14, excuse me, at A12 and I noticed
that my APU tank fuel line water systems, they were all
configured for B, with the exception of number 2, which is an A,
due to the little problem we had earlier; however, on the
switchover, it would imply that it wants me to go to B, which is
not the one we've been using. I'm assuming that you do want me
to switch over to A.

CAPCOM we'd like for you to do the heater reconfig, but
leave system 2 in auto, and that's per the message that came up
this morning.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) we still haven't understood that. I'm
going to reconfigure it the way I think it should be, and if it's
wrong, somebody will tell me.

CAPCOM Okay, go ahead. We'll check it for you at Hawaii.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM And you're approaching a sunset over Paris riqht
now .

^

SPACECRAFT So we see. Nice city.

CAPCOM Got about a minute left here. We'll see vou up atHawaii at 23:52.
"

PA0 Mission Control, Houston. Challenger's passed out
of range of the tracking station - -

END OF TAPE
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' The assessment in
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CAPCOM Sounds good _
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CAPCOM
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Tell him I put in lots of miles, but not a whole

In other words you ran fast.

Well, I was moving fast.

We copy. Got a minute here to LOS we'll see you at

SPACECRAFT
lot of time

CAPCOM

spacecraft:'

CAPCOM
Buckhorn in about an hour.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and we'll be ready to copy some pads then.

CAPCOM Okay.

SPACECRAFT Hey, John, this is Norm.

CAPCOM Go ahead we got about 20 seconds.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I ran off some EOG's on myself and just would
like to get some feedback later on to see if you got those down
on the ground or not.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
and congratulations on your first full day.

END OF TAPE

Okay, I'll check.

Started those about maybe 15, 20 minutes ago.

Copy.

(Garble)

.

Challenger we're back with you over the mainland
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CAPCOM Challenger we 1 re back with you over the Mainland

and congradulation on your first full day.

SPACECRAFT How bcut that, we made it over the mark.

CAPCOM And I have the PADS any time you're ready.

SPACECRAFT Let me get a free hand here. Okay, John, we're
ready to copy your PADS, sir.

CAPCOM Okay. Let's start with the PALAPA deploy PAD and

you'll be happy to know, this' 11 strenghten /our confidence in

the system, it's one second off of that in the CAP. It's
001020309, second line 170133609, third line plus 14736969,
deploy attitude 143.96 050.52 298.31, over.

SPACECRAFT Okay how about giving me last, the attitudes again
if you don't mind, my pencil is broke.

CAPCOM Okay here they corne. Attitudes 143.96 050. 52

298.31, over.

SPACECRAFT Okay and for the readback I've got, 001020309,
170133609, plus 14736969, for the attitudes 143.96 050.92 298.31.

CAPCOM Okay one slight correction in deploy attitude the

pitch should be 050.52, over.

SPACECRAFT Okay thank you much, 52. We're ready to do the SEP
PAD.

CAPCOM Okay SEP PAD follows. We'd like for the CDR to

check his air to ground 2 in receive before I give you that if

you would.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) down on the middeck right now I'm
operating off of (garble) get that a little bit later.

CAPCOM Okay here comes your SEP PAD. It'll be a both OMS
burn, TV roll 180, trims +0.1 -5.7, +5.7, 218 063, ti^ time
1/02:18:10.0, take 7 targets +0009.6, all balls negative 002.7,
attitude 024234 and 345, delta-V total will be 10 feet per
second, that's 10.0, TGO is :06, that's 6 seconds, VGO's
+0009.60, all balls +002.70, that'll give you an HA of 171 and an
HP of 161. Under the OMS regs, check closed on the A's, alphas;
and GPC on the bravos, over.

SPACECRAFT Okay John for confirmation we've got both OMS 180

+0.1, -5.7, +5.7, 218063, 2:18:10.0, we've got +9.6, all balls
-2.7 and for the burn attitude we've got - -

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT :18, :10.0. We've got +9.6, low balls, -2.7, and

for the burn attitude, we've 024, 234, 345, 10.0, 6 seconds,

+9.6, all balls, -2.7, 171 by 161, and close GPC.

CAPCOM Okay, John, you were cut out on your TIG, I'd like

you to read that back to me. And over the VGO in Z that should

be a +2.7.

SPACECRAFT Okay, for the TIG, I've 1, 02, 18, 10, .0, and I

copy the +2.70.

CAPCOM That's affirm, that's the VGO in the Z, the

(garble) 7 target is a negative 2.7.

SPACECRAFT Copy the negative 2.7 on the (garble).

CAPCOM Okay, readback's correct.

SPACECRAFT Thank you much. Not bad for man without his

glasses

.

CAPCOM Roger, that.

SPACECRAFT And Houston, Challenger,, If it's okay with you

guys, we'll just wait until after we c,o LOS to load these formats

114 and 158.

CAPCOM And that's okay, Crip.

SPACECRAFT John, I think we're all configured now with air to

ground 2 in receive all the way around, if you wanted to send us

something

.

CAPCOM Okay, we'll double check. And Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM Yes, sir, looks like that tank 3 02 leak that we

thought we had earlier may not be there, it might have been a

high level of destratif ication . And if it is leaking at all,

it's leaking at a much slower rate than we thought, and we're

happy with the present configuration.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John, that's good to hear.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Yes, sir.

CAPCOM Yes, sir, we're missing some audio on our dumps,

would you back on Al, check on the audio center to make sure that

ICOM A is on channel 1, and ICOM B is on channel 2.
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SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
2 4.

I can verify that, and we set that up, postsleep.

Okay, we'll troubleshoot further.

Air ighty

.

Got about a minute to go, we'll see you at Dakar at

SPACECRAFT Okay. And for your information, the AN IK sunshield
is open, and we'll have a very nice view of the PALAPA during the
deploy.

CAPCOM That's great to hear.

SPACECRAFT And John, I got a quick question for you, if you
can pass me the word later?

CAPCOM Go right ahead.

SPACECRAFT Okay, the checklist calls for the AFE panel heaters
to be turned off with the sunshield open. I'd like confirmation
if ti. 't's where you want it.

CAPCOM if I don't get back to you here, I'll get back to
you at Dakar, John.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM And if you can still copy me, we do wdnt the
heaters off.

SPACECRAFT I copy.

PA0 Mission Control, Houston, Mission Elapsed Time, 1
day, 0 hours, 21 minutes, Mission Elapsed Time. Challenger
passing out of range of the Continental United States pass now.
And we] 11 be reacquiring in about 3 minutes over Dakar. Crew
reporting that the sunshield for the ANIK satellite which was
deployed yesterday has been reopened so that it is folded back
and allows the crew a clear view of the PALAPA satellite which ism the cargo bay just to the rear of the ANIK support
equipment. Crew wil.\ be beginning their activities relating to
the deployment of the PALAPA, the Indonesian satellite, very
shortly. And they should be probably at this time, reviewing the
procedures for that deployment. Ground read up all of the
numbers that the crew needs to have for the deployment sequence
and that the actual deployment time, after all the orbits and
everything have been calculated comes out to be only 1 second
different than the preflight plan - -

END OF TAPE
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PAO The deployment sequence. And that
deployment time after all the orbits and everythi
calculated, it comes out to be only 1 second diff
preflight planned deployment time for that satell
during that last pass the EECOM flight controller
been monitoring the pressure and what we had thou>
leaking cryogenic oxygen tank, said that it apnea
probably do not have a leak in that tank that tha
indication given through a process known as destr
And mislead that the process mislead them into be
had a leak in that tank. So the tank is apparent
at the present time and everyone seems to be sati
situation is good in that regard. We are at miss
1 day, 0 hours, 23 minutes. Be reacquiring over
about a minute, this is Mission Control.

the actual
ng have been
erent then the
ite. Also
noted who had

ght to be a
rs that: we
t was an
atif ication.
lieving that we
ly not leaking
sfied that the
ion elapse time
Dakar in just

CAPCOM We're back with at Dakar for about 8 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, if you'll hold off just a second I'll have
format 158 in.

CAPCOM Okay and we copy and we are wondering if the ANIK
sunshield opened smocthly that last time?

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

CAPCOM
minutes.

No problem noted.

We copy t

We are handing over to Ascension for 2 more

SPACECRAFT See ya

.

CAPCOM
Botswana at 4.2.

Got about 45 seconds here, we'll see you at

SPACECRAFT See you there, big John.

PAO Mission Control, Houston, 1 day, 0 hours, 36
minutes mission elapse time. We are out communication with the
Challenger and we'll be picking up over Botswana in about 5

minutes. Crew is probably reviewing their deployment procedures
for the PALAPA communication satellite. And in just a few
minutes we'll be starting the deploy count clocks in preparation
for that deployment that will occur in about 2 hours.

PAO Everything appears to be going well with the
Spacecraft at the present time. Some earlier apparent system
problems, they worked themselves out and we appear to be in good
shape and nothing to really distract the crew's attention while
they're taking care of deploying this second communication
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satellite to be inserted into its on orbit from the Challenger

during this flight.

CAPCOM Challenger, we're back with you at Botswana for 4

and 1/2 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we are taking pictures.

SPACECRAFT And we jU8 t - John iust read us a Httie review

we're all ready to put out the PALAPA

.

CAPCOM That sounds great.

CAPCOM We've got a minute to go here, we'll see you at

Yarragadee at 5 niner.

SPACECRAFT Roger that, see you then.

Mission Control Houston Mission elapse time 1

day, 0 hours, 46 ™"«te
.

8
- ^acquiring in about 12 minute

station at Botswana fd will be reacqu iring
ed that

or so over Yarragadee, A^tralia. ™e cr
for the

starting the count down

clocks for the deploy at this time - -

END OF TAPE
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PAO ... via Australia. Crew has reported that they
have concluded reviewing the deploy procedures for the PALAPA and
they will be or should be starting the countdown clocks for the
deploy at this time. Heading for deployment of that satellite in
about an hour and 15 minutes. This is Mission Control, Houston.

PAO Mission Control, Houston. 1 day, 0 hours, 58
minutes mission elapse time. Be reacquiring in about a minute
over the Yarragadee station. We're a little over 1 hour away
from the scheduled deployment of the PALAPA, the Indonesian
Communications Satellite and at about the deployment minus 1 hour
point the crew begins, Mission Specialists begin the
predeployment checks of the Payload Assist Module, that is the
solid rocket motor that will initially take the satellite from
its low earth circular orbit to its elliptical orbit. Takes it
out to geosynchronous at the high point and then back to its
original orbit level where it was deployed for. its perigee.
That, those checkouts begin at the T minus 1 hour point in the
deployment procedures. Should be picking up the Challenger again
in just a few seconds over Yarragadee. This is Mission Control.

CAPCOM Challenger, we're back with you at Yarragadee for 8
minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, loud and clear through Yarragadee. And just
a btatus report for you for the payloads folks. We are complete
with the checklist through page 3-4 and we're standing by to
start 3-5.

CAPCOM Thank you, sir.

SPACECRAFT And Houston, Cnallenger. Can I get the INCO, I

guess it's Ed over there, to verify for me where the MADS
recorder power is supposed to be right now?

CAPCOM Okay, let me check.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Okay, Crip. It should be in the PCM enable
position.

SPACECRAFT Okay. I did momentarily trip it to off and it is
back in enable.

SPACECRAFT And John, just a piece of information for people
interested in fans and fan filters. We took a look at the CFES
sample module fan filter yesterday and it had a little bit of
lint on it, not too much. We cleaned that off. We checked it
again this morning and it really didn't have any additional lint
on it. We're planning to make a survey of all the filters later
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Sn^'^rSh^h^!"9 at that cfes fan we

CAPCOM Thank you very much.

?or°you.
S°UndS Uke PJ and his crew most of the cleanup

of debris that I saw on the f"st nioht £T? 6V° the ara°Unt
looked like it had been tSroug"a ci^eaf room?

01^' ^^
CAPCOM we-ve made some progress.

2*.* saw* awj-as! -

CAPCOM we copy.
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pAO Mission Control Houston, 1 day 1 hour 9 minutes
mission elapsed time. Challenger passing out over the Northern
part of Australia. We're out of communication with the
spacecraft right now, on the very end of orbit number 17. We'll
be reacquire in about 16 minutes over Hawaii, and we're
preceeding through with the final hour before the deployment of
the PALAPA Satellite. Mission specialist going through the
checkout of the payload assist module, the solid rocket motor
system that puts the satellite into its transfer orbit. The
Commander and Pilot preparing in just a few minutes to initiate
the maneuver to deploy attitude. Crew seems to be right on time
with the precedures in the deploy checklist. And we will be
waiting to hear from them again here in about 15 minutes. This
is Mission Control Houston.

PA0 Mission Control Houston standing by for acquisition
through Hawaii.

CAPCOM Challenger, we're back with you over Hawaii for 8
mi nutes

.

SPACECRAFT Okay, you're loud and clear.

CAPCOM I got you the same.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we have TV set up at this time. Initially
have you set up for downlink looking at the forward flight deck,
you should have Rick and John up there.

CAPCOM We've got a beautiful picture. And we would like
to have command of the TV if we could.

SPACECRAFT Okay. We'll handle the pan and tilt from the stuff
in the middeck if that's okay, I mean not on the middeck
correction back in the payload bay. And you'll can play with all
the other stuff.

CAPCOM That will be fine, Crip.

SPACECRAFT If you look in the aft (garble) vou'll see that thf
doc here has his stethoscope out.

CAPCOM Okay, we got that now.

SPACECRAFT I think he's healthy though.

CAPCOM We're getting a lot of glare off of Norman's head.

SPACECRAFT Yes. I noticed that.

SPACECRAFT Wasn't nice, (garble) wasn't nice.
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SPACECRAFT It's havd to set up a lighting for Norm.

SPACECRAFT They have a comm problem here sometimes. Thatcould happen with any one of us, except Sally.

CAPCOM Yes, I was going to say except Sally.

SPACECRAFT That should be a little bit better.

SPACECRAFT We've all decided to be nice to Norm though.

CAPCOM we're looking right at you, Rick.

SPACECRAFT Hello, (garble) well I'm looking right back atyou. We were kind of hoping of seeing some of thf lava flowsover at (garble) but our attitude may prevent that.

CAPCOM we copy.

SPACECRAFT John is T.K. down there with you?

CAPCOM That's affirmative.

SPACECRAFT Yes, I think he had a hand with tucking some shirtsaway that if he knows where they're stored, I'd appreciate it

vofhavp on in^ 11 Ch
n

Ck
; ,

Crip
'

INC° is feting which camerayou have on in the payload bay?

It^s still dark out so he's not going to get anything out of them

bufr^hT™ T 1
?

tUr " the li9htS °n and see if th^ helpsbut right now its dark out there.

darfoafthere^" " ^ °
Ut there

'
let ™e tel1 ^ ifc is

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT He's not going to get anything out of them yet. We
can turn the lights on and see if that helps but right now it's
dark out there. And when it is dark out there let roe tell you it
is dark out there.

CAPCOM We believe you. Make sure you get that watch
synched up right, John.

SPACECRAFT Okay. John and we were checking to see what time
it was back in Houston and KSC. And I guess people are coming to
work already.

CAPCOM Yea, some of us been here since 2:30.

SPACECRAFT Tell us about it, Tell us about it. Sun's coming
up.

CAPCOM Roger, that.

SPACECRAFT Boy do it come up. Worth a year of pay just to see
one of those. (Garble) see if I can get a camera set for you
here

.

CAPCOM We >py.

SPACECRAFT And Houston we show ourselves about 3 minutes from
completing this maneuver to the deploy attitude.

CAPCOM We copy, Rick.

CAPCOM Nice maneuver.

SPACECRAFT I'll get the (garble) out. They do need to stay up
a little bit longer to practice.

CAPCOM And we're going to lose you here in about 50
seconds, Crip.

SPACECRAFT Bye-bye.

CAPCOM Bye-bye. We'll see you at Buckhorn at 1 3 6.

SPACECRAFT Ed wants to switch you over to camera alpha right
now. . Got a little shot of the payload bay.

CAPCOM Okay. We're ready. Okay, we lost the TV, Crip.
We'll see you shortly.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

PAO Mission Control, Houston. 1 day, 1 hour, 34
minutes mission elapse time. Crew of the Challenger looking
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something like a convention of pilots and engineers onorbit.
Passed out of range of the station at Hawaii and we'll be
reacquiring in just about a minute over the continental United
States. They reported that they're about completed with
maneuvering to the deploy attitude where the spacecraft points in
the right direction. Since the satellite and _its payload assist
module are primarily dependent on the Orbiter for pointing in the
deployment sequence, spacecraft has to get in the proper attitude
before the satellite and its associated equipment are ejected
from the payload bay. Crew is moving through the planned
sequence of events for getting down to that deployment time now
scheduled to occur in about 28 minutes. Picking up communication
again just a few seconds as we pass over the United States. This
is Mission Control, Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, we're back with you over the mainland
for about 17 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Hello, again.

CAPCOM And we're receiving TV of the payload bay now.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John. And you can tell the photo guys that
we're using that spot meter religously so we're hoping to get
some real good pictures for you.

CAPCOM We're getting a good picture from camera alpha but
we can't get much out of C and D, Crip.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we're still working with those. Looking at a
interesting phenomena here, John, with the sun shining across the
(garble) of the earth and that blue band of the atmosphere that
we've come used to seeing. As it, the sun passes over and the
sun and the earth. .

.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT - -sun and the earth (garble) recedes away from the
direct line of the sun oh I'd say for another 500 miles out the
tangent to the limb of the earth, you can see a very strong blue
color

.

CAPCOM Sound:* lovely.

SPACECRAFT Of course right now, we're hold inertial attitude
and presently in an" I./LH sense we're flying with port wing first
with heads up in the cockpit. It's rather a different way to
look at the earth.

CAPCOM We copy.

SPACECRAFT For my air force friends that's the left wing.

CAPCOM Yeah, I was going to pass that on to them.

SPACECRAFT I'm getting indoctrinated up here.

CAPCOM Or the same side as your wristwatch hand.

SPACECRAFT Except some of us are wearing one on either hand.

CAPCOM And Crip, so we can avoid a circ pump transient
maybe during the deploy we would like for you to go circ pump
number 2 on now for 1 minute then we'll turn them all 3 off for
the deploy and we'll remind you to get them back on later.

SPACECRAFT Okay, number 2 now.

SPACECRAFT Okay you can tell Ed camera delta should look a
little better.

CAPCOM Okay, we'll look at it.

CAPCOM Yes that looks real good.

SPACECRAFT Camera Charlie is available but you're not going to
see much from that particular view.

CAPCOM We copy.

SPACECRAFT John, I'm looking out the right window here and we
just slid across the coast of California, I guess. And marching
across above Mexico towards the states. Is that concur with your
plot down there?

CAPCOM That's affirm, you ought to be going right over
Houston here shortly.
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SPACECRAFT If that didn't concur with your plot we would be in

deep seriously trouble.

CAPCOM And Rick if you would, turn all 3 circ pumps off.

SPACECRAFT Okay, they're off now, thank you.

CAPCOM We've reacquired TV through Mila.

SPACECRAFT We also have our alert responses sitting here on
the middle of the console.

CAPCOM We see that.

SPACECRAFT Right next to the pecan cookies.

SPACECRAFT So far as yesterday during the deploy sequence,
everything is totally nominal to this point, we have nothing
abnormal at all to report and we should be starting the
mechanical sequence in about 2 and 1/2 minutes.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
John?

CAPCOM

That's great.

We 've just crossed in over the Gulf, didn't we

That's affirmative, you are over the Gulf now.

SPACECRAFT Alright we just started our payload recorder and
turned on the VTR per the checklist.

CAPCOM We copy.

SPACECRAFT Okay, mechanical sequence is about to start.

CAPCOM We copy

.

SPACECRAFT Okay we are showing mechanical sequence has
started.

SPACECRAFT And we got 2 sunshield motors enabled at this time.

CAPCOM We copy.

SPACECRAFT Showing good currents, .2 amps on both motors.

SPACECRAFT And Crip reports that it is coming open.

SPACECRAFT And we are showing open talkbacks and disable on
the motors we're driving on the restrait on the starboard side
now.
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CAPCOM We copy.

SPACECRAFT And nominal amps, .2 on each motor.

CAPCOM Copy and we got a good picture.

SPACECRAFT Okay the (garble) strain is out and we are driving
on the port one at 2/10ths of an amp on each of the 2 motors.

CAPCOM We copy.

SPACECRAFT Okay, the port restraints out and we should see the
spin here momentarily.

CAPCOM We see you spinning up now. We could use a little
focus maybe on camera delta - -

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Okay, the port restraint's out and we should see
the spin here momentarily.

CAPCOM We see her spinning up now and we could use a
little focus maybe on camera delta.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll try that. We're showing 30 amps on
each of 2 motors.

CAPCOM That looks a lot better.

SPACECRAFT Okay, the setup is complete at 51 rpm on each side
and the amps are dropping.

CAPCOM Looks good, John.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Houston. PALAPA's on internal power. We
have no discrepancies and it looked a completely nominal oower
up.

CAPCOM Sounds good, John. It looks good to us.

PA0 This is Mission Control. Payloads Officer reports
that the PALAPA is go for deployment.

SPACECRAFT And Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT One thing that appears to be a little different
than yesterday and this has been reported on STS-5 with the
PALAPA there appears to be a very, very slight oscillatory
vibration in the vehicle.

CAPCOM We copy.

SPACECRAFT John that oscillation is in the Orbiter and not in
the PAM.

CAPCOM We copy and you're starting to fade.

SPACECRAFT And this looks like the poor old CDR's not even
sure he can feel it.

CAPCOM We copy.

SPACECRAFT We rookies are real sensitive to that stuff.

CAPCOM And we»ve just lost TV. We'll be with you through
Bermuda for about another 2 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Roger that.
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CAPCOM And all systems look good from here.

SPACECRAFT Real good.

CAPCOM We're about 30 seconds to an LOS here Bermuda.
Have a good one. We'll see you down at Ascension at 2 0 4.

SPACECRAFT Roger that. We'll talk to you then.

PA0 Mission Control, Houston. 1 day, 1 hour, 55
minutes mission elapse time. We are about, just about 7 and a
half minutes away now from the deployment of the Indonesian
Communication Satellite. We had some television there of the
final series of procedures as the crew prepared to eject the
satellite from the cargo bay. The sun shield was folded back.
Restraints were removed and the spinup was begun. Satellite
spinning at its prescribed rate of 50 revolutions per minute in
the cargo bay. We will see that, we won't actually see the
deployment occur. There will be a video tape of that and we'll
be getting that played back at a later point in the flight but
that will occur when we do not have an opportunity for television
downlink. Everything proceeding very well and the Payloads
Officer here in Mission Control indicated that everything was
completely nominal for the satellite and that the PALAPA was go
for deployment. We are 6 and a half minutes away from
deployment. That should occur just before we reacquire over
Ascension in about 7 minutes and should hear the results of how
that deployment went at that time. Mission elapse time 1 day, 1
hour, 57 minutes. This is Mission Control, Houston.

PA? Mission Control, Houston. We are at 3 minutes
prior to the deployment of the satellite and at this point in the
terminal sequence the Mission Specialists initiate the terminal
sequence at 3 minutes prior to deploy. Then in about 1 minute
from now we will see, we will have Mission Specialists Ride and
Fabian checking whether the separation ordinates for the payload
assist module has been put in the prearm position and all the
various other factors that have to be set properly just before
the ejection of the satellite and its payload assist module from
the cargo bay. That satellite is...

END OF TAPE
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PA0 A11 the other various factors that have to be set
properly just before the ejection of the satellite and it's
payload assist module from the cargo bay. That satellite is
ejected by springs connected to the underside at deployment,
there are clamps which are released by pyrotechnics and then th*»
spring ejects the spinning satellite and its payload assist
module from the cargo bay.

PA0 Mission Control, Houston. Just reached the point
where the satellite should be leaving the cargo bay of the
Challenger just as the Spacecraft is crossing the eauator. Orbit
#18, we ought to be picking up word from the Spacecraft
momentarily as to the success of that deployment. Mission
elapse, 1 day, 2 hours, 3 minutes.

CAPCOM Challenger, we're back with you at Ascension for 8minutes.

SPACECRAFT Roger. Wait 1.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we got you John and we had a good deploy andthe sunshield is closing now, we'll be with you in a minute.

CAPCOM That's great, Sally.

SPACECRAFT And you can see our burn solution on the orbit
SPEC

.

CAPCOM Looks good to us, Rick.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT A question on the burn data, I think when you readus the pad, you corrected us on the VGO z and said it was plus
2.7, we are reading minus 2.7.

plus°
M 1 think the peg 7 was a minus 2.7 but the VGO was a

SPACECRAFT Okay, thank you.

CAPCOM And double check your ASC PAM heater switch.

SPACECRAFT We just got that, thanks.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Reached burn attitude.

CAPCOM Copy

.

n^°o ™ f~ ?
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Y°U in a P°sition ^ere you can turn circpump 2 on for 1 minute?
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SPACECRAFT Sure am.

CAPCOM okay, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Okay, it's there.

GPC
C
position. ^ ^ YOU ' n time lt fOC a rainute

< ^rn it to the

SPACECRAFT Okay, and I've got that set on the clock.

tlST^ gooTclostg. ^^ 8Un "hl "M iS^ "
CAPCOM That's great.

CAPCOM And we are standing by for deploy data anytime.
SPACECRAFT Stand by on that.

teleprinter „T getting a turnaround on our TPR

SPACECRAFT Stand by.

SPACECRAFT Yeah John, that is TR.

CAPCOM we copy.

SPACECRAFT Okay John, we've got the data for you when you are

CAPCOM Go ahead, sir.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we're off on time., attitude, 143.89 50.40

"a ti ve
29
!o^'o

S

:nd
yp^°Ut

OO^
at

no
0n ^ i?" ™ ™« «*•u ana pius .002, no anamolies to report.

CAPCOM That sounds great.

^ut circ pu^B^f^c'alsor
013 ^ 9°ne t0 GPC °" ci~ P™P

SPACECRAFT Okay, that configuration is complete now.
CAPCOM Thank you, sir.
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CAPCOM And Norman, we have sent you up a teleprinter
message with regard to the EOG , if you got any questions you
ask us, we have got about 2 and 1/2 minutes to go here.

SPACECRAFT Okay, he copied that.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM About 45 seconds on LOS here. We'll see you down

PALA?A
S

SCA
a
if n

2
' VS* ^ *°U t0 d°Uble che<* ^falapa SCA is powered down.

SPACECRAFT
John.

Okay, we'll double check. We'll double check that

CAPCOM Okay.

, .

Mission Control, Houston. 1 day, 2 hours 13minutes mission elapse time. Passed out of range of Ascensionisland Be reacquiring in about 2 minutes over Botswana PUot
iZTnrZ

e
l

Preparinc
>

for the °MS separation burn. That is wherethe Orbiter moves away from the satellite that has just been

thfS'rou3^ f°^ WeU bey°nd ^ Possibl^cont^ct withthe burn products from the satellite. Then the spacecraft willgo to a window protective maneuver to keep any debris from

is n

C
abo

g
ut°4 and T^V ?

in
*°"*l

Tlme ° f ^ separallSn burnis in about 4 and a half minutes from now. That's a 2 enaine OMq

orbit'wi I

a
be
de

}7? °l l
\

feQt per ™* retulltl™*
k i

171 by 161 nautl cal mile orbit. Crew reported that
xn7^l

3 V6ry
i

suc
^
essful dePloy, that things wentand they have closed the sun shields or the airborne support^i P

T!
n
M-

56 P
^
Cking UP Sh°rtly ovec the Botswana stationThis is Mission Control, Houston.

auiun.

CAPCOM And we're back with you at Botswana for 7 minutes.

Challenger, we're back with you over Botswana for 7
CAPCOM
minutes

.

SPACECRAFT yes , and we're 2 minutes from (garble).

CAPCOM we copy, we'll standby.

S

fand
R
thI nex?"^' ^ * CUt° ff ° f figUre for residual's about

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

We copy.

Secondary gimbal check coming at you.

We're over Botswana, Crip.

Oh, sorry about that.

Good check on the secondary.

Copy.

Okay, good check on the primaries.
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CAPCOM Thank you Pir. Crip, if you can accommodate it
we d like to move the VTR dump back to the Goldstone station vice
Mila. Turns out we have a keyhole at Mila and not at
Goldstone. We'd like to try it there.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we think we can make that.

CAPCOM That'll be at 3 plus 1 1 at Goldstone.

SPACECRAFT 3 plus 1 1.

CAPCOM We're going to lose you in a minute. We'll see you
at Yarragadee at 2 3 6.

SPACECRAFT Okay, see you there.

CAPCOM And congratulations again.

SPACECRAFT And that's 4 for 4

.

PA0 Mission Control, Houston. 1 day, 2 hours, 23
minutes mission elapse time. Pass out of range of the ground
station at Botswana and Challenger will be picked up again over
Yarragadee in about 12 and a half minutes. Crew was
congratulated from the ground on a good deployment of the
satellite that occurred about 20 minutes ago and one of the
crewmembers remarked that they were now 4 for 4 on deployment of
these type of communication satellites. Crew performed the
separation burn about 5 minutes ago and Commander Bob Crippen
reporting that they did a gimbal check on the 2 OMS engines and
that everything was nominal with those.

END OF TAPE
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PAO The crew performed the separation burn about 5

minutes ago. And Commander Bob Crippen, reporting that they did
a gimbal check on the 2 OMS engines and that everything was
nominal with those. We will be picking up again in about 12
minutes over Yarragadee. This is Mission Control, Houston.

PAO Mission Control, Houston, 1 day, 2 hours, 36
minutes mission elapse time. We're standing by for reacquisition
of the crew of Challenger over the Yarragadee station in western
Australia.

CAPCOM Hello, Challenger, Houston, back with you for 5

minutes through Yarragadee.

SPACECRAFT Hello TJ , I didn't think big John was going to let
you talk.

CAPCOM I had to arm wrestle.

SPACECRAFT I can imagine.

CAPCOM And just in case you're getting ahead a little bit
there, the interconnect OMS will not be required, we would like
you to stay straight feed today.

SPACECRAFT Okay, sounds like a winner.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston, Crippen in the interest of
saving a little cryo, you are welcome to go ahead and get back
into a single G2 at your convenience.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll do that.

SPACECRAFT Oh, guess just what showed up, my old friend, the
IMU byte.

CAPCOM Okay, we'll get some data at Guam in about 10
minutes and we'll see if its that same problem again.

SPACECRAFT Yeah, it probably is, it's IMU 1.

SPACECRAFT PJ , you didn't know where they tucked away those
shirts, huh?

CAPCOM We are working on it, we'll have something for you
a little bit later. Did you need them today, you think?

SPACECRAFT Well, we can go without them.

CAPCOM Okay, we kind of know where they are, it's a
problem of access OFK.
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SPACECRAFT Well we know where they are then.

CAPCOM And Challenger, going LOS here at Yarragadee, see
you at Guam at 48.

SPACECRAFT Okay see you there, John.

PAO Mission Control, Houston, standing by for
acquisition over Guam.

CAPCOM And Challenger, we are back with you for 7 minutes
through Guam.

SPACECRAFT Okay, PJ.

SPACECRAFT We have received a total of about 4 of those IMU
bytes, first one was at 1 day, 2 hours, 38 minutes and 34
seconds, the last one was at 1 day, 2 hours, 39 minutes and 39
seconds

.

CAPCOM Okay, thanks alot and we'll take a look.

SPACECRAFT Okay and DPS can also see that we are in single GNC
configuration at this time.

CAPCOM Well, that was quick.

SPACECRAFT I thought it was slow.

SPACECRAFT And PJ, should we keep digging through MD76
charlie, or are we in the wrong place?

CAPCOM No, I think you are in the right place, we're still
trying to verify all that, though.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll keep looking.

CAPCOM And we'll call you again at Hawaii in about 7
minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, sounds good.

PAO Mission Control, Houston, 1 day, 2 hours, 55
minutes mission elapse time. Challenger has just passed out of
range at the station at Guam and we'll be without contact for
almost 6 minutes before we reacquiring over Hawaii on orbit #19.

END OF TAPE
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acquisition th?o$°Sa£ai i '
"°aSt°n

- Standing by for

SPACECRAFT h.Uo. Houston. How do you read challenged

SPACECRAFT I knew tnat .

go^trajectorylhrough'Ha^aii?'
t0 that PALAPA confirms a

SPACECRAFT That's super. We are very pleased. Thank you very

CAPCOM Thank you _

SPACECRAFT And PJ for your informatiQn we^ ^
CAPCOM very good. Thank you.

auto°at this t^ Challenger, Houston. We recommend your DAP to

SPACECRAFT Okay, we were waiting on that. Thank you , sir
CAPCOM A n(3 we , d , .

.

crossfeed heater and do a littl^tmnKi^ ab<
?
Ut that 0MS

minute. a '•"tie troubleshooting if you have a

SPACECRAFT AU right. Go ahead.

CAPCOM Wp i r ~ nrx .

gifted in its^empe^turT
6
We'd^li^" iS failed or

We've changed the - TIMBUed th» i„
llke to Put it back on again

and if you would . b"k on AU take^h^nMc
d°Wn t0 41 de<Sand B to off we'll watch it ,5 °MS cr°ssfeed A to autogo back to b heaters?

and Should *ou 3et ™ alarm you can

SPACECRAFT Okav t-haHo ^
Purposes since we^ave this TO^nnff <?«"e) for planning
xt is which we're sending^™ ^^ot^m?'.^ Goldst°^ I quessthe tape and deploy till sometime thereafter?

Pl°y 1,11 save

Ses, Rick^per'the'cAp'updatl.'
0
' ^ ^°m6 4 hours ™* 30

SPACECRAFT Yea, ckay.

CAPCOM i„j »k ,,.
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|°f
about 6 minutes. We'll be l\

6/1V83 *

PALAPA deploy.
We 11 be Poking forward to seeing the

SPACECRAFT Okav PI . i iuxay PJ we'll see you then.
CAPCOM Bv th

can goS £~ co^ .n^ ^
SPACECRAFT Laughter. Qk

s getting to be a popular subject isn-tSPACECRAFT Guess so.
' lt?

PAO
inut.. .l-lE"^0^ 1

'
^n..l day, 3 hours

, „

Goldstone statLn we ^ "e «i th in range of"t^
1

1

CAPCOM rh .
n -i rt

«oldstone in l^ute"?" '

H°USt°n
- Ke '- AOS Buckhorn.

SPACECRAFT Okav a -K lid^- "S -J- £ fUfigk
noW

d
When

CAP^OM 0kay , we , u dQ fchat

CAPC°M W* Sot it and we love it<
SPACECRAFT You're *~OU re so easy to please.
SPACECRAFT Okav ^ n i

a

:;f
"hi; "s

«•« t. op... and tll„. lt'^„'« <jju
°e» j»k „„ ,hl;s

"
CAPCOM r l.

1

Looks good and smooth.
SPACECRAFT And no problems ^ ^
END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Okay, we're going to fast forward it again and show
you the last part of the mechanical sequence, let you see the
spinup. And that will be coming shortly,

CAPCOM We see the spinup.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and now we're going to fast forward ahead
again and let you see the PALAPA deploy.

CAPCOM You may take the Cecil B. deBrandenst ine award awayfrom them. 1

SPACECRAFT Cecil B. deHauck. Okay, And what you are seeing
now is the very end of terminal sequence. It will be popping
out any minute now. And same thing on PALAPA as with ANIK, we
really felt it kick when it left the bay.

CAPCOM Did that faint vibration continue through the
deploy or did it stop when you deployed?

SPACECRAFT It stopped with the deploy. And that's real
pretty, that's my first view of it.

CAPCOM Beautiful.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and if you've seen enough of that, we're
going, now take you forward to something we didn't show vou
before and that's the burn.

CAPCOM That was real good troups, we'll go ahead and see
that now.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Weve seen four T-shirts so far.

SPACECRAFT Four is probably the number. And just in case...

CAPCOM We copy and understand.

SPACECRAFT Just in case you couldn't read the bottom line,John is moving in.

CAPCOM TFNG, we deliver, Okay.

SPACECRAFT You got it.

SPACECRAFT It's about time we got these TFNG ' s airborne.

SPACECRAFT Commander Crippen and Captain Hauck can see thedeploy and getting ready for the burn, post deployed.

4
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SPACECRAFT Of course, Commander Crippen is a Captain too.

SPACECRAFT I get that Navy stuff mixed up.

SPACECRAFT It confuses me too.

CAPCOM We can tell you're steely eyed from here.

SPACECRAFT We are all real pleased obviously to be a part of

the fourth sucessful PAM delivery and we look forward to many

more as the years go on.

CAPCOM Well said John, we feel the same.

SPACECRAFT I can tell you, that whole system really performs

fluid.

SPACECRAFT And P.J. we've got a couple of the day cameras set

up. ^Not using them now and he might try selecting other ... t i red

of looking at us.

CAPCOM We just have a few seconds left Sally, and I'm sure

we'll get some more good pictures as the week goes on.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT It's been fun sharing pictures with you folks.

CAPCOM And Challenger the cameras are yours again.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thanks.

CAPCOM Okay, it looks like you're right over central

Mexico right now.

SPACECRAFT We agree. But it sure is clear, in fact it's been

fun talking to you T.J., but we need to go find our cameras now.

CAPCOM Think the film is going to last til Friday?

SPACECRAFT Not a chance, I think we're going to use it up

tommorrow.

CAPCOM We'll call you again through Mila in about a

minutes or so.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

PAO Mission Control Houston, that shot of four of the

crewmembers in their TFNG T-shirts. That stands for 35 new guys,

that represents the group of astronauts selected in 1978 of which

four of the crewmembers on STS-7 are apart. Naturally Bob



J
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Crippen having come on in a much earlier group is referred to as

the steely-eyed veteran but this is the first time we have flown

any of the members of that astronaut group and they very proudly

displayed their TFNG T-shirts with the logo we deliver combined

underneath their...

END OF TAPE
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PAO - - combined underneath there. We have a little

more time over the Continental United States pass and we'll be

picking that up in just a few seconds over the Mila station and

then we'll be going loss of signal again. This is Mission

Control, Houston. 1 day, 3 hours, 20 minutes misson elapse time.

CAPCOM ...through Mila Challenger.

SPACECRAFT Loud and clear.

CAPCOM Likewise.

CAPCOM Challenger, we're going LOS at Mila. We'll see you

next at Ascension at 4, 4 1.

SPACECRAFT See you there TJ

.

PAO Mission Control, Houston. 1 day, 3 hours, 25

minutes mission elapse time. Challenger passing out of range of

the stations over the Contintental United States on orbit number

19 and we'll be out of contact for about another 14 minutes or

so. We may have just a spot remaining through the Mila
station. Crew has successfully completed 2 of their major

objectives of the flight. That is the deployment of the 2

communication satellites. The TELESAT AN IK which went out

Saturday right on time and today the PALAPA Satellite for

Indonesia which went out within 1 second of its preflight planned

time and right on the adjusted timeline.

CAPCOM Hello Challenger. Houston's back with you for 5

minutes through Ascension.

SPACECRAFT Howdy, howdy.

CAPCOM You're loud and clear.

CAPCOM And Botswana's next. We'll give you a call in

about 4 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, TJ. See you then.

PAO Mission Control, Houston. 1 day, 3 hours, 49

minutes mission elapsed time. The Challenger has passed out of

range of the Ascension station. Be reacquiring in about 2

minutes over Botswana. This is Mission Control.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you through Botswana for 7

minutes

.

SPACECRAFT Hello.

CAPCOM How's lunch?
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SPACECRAFT We're just about to get some. How about you, TJ?
What's the MOCR having today?

CAPCCM Lots of yogurt and crackers.

SPACECRAFT No burritos?

CAPCOM No, I guess I got up to early this morning for
burritos. 1 minute left here at Botswana. Guam is next at 4
plus 2 3.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
have you?

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

We'll see you at Guam.

You guys haven't eaten all those jelly beans yet

Jelly beans? What jelly beans?

Make sure you save some for postflight now.

Right.

PA0 Mission Control, Houston. 1 day, 3 hours, 59
minutes mission elapse time. Challenger is passed out of range
of the station at Botswana in Southern Africa and we'll have
about 23 and a half minutes before we pick up communication again
and that will be over Guam. Crew is in the scheduled meal period
at the moment and one of the astronauts reported that they were,
a little while ago just reported they were about to have their
lunch. This is Mission Control, Houston.

pAO This is Shuttle Control at 1 day, 4 hours, 22
minutes mission elapse time. Challenger approaching acquisition
through Guam.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Shuttle Control at 1 day, 4 hours, 22
minutes mission elapsed time. Challenger approaching acquisition
through Guam.

CAPCOM Hello Challenger, Houston is back with you for 8

minutes through Guam.

SPACECRAFT Okay, loud and clear. And we finally got around to
a little lunch.

CAPCOM Oh very good and you're loud and clear and all of
the families of the Dad's onboard have been called in and they
want to make sure that we v/ish you a very happy Father's Day
today.

SPACECRAFT Oh yeah, we have a few fathers onboard.

SPACECRAFT A few (garble) fathers.

SPACECRAFT We sure appreciate it and I'm sure you'll pass our
good wishes on to our youngings.

CAPCOM We'll do that and they're sure enjoying the mission
listening to it from the Cape.

SPACECRAFT And TK, any word on the burn perigee kick motor
burn on PALAPA this morning?

CAPCOM Yeah, we had good tracking through Hawaii and it
looked like a nominal trajectory and we'll be waiting on news
about the AKM.

SPACECRAFT Okay, they did get a good PKM burn though right?

CAPCOM That's affirmative. We have 2 in the good transfer
orbits

.

SPACECRAFT Super good, thank you much.

SPACECRAFT And TJ, I thought of you when we brought out
today's meal. Dessert is granolc bars.

CAPCOM Very good, It's an old MOCR habit.

SPACECRAFT That's right.

SPACECRAFT TJ, tnis is Norm.

CAPCOM Yeah, Norm.

SPACECRAFT I understand you are passing along some Father's
Day greetings for us. I would like to say hello to 3 sons.
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CAPCOM 1>m sure they , re Usteningf go ahead _

HmefTthink Le7t c?l?0L
a
b?y £££ ". v i„, a good

miss them.
proDaeiy going to Disneyland and I sure do

at^sneyland/nShf
lY^ t0 b^ SOme of ^hose E tickets there

SPACECRAFT
of all.

Probably will but I think they missed the best one

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

Personally I think it's up somewhere around a z.

That got a chuckle out of the MOCR.

afge? ready fS'iirgSf^S^^^-^ry but when you
we have about 4 minutes l P f t hero ^ cf,Z *

t0 watch ifc <

Pass through Hawaii and a little b'it at^khorn!" * ^ S°Ud

SPACECRAFT I wonder when is your AOS Hawaii?
CAPCOM That will be at 4 hours and 38 minutes.
SPACECRAFT
just talking

Are you prepared to support TV rh^ro? nabout watching the data? °
r Were you

CAPCOM That's right, just the data.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT Do they have any TV up at Buckhorn?

sSme later^r;^^ a^e^lnd^o^haW^ ^ ™
SPACECRAFT Okiedokie.

CAPCOM And make that postflight on the VTR.
SPACECRAFT Say again that last on the VTR.
CAPL^M We will look at it postflight.

SPACECRAFT
(garble) .

Postflight, yeah it's about that. That's okay

Seed alpha^heater
11
^9

^, ^ that OMS
alarm shortly and you're c^ear to

VuK
11 *rob^V *et an

time.
Y Clear to 90 back to the bravo at that
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SPACECRAFT We'll do that.

handing over t^thfGranUe^ea™ ' 2 Pleas"re and we'll be
about 7 minutes at Hawaii

here a "d they ' U talk to you in

SPACECRAFT 0kay
, than* you ver y much. See you guys tomorrow .

CAPCOM In the morning>

Hawaii is the nexf station"^
Contro

}' Gu™ has loss of signal
Control Team ^ovtrTs^er^T^X 5mi™^- Flight-
Center. Flight Director nw I ,?

the Mlssl °n Control
team lead by'piighN

^ Director LTcT^'r ^ handin^ over *>
of the flight control t^m are^u" Gardner ^nd™-

3
-
0 ' °nC°^

END OF TAPE
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PAO Tommy Holloway's team handing over to team lead by
Flight Director John Cox. CAPCOM' s on the oncoming flight
control team are Guy Gardner and John Blaha. During this Guam
pass Happy Father's Day wishes were passed up to all the Father's
onboard Challenger. They asked that their regards be sent back
to their children. Crew also asked about the transfer orbits on
both AN IK and PALAPA satellites. We're told that both satellites
are in good transfer orbits. And we informed them we'd like to
watch the data on the Ku-band antenna deployment. Crew intends
to do that over Hawaii so that telemetry can be watched here in
the Control Center. This is an exercise of the antenna that will
be used onboard the Orbiter when the TDRS satellite is

operational. Crew will also video tape record that exercise but
will not downlink it during the mission. It'll be brought back
on for postflight observation. At 1 day, 4 hours, 34 minutes
mission elapse time this is Shuttle Control, Houston.

PAO This is Shuttle Control. 1 day, 4 hours, 36
minutes mission elapse time. Hawaii has acquisition signal with
Challenger. Change-of-Shif t News Conference is estimated for
11:30 a.m. Central Daylight Time, room 135 at the JSC
Newscenter. That will be with Flight Director Tommy Holloway.
11:30 a.m. Central Daylight Time, room 135 JSC Newscenter. We'll
stand by for the Hawaii pass.

CAPCOM Challenger the Granite Team is with you at Hawaii
for 8 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Hello -John. How you doing today?

CAPCOM Doing good. How are you all?

SPACECRAFT We're all doing fine. We're getting set up here to
give you a little Ku-band deploy.

CAPCOM

CAPCOM
48.

Okay, we'll be watching for it.

And Challenger, Houston. You're go for the item

SPACECRAFT Okay, and the Ku-band is coming out at this time.

CAPCOM Roger.

SPACECRAFT Okay John. The Ku-band is deployed, it shows
deployed. We got the deploy switch in ground and the VEC power
switches are off. She's all yours.

CAPCOM Okay, we copy (garble)

.

SPACECRAFT And in accordance with what TJ told us last pass -

We did get that message on the teleprinter and we switched over
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to Bravo (garble) feed line heaters.

Garbled ft„ ^
h
f
Uen9er

,
#

Houston. You were coming throughgarbled on that transmission. Could you repeat please?

flerfofth. nM^y
' "V^* j "St telling we did resP°^ to analert on the OMS crossfeed and so we switched back.

heaters are work^g.^
TOPy that and dat * Sh°ws B

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT And, John, it shouldn't surprise you at all Hp

CAPCOM Roger that.

Wem
M
see von ^ll^l" I

Houston
« We *^ going LOS Hawaii.We 11 see you at the states in 2 and a half minutes.

SPACECRAFT See you there.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM ...at the states in 2 and a half minutes.

SPACECRAFT See you there.

PAO This is Shuttle Control. Hawaii has loss of

signal. The Buckhorn station in California will lock on to

Challenger in about a minute and a half. During the Buckhorn

Pass the integrated Communications Engineer here in the Mission

Control Ccnte?, oalled INCO, will activate the Ku-band antenna.

Move it .uound in various positions. That activity will be

controlled from the ground. We'll stand by for Buckhorn

acquisition.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, with you oyer Buckhorn for 6

and a half minutes and a note for you. We will be moving the Ku-

band antenna around during this pass.

SPACECRAFT Okay, well tell the (garble) he can play with it.

CAPCOM Okay.

Music.

Challenger, Houston. The FAO has commented that he

hasT'truck which sounds just like the music that you transmitted

down to us.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

Right. So does our commander. Bill knows better

We know that.

SPACECRAFT
than that.

CAPCOM

CAPCOM ^uaixcuyct , ^— -— - -- -
c ' t,,^ oq

in 30 seconds. We'll see you at Botswana at 5 plus 2».

SPACECRAFT Okay, John. See you there as we go cruising down

Ba ja.

Challenger, Houston. We're going to be going LOS

CAPCOM Roger

.

PA0 This is Shuttle Control. Challenger has cruised

down Baja so far now that it's out of range at the Buckhorn

s?ation
D

on orbit number 20. Next acquisition through Botswana in

33 and a half minutes. INCO got a good activation of the Ku band

antenna during this pass at Buckhorn. He will watch temperature

stabilization on the antenna for some time now and may do some

more exercises with that antenna at the Guam station on orbit

number 21. At 1 day, 4 hours, 55 minutes mission elapse time

this is Shuttle Control, Houston.
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PAO This is Shuttle Control. 1 day, 5 hours, 28 minutes
mission elapse time. Challenger coming up on acquisition through
Botswana

.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you at Botswana for 7
minutes

.

SPACECRAFT Loud and clear and at this time John and Sally are
going through the SPAS activation. Everything* s looking nominal
right now. We'll let them talk to you about it later,

CAPCOM Roger, copy. Sounds good.

END OF TAPE
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vour^OAc, p ar
cha

l
lQ^ez> Houston. Just for your information,your COAS CAL yesterday was excellent and the verification of ourdata shows that it was .014 degrees instead of the . 11 degreesthat was displayed to you. y

Yea, okay. Well that makes me feel a little bitdidn't think I could take a mark there for a while,

Okay, John. I've got an update for you on the SPAS

SPACECRAFT
better. I

John.

SPACECRAFT
checkout.

CAPCOM Okay, ready to copy.

SPACECRAFT Currently at the bottom of page 2-6 qettinq readvpreparing to do the DCQ checkout. To this point evlry^hinq hfs'been nominal. The only thing worthy of note at this ooint isthat we got a gyro fail FDA alert immediately upon powerup and wesubsequently did not get that message when we power^the^yros"
° L °^er than that everything looks completely nominal andwe re not worried about this FDA funny.

OceaTin 4 minutes?^ ^ Challe^- a"d -11 see you at Indian

?ust
E
hit

F
us so?"?

Y WS 90t timer °" thS gyro fail
-
"

PAO This is Shuttle Control. Botswana has loss ofsignal. Next station is Indian Ocean station in 3 minutes IS

the^M^ " SSi°^ S?ecialists Sally Ride and John Pab?an are inthe midst of conducting the SPAS checkout. Checking out thesystems on the experiments on SPAS prior to the op«a?ions with
s

We 11 Stand b* for conversation through the

hours ^7
e
m?n^

atl °n in ab°Ut 2 and a half -"inutes. At { day, 5

Houston!
minUtes mlss *°" elapse time this is Shuttle Control!

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you at Indian Ocean for 7

a'ct^tion^ *— " can give" uT^mV
SPACECRAFT I've got that for you and just a second, John.

CAPCOM Okay.

SPACECRAFT Okay Houston, Challenger with you. I'd like totalk about SPAS if I can.

CAPCOM Okay, John. Ready to copy.
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SPACECRAFT Okay, we're in the process of checking out the DCU
mode and the first anoraally on the minus X command, the item 48

execute. We expected to see a change in amperage on the SPAS and
we didn't and then during the minus Y command we got a data
dropout including a PDI Comm fail and an entire series of SPAS
messages that perhaps you folks can see down there. We've got it

up on the fault summary on CRT 4.

CAPCOM Roger, we see it, John.

SPACECRAFT And the clock at this point is still counting the
... go ahead and continue the task but just want the folks there
to be taking a close look at this stuff.

CAPCOM Okay, John.

SPACECRAFT And at this point you might tell them - - Might
tell the payload folks that we're going to repeat that minus Y
command at this point.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT ...taking a close look at tnis stuff.

CAPCOM Okay, John.

SPACECRAFT And at this point you might tell - might tell the

payload folks we're going to repeat that minus Y command at this

point.

CAPCOM Okay we copy that, John, and we'll see you here at

Indian Ocean, we'll see you at Guam next at 6 plus 00.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

PAO This is Shuttle Control. Challenger has moved out

of range of the Indian Ocean station. Next acquisition through
Guam in 17 minutes. Mission Specialist Fabian reporting a slight
anomally encountered during the SPAS checkout. They will repeat
that step to see what happens. In time well we'll await any
report from payloads here on the significance of that. During
the Guam pass INCO, on this shift Al Pennington, will point the

Ku-band antenna at the coordinates where the TDP.S Satellites are

expected to be when they are on station. He plans to conduct
that exercise with the antenna during the Guam pass on orbit 21,

this upcoming Guam pass. At 1 day, 5 minutes, 44-1 day, 5

hours, 44 minutes mission elapsed time this is Shuttle Control,
Houston.

PAO This is Shuttle Control at 1 day 5 hours, 59

minutes mission elapsed time. Challenger has started orbit
number 21 and is about 30 seconds away from acquisition through
Guam.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you at Guam for 7 minutes
with a few notes.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger, if you could give us an SM Spec 1 please
we'd like to send up a few RMS variable parameters.

SPACECRAFT Okay it's coming to you on CRT 1.

CAPCOM Okay and secondly, if you could take the supply
water tank B inlet to open please. The supply water on tanks C

and D now full.

SPACECRAFT John, when you call that we looked at the talkback
and it was barberpole and it does not seem to be responding now
to our switch action. Let me go downstairs and take a look at

the circuit breakers.

CAPCOM Okay, we copy that, Crip.
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CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston. The CRT is yours.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thank you, John.

SPACECRAFT Does EECOM know a circuit breaker that will get

that talkback off hand and down here at...

CAPCOM We're looking at it for you, Crip.

SPACECRAFT And John. I've got a question for you on stowage

if you could get some people to start working on that.

CAPCOM Okay. Ready to copy, Sally.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I came Jown to load our orbit programs into

the HP41 and look for the spare overlays. Ones that go on the

calculators that were not loaded pref light and I can't find any

of the orbit overlays and I wonder if they've been stashed away

someplace and somebody didn't tell me where.

CAPCOM Okay, we'll work on that for you, Sally.

SPACECRAFT John, I'm down at ML86 bravo and, indeed, the

supply water tank B inlet circuit breaker is out, o-u-t.

CAPCOM Okay, Crip. We copy that.

SPACECRAFT Okay, any chance you'd like to try a reset at this

time?

CAPCOM Roger, Crip. We'd like you to reset it right now.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Mark.

CAPCOM Crip, it looks good to us. No spike on the data

and you can go ahead and open the inlet.

SPACECRAFT That's complete.

CAPCOM Thank you and we confirm it.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM ...and open the inlet.

SPACECRAFT That's complete.

CAPCOM Thank you and we confirm it.

SPACECRAFT Okay. I got some more info for you on the SPAS
John if you're ready to copy.

CAPCOM Okay John. We're ready to copy.

SPACECRAFT Okay, the N2 low pressure has been running about 48

percent vice 59 percent. But we're getting the appropriate
deltas on that during thrust or firings and we are getting the
appropriate air pressure change with each of the thruster
firings, you can disregard my report on that earlier and to date
we're up at the point where we're powering up the gyros again to
do a gyro drift check. And the only anomally of any concern at
this point appears to be a loss of Comm for a period of 2 or 3

seconds perhaps while we were still in the DCU mode.

CAPCOM John, we copy that and thank you very much for the
good report. We're happy to hear everything is improved there
with the SPAS.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

John, this is Norm. John, this is Norm.

Roger, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Had some feedback on the teleprinter message and
the earlier business about the (garble) potentials. I have not
retried the (garble) potentials so I have yet to really get a

(garble) potential down. You might pass that along to Bill and
got his message about the DC aft on the EOGs. I'm going to
s-.'itch over to the AC although frankly the DC looks pretty good
from here and it sure plays back alright on the oscilloscope.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
for payloads.

CAPCOM

Okay Norm, we copy. We'll get that to Bill.

And John, do you have anymore for us?

Negative, that's it.

Okay, if you've got a couple of minutes I have one

Okay, we have time. Go.

SPACECRAFT Okay, in going through group A on the GAS we got
down to relay 3 on GAS 2 and it did come up latent. When we
tried to make it go hot it went to a blank or a dash indicated on
the, on the encoder. And I verified that several times and
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that's where it remains at this time.

CAPCOM Okay we copy that and we're looking at it.

SPACECRAFT Okay and if the, I can verify that the GAS tube 10

^ookefa; if
fc

>
Uy 1

f
1""? 96t t0 See U in transient? I

10

arifirwas^wide^pen!
036"- 1 tUrMd aC°Und

'
"eXt time 1

CAPCOM okay, we copy that.

SPACECRAFT Okay. If there's any action for me to take

ZTt t^Vt 1 ** 3 ^V33™ 1 "5 youYu let me know. And did you
kL w r °" the GAS activatio" ^ I can get to you

*
verbally or do you want me to just, I've got them all recorded

CAPCOM Roger, we're ready to copy.

hours
CR

38
T
mi n„?^

y
' S°LGA8 1 relay 00 was activated at 1 day, 5

seconds GAS 2 Ll2v f.n
eC°ndS

-
Relay 1 was 39 minutes »»d 5

fht^
3^ A

?
ay 6 - 40 mlnufces and 40 seconds. Relay 3 wasattempted at 41 minutes and 30 seconds. GAS 3 relav 11 w« «

second^ *'i t
27

*t
C?da \ Relay 09 WaS hot at Minutes and 5

sprondf' f '„
W
~?» !

r°m h0t t0 latent at 43 nunutes and 44

Re?!v
S

3 w
Af GA

!/ .

elay 12 W3S at 44 minutes a^ 15 seconds.

Plus°i3.
R°ger

'
We C°Py -

We '

1JL see at Hawaii, Bob, at 6

sianal oh-ii™
18 l

l
S *'.,ttle Control. Guam has loss of

rand^one^lf^ute^f"
1 "9^ aCguisiti- through Hawaii in

END OF TAPE
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p
P
f°n u

This is Shuttle Control, Guam has loss of signal.Challenger heading toward acquisition to Hawaii in 5 and a halfminutes. Commander Bob Crippen has been activating the get-awayspecials reports an anomally in get-away special number two.Payloads is taking a look at that and has promised him a report
?H ^;^Ap

?
ar

f
ntly °ne of the relaV s not acting properly. Andthe SPAS checkout appears to be going well. That activity shouldbe coming to a close soon and the remote manipulator system willbe checked out following the SPAS checkout. Challenger about 4minutes 20 seconds away from Hawaii now. At 1 day 6 hours 9minutes mission elapsed time, this is Shuttle Control Houston.

PA0 This is Shuttle Control, at 1 day 6 hours 13

45 seconds

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you at Hawaii for 8minutes and Sally I have the location of those overlays, ifyou're ready to copy. y '

SPACECRAFT Okay, go ahead.

CAPCOM okay, they ought to be in MF71 charlie in thecalculator kit and look in the envelope that use to hold themagnetic cards.

SPACECRAFT Well John, unfor tunantly that's where I looked.That s where I heard they were going to be and they are not intnere.

CAPCOM Okay, I copy.

SPACECRAFT Thanks for trying and if somebody come up with anyother ideas, I'd like to hear them. We can use the Orbiter

harder"
18 Wlth°Ut them but its 9° in<3 to mak ^ it quite a bit

CAPCOM Understand and we'll, this gives FAO a mal to work.

ftimfon^h. Sri
r^ht

<
keeP the MOCR busy. And John I do havea time on the MLR activation for you.

CAPCOM Okay, ready to copy.

3fseconds. *
that at 1 day

'
5 h°UrS 16 minutes and

CAPCOM Copy that Sally.
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SPACECRAFT Okay, and I've set an alarm to remind me to go
check the status out before 2 hours are up.

CAPCOM Roger that and Crip for you, we missed one of your
times on your group A gas, if you could give that to us again.
That's the gas number C relay 20.

SPACECRAFT Okay, relay 20 was at 5 hours 46 minutes and 15seconds and going latent to hot. It was at 46 minutes and 35seconds going hot to latent.

CAPCOM Okay, we copy, thank you very much. And
Challenger, Houston. We would like to give, have from you a
readout on the SPAS LVLH rates that you are showing on spec 221,please. '

SPACECRAFT Pass me that one again will you John, (garble) we,we re in mertial right now doing the (garble) compensation checkand the rates if that's what the question was are our body ratesrather than inertial rates. Which one do you need?

CAPCOM John, we're checking your LVLH rate. We think youhave a data problem.

SPACECRAFT Okay, at the present time I'm showing zero rates onthe gyro rates on the body (garble) system...

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Okay, at the present time I'm showing zero rates on

s?o„^r!ft
a
in

S

t^ r

he 3X13 SySt6m
- However, f Showing aslow drift in the (garble) inertial attitudes and I'll have i-«

and
y
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^
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V
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SPACECRAFT Okay, I copy, that's point 067.

CAPCOM Thank you very much.

SPACECRAFT Yes sir.

CAPCOM
*k1

J
?u"

W
L.

had
?,

data P«blem here and we're hato have the number that you told us? ?hanj yoS?
"^

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT Ok i edoke

.

^conds, ^^^y^TZ^J°^ ?t.™ — t»

SPACECRAFT Okiedokie.

sianal oh.n™ 8 iS Shuttle Control, Hawaii has loss of

antenna, both S^h^^^^r^J^^:^-^ that

time, this is Shuttl
t

e
1

ConLol
h

Houston.
minUteS mSSi°n elapSed

^° t • .

This is Sh"ttle Control, at 1 day 7 hours 1

S^.?: 8^l%1

SSd
by
t

.

il,e
-

B°tSWanna iS - on to

a'S minutes^"^ ^ffit"^.^^---"-- *« « a"d

SPACECRAFT Okay.
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f P°Wer
-

The firSt one is over °n AIL, and the?e are fouritems there, we would like the prearap to off.

down^nfthen ^et^^ ^ * «** th..e

S-band ph pane^on^''
theSe f°Ur Switches «• - the

SPACECRAFT Okay, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I copied all of those.

And°on LI... °
k3y

'
°n A1R

"
The payload reorder power to off.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM The payload recorder power to off, and on LI, the
AV bay 2 fan A to off.

SPACECRAFT Hey, John, I missed your callout at AIR and the one
after that.

CAPCOM Okay, I'll read it back, Rick. On AIR, the payload
recorder power to off.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Going back over on S-band preamp off, power
amp standby to off, power amp operate to off, S-band PM mode to
STDN low, payload recorder power off, and AV bay 2 fan A off.

CAPCOM That's correct, that's a good readback, Rick.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and we'll do those now, is that correct?

CAPCOM That's affirmative. We would like them done now.

SPACECRAFT Air ighty.

CAPCOM And Sally, we have an idea of maybe where the
overlay is stowed if you're ready.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger, we offer that you check the yellow magnetic
card holder MF71 charlie for the orbit overlay.

SPACECRAFT Yellow magnetic card holder in the calculator kit,
I guess.

CAPCOM That's affirmative.

SPACECRAFT Think I've checked that, but I'll check it again.

SPACECRAFT And I'll let you know if I find it. Just to keep
you up to date on where we are, we've done the SPAS ' s checkout
and John can tell you about that. We're in the middle of the RMScheckout right now and up through the hand controller check,
we ye had no anamolies at all on the arm, all the motors worked,
dual motor time and joints all worked good, hand controllers
worked good, and defector works good.

CAPCOM That's a good report. Thank you very much,
Sally, we are happy to hear that.

SPACECRAFT Okay John, how much more time do we have, sir?

CAPCOM We have a minute and 50, John.
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SPACECRAFT Okay, if you don't mind, I would like to use some
of that talking SPAS.

CAPCOM Ready to copy.

SPACECRAFT Nominal checkout of the SPAS , on page 2-2, the
recorded data at a MOM'S video temperature of 8.2 degrees. A
MOM's recorder temperature of 11.8 degrees. And the MOM's system
seems to work very well. We had to use the sweep switch on panel
AIL in order to establish an RF lock. But once established, the
only problem we had was a single already mentioned dropout which
lasted for 2 to 3 seconds.

SPACECRAFT The propellant quantity was a 102 percent when we
came up and by the time we finished the test we'd used only 2
percent of that, so we have 100 percent propellant available for
the detached operations.

CAPCOM We copy that, John.

SPACECRAFT Okay, the N2 low press is running about 44 psi as
opposed to 59 but it appears to be scaled down psi value which
operates properly from a base of 44 rather than 59.

CAPCOM We copy that.

SPACECRAFT The SPAS gyro drift check was completed and the
values are available and as soon as I can turn to the proper
page, I'll get them for you.

SPACECRAFT Okay, the approximate values that we get only SPAS
data are minus 9.6 degrees per hour, plus 5.22 degrees per hour,
and minus 7.98 degrees per hour. And we would input those values
that the reverse sign of those values in as a compensation and we
wonder since the values were so reasonable if perhaps on the
deploy day we shouldn't just go ahead and enter these values and
not do the course gyro drift check with continued directly into
the fine check.

CAPCOM W<= 11 look at that John, thank you.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thank you very much, John.

SPACECRAFT And John, in the remaining seconds I've got 2
numbers I can read down to you, one is in the gas group A,
deactivate gas #5 taking gas #5, relay 15 hot to latent was done
day 1. 6 hours, 31 minutes, 55 seconds. And I did the MLR status
check on time and it looks good

CAPCOM Sally, thank you very much, we copied that data.

SPACECRAFT Okay, good and the time of the MLR check.
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CAPCOM Copy, 6 hours 36 minutes. And Challenger, Houston,

we're with you at Indian Ocean now for 8 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT And John, this is Norm.

CAPCOM Go ahead, Norm.

spacecraft I've rerigged up Bill Thor ton's evoke potentials

and gofa reading out ofall four channels and I have a question

for him if I could get a reply...

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Okay, we think wo can get it to you.

SPACECRAFT I don't see any deflection at all on the recorder

^t
P
l'°

M Break, break Norm. Norm stand by one and let meyive you a call when you can start to give us the data.

CAPCOM Okay, Norm, go ahead. We're ready to copy,

which doe
SPACECRAFT Okay, I went ahead rerigged his evoke potentialrfhich doe, now soe, to work; however/

1

don' an de f ect ionat all on tne level meter for the clicker channel ' the

posi;.io"r
eVet

*
'

°hannelS look n°rmal fo ' aU four switch

CAPCOM We copy that.

SPACHCRAFT If you wouldn't mind, I'd like for him ho K a „uwith me and tell me whether it's normal or Lt to see that Fthat clicker channel with deflection. '

CAPCOM oka
here in a minute.
CAPCOM 0k ay , standby one, Norm. We'll get back to you

?n^'°'V
."arm, the report is that those are all normal

cUcker
Pl3y the tape bdCk you shou™ ^ar ?he

o^fp
R
oL

r

ntiar^ay.
that

-
S° l~- 1 U* «»• ~ ** a *~d

CAPCOM Roger, that.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We have a question for Norm.
SPACECRAFT (Garble)

CAPCOM okay, Norm. We're just interested in whether ornot you reran the EOG with the DC amp this morning?
Wh6ther ° r

SPACECRAFT I didn't rerun it on myself with the DC amo t AiArun one on Rick Hauck with the DC amp. i« the process ofstarting to run one on myself with the AC.
Process of

CAPCOM Okay, that's good. Thank you very much.

the^orbit overlay.
0"311609^' A ^eStion Sally on

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, John.
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CAPCOM Sally, we just wanted to know, do you have an orbit

overlay onboard?

SPACECRAFT Negative. Or at least if I do, I haven't found it

yet

.

CAPCOM Okay. Another suggestion on if you can make sure

that it's not on one of the five calculators onboard or possibly

even on the reverse side of one of the overlays.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John, that's a good idea. I know that it's

not on one of the five but it may be on the reverse side of one

of the overlays. We have'nt checked that.

CAPCOM Okay, and we have a teleprinter message, Sally,

that we could send up showing the positions of that particular

overlay if you would like.

SPACECRAFT I think that's not necessay, John, I think I

?emember them and I'll probably just make one up myself to put

over it if we can't come up with it.

CAPCOM Okay, it's ready to go right now, Sally, if you

want us to send it, we'll send it.

SPACECRAFT Your choice, John, why don't you go ahead and send

it.

CAPCOM Okay, it's coming up. We're going to send it up.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we're going to go LOS here in

15 seconds, we'll see you at Guam at 7 plus 38.

SPACECRAFT See you then, John. Thanks a lot.

CAPCOM Okay.

PA0 This is Shuttle control. The Indian Ocean has lost

contact with Challenger. This was a long pass beginning at

Botswana with over lapping coverage at the Indian Ocean

station. During this pass we changed tne power P r ? fl }
e^?me^

on Challenger. Powering down some items not needed at this time,

such as fans, payload rlcorder that was used for the deployment

of both the satellites, that's no longer needed, changed that

configuration somewhat. Sally Ride reported she was in the

middle of the remote manipulator system checkout. Has

encountered no problems so far. We had a report on the SPAS

checkout from John Fabian. That checkout now completed and - -

END OF TAPE
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PA0
, ,

.
•••is ready for operations later in the mission.

There's a discussion from Norm Thagard on the, he had a questionon the evoked potential experiment. That question was resolvedduring this pass and there was more discussion on the missing
orbit overlay. This is a plastic overlay. It overlay's the" keyson a hand-held calculator. That calculator is reprogrammable andthis overlay allows various keys to be used for different
functions than the permanent position of the key. It's believed
that the one she's looking for called the orbit overlay which isused to calculate some orbital parameters and star positions.Believed it may be on the reverse side of one of the other

Sh?^
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r*- l

n
fu

Y 6V
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nt

'
we have sent UP a teleprinter messagewhich depicts the, the positions on the orbit overlay

Challenger is on orbit number 22. Next acquisition through Guam
c£,i?,

an
o

* ha
,

lf mi ™tes. At 1 day, 7 hours, 24 minutes this isShuttle Control, Houston.

PA°
. .

This is Shuttle Control at 1 day, 7 hours, 37minutes mission elapsed time. Challenger is moving within rangeor buam. 3

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you at Guam for 4 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Loud and clear. Okay John, we did the vernier RCStest (garble test at just about 7:35 so if anybody want to goback and look at that data.
y

CAPCOM Okay, thank you very much.

SPACECRAFT But I probably got it all onboard.

CAPCOM Roger, that.

p£p
C
nff v t

Cha
J-

len
?
er

' Houston. INCO is going to command thePSP off. You're likely to get an error message. No problem.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

^™ TT
Challenger, Houston. We'll be going LOS in 30seconds. We'll see you at Hawaii at 7 plus 49.

SPACECRAFT Bye-bye. See you there.

PAO This is Shuttle Control. Challenger has moved outof range at Guam. Next station is Hawaii in 7 minutes.Telemetry during this pass showed the remotelv operated arm stilldeployed as the RMS checkout continues. 1 day, 7 hours 43minutes mission elapse time this is Shuttle Control, Houston.

PA0
fc . .

This is Shuttle Control at 1 day, 7 hours, 49minutes mission elapsed time. Challenger is about to be acquiredat riawai i .
^
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you at Hawaii for 8minutes

.

SPACECRAFT Okay, loud and clear.

SPACECRAFT And John, the RMS checkout is now all completeWe have no anomallies to report. F '

CAPCOM Thanks very much John.

CAPCOM And John, our data here shows as well that thesystem looks real good.

SPACECRAFT That's good, John.

nr^v
R
noL .

H
?
uston

>
Challenger. We've got some what should bepretty good pictures we think of (garble) laval flow.

CAPCOM okay. Sounds good.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Okay, sounds good.

Challenger, Houston, we are going LOS, Hawaii in 30seconds, we'll see at Santiago at 8 plus 17.
nawan m ju

SPACECRAFT See you there, John.

CAPCOM Okay.

^° nno „- _ Th
^? is Shuttle Control, Challenger has moved out

?n 5
Hawail

.

on orbit «2. Next station is Santiago, Chilein D ust under 19 minutes. Astronaut Fabian, reported the RMScheckout complete with no anamolies and just before LOS

,

Challenger's commander, Bob Crippen said he thought the crew aot
Iruotfna ^h

»
t09^PhS ° f the Kauai lava flow «t Kauai Crator now

"^^nis-irshutile^nt^: Ho^ton.' " ^
minutes.

Challenger, Houston with you at Santiago for 4

SPACECRAFT Loud and clear, John.

that^AS^ 6Ver COme UP with *n* ide- onCIldC ^Ab relay #3? Anything we can do about it?

CAPCOM Stand by 1, Crip.

h^?°
M

u j /nd Crip
'
we think the relay is good. You lust

it were bad! ^ °° Way the d°°" cou?d have opened'if

SPACECRAFT Okay, well that's good to hear, thank you.

m*r£
0M

,v,
And

?rip ' a <2uestion for you, the time you gave the
the

k

i fc:m
e
en^y ?

aCtlVated the that at the moment ^mad'e*

SPACECRAFT Essentially yes.

?garbleff
T " essentiaUV the moment that r did the

CAPCOM Okay, thank you very much.

ySfmade the enter?"
9

' ^ that that was the first "™e
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SPACECRAFT Okay, I'm not sure... I'm not sure it was the time
that I hit enter. The first time that you are talking about that
one particular relay we had the problem with.

CAPCOM That is the one, Crip. Yes.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM And Crip, the reason we are asking you this is we
are just trying to work the problem of the TDI-DCOM fail message.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I don't think that there was any relation.

CAPCOM Okay, we copy that. The times were just within
about 30 seconds of each and then it's just - -

SPACECRAFT Okay, well it's close enough that they may have
been related then.

CAPCOM Okay we don't know that they were yet but INCO is
working a theory on that.

SPACECRAFT Okeidoke.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we are going LOS in 20
seconds. We'll see you at Botswana at 8 plus 40.

SPACECRAFT Bye, Bye, see you then.

PAO This is Shuttle Control, Challenger has moved out
of range of Santiago. Next acquisition, Botswana in 16 and 1/2
minutes. At 1 day, 8 hours, 23 minutes mission elapsed time,
this is Shuttle Control, Houston.

END OF TAPE
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ifi and 1/2 minutes. At 1 day, 8 hours, 23
PA0

.
' \* /h,; th

"
is Shuttle Control, Houston,

minutes mission elapsed time, this ib snutcie

about 20 seconds.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you at Botswana for 1

minute with a note.

SPACECRAFT Okay, go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger, we would like you to dump water supply bravo

to 20 percent, please.

SPACECRAFT Okay, supply tank bravo to 20 percent and I got one

for you if we got any more time.

CAPCOM Ready to coyp.

SPACECRAFT Okay with the align pad stars 20 anc
| 51, an|l

e

or-mr m for IMU one minus .03, plus .oz, piu^ ^ l t

? ?
r

minis 03 minus .01. For nu.ber 3 minus>

J>*
'»™* - 07 '

minis .02, troqued at 1 day, 8 hours ,38 minutes, and 15

seconds. Over.

...mM Roaer we copy that. And we are going to be LOS

,

Botswana in 30 seconds. We- 11 see at Indian Ocean at 8 plus 47.

SPACECRAFT 8 plus 47, see you then.

PAO This Shuttle Control, Challenger has moved out of

range at Botswana after a very short there Indian Ocean

station will see Challenger in 3 ust over 5 and 1/2 ^"^es L

day, 8 hours, 42 minutes mission elapse time, this is Shuttle

Control, Houston.

DOn This is Shuttle Control at 1 day, 8 hours, 47

Minutes .issiofelapse'time. Challenger is moving w!thin range

of the Indian Ocean station.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you at Indian for 8

minutes with a message.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, John.

CAPCOM Roger, just a reminder for you to take the cryo

tank 3 heaters all 4 of them to auto.

SPACECRAFT Okay, That's part of (garble) right?

CAPCOM That's correct.
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SPACECRAFT All 4 of them, okay?

CAPCOM Roger that.

» nra Tnhn IIve got the AMP thermal (garble! test
SPACECRAFT And John, i ye yu

times for you if you want them.

CAPCOM Okay we are ready to copy them, John.

SPACECRAFT Okay, PALAPA and ANIK, 01082630.

CAPCOM We copy.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, would you resume SPEC 60

please, we are trying to put a TIMBU up.

SPACECRAFT Okay. There you got it.

CAPCOM Thank you.

SPACECRAFT You want SPEC 60 up on the CRT
,

is that correct?

CAPCOM That's affirmative and we see it. Thank you.

SPACECRAFT Okay

.

the CRT.

SPACECRAFT Okay, it is released now.

CAPCOM Thank you and we see it.

And Challenge, Houston we Uttl^note^or
f

^'cTulS™ IT -panel ^andTake the TV sync switch to

reverse, please.

SPACECRAFT A7, TV sync to reverse, Okay.

CAPCOM Roger that.

SPACECRAFT Tell me again, John why we did that.

CAPCOM We dim.'t copy you, Challenger, repeat please.

SPACECRAFT Roger, say again why we did that.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Roger. Say again why we did that.

—, ~ , , nkav We did that because we were seeing a sync
CAPCOM Okay, we uiu ^ , WR playbacks
pulse seemed to be shifted slightly. And on your P

J gee
we were seeing that and we wanted to put that in revet

if it would fix the problem.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM And to clarify that a little further it's just in

preparation for our SPAS operations later on in the flight.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thank you.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We are going LOS in 30

seconds. We'll see you at Guam at 9 plus 15.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John.

This is Shuttle control. Challenger has moved out

lapsed time. This is Shuttle control, Houston.

D , n This is Shuttle control at 1 day, 9 hours, 14

ra?nutes mission
h
e

S

laP
S

sed time.. Challenger is on orbit number

23. Standing by for acquisition through Guam.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you at Guam for 5

minxes. And we will be interrupted maybe by a couple of

keyholes through the pass.

fft^ it ^^^^^irircllan^^e'v^uumeo SVh£S Jnd we

do""' suspect tori's much
Y
of a lint problem or debris problem at

least right now.

CAPCOM Okay, we copy that, thank you.

pappom Challenger, Houston. We'll go LOS with you here in

°15 secconds. See you at Hawaii at 9 plus 26 for our tag-up

briefing.

SPACECRAFT
02 sensor test there.

CAPCOM Roger, that.

PAO This is Shuttle control. Guam has loss of
PA°

Next station, Hawaii in 6 and a half minutes. At 1 day,

Okay, and we'll also plan on doing that little cryo

signal. Next station, nawoxx ... - ""r. . shutt i e
9 hours, 20 minutes mission elapsed time, this is Shuttle

control, Houston.
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PAO This is Shuttle control, 1 day, 9 hours 26 minutes
mission elapsed time. Standing by for AOS at Hawaii.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston's with you at Hawaii for 3 and
a half minutes to start the tag-up brief.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we're ready to copy and if ECOM's through I'm
going to go ahead and hit the deck and get those (garble)

.

CAPCOM Roger, you're go. We're ready.

CAPCOM And it's

SPACECRAFT Okay. I'm looking at all of them on the three
tanks

.

CAPCOM We copy that and we're watching for the reset.

SPACECRAFT Roger, that.

SPACECRAFT Okay, good reset. We're standing by for the tag-up
breif ing.

CAPCOM Okay, we see good resets on the ground and first of
all it was a super plot of deploy. We want to congratulate all
of you for that. And the SPAS ' s checkout over all went very
well. It appears that all those extra fault messages were caused
by a temporary loss of lock. We are still looking at the data to
see what caused that loss of lock. The candidates are the upper
SM antenna and the GAS-2 lid.

CAPCOM On the gas activitiy today, it went v^ry well. We
don't think we have a problem with gas can number 2 since the lid
is open. We feel there's only bad TM from relay 3.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM On the gas activity today, it went very well, we
don't think we have a problem with gas can number 2 since the lid
is open. We feel there's only bad TM from relay three. The
vernier RCS plume test went very well the Ku-band antenna test,
all the hardware and software performed nominally. And it
appears that all the problems we had with Norm's questions, all
the discrepancies have been cleared up and there are no know
data, hardware or software losses. Anomalies, we had no
anomalies, there will not be any CAP deltas tomorrow morning on
the teleprinter. The 10.2 psi set up deltas that we discussed
preflight, we will send up tomorrow morning. And just a
correction to what I told you on the CAP deltas, there will be no
big surprises, there will probably be a few changes.

SPACECRAFT I know we got to have something to keep FAO and the
planning team busy all night. Okay, Tom, we appreciate that, the
deploy which did go very nice. it takes a lot of people, not
just us. So I think the whole team should be congratulated for
how well the whole system can pull off something that nice.

CAPCOM Okay, and another note for you. If available
tomorrow at Hawaii on orbit 37, we would like to have a C camera
looking at the Ku-band antenna.

SPACECRAFT Okay, it certainly should be available and maybe
the planning team can just make a note of that and - for our CAP
update, so we can make sure it is.

CAPCOM Roger that. And another item for you. We will
turn on Av bay 2 fan prior to bring up the GPC 2 for the OMS
burns tomorrow.

SPACECRAFT Okay. That sounds like a smart plan.

CAPCOM Okay, and a couple of notes. You can do an item 48
to clear the CAM. And we will keep the circ - and for tonight,
we will keep the circ pump in GPC. And we will put it on a 4-
mmute off, 1-minute on cycle. And if you have any problems with
FDA tonight, just take the circ pump 2 and put it to on.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we understand.

CAPCOM And that's all we have, Crip. If you have
something for us, we're going to be going LOS here in 40 seconds.

SPACECRAFT John, apparently you guys said something about cryo
tank configurations for tonight. Our assumption that we're going
to go ahead and turn on the cryo tanks for tank 3, that is 02 and
H2, then there'll be four switches is there anything more subtle
to it than that?

CAPCOM Know you have it right, Crip.
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SPACECRAFT (Garble)

.

Wealing ToZ^VVlo^^ UTt °Z fand--^-gnc
- rest and a nice tomorrow.

Okay
, ana we'll see you at Santiago at 9 plus 53

SPACECRAFT 9 plus 53, right.

signal. Challenger's n^" 6 Con * ro1
' Hawaii has loss of

19 »inutes."
i

CM^, 8

JShrB?Sa
l

r

S

ec
t

i»-
thr

?h
U9h SMtia"> '» -bout

during the pass. Activities
aPPlng the da^ for the crew

Bob Cri PPen
P
to expect no b!g c^angeTL"^

1 t0ld Commander
Plan. it will be flown prettv mult t

tomorrow's crew activity
Crippen responded that it had

Presently scheduled.
Y

they „ere looking f™£ J*
^d been a good day for the crew too,

period win begin in 1 hour and ?nl I' S r6St
- The crew sleep

daviiott t
ime

-
Wakeup morn ng

Ut
L
S

T-xfi^- Central
daylight time. At 1 day 9 hour* ? .

a - m - central
time. This is Shuttle Lntrol Houston?

mlSSi °n el^Sed

minutes, mission'elapsed^i^ °°Cha?l '
at 1 " ay 9 hours 5 2

at Santiago. P tlme
" Challenger about to be acquired

END OF TAPE



CAPCOM Chan**
minutes.

Challenger, Houston, with you at Santiago fer 5

SPACECRAFT you're clear<^
SPACECRAFT We wero i„o.. •

Rita's good barbed ^ ln the proces* of enjoying some of

SPACECRAFT Roger, (garble).

CAPCOM Tnank you _

S^ue ™ ^"I'St^^.f-Pl;. we activated

CAPCOM nka „Okay, we copy that, Sally, t ,, :,, you
SPACECRAFT And T r>ar»

but i.. noTnlarth^ 3^?™ -etime if you
CAPCOM 0k .„
Challenger, Houston,

™
e Sin SXaCt right nowyou at Ascension at 10 piul <^

ng L0S in 30 sec^nds?
0^ . u

SPACECRAFT Okav t^k°kay
' John

' see you there.
pAO Th i q •

signal of Challenger
1

? Purina ?
ontro1

' Santiago has loss ofCrippen reported ?hl
unn^ fchis pass, SDacprraf*. i ot

barbecue fo^dfL,* ^f?/?8
c
en^ in9 scnfof ta

°°%£*et R° b

fnS
Ue"g

f
r

- c"allenger's next ^^• eXP
?riraents onboardand a half minutes. A t 1 ,n .

U°n is Ascension Island in 713 ShUttle control, Houston^ " hOUrS missi°« elapseTulrJis
PAO

we have our fuel '
loud and clear. And rvm*.61 C6U pur 9e in Progress, we also haveT 366 that

a-iso have secured the
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goingX^Vg^ufCp
a
to U 7°ef?',

t
^
0
?
k

,

Uke ^ N2 -

y. ana we re going to be working on Lion changeout shortly.
CAPCOM Roger, we copy that. Thank you Crip.

to^hfsucess thlt^"had^a^Vha^ S
^

deployment of the PALAPAs, I thirk it's sal'r thlt "f"" t0 the
machine like this that can o,,£ i„ "P •

hat we ve 9ot a
' satellites that need to get , olc

Uni°ati °n satellites, or
as this, but I also think h! JM;

yn
fJ

,S smoothly and percise
group has also a r o „ L« " ^"^ f°tget that anoth"
congratulations to the European sltc-Tt

1 Uke to extend m >

launch. o f the AERO» .hicT^^^^^i^'^
Estate ^on^ard % rea1°^°" '

*°» ^
SPACECRAFT Okay, understand that should carry us through the

CAPCOM Roger tnat and it , u be ^ ^ fche ^
SPACECRAFT Roger that.

SFSTu haVen
A
fJ^^Z^^^ - outlast pass,

SPACECRAFT Okay, and mi do that while you guys are looking

figured eTli^ Th^'yo^^7^°"' " ^
END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston, this will be our last

pass. We still haven't seen you configure tank set 3 tonight.

SPACECRAFT Okay and I'll do that while you guys are looking at

it.

CAPCOM Okay... And Challenger from Houston, we see tank set

3 configured for sleep. Thank you very much.

SPACECRAFT Okiedoke.

CAPCOM And Challenger from Houston, we're about 2 minutes

to LOS here at Ascension. We'd like to thank you very much again

for the super day. The Granite team will be handing over to the

Indigo team.

SPACECRAFT Okay. You guys are not really as hard as your name

would apply. Thank you very much.

CAPCOM Goodnight, Crip. Goodnight Rick

SPACECRAFT And John, we just got the Lion cannister changed

and so it looks like we're almost ready for bed.

SPACECRAFT Goodnight, guys.

CAPCOM Goodnight. Goodnight, Rick.

SPACECRAFT (garble) goodnight.

SPACECRAFT Goodnight, Norm.

CAPCOM Goodnight, Sally.

SPACECRAFT Goodnight.

CAPCOM Goodnight, John boy.

SPACECRAFT Goodnight, Donna.

SPACECRAFT Goodnight, Mrs. Calabash whereever you are.

SPACECRAFT Who was that masked man?

PA0 This is Shuttle control , Ascension has loss of

siqnal. A large round of goodnights there. We don't intend to

talk to the crew anymore until - - we'll talk to the crew at wake

up time tomorrow morning at 1:18 a.m. CDT. The crew is getting

ready for sleep. The sleep period to officially begin m 29

minutes from now... 5:18 CDT. During this pass. Challenger s

commander, Bob Crippen, congratulated the European Space Agency

for the successful launch of the Aerian vechicle several days
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ago. The hand over is beginning in the Mission Control Center

..,-i-M h0 ^omniP^ about 5:30 P.m. And we estimate the
which will be complete about 5:30 p.m.

, p -
r ,

change-of-shift briefing with Flight Director, John Cox for 6

p.m. CDT in room 135 of the JSC newscenter. At 1 day 10 hours

minutes mission elapsed time this is Shuttle control, Houston.

PA0 This is Shuttle Mission Control at 1 day, H hours,

and 9 minutes. Hand-over has occurred in the Mission Control

Center. Flight Director, Larry Bourgeois, and the Indigo team

now in position on console. The press conference with off-going

Flight Director, John Cox, is expected to occur on time at 6 p.m.

central time. Challenger on orbit 24, the crew;s about 25

minutes into its sleep period. Everything's quiet on the

vehicle. This is Misson Control, Houston

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Challenger, this is Houston. How do you read?

SPACECRAFT I can hear you, Mary. How me?

CAPCOM Good evening, Sally. Sorry to wake you up. Weneed you to do an action for us. We're afraid that IX resolverthat gives you the IMU BITE is going to ride through the regionand it will gl ve you a message about once an orbit, so, we wouldlike to request a GNC spec 1 on CRT 2.

SPACECRAFT Okay. I understand you want a GNC spec 1 on CRT 2.

to
P
s?andby.

That ' S affirmative
'

and then you can turn it back

SPACECRAFT okay, we'll do that. Thanks.

RITE
0
" Sorrv w^h^^ ^ "* ' " 9°in9 t0 G"MEM 3 mask for fchatHiih. sorry we had to wake you up. Good night.

night°
RAFT

°
kay

'
We understand and appreciate it. Good

l
k°

. n
This is Missi °n Control, Houston at 1 day, 11hours, 40 minutes into the flight. That call to the crew was to

into'th^^K
0 " aCti°n t3ken by the mission control tell to gethUff computer and modify instructions on the computerwhich control the range of motion that the IMU, the Inertia!Measurement Unit, goes through onboard the vehicle. There was anIMU caution and warning alarm which flight control team

warnina^h,^ ^"i and ^ l0°ked 3 lot like an IMU caution and
?2„ !u

had
f
ee " last ni ^ht - The deduction is, that asthat IMU goes through a certain range of motion, there are

In 1TZ ^
at m°tl0n Which tri P a button and warning alarm.So, in order to restrict that IMU's motion, the ground control

thTJrW ™BU '. Table Maintenance Buffer Update, which has

Unit The I,?361 ' "9 UmitS on that martial Measurement

that" You a7~\l
U th

,
15

°f
S

-

iS 3 little raore complicated than

give'the gpc^ th^ 5
et/nt° the GPC's onboard the vehicle and

control ^ L 6" ^formation. Any time the mission
cZlutlr t?

ra°d
}
fl «s instructions to the General Purpose

thT^5' I
advises the crew of what it's done as courtesy to

and w£v '„£ Z^l^'l •ba
i

they are aware of what has gone onand why, and so that they don't override that instruction fromthe ground. We're about an hour into the sleep period, it didn't
co^

3"-^31 CreW w*3 in deeP sleeP at the time of thatcommunication. Mission Elapsed Time is now 1 day, 11 hours 42minutes. This is Mission Control, Houston.
'

4?°m ' ^h
f?

is Snuttle Mission Control at 1 day, 12 hours41 minutes. Challenger on orbit number 25. Just completed apass over Guam. Health and well being functions ofthe vehicle
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are still stable, and all is quiet on the vehicle tonight. Crew

has about 6 hours remaining in its sleep period. This is Mission

Control, Houston.

PA0 This is Shuttle Mission Control at 1 day, 13 hours,

30 minutes Mission Elapsed Time. Challenger on orbit 26, now

sweepinq across central Africa on an ascending node which will

carry it across the Nile River and across the Suez Canal. We've

iust passed a data take through Ascension and Dakar, and the

mission control team has verified that everything is nominal and

quiet onboard the vehicle. This is Mission Control, Houston.

PA0 This is Shuttle Mission Control, 1 day, 14 hours, 9

minutes. Challenger on orbit 26. Just completed a pass over

Guam, and all continues quiet onboard the vehicle. This is

Shuttle Mission Control.

END OF TAPE
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.
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PAO - - and now at a point just north of New Zealand on
orbit 28, just preparing to cross the terminator from daylight
into darkness. We are again in a long loss of signal period. We
don't acquire data again until about 35 minutes when it, the
vehicle, makes a pass through - - picking up part of the Dakar
station and Madrid. And, again, this is another one of those
passes where the vehicle has sneaked around the ground stations,
and makes almost a complete orbit of the Earth without picking up
any stations between the Dakar passes. About an hour, 20 minutes
remaining in the astronaut's sleep period. This is Mission
Control, Houston.

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston at one day, 18
hours, 6 minutes. Just had a pass through Bermuda on orbit 29.
The first look we've had at the vehicle in about an hour and
Mission Control has affirmed that onboard systems are still
performing nominally. We'll get another look at data in about 4

minutes through Dakar and Madrid. About 38 minutes remaining in
the crew's sleep period. This is Mission Control, Houston.

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston at 1 day, 18
hours, 36 minutes Mission Elapsed Time. Now acquiring data
through the Indian Ocean station on orbit 29. EECOM John Rector
has reported to the flight director that there is some activity
onboard indicating the crew is awake, even though there are about
10 minutes remaining in the sleep period. The wakeup call will
probably be initiated through the ground station at Yarrgadee
when we acquire signal there of voice only - -

END OP TAPE
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PAO - - the wakeup call will probably be initiated
through the ground station at Yarragadee when we acquire signal
there, voice only, in about 11 minutes. Mission Elapsed Time is
1 day, 18 hours, 36 minutes. This is Mission Control, Houston.

(Music)

SPACECRAFT Well, hurrah for the old brown and blue.

CAPCOM Brown and blue?

SPACECRAFT Good color combination.

CAPCOM Morning Challenger. This is Houston. We're
standing by if you have anything for us.

SPACECRAFT I have a question for you, Mary. Was that the
brown and blue?

CAPCOM John, I'm not sure about that. Maybe it was black
and blue.

SPACECRAFT That I would believe. I'm not sure what that song
that preceeded that was, though, but hook em horns.

CAPCOM I'm afraid you're going to have to get used to that
one

.

SPACECRAFT I was afraid of that, Mary. I noticed a distinct
trend. We appreciate you guys getting that IMU for us last
night, that BITE helped out. My congratulations to the planning
team that we've had two full nights sleep and no messages, no
alert messages that is.

CAPCOM Thanks a lot.

SPACECRAFT We suppose that only the truly faithful are ud in
Houston at this hour.

CAPCOM Well I hope that's the choice, and we're 20 seconds
LOS. We'll talk to you through MI LA at 19:31.

SPACECRAB'T See you, Mary.

SPACECRAFT Bye bye.

PA0 This is Mission Control, Houston. Loss of signal
at Yarragadee and Orroral Valley in Australia where wakeup music
was piped up to the crew, starting with a small dab of the A&M,
Texas A&M Aggie War Hymn. A little dab will do you of that,
followed by a rendition of something called "Tufts Tonia's Day"
as rendered by the Tufts University Beelzebubs, which is a
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student acappella group at Tufts University, Rick Hauck's
almamater, and where he now has a son attending college. Merritt
launch area upcoming in - -

END OF TAPE
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PAO Merritt Island launch area upcoming in 29 minutes,

as the crew prepares for another day aboard Challenger. Fairly

quiet day compared to payload deployment days preceeding.
Current orbit, 160.6 by 170.2 nautical miles. At 1 day, 19

hours, 3 minutes, this is Mission Control, Houston.

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston. Challen^ r now

acquired by the Merritt Island launch area tracking station,

MILA.

CAPCOM Challenger, this is Houston with you through MITaA

for 11 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Hello, Mary.

CAPCOM Howdy.

SPACECRAFT I don't even think we kept you guys busy last

night. You didn't send up that many messages.

CAPCOM We aim to please.

SPACECRAFT I thought so. I'm worried you're going to get

bored on the planning shift though.

CAPCOM - - keep that up because I'm trying to make up for

tomorrow night.

SPACECRAFT Roger that. (garble)

CAPCOM Challenger, this is Houston. If you're trying to

transmit, it's broken.

SPACECRAFT Okay. This is Norm. Are you copying me now?

CAPCOM Got you loud and clear, Norm.

SPACECRAFT Okay. I just wanted to pass along that I did an

EOG on myself this morning and it was on the BIOMED channel, so

if somebody could look at that and let me know whether whether
they're coming out okay, I'd appreciate it.

CAPCOM Roger, Norm. We copy that.

SPACECRAFT And that was done, Mary, about 20 minutes ago, two
zero minutes ago.

CAPCOM Roger, Norm. We copy two zero minutes.

SPACECRAFT Mary, for all my friends over at (garble)

.

(music) (garble) I tried to stop him from doing that Mary, but

he insisted.
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CAPCOM Roger. We copy that. I think we're in trouble.John's the only one that recognized that song.

SPACECRAFT I figured that.

?oc
C0M

r 7 .n .
Challenger, this is Houston. We're 30 secondsLOS. We'll talk to you through Dakar at 19:47.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Mary. See you there.

CAPCOM Challenger, this is Houston with you through Dakarfor about 8 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Good morning, Mary.

CAPCOM Morning.

SPACECRAFT Or is that Murry?

CAPCOM This I- Murry with a note for you, if you've got asecond to listen? y y

SPACECRAFT We're all ears.

CAPCOM And Challenger, we'd like for you to hold off onyour reconfiguration to dual G2 so we can back out of the G-MEMthat we put up there to mask the IMU BITE last night, and thenwe 11 put it back in once you're in dual G2.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM reconfiguration to dual G2 so we can back out
of the G-MEM that we'd put up there to mask the IMU BITE last
night, and then we'll put it back in once you're in dual G2.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Mary. We'll wait till you give us to qo for
dual G2 OPS.

CAPCOM Okay. Thanks a lot.

CAPCOM Challenger, this is Houston. We're about a minutp
to LOS and we'd like to say, it was nice working with you last
night and we're going to turn you over to T.J. and John and
Tommy's gang, so we hope you have a good day.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Appreciate that. You all can babysit us
anytime.

CAPCOM Thanks a lot, and we'll talk to you through Indian
Ocean at 20:06.

SPACECRAFT Okay. See you tomorrow.

SPACECRAFT See you, Mary.

CAPCOM Bye bye, Salley.

SPACECRAFT Sleep tight.

SPACECRAFT We'll try not to wake you.

CAPCOM Thanks a

PA0 Mission Control, Houston. "Loss of signal at
Dakar. Spacecraft communicator, Mary Cleave, signing off fromthe planning team shift. Handover complete now. New CAPCOM 'swill be Jon McBride and Terry Hart for the flight control teamheaded up by Tommy Holloway for the next 8 hours, or so. Thenext station, Indian Ocean in 10 minutes. Mission Control.Houston at 19:55.

PAO Mission Control, Houston. We have acquisition ofChallenger through Indian Ocean station.

CAPCOM Hello, Challenger. Houston back with you throuqhIndy for 8 minutes. ^

SPACECRAFT Good morning, T.J. How are you doing this morning?

CAPCOM We're doing just dandy.

SPACECRAFT They sure are getting you folks up early.
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CAPCOM Oh, its fun to do.

SPACECRAFT I think your a masochist. But its fun up here.

I ' 11 tell you that.

CAPCOM Looks like your just crossing the coast of Africa

right now.

SPACECRAFT Roger. We concur. How have the Astro' s been doing

the last few days, T.J.?

CAPCOM Jon says they dropped 2.

SPACECRAFT Maybe we'd better come home. On second thought,

maybe we shouldn't.

CAPCOM Concur. Yarrgadee's next. We'll give you a call

at about 02:03.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

PA0 Mission Control, Houston. Loss of si^al Indian

Ocean station. Next stop will be Yarragadee Australia in about

6-1/2 minutes. Mission Control, Houston, day 1, 20 hours, is

minutes,

END OF TAPE
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Varragadee and^rroral^forIVniTtlT ^ y°U thr°u^
SPACECRAFT Hi, T.J.

CAPCOM Hi.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Roger. Go ahead.

CAPCOM fop«n h= =(- „
2 minutes, and if youV^^'a Snc Z 0c'°'^ in -bout
undo that G-HEM at that timl.

Spe° X
' we ' U 9° ahead and

Ca'coT"
YOU ' re 9°in9 t0 d

°
9 SP6C 1 "

Orro^al in about'z Jinuies^^?""^!6
r°

W
' We ' U be

time, we'll need to spec 1 to do that?
MEM at that

SPACECRAFT Okay. CRT 1.

CAPCOM Thank yolJ> ffetll ^ iook
.

ng>
CAPCOM And pK a n««
you're go for T^Tols wnTyou yours again

, and

SPACECRAFT Super, T.J.

SPACECRAFT T .J, this is Norm.

CAPCOM YeS sir .

s^Suck, 1.^:- ^r^outis^ifr 3 on the °-
1 day, 20 hours roughly, futile blfSr!? ttlt?

9°' ""^ W°Uld b*

CAPCOM nkav m^*-™
will look at thatf '

Very g°°d - The s«geon copies and

SPACECRAFT Okav t ^ •

^

give rae some feedoic^bouS^heTor^o^TV 3Sked them tostill do want some feedback.
0t that tu™ed out, so I

SPACECRAFT And T t ti„ ^ ,

times for you if you ^d ' likl't^em.
th3t PA" A and C therra^ test

CAPCOM Ready tQ copyi Jof]n>

SPACECRAFT For ANIK m.iotor ANIK, 01:19:56, and for PALAPA, 01:19:57.
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CAPCOM Thank you.

SPACECRAFT Sure.

nrr^i ^ ur^f
challenger, Houston. We have 1 minute left atOrroral and MILA's next m about 30 minutes at 21:07.

SPACECRAFT Ok iedoke

.

CAPCOM And for Norm, it looks like we got the data downhere. On our first glance, it looks pretty good, and we'lladvise you if there are any problems, but we think we got good

SPACECRAFT (Garble

)

i „ n T
his is Mission Control, Houston. Loss of signalat Orroral Valley. Nearing the end of orbit number 30. Twenty-nine minutes away from reacqu isit ion at Merritt Island launch

r^iino^
rmUda

'
Dr°P °Ut and then "acquisition at Dakar as theChallenger crew presses on toward today's more relaxed

activities. Returning in 29 minutes at Merritt Island launcharea tracking station. This is Mission Control, day 1, 20:37.

frL • .^f ssion.

Control, Houston. Some 10 seconds now awayfrom reacquisition of Challenger through Merritt Island launcharea, orbit 31.

CAPCOM Hello Challenger. Houston's back with you. You'recoming into the Gulf of Mexico. We've got you for 12 minutes.

SPACECRAFT How are you doing, T.J.?

CAPCOM Just fine, Rick. We'll take any IMU data you qotanytime you have a minute to read it.
9

SPACECRAFT Okay. Just a second, T.J., I want to - - I'll qetit for you m a minute. Okay, T.J., if you're ready to copy.

CAPCOM Roger, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT SPAS, 20 and 51, angle error in .01, and on the - -

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Okay, T.J., if you're ready to copy.

CAPCOM Roger. Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT SPAS 20 and 41, angle error in .01, and on thetorqumg angles, reading across, I'll read them down, IMU 1
first, minus .01, minus .01 plus .18. Number 2 is minus .02,minus .05, minus .04. Number 3 is minus .07, minus .09, minus
.02 and the execution time was 1 day, 20 hours, and 39 minutes.

CAPCOM very good. Sounds like a winner, and we've got aquestion for the CDR regarding the number 2 GAS can yesterday,when you have a second, Crip,

SPACECRAFT Standby just a second, T.J., he's going up to theflightdeck. Okay T.J. go ahead.

C
^k°^u .

We ' re tr * in<3 to duplicate the problem that occurredwith the number 2 GAS can yesterday, and we want to clarify whatyou read down to us. When you tried to go to hot there, youreported that you either went blank or dash, and we're tryinq tofigure out exactly what the display might have said at that
time. Do you recall?

SPACECRAFT Okay. Well, where it should have indicated hot,there was a little horizontal dash that showed up on the screen,and it will still show up there if I try to look at the status of

CAPCOM
correct?

Okay. Then it reads hotel 03 dash. Is that

SPACECRAFT That's affirm.

CAPCOM very good. Thanks. That clarifies it.

SPACECRAFT And T.J., got one question for you, sir.

CAPCOM Roger. Go ahead.

iust
E
a
R
f!Lle Mr"* ^'t^ t0

.

9° ah6ad and P°wer u? the *PAS
J0
U a ll" 1<\ b1

^
early *hls coming just for its activation.

Tint ImJ> .
t0

u
abl

,
n C°nfig Coming ri ^ht behind ifc and thatmight (garble) stay ahead.

CAPCOM Okay. Standby 1, John. We'll get a reading onthat. ^

SPACECRAFT I'd appreciate that.

the°Keys
l0°kS you ' re 9oin9 to flv ri <?ht over
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SPACECRAFT (Garble) afraid it's still going to be dark.
There, the Sun's coming up. How far away from the Keys are we?

CAPCOM I think you're right over them right now and maybe
a minute to the terminator.

SPACECRAFT It's been kind of black out there. I'll tell you
what, there's a few thunder bumpers just heading out below us.

CAPCOM Yes, we heard there were some over at the Gulf and
all, but the Cape looks pretty good and you should be going right
over the Cape on your next REV.

SPACECRAFT Okay. How's the weather in Houston?

CAPCOM I don't know. It's still dark.

SPACECRAFT Sorry about that. I forgot. Okay we're flying
over a large city right now. Is that Miami?

CAPCOM I'd quess it would be. It looks like you're maybe a
little north of the Keys, right over Miami.

SPACECRAFT That's what it looks like. They getting some big
thunder bumpers just south of town. And T.J., I've got one more
SPAS related request.

CAPCOM Go ahead, John.

SPACECRAFT Roger. We'd like to know when the MOMs data tapes
are going to occur during the attached operations while crew is
awake. We know that a lot of those are controlled from the
ground, and we'd like to be able to monitor from inflight, and
also perhaps, back them up with some inflight photography.

CAPCOM Okay. It sounds like a good plan in payloads, and
we'll try to keep you up to date when that's going to happen.

SPACECRAFT We appreciate that. Thank you much, sir.

CAPCOM And John, you've got a go to go ahead and power up
the SPAS, and we want to do the experiments on time, however.

SPACECRAFT Roger. I copy that. It was just the activation I
wanted to do early, and I'll have it done on time or earlier.
Thank you much.

CAPCOM Sounds good. And we see you're locked up on the
PDI. Dakar is next. We'll give you a call there about 02:03.

SPACECRAFT Okiedoke.
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston through Dakar for 7 plus 30.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and we're in dual G2»s, and I'm lust aettinaready to do the RCS hot fire.
3 9ettln9

CAPCOM Roger. We're watching.

SPACECRAFT Bryan and T.J., the SPAS is up and activated and it

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Roger. We're watching,

SPACECRAFT Bryan and T.J., the SPAS is up and activated, and
it looks like the champ we know it is.

CAPCOM Missed your last there, John.

SPACECRAFT Just complimenting the SPAS crew on a good
spacecraft. It looks real good this morning.

CAPCOM Wonderful. And, IOS is next. We'll call you there
around 04:02.

SPACECRAFT Okay. And perhaps you'll get an opportunity to see
all of that test then.

CAPCOM We've been watching those nimble fingers.

SPACECRAFT Oh, that's Ricky Dicky typing away over here. All
the thrusters look good to us. T.J., (garble) at 30.

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston. Loss of signal
at Dakar. Indian Ocean station in 10 minutes. During the
stateside pass and the following Dakar pass, the Shuttle pallet
satellite SPAS was activiated early at the request of the crew.
However, the experiment profile will be run as per the
timeline. Crippen completed the RCS hot fire checks. All
thrusters look good according to the commander. Nine minutes
away from reacquisition at Indian Ocean Station. This is Mission
Control at day 1, 21, 32.

PA0 Mission Control, Houston now in acquisition at
Indian Ocean Station.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston through IOS for 7 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Hi, T.J.

CAPCOM Hello there, and with your concurrence, we're going
to uplink the G-MEM to put the IMU BITE mask back in again.

SPACECRAFT Okay, T.J. Go ahead.

CAPCOM Alright, and you'll probably be glad to know that
we got approval now to build a setup, expand a set with the G-MEM
in there, which we didn't have before, so we shouldn't have to
repeat this during the rest of the mission.

SPACECRAFT Oh, that's good news. And also, T.J., I can give a
little bit of a condensed water report, if you want.

CAPCOM we heard report, Sally. Didn't copy which one.
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SPACECRAFT Okay. When we changed out the Li OH cannisters this

morning, we looked to see if we could find any condensation in

that area, and we couldn't. We didn't see anything. I checked

under the panel in front of the CFES, the GSE panel, and I was

able to find just a little bit of water. I had to really look,

and it seemed to be on the (garble) and I think it's the cabin

heat exchanger. And that was the only place that I was able to

find anything, and as I said, it was just a little bit. I had to

rub my hand against it to feel any. The whole rest of that area

is dry.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
cabin down.

We copy, Sally. Thank you very much.

And T.J., you still there?

Yes sir. We have 4 minutes left at IOS.

Okay, for EECOM, I'm getting ready to bring the

CAPCOM Okay. We're watching.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM And, Yarragadee is next. We'll give you a call
about 05:09.

SPACECRAFT See you then.

CAPCOM Hello, Challenger. Houston through Yarragadee and
Orroral for 10 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Loud and clear. We're still bringing cabin
down.

CAPCOM Okay. Real good. We'll get a little bit of data
at Orroral.

CAPCOM We have good data now through Orroral.

SPACECRAFT Okay. We're almost in the box as far as the
depress is concerned.

CAPCOM And, Challenger, we got 20 seconds left here, and
all the data looks real good to us. We're happy with the cabin
pressure, and we'll see at Buckhorn at about 03:07.

SPACECRAFT Okiedoke.

PA0 This is Mission Control, Houston. Loss of siqnal
at Orroral Valley. Toward the end of orbit of 31, the ground
data, as interpreted by the EECOM position here in Mission
Control, shows that the cabin depressur izat ion test from 14.7
down to 10.2 pounds is proceeding well, and we're now at 10.2 and
holding. Next station, 24 minutes away is Buckhorn, At day 1,
22:11, Mission Control, Houston.

PA0 This is Mission Control, Houston. Some 20 seconds
away from acquisition now on the second stateside pass of the
morning, Buckhorn. Cabin pressure aboard Challenger down now to
10.2 psi for about the next 29 hours and 55 minutes.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston back with you over the mainland
for about 18 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Good to hear from you. How are things going?

CAPCOM Just fine. How about you?

SPACECRAFT Looking super.

SPACECRAFT We're looking out the window at about a half moon,
and we can see the Earth in the moonlight. It's really pretty.

CAPCOM That's great. You should pass right over the
launch point here at about 6 or 7 minutes.
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SPACECRAFT We'll look forward to that.

SPACECRAFT On the other hand, we seem to be looking forward to
everything

.

SPACECRAFT And, Norm and Rick, just for your information, are
downstairs doing some medical DTO activities and Capt. Crippen is

downstairs taking care of some hygiene activities, and we're
going to do some mass spectrometer work with SPAS here in about
20 minutes.

CAPCOM Okay. That sounds good.

SPACECRAFT We're all learning a lot about hygiene in space.

CAPCOM We can imagine.

SPACECRAFT And John, just a note of interest, with the lights
off up here on the flightdeck, and eating in the dark, and with
the moon shining on the tail part of the vehicle, we can see the
verniers tiring.

CAPCOM Thank you. My CAP says the CDR is supposed to be
exercising, not hygiening.

SPACECRAFT Well, we'll have to speak to him about that.

SPACECRAFT Hey, I think he's going to hygiene and then he's
going to exercise.

CAPCOM Okay.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT I'm assuming that all the data came down yesterday
on the SPAS power up and checkout, and that the pay loads folks and
our friends from MBB have been through all that and like what
they see?

CAPCOM I believe so. Let me check. They have gotten it
and they are pleased.

SPACECRAFT Well, that makes all of us then. And you might
pass to the MBB folks that Sally and I haven't been so high since
October f est

.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

We copy that.

I don't believe he said that.

There's a 16 second blank in our tape.

Thank you, GC.

Maybe him, Sally, but not you. Right?

SPACECRAFT Well said, John, well said. Of course, Jchn, our
payloads officer was over there with their staff, so he can
testify to all of what John said.

CAPCOM
that for us.

SPACECRAFT
afraid of.

CAPCOM

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

Yes, he just walked down here and recalled some of

That's what I was afraid of. That's what I was

We're going to go through a short LOS.

We're back with you for 12 more minutes.

Okay.

And the Cape ought to be right ahead of you.

SPACECRAFT We'll be looking. (Garble) we're looking at that
from the other level. I would gather that the weather radar out
of the Cape this morning is not showing a blank screen.

CAPCOM Yes. We concur with that.

SPACECRAFT Like some stuff, hopefully west of the field,
pretty good size bumpers.

CAPCOM Yes. It should all be west. Should be kind of
scattered layer there over the Cape.
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SPACECRAFT Could you have them clear that out by Friday, Jon?
CAPCOM We're working on that right now.

sfahfnor a
0ka^

K
and ™ do have the east coast of Florida in

of that? ^ COmin9 d°Wn t0 86 ° r are we a little so""*

CAPCOM Looks like you're right on the centerline.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and John, we've got the runway in sight.

CAPCOM Okay. You're cleared to land.

SPACECRAFT I think we'll go around though. Big Jon, we ran acalculation up here, and as best we could determine ourprovailing visibility is 1100 miles today.
ermine

'
our

CAPCOM Not bad.

SPACECRAFT He's been eating all these carrots that Rita left

CAPCOM Flight surgeon heard that.

CAPCOM oh, he turned three shades of red.

in^need^of his^r^e"?
'

'
^ h^ - t

CAPCOM He said he'll get even with you on the treadmill.
SPACECRAFT I expected that.

Dakar^at 22:58^ ^^ * minUte t0 ^'^ you at

SPACECRAFT 22:58. See you at Dakar.

n
A° ^

T1
?
is is Miss ion Control. Loss of sianal at-Bermuda. Two minutes across to Dakar.

signal at

END OF TAPE
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* m
T1

?
is is Mission Control. Loss of =ianal ah

pressure can be managed over lonq periods of time at a

CAPCOM Back with you at Dakar for 9 minutes.

5 minutes.
starting the mass specs here in about

CAPCOM We see that.

SPACECRAFT Yes. Why not.S gage to
W
tne onlosttfon.^

6
' ^ M°S

> th.

CAPCOM (Garble)
, Jon.

SPACECRAFT Say again.

CAPCOM Did we miss that switch earlier?

it^Trittle^rie: C°°lin9 °" ™" and »^ to neat

ST act^ion^me fTtne^' We've
and were in the " minxes wait

^ s?ectromet er ^ 01:23:04,
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»h^?
M^ ?

kay
"

We copy that
* We ' re to lose you inabout 45 seconds. We had some reports of some visual siahtinayou made your pass over Houston :he last time? We'll see voudown at Botswana at 23:17. Y U

SPACECRAFT Okay. Copy that. That's interesting. Thank you

Dakar Rnf C
Mission Control, Houston. Loss of signal atDakar. Botswana upcoming m 8 minutes. This is Mission ControlHouston, 1 day, 23 hours 8 minutes.

control,

SnH°?^- ^
Cna

i
lenger

'
we ' re back with you through Botswana

we-ve
C
got

T
proa°ar^ ^V'"',^ juSt for ^ information,we ye got program 3 started on the mass spectrometer we'reseeing counts of 1 diagonal 1, and we can visually lee - -

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Okay. Roger that. And, iust for your information,
we've got program 3 started on the mass spectrometer. We're
seeing CAL's of 1 diagonal 1, and we can visually see the cap
open. v

CAPCOM We copy. You got an MET on that, John?

SPACECRAFT Yes, 01:23:16.

CAPCOM We copy.

SPACECRAFT (Garble)

CAPCOM And, we'll see you in about 10 minutes down atYarragadee.

CAPCOM And, Challenger, we're back with you, Yarragadde
tor about 8 minutes.

SPACECRAFT How are you doing?

CAPCOM Just great.

SPACECRAFT Okay. A little report on the mass spectrometer foryou if you have a minute.

CAPCOM Go right ahead.

CAPCOM we're standing by, John. Go head. And,
Challenger, how do you read?

SPACECRAFT You're loud and clear.

CAPCOM Okay. I got you the same now. Go ahead.

mfn^f^ °Un
y *. The maSS spirometer is into its second 15

to fo*% L l

!
4Vi nute cy^e> and going into that, we saw it goto fox 5 on the status. The mass AP diagonal 28 readings arestill typically 00, but with occasional readings as high as 3.

CAPCOM We copy. And John, verify for us that you got atox 5 visa fox mner.

SPACECRAFT That's affirmative. That's why I gave it to vouI was expecting a fox 9. At the end of 15 minutes, it came up

fvLrL^^ P° lnt
'

and We visuallv saw the shields move on the

CAPCOM Okay. We copy.
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SPACECRAFT And assuming our numbers are right, John, we got an

awfully clean environment out there for the mass spectrometer to

look at.

CAPCOM That's good. And we'll see you up at Hawaii on the

hour. Got a minute to go here.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Understand.

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston. Loss of signal

at Yarragadee, Australia. Hawaii upcoming in 17 minutes. Report

by John Fabian on the mass spectrometer experiment on the Shuttle

Pallet Satellite, visually seeing the cover open through the aft

windows in the crew compartment. Day 1, 23 hours, 43 minutes,

Mission Control, Houston.

CAPCOM And Challenger, we're back with you over Hawaii for

8 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Ok^y. Nice chatting with you.

CAPCOM Congratulations upon completing your 30 second REV

and your second full day in space.

SPACECRAFT Thank you. We appreciate that, and when you have

some time, I'd like to tell you more about the mass spectrometer

( garble)

.

CAPCOM Okay. We're standing by.

SPACECRAFT Okay, as I mentioned to you earlier, at the end of

the first 15 minutes of the program 3, the status was fox 5. It

remained fox 5 until 30 minutes into the program. It then

changed to echo - -

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT (garble) you earlier at the end of the first 15
minutes of the program 3 the status was fox 5, it remained fox 5
until 30 minutes into the program. It then changed to echo 5 and
remained echo 5 for less than 1-1/2 minutes before it changed to
fox 5. And the program has now run its course, we're ready to
initiate program 4, but we wanted to check in with you folks
before we initiate the program 4. For the most part we're still
seeing mass readings of zero over zero, but occasionally we get
valves as high as 3 diagonal 3. And we have a short VTR tape of
that initiation of the first movement of the mass spectrometer
shields. If it would be useful for the payload folks, we'd be
happy to downlink it when we could arrange that.

CAPCOM I copy all that and I'll be right back to you.

SPACECRAFT Okeydoke

.

CAPCOM And first of all you v ve got a go to continue
through program 4 and we'll work out a time for the VTR dump.

SPACECRAFT Okay (garble) program 4 now, thank you. Okay
Houston one more piece of data for you on the mass
spectrometer. We initiated at 03 pass the hour MET and we're
observing the swivel in the (garble)

.

CAPCOM Okay we copy that. And Challenger we've got a
little less then a minute here at Hawaii. We're going to net set
up to do that VTR dump at Mila and that's at 0019.

SPACECRAFT Okay good deal, thank you much.

CAPCOM You're welcome. And John what it looks like, we
think is maybe we had some problems with some of the pin pullersm the mass spectrometer and it kind of jumped over that second
da.a take.

SPACECRAFT Okay, copy that. And the VTR does show the mot- ion
that maybe an expert would be able to determine after that.

PA0 This is Mission Control Houston. Loss of signal at
Hawaii, reacquisi tion upcoming at Buckhorn in about a minute and
a half. There's a dump scheduled at Merritt island launch aroa
tracking station of some video tape on the onboard video
recorder. Challenger now on its 33 orbit of the Earth.

CAPCOM And we're back with you over the Mainland for about
20 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay John we hear you. And Big John just to keep
you up to date on a couple of the other experiments, we've been
checking the MLR periodically and the indications on it are all
still good, the MEA 1 looks like it, we can't tell of course
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P^Perly but the talkback went to barberpoleat what looks like the right time and it's still barberpole

?o
W
;,iuk ^ f

ooks .l ike ifc ran its cours e. And the mouse (garble)is talkback is still gray, so it looks like it's operating.

CAPCOM Okay. We're happy to hear that.

SPACECRAFT We knew you would be. And Big John, Crip is not on

tTt io°L
r^ ht T 5

Ut he Want6d me t0 Pass on that qet?ingbet to do the redundant component checkout which ECOM is probablyinterested in watching. F aDiy

CAPCOM we copy that.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Roger, in conjunction with the VTR that John'sgoing to show you on the mass spec. We'll have camera...

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger

CAPCOM Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Roger. In conjunction with the VTR that John's
going to show you on the mass spec, we'll have camera delta set
up for you, and we may be passing over Houston, or you may drop
us by that time, but we should be going over Houston, you might
be able to get some pay load bay pictures of it. Or, maybe at
least, from White Sands.

CAPCOM Okay. We're ready, and we need command so we can
3tart the VTR dump.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Let us, are you ready for the dump now?

CAPCOM That's affirmative. We need to be in command so we
can take care of the A sync problem.

SPACECRAFT Yes, you got it. Okay, John's going to telling you
about what your looking at here. You're looking at the mass
spec. It's right in the middle of the picture, and the (garble)
the solar cell is just to the left. You just saw the motion
there right in the middle of the picture as the shield opened,
and I hope you can get some use out of that, and we like to take
pictures

.

CAPCOM We're not receiving it yet, John.

SPACECRAFT Okay. We will rewind for downlink.

CAPCOM Okay. Standby a minute until we see what the
problem is.

SPACECRAFT We think that that was our configuration problem
and we'll do it again.

CAPCOM Okay.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Are you getting a picture now? You all
getting a picture now?

CAPCOM
it now.

No sir. We're not getting it yet. Okay. We got

SPACECRAFT Did you see that motion just as you got it?

CAPCOM No. We missed it.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll run it back for you. Okay, now you're
looking at it and you should see some motion right in the center
of the picture when that shutter moves.
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CAPCOM We 1 re looking.

SPACECRAFT There you go.

CAPCOM We saw it.

SPACECRAFT Okay. That was it and it looked like a fake
picture, and we hope that's going to be useful to you, and we'll
give you camera delta.

CAPCOM We see lots of clouds.

SPACECRAFT Yes. There are a lot of clouds, John, and the
lighting wasn't quite good enough to see Houston, so your option
on what you do with the TV's now. We should see the coastline
and the bay. And John, Crip's finished the redundant component
checkout, and he says that everything looked good to him.

CAPCOM And we concur with that.

SPACECRAFT Looks like you guys had some bad weather a couple
of days ago.

CAPCOM It's been pretty well stagnated out there in gulf,
I think, for a couple of days.

SPACECRAFT And John, we've also got the flightdeck camera
running if you get tired of looking at clouds.

CAPCOM Yes. We see you now.

SPACECRAFT And I'm afraid we're giving you some light through
one of the windows there. This is a spur of the moment. John
said he sees some sun going up there on the water, and he's
taking some 35 mm pictures of it. We're getting ready to do the
yaw and sensor test. And I'm enjoying some chocolate milk after
running on the treadmill.

CAPCOM I was going to ask you what you were enjoying
there

.

SPACECRAFT I wasn't enjoying the treadmill! But I guess I am
probably one of the few people to run across the Indian Ocean!

CAPCOM At least at that velocity.

SPACECRAFT Right. I'm surprised she didn't get her feet wet.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM At least at that velocity.

SPACECRAFT Right. Praying she didn't get her seat wet. Well
this is the worst one on exercise anyhow we're setting up for the
OSTA TV scenes for later in the day and hoping (garble) has
windowshades (garble) appropriate.

CAPCOM Thank you, sir.

SPACECRAFT How are the Astros doing?

CAPCOM Very unfortunately, lost 2 in a row.

SPACECRAFT Well we'll try to root them on the next win.

CAPCOM I'm sure they welcome that. We're starting to lose
the picture we'll be with you for another 3 minutes at Bermuda.

SPACECRAFT AlJ righty.

CAPCOM We've got about a minute to go. Thank you for theTV coverage and we'll see you down at Dakar at 35.

SPACECRAFT okay. See you at Dakar.

CAPCOM Challenger, we're back with you through Dakar andAscension for about 11 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Good to he*r from your. John, you still
with us?

CAPCOM That's affirmative, we've got about 7-1/2 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Data with Dr. Thagard. And there's absolutely noimplications there. Y

CAPCOM We copy.

SPACECRAFT We just trying to get lots of data for the Docs.

CAPCOM And they're happy about it.

SPACECRAFT (Music)

CAPCOM That's beautiful.

SPACECRAFT You can tell Fabian likes his music tapes.

CAPCOM Yes, we gathered that.

SPACECRAFT He said that he's got a special song for you buthe's trying to find it on his tape right now.
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CAPCOM Okay we'll be standing by, we're not getting live
biomed data in this present format.

SPACECRAFT Yes, we understand that. Norm is just recordinq
it .

^

CAPCOM All righty.

SPACECRAFT Crip had a few free minutes and decided to go down
there. John, I thought I better give you some warning. Col.
Fabian's about to play music to you again..

CAPCCM All right. We're ready.

SPACECRAFT (Music)

END OF TAPE

i
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CAPCOM I can name that tune in 10 notes.

SPACECRAFT Sorry we gave you too many clues.

SPACECRAFT I think that was his message to us Rick.

CAPCOM
see you at

Got about a minute left here at Ascension. We'llBotswana at 5 1.

pUy^ofyou then!'
We ' U y°U^ and Wb ° kn°WS What

CAPCOM We're enjoying it. Thanks for the entertainment.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM
minutes.

We're with you at Botswana for 6 and a half

CAPCOM
minutes.

Challenger, we're back with you Botswana for 6

SPACECRAFT You're loud and clear, John, how us?

CAPCOM Read you the same.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT (Music)

CAPCOM That was nice. We would like for you to double

?h
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1Ve iS^ We ™2 <«*r

SPACECRAFT All righty. I'm going downstairs.

CAPCOM
thought

.

Nothing serious. Just a little faster than we

SPACECRAFT
that on but

Okay, Jrhn. Good catch. We thought we had turnedapparently we had not so it's on now.

CAPCOM Thank you, sir.

CAPCOM And Challenger, we have 1 minute left here atBotswana. We'll see you at Yarragadee at 1 1 0.

SPACECRAFT See you there.
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PA0 Mission Control, Houston. Loss of signal at
Botswana. 10 minutes now from reacquisition at Yarragadee. The
apparent drop in partial pressure of oxygen in the cabin was
detected on the ground through telemetry instrumentation by the
EECOM. It was a very slight continuous drop and it turns out
that one of the valves which is in the cabin had not been placed
in the right position to keep the partial pressure at somewhere
around 2.6 psi. That has been corrected and over the next 27
hours or so the reduced cabin pressure will be observed. Again,
to get a handle on managing reduced pressure over long periods of
time. Looking toward eliminating the 3-hour 100% oxygen
prebreatheing for EVA crew persons. Returning in 8 minutes at
Yarragadee. Mission Control, Houston. 2 days, 1 hours, 2
minutes

.

CAPCOM And Challenger, we're back with you over Yarragadee
for 7 and a half minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John. We hear you and we just started the
yaw sensor.

CAPCOM We copy.

CAPCOM Got about a minute to go here. We may see you for
a minute at Guam at 1 2 5. If not, we'll see you at Hawaii at 1
3 5

.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John.

CAPCOM Challenger, we're with you over Guam for a little
over a minute.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM 135.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John.

CAPCOM Challenger, we're with you over Guam for a little
over a minute.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John, we hear you and I just oer formed t-h*MLR deactivation.

CAPCOM We copy.

SPACECRAFT (garble) all the indications were correct ifthree right now.

20125
M
or 24?

Sally# COUld we count that activation time as

SPACECRAFT How about 24. That's what I've got down.

CAPCOM °kav - And we * re approaching LOS , we'll see you at-Hawaii at 1:35 and all the folks at the Guam station say hi.

SPACECRAFT Well we wish them well and thanks for theirassistance.

CAPCOM See you in about 10 minutes.

=i^f?
M
Q ^

Challenger, we're back with you over Hawaii forabout 8 and a half minutes.

SPACECRAFT Hello, John.

CAPCOM Hello.

SPACECRAFT We're on the next to the last data take in stepfour of yaw sensor. p

CAPCOM We copy.

SPACECRAFT Sneaky, he got the PLT to do it for him.

SPACECRAFT John, this is Norm.

CAPCOM Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Okay. By the (garble) standpoint we've had afairly productive day so far. We have EOG's on everyone but JohnFabian and we'll get him in a little while I guess, ^ve donehead and leg photos on everyone today and we've got evokepotentials on Crip, Rick and myself.
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^rble, s^feTare^gl Di"ct- ™"f to know how
SPACECRAFT The whafs going?
CAPCOM Tne (garbU)>

SPACECRAFT v„M i.0 „,

.

time, john .

Y°U re °HPPmg off, Joh n. Give it ,D melz to me one more

Okay, one more time, the plefis 0grapny
SPACECRAFT Tha-'* * *

lyciroie) and evening. ow
* 1 m ^oing it more in

CAPCOM Qkav/0*ay, tell us what you did.
SPACECRAFT Basically r

::;r
h" - ^ - -

CAPC0" We want to hear you say it.
SPACECRAFT nnh,
Plefis mography?^

d°CS oan P«>noU„ee that, John . „ow aboufc

CAPCOM Than*, uThat's beautiful.

SPACECRAFT A lso 7^h„

Pads
CO

anyt ime Vou^e^V
n^ 0MS «ve and OMS six burn

SPACECRAFT Okav ir,u

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT John t-h^ •Jonn
' this is Norm.

CAPC°M Go ahead.

i
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SPACECRAFT Hey you t pass on to Dr « a^ost

enough to drive you nuts.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
equ ipment?

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

Couldn't happen to a nicer piece of equipment.

Make sure we got that right. What was the piece

The optoconnetic drum.

Okay.

SPACECRAFT (garble) It's probably better know as, as Rick

Hauck's captain video apparatus.

CAPCOM

END OF TAPE

Oh, we know what you're talking about now.
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CAPCOM Oh, we know what you're talking about now.

SPACECRAFT You'll have to get Bill to bring you over one to
the MOCR. Everybody would love it.

SPACECRAFT Norm, can probably give you its name in Latin too
if you asked him.

CAPCOM Roger that. We got a question for you on Spec 219
on the SPAS systems. We're showing error word number 2 to be a
08. We were expecting 00. What do you see?

SPACECRAFT Stand by. I'm calling that up now. We aqree,
we're seeing a 08.

CAPCOM Thank you.

SPACECRAFT And the yaw sensor Pi's will be pleased to know
that the timing worked out just right for the, for the yaw sensor
dark, dark pass and compliments to Mr. Holmberg also for fittinq
that in there.

CAPCOM Yea. He's sitting right next to us. Thank you.
We got about 30 seconds here at Hawaii. We'll see in about a
minute and a half over the mainland.

SPACECRAFT See you there.

CAPCOM We're back with you over mainland for about 17
minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John, and we're ready to copy those pads
whenever you're ready.

CAPCOM Okay, let me start with your OMS 5 burn. It'll be
in all, both OMS. 180 on the TV roll. TRMS are plus 0.1, minus
5.7, plus 5.7. 217 086 with a TIG of 002/03:17:10.6. Pick 7
Targets negative 0006.9. All balls, all balls. Burn attitude
206, 232, 347. Delta-V total will be 6.9. TGO :04. VGO's an X
or plus 0006.64. All balls plus 1.87. I'll give you an HA of
170 and an HP of 157 and on the OMS check GPC in the alpha block
and closed on the bravo block. Over.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John. You had a little drop out for VGO for
Y and Z. Say those please.

CAPCOM Okay. VGO for Y is all balls. VGO for z is plus
0 0 1 • 8 7 •

SPACECRAFT Okay, coming back at you for burn #5. Both OMS.
Roll of 180. TRMS: plus 0.1, minus 5.7, plus 5.7. Weight: 217
086. TIGS: 2 days, 3 hours, 17 minutes, 10.6 seconds. Delta V
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X is minus 6.9, V Y is all balls, V Z is all balls, burn att:
206, 232, 347. Delta V total: 6.9. TGO is 4 seconds. VGO's
are plus 6.64, all balls, plus 1.87. That will give us a 170 by
157. A - GPC, B closed. Over.

CAPCOM That readback is correct and I'm ready with OMS
number 6 when you are.

SPACECRAFT Ready to copy.

CAPCOM Okay, everything's the same down to the weiqht and
the weight this time is 216 937. A TIG will be 002/04 02 33.0.
Pick 7's: minus 0023.7, all balls, all balls. Attitude 154 052
012. Delta V total: . .

.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM 23.7 all balls, all balls, altitude 154 052 012
delta V total, 00 23.7, TGO, 00:13, VGO in X plus 00 22.81, all
balls, plus 006.44; HA of 157 and HP of 157. Under the QMS this
time, check closed on the Alpha, GPC on the Bravo, over,

SPACECRAFT Roger, coming back at you, burn number 6.
Everything down through weight is the same as 5 and weight is
2169 37 tig, 2 days 4 hours 2 minutes and 3 3.0 seconds, delta VX
is minus 23.7, Y is 0, all balls; attitude 1.54 052 012; delta ^
total, 23.7, TGO is 13 seconds, VGO is a plus 22.81, all balls,
plus 6.44, that will be a 157 by a 157 A is closed and R is GPC.

And your readback is correct.

Okay, John. We'll get those off for you.

Thank you, sir. Challenger, Houston.

Go ahead, John.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM Yes, sir. We'd like to t roubleshoot that error
message problem we had on the spec 219 and to do that we'd like
for you to go to page 320 in the payload ops and do step seven
there where you secure the yaw sensor and then give us a readout
of that error word and see what it is. Challenger, did you copy

SPACECRAFT You dropped out, John. Say again what you want us
to do in the mal book.

CAPCOM It's not in the mals. We want you to deactivate
the yaw sensor and that's page 3-20 in the payload ops. Item 17
and an item 16 and then give us a readout on that error word on
the spec 219 again.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Coming up. Okay, and error word 2 is still
reading 08.

CAPCOM We copy that and we'll get back to you.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we understand that you want us to leave the
yaw sensor off until further advise, John, is that right?

CAPCOM That's affirmative. Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM We'd like to troubleshoot a little further and
would like for you to deactivate or safe the mass spec and that';
page 3-6 step number 2 and then give us a readout on that word.

SPACECRAFT 3-6, step number 2, mass spec. Okay.
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CAPCOM And when you get the mass spec turned off, just
stand by.

SPACECRAFT Okay, closed the shield and got echo five for the
status.

CAPCOM We copy and that's the correct one.

SPACECRAFT And I've turned it off and I'm getting the mi-\us 80
minus 80 which indicates no count. And a status of 8 zero.

CAPCOM We copy. And give us a readout of that error word
number 2 on spec 219 again.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Zero, zero, zero, zero.

CAPCOM We copy.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and let us know if you'd like the yaw sensor
back on.

CAPCOM That's affirm, we'd like to get the yaw sensor back
on and it's step number one on 3-17.

SPACECRAFT Okay, 3-17. Okay. Yaw sensor is back on and the
error words ace still zero.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM We copy that and we got about a minute to go
here. We'll see you down at Ascension at 2 1 6.

SPACECRAFT Ascension at 2 .1 6.

CAPCOM And we'll talk to you about the mass spectrometer
at a later date.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT Sure would like to get it going again.

CAPCOM I think we all would.

PA0 This is Mission Control, Houston. Loss of signal
at Merritt Island launch area. Challenger now on orbit number 34
almost midway through. Next station in 10 minutes, Ascension
Island. Continuing to troubleshoot the apparent problem in the
yaw sensor with the mass spectrometer on the SPAS. Shuttle Pallet
Satellite Payload. Coming up on meal for the crew. At 2 days, 2
hours, 4 minutes this is Mission Control, Houston.

PA0 Mission Control, Houston. 2 days, 2 hours, 15
minutes mission elapse time standing by for acquisiton through
Ascension. Crew is currently in a scheduled meal period and then
they'll be getting ready for the 2 OMS burns, #5 and #6 which are
to recircularize their orbit at a 157 by 157 nautical miles.

CAPCOM Challenger we're back with you at Ascension for
about 7 minutes and If you're not to deeply entrenched in your
meal we'd like to get the mass spectrometer back on and that's
the bottom of page 3-6.

SPACECRAFT Are you in a real big hurry? We're right in the
middle of lunch. It's kind of inconvenient right now. If you
give us about another 10 minutes it wouldn't be bad.

CAPCOM That'll be fine.

SPACECRAFT But, Houston, say again what it was that you want
us to do. I didn't copy it. So that we can get it in a couple
minutes

.

CAPCOM Okay, Crip. We want to get the mass spectrometer
back on and that's using the procedures on the bottom of 3-6 in
the payload OPS.

SPACECRAFT Okay just turned it back on, (garble).

CAPCOM And that's loading a program 4 and then we'd like
to see what that error word reads on Spec 219 again.
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SPACECRAFT Rog, okay.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Roqer. When T ^ •

on that, conunand^ets the e«or ^ ^08."' ^ the maSS back

CAPCOM We copy.

p™H W°Uld y°U Uke * to ^ ahead and select

CAPCOM Stand by fQr aboufc 1Q> ^ r
.

ght ^ ^
SPACECRAFT Roger, stand by.

tfresearch thi^a' little^urther^p
8 ^V"'" ^oing to have

3Pectrometer using ^^saT^s Se?.^ .^Tp^T"
SPACECRAFT Roger.

Sou over £ ?he S^?^^' ^e??!^ \ *> ln* t0
Botswana at 2 2 6 and i t •^beeT^ pfLSre' ^s^ornTn^

"
SPACECRAFT we enjoyed it too, John. See you guys raanana.
CAPCOM Roger, that.

to^n^Lt we^ve^n ^^ be int6reSted
while we're eating lunch here

9 l"le blt ° E light readin9

CAPCOM Understand light reading?

SKL fill"
16 bU °f ^ht r-aing that we round in the

CAPCOM okay, we copy that.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT A little bit of light reading that we found in the
flight data file.

CAPCOM Okay, we copy that.

SPACECRAFT And we're going to get you for it too. One last
note for you, we're going to turn the mass spec off here, where
it remains in 08.

CAPCOM We copy. Understand after you turned it off, or as
you turned it off.

SPACECRAFT After it's off, the error word is still 08. It's
now gone to zero, zero, if you're still there, John.

CAPCOM Okay, we copy that and we were expecting that.
We'll see you at Botswanna.

SPACECRAFT It just (garble)

.

PAO Mission Control Houston, standing by for acquistion
through Botswanna in just a moment. The crew apparently enjoying
their meal, referring to a little light reading the captioned
photographs that some of their astronaut friends on the ground
stowed in with the flight data file for them to find on orbit.
Should be picking up momentarily over Botswanna.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, with you with the Granite Team
for 7 and a half minutes at Botswanna.

SPACECRAFT Hello, Guy, how are you doing today?

CAPCOM Just great.

SPACECRAFT We're just finishing up our little bit of lunch
here. Green beans and broccoli, all that good stuff.

CAPCOM Roger, you all sound good. And glad you enjoyed
the reading.

SPACECRAFT Somebody spent a lot of time.

CAPCOM Our pleasure I assure you.

SPACECRAFT Tell Dell Homberg I appreciate him breaking up this
day for us, such that we could work it for nominal, since we
didn't have to do a deploy this morning, I think it has made it a
much nicer day.

CAPCOM Roger, stand by, he'll think of something.

SPACECRAFT It sometimes takes him awhile.
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, 40 seconds to LO- we'll se-«
you for a quickie at Yarragadee at 2 plus 49. Chal> iger,
Houston, about to lose you at Botswanna, see you at Yarraqadee at
2 plus 49.

PA0 Mission Control Houston, 2 days 2 hours 34 minutes
mission elapsed time. The crew of the Challenger passing out of
range at the Botswanna tracking station now, on orbit number
34. We'll be picking up in about 14 and a half minutes over
Yarragadee. The crew enjoying their meal of dehydrated freeze-
dried broccili, beans and other assorted delicacies of space
travel. During that previous pass they were asked to safe the
mass spectrometer instrument on the Shuttle pallet satellite,
close that one down for the day. And very shortly, in about 42
minutes we'll have the first of two orbital maneuvering systems
burns which will recircular ize the Challenger's orbit, at a lower
orbit than it is at the present time. Currently the spacecraft
is in a 170 by 161 nautical mile orbit and the first burn will be
a two engine QMS burn. And that will take place at 2 days 3
hours 17 minutes and 10.6 seconds. Changing the velocity of the
spacecraft by 6.9 feet per second and resulting in a 170 by 157
nautical mile orbit. Then just about a little less than an hour
after that they will do another burn to circlarize the orbit at
157 by 157. That's also a two engine burn, will change the
velocity of the spacecraft by 23.7 feet and that will take place
at 2 days 4 hours 2 minutes and 33 seconds. The qranite team
coming on now. .

.

END OP TAPE
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PAO That's also a 2-engine will c
the spacecraft by 23.7 feet and that will t

hours, 2 minutes and 33 seconds. The Grani
for their shift in Mission Control and will
several hours working with the crew. Still
so remaining in their days activities and w
some spacecraft television a little bit lat
the recircular ization burn. Some silver ce
experiments with the SPAS and various other
procedures before they get into their presl
from now. This is Mission Control, Houston

hange the velocity of
ake place at 2 days, 4

te Team coming on now
be here for the next
have about 4 hours or

e should be having
er in the day after
11 operations
experimental

eep time several hours

PAO Mission Control, Houston. 2 days, 2 hours, 49
minutes mission elapsed time. We have a very low elevation pass
over the edge of the Yarragadee tracking station in Western
Australia. We may or may not have communications in this 2
tenths of a degree pass and we probably will be picking up in
about 8 and a half minutes or so over Guam as we start orbit
number 35. This is Mission Control.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you through Yarragadee just
long enough to say we'll see you at Guam at 2 plus 58.

SPACECRAFT Okiedokie, we 1
3.1 see you there. Meanwhile we'll be

heading over the bum attitude here pretty shortly.

CAPCOM

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
attitude

.

Roger that.

Challenger, Houston with you at Guam for 8 minutes.

Okay, loud and clear. We're in reach of burn

CAPCOM Roger, and on your way there I've got a note on the
mass spec.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay, Payloads would like to try that one more time
to see if anything different will happen. They'd like you at
your, at your convenience to turn on the mass spec another time
and monitor the error word 2, as before, for 30 seconds. If the
error word reads 0, continue with mass spec ops, otherwise go
ahead and turn it off.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we copy that and we'll wait 30 seconds and
let you know.

CAPCOM Okay, thanks. We'd just like to get it done before
we start with the heat pipe.

SPACECRAFT Understand.
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SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay all we need there is the minus yaw maneuver,
we don't need the plus maneuver and we like you to use DAP bravo

SPACECRAFT Bravo 10 and negative yaw.

CAPCOM Roger.

SPACECRAFT Okay and we got a gimbal check going on at this
time per the checklist.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, say again, please.

SPACECRAFT We say our OMS gimbal check in progress.

CAPCOM Copy.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, 45 seconds to LOS. See vou at
Hawaii at 3 plus 12. '

"

SPACECRAFT See you there.

PA0 Mission Control, Houston, about to acquire
communication through Hawaii.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, with you at Hawaii for 8
minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, loud and clear, John. We are about 4-1/2
minutes from burn.

CAPCOM Roger, we're watching.

PA0 Mission Control, Houston. Spacecraft about 2
minutes away from their OMS-5 burn to adjust the orbit.
Currently passing over Hawaii at the present time, orbit #35.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Houston, that was a good burn as you probablyobserved and gimbal checks are in progress (garble).

CAPCOM Roger, good burn.

PA0
^ Mission Control, Houston. Crew reported a goodburn on the OMS-5 ignition there on their way to recircular i zingthe orbit. That changed the velocity of the Spacecraft by 6 9feet per second and will put them in a 170 by 157 nautical mileorbit

.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, 30 seconds to LOS. See vou atBuckhorn in 2 minutes.
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SPACECRAFT See you ^here.

PA0
.

,
Mission Control, Houston. Loss of signal through

Hawaii, we'll be reacquiring very shortly in just about a minute
or so here, a minute and a half over the western range of the
Continental United States Stations at Buckhorn. Just to add an
additional piece of information on the cabin depressur i zat ion to
10.2, the oxygen content at that is adjusted to remain the same
as the oxygen content at sea-level so it does not deminish the
crew's supply of oxygen that they get, it's not the equivelent of
actually being at the altitude on earth that that pressure would
equate to because on the earth the actual oxygen content would be
less, in the Spacecraft it is maintained at the necessary level
or the level that they would normally experience it at sea-level.

PA0 We are at 2 days, 3 hours, 21 minutes mission
elapsed and about to reacquire in about 30 seconds over the
western U.S., this is Mission Control.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you at Buckhorn for 7-1/2.

SPACECRAFT Okay, loud and clear, we're maneuvering to the
second OMS 6 burn now.

CAPCOM Roger.

SPACECRAFT And for EECOM, I did do a tweak on that cabin
pressure oh half hour or so ago. It got done to where PP02 up B
sensor was reading 255 and started giving us alarms so we helped
it up with 02 a little bit. Cabin pressure at 10.4.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Roger, we copy. Thanks.

SPACECRAFT Looking out over LA bay and on my port sid^ . it
looks like they got a little fog in Long Beach Harbor tc'*y.

CAPCOM Roger

.

SPACECRAFT And San Diego, they also got some fog. I think weought to put us in there and go to (garble)

.

CAPCOM Rog

.

SPACECRAFT Great timing on this pitch attitude as far as
giving us a great view of the Baja.

CAPCOM Good

.

SPACECRAFT Like I'm diving at the Earth.

CAPCOM FAO is taking a little credit for that attitude but
I think it was FIDO's.

SPACECRAFT I think it's probably an accident.

CAPCOM We're about to go LOS, we'll see you at Mila in 3minutes

.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, with you at Mila, for 4
minutes.

SPACECRAFT Loud and clear, Guy.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, INCO will be turning thecamera delta on here just to make a static test to see if it
influences the PI at all.

SPACECRAFT Okay, be our guest.

CAPCOM Thanks. Challenger, Houston, 30 seconds to LOS,see you at Ascension at 3 plus 52.

SPACECRAFT 3 plus 52, see you there.

_
Mission Control Houston, 2 days 3 hours 35 minutes,mission elapsed time. Challenger passing out of range of thetracking stations over the U.S., we'll have a loss of signalperiod of about 16 minutes here, before we pick up again throughthe Ascension Island station. The crew is about 27 or so minutesaway from the start of their OMS six burn which will be the OMSburn to circularize the orbit of the spacecraft. The first onethat was done just a little bit ago was a successful 2-engineburn that put them in a 170 by 157 nautical mile orbit. This
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will also be a 2-engine burn. That will change the velocity of
the spacecraft 23.7 feet per second and will result in a 157 by
157 nautical mile orbit. Mission Control Houston, at 2 days 3
hours 51 minutes mission elapsed time. About to reaquire
communication with Challenger through Ascension Island in just a
few seconds and the crew is about 10 almost 11 minutes away from
the start of the QMS 6 burn to recircular ize the orbit.

CAPCOM
minutes.

Challenger, Houston with you at Ascension for 5

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Loud and clear.

Challenger, Houston.

Go ahead.

CAPCOM Rog , the TV tests we did over Mila worked out very
well, we saw no interference, you're free to turn the TV's off
whenever you're th tough with them.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thank you.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Be losing you at Ascension
here shortly. We'll see you at Botswana at 4 plus 02.

SPACECRAFT Okay, see you there.

Mission Control, Houston. 2 days, 3 hours, 58
minutes mission elapsed time. Challenger's out of range of th*
station at Ascension and we'll be picking up over Botswana in
about 4 minutes.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you at Botswana for 6minutes

.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and we just completed a good burn.

CAPCOM Rog, thank you.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Want to check the burn was on
time and what residuals you had.

^ACECRAFT Okay. The burn was on time. The largest residual

CAPCOM Thank you.

SPACECRAFT That's what I meant by a good burn.

SPACECRAFT And Guy, I just performed the MLR post deactivation
2 days, 4 hours, 5 minutes and 30 seconds.

CAPCOM we copy, Sally. Thank you.

SPACECRAFT And indications are all nominal.

CAPCOM Thank you.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We're 1 minutes LOS. We'llsee you at Guam at 4 plus 34. '

'

SPACECRAFT See you there. Roger that and can I verify, youwant me, next step you did want to pick up with the yaw sensor,right? '

CAPCOM That's affirmative.

CAPCOM And Challenger, that's the negative maneuver.

.

Mission Control, Houston. 2 days, 4 hours, 11minutes mission elapsed time. Challenger is passed beyond therange of the station at Botswana. We've got about 22 and a halfminutes before we have communication again and that will be over

i
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Guam for about a 7 minute pass at that time. Crew is going to be
proceeding with the yaw sensor experiments on the SPAS. They had
a good OMS burn there. A OMS burn number 6 to circularize their
orbit. And they will be doing some of the SPAS activities in theattached mode that is with the SPAS equipment in the cargo bay
and some of the experiments running on that piece of equipment
Not too many other things beyond that remaining in the crew's
day. A little bit less than 3 hours remaining in their
activities before they get into the scheduled presleep period.
And they're due to go to sleep this evening at about 5, a littlemore than 5 hours from now. 2 days, 4 hours, 13 minutes mission
elapsed time. This is Mission Control.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Mission Control, Houston, standing by for

acquisition through Guam.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you at Guam for 7-1/2.

SPACECRAFT Okay and we are finishing up on the last part of

tie yaw sensor and we had a little data problem, we'll tell you

about it in just a minute.

CAPCOM Okay we'll be waiting for you and then I'll have a

couple of notes for you.

SPACECRAFT Okay it'll be a minute before we chat but you might

just note that the heat pipe powered off.

CAPCOM Roger, understand, heat pipe powered off.

SPACECRAFT And Guy, you might let the INCO know that and the

PAO that we are set up for realtime TV and we have the set up as

described in photo TVOPS checklist for the OSTA SPAS We also

should (garble) have camera Charlie pointed at the, one of aft

windows so between the three of those, we'll be able to put

together a good showing.

CAPCOM Okay, sounds good. I've got some switches there on

panel Al and A7 whenever you got somebody there for them.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'll take care of those, Guy, go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay, we are going to do a Ku-band self test here,

we would like on panel A1U the Ku-band mode to radar passive then

a panel command.

SPACECRAFT That ' s complete

.

CAPCOM Okay, and down on A7L, the MAD strain gages, we

would like them back to PCM enable, they are warmed up now.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Sally has been taking care of that.

SPACECRAFT That's done.

CAPCOM Okay and you should have a weather message coming

up on the teleprinter.

SPACECRAFT We hear it.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Guy, I'd like to talk to you about the heat

pipe now, if you got a minute.

CAPCOM We're ready, John.
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SPACECRAFT Okay, when we powered the heat pipe on, we followed
that with yaw sensor and we got the error word 08 again. We had
already started the heat pipe experiment so I turned the power on
the heat pipe off and I got no joy, and I still had an error word
08. I cycled the power on the yaw sensor and we came up with
error word 00. So at that point, I elected to complete the
negative yaw (garble) on the yaw sensor and delay 1 REV on the
heat pipe. It appears that we may have a data problem with both
the heat pipe and the mass spec showing the same type of
characteristic, it may be something other than the experiment
itself. And we are standing by to turn the power on on the
(garble)

.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy, we'll look at that.

CAPCOM And John, just a reminder that if when you get the
air, when you turn things on, you got to wait about 10 seconds
for the error word to go away.

SPACECRAFT We waited at least that.

CAPCOM Roger understand.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. John, just wanted to confirm
that you turned the both the power and the experiment of the heat
pipe on, not just the power.

That's affirmative.

Copy, thank you.

And also Guy, I am ready to go ahead and go down to

(garble)

Okay, you're clear for that, Crip.

And at this point, we have the MOM's powered up and
we re still showing error word 00 on both error word 1 and 2.

CAPCOM We copy, John.

SPACECRAFT And one further piece of data on that heat pipe
thing that may be of use to the payload folks, we turned the
power on, we waited the mandatory 1 minute and then turned the
experiment on and then it was after the experiment was turned on
that we got the error word 08 and elected after some discussion
to abort the heat pipe activation at this time.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
a single G2

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM We copy, John. Thank you.
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CAPCOM And Challenger, just wanted to clear one thing up
after you got the 00 and you got a good yaw sensor test after
that.

SPACECRAFT That's affirmative.

CAPCOM Thank you.

SPACECRAFT Sure.

SPACECRAFT Guy, the yaw sensor test was just completed and one
more piece of information is that the heat pipe, all that
activity with the heat pipe happened more than 15 minutes ago.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Sure. Guy the yaw sensor test was just completed
and 1 more piece of information is that the heat pipe, all that
activity with the heat pipe happened more than 15 minutes ago.

CAPCOM We copy, Sally. Thank you.

Challenger, Houston. Crip, you're go for the item

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM
48.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We're 40 seconds to LOS.
i- r t -» . . : c -. ...- ~ - t wv^wj u.wn . we l c iu seWilUb C

We 11 see you at Hawaii for some good TV at 4 plus 48.

SPACECRAFT Okay, copy that and if it, if it helps you any the
activation time of the heat pipe was power on at 0 4 11. With
the final experiment on at 0 4 1130 and off at 0 4 16.

CAPCOM Copy, John. Thank you.

SPACECRAFT Sure.

PA0 Mission Control, Houston. 2 days, 4 hours 43
minutes mission elapsed time. Challenger is beyond the range ofthe station at Guam. We're about 5 minutes away from the pass
through Hawaii on orbit number 36. Ground Controller's Payload
people here are in Mission Control are troubleshooting the
problem that crew experienced with the heat pioe. Experiment on
the bPAS appears to be a data problem of some type and thev areevaluating the significance of that. Whether or not it ties inwith the problem that they had with the mass spectrometer
experiment earlier. We'll be hearing again from the crew of theChallenger in about 4 minutes. This is Mission Control.

PA0 Mission Control, Houston. 2 days, 4 hours, 48minutes mission elapsed time. Standing by for acquisition
through Hawaii.

Challenger, Houston with you over Hawaii for 7
CAPCOM
minutes and got some good pictures there

SPACECRAFT Outstanding and you'll see we've got - the statusthat we've got here is still with the mass spec off, the MOMS isup, the yaw sensor is up and the heat pipe's down. And Guy,disregard on camera charlie. Just use the middeck and fliqhtdeck. ^

CAPCOM we copy that. Thank you. I've got a note here foryou on the mass spec and heat pipe.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we're ready to copy.
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CAPCOM Thank you Sally, we're looking through Alpha now.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Guy, we've got the experiment on now for the
heat pipe and we also have managed to get loaded of the solar
cell attitude, the solar inertial attitude that will be ready to
go on that on time.

CAPCOM Roger, sounds good.

SPACECRAFT Commenting on the TV scene development that was a
real good setup that crew systems set up for us but we wound up
the last minute putting window shades in the forward windows so
got them in just in time.

CAPCOM Roger, copy, and a reminder for to put track in the
future option.

SPACECRAFT (garble).

SPACECRAFT And Guy, if you're still looking at camera Alpha,
you can see the gas can that's got the top open.

CAPCOM Right we can see that just beside the arm there.

SPACECRAFT That's right.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and I'm powering up the solar cell now, we're
about 1 minute to the start of the maneuver.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, I've got a note here on the
solar cell activities.

SPACECRAFT Okay, go ahead, sir.

CAPCOM Okay, they're on spec 220, if your modus proc temngets greater than 110 degrees, we'd like for you to terminate thesolar cell activities and go to a minus z to space attitude thatI've got when you're ready for it.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we copy that and 110 is the number on th*modus proc and we're ready to copy.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead with the attitude.

CAPCOM Okay, it will be target plus 2, body vector plus 5,pitch plus zero. Yaw of 090 with a omicron of zero. And after
15 minutes of that atitude, go back to minus ZLV, and that willcool things down.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I copy, if the modus proc temp gets a 110degrees you want us to go with a state pointing atitude, thatwill be a target of 2, body vector plus 5, a pitch of zero, yaw
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of 090 and omicron of zero and we'll set there for 15 minutes and
the?i go to minus ZLV.

CAPCOM Roger, readback correct. Thanks.

SPACECRAFT And Guy, I'm assuming that we're just going to
press with this thing with the error word of 08 and act like
everything's nominal, is that so?

CAPCOM That's affirmative, John.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we won't make any more calls on sensors.

SPACECRAFT And Dr. Thagard has joined us up here in the cabin,
and John what were you doing down stairs just a while ago?

SPACECRAFT Well...

CAPCOM And Challenger, we're losing you, we'll see you
over Buckhorn in about 3 minutes.

SPACECRAFT See you there.

PAO Mission Control Houston, 2 days 4 hours 56 minutes
mission elapsed time. We have a short gap in communications here
as we pass out of range of the station at Hawaii and we'll
reaquire about 2 minutes over the western U.S. stations. That
will be just a short pass over the edge of the range of those
stations and we'll have a long loss of signal period after
that. The crew is continuing along with the payloads flight
controllers in Mission Control to troubleshoot some of the
experiments on the SPAS. There are some apparently some data
problems there, data handling problems. They have decided to
proceed with the operation of those experiments and to ignore the
error messages that they get when they turn some of those on. We
will be picking up again in about a minute, minute and a half.
This is Mission Control Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, with you at Buckhorn for three
minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we got an intermittent on your modus
processing temperature. It looks like the ducer's in trouble
there. It reads zero at present and occasionally it reads in the
90s.

CAPCOM Roger. We copy.

END OF TAPE
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...in fact we can see the actual value there.
SPACECRAFT
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you at Botswanna for 7
minutes with a couple of notes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, you're loud and clear, we're ready.

CAPCOM Okay, first I'd like you to check the switches on
the Ku-band back on panel AlU.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we're ready.

CAPCOM Okay, wanted to check the Ku-band power is on.

SPACECRAFT Okay, it was not, it is now.

CAPCOM Okay, and we needed that on for our last test, so
we would like you to do a panel command and then we're going to
repeat our self test when we get to the Indian Ocean.

SPACECRAFT You just got a panel command now.

CAPCOM Okay, and wanted to check the antenna was also in
manual slew for us please.

SPACECRAFT Verified The radar passive and radar output is
low.

CAPCOM Roger, thank you Crip, got another note for you.

SPACECRAFT Okay, go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger, for your crew operated MOMS data takes, we
would like you to use the 100-mm lens on the camera.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we copy that, we're running a bit short on
the 70-mm film. How long of a data take are you going to have?

CAPCOM Stand by 1.

SPACECRAFT John, what we were talking about was trying to save
our 70-mm day for prox ops day and we were wondering whether it
would be acceptable for the Pi's if we took pictures with the 35-
mm of the ground track.

CAPCOM Okay, stand by, I'll get you an answer.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT And when you got some time, I got some SPAS
experiment items to pass to you, sir.

CAPCOM Okay.
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SPACECRAFT Okay, we need the, we need the pads for the MOM

data take which we haven't, not yet received. We got the solar

cell experiment complete, we think we got a good data take. The

yaw sensor is powered back on at this time. The MOUSE 1 was

activated on time. Zero 2...

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT The yaw sensor is powered back on at this time.
The mouse 1 was activated on time 02 05 08. And we think we
understand now the processor temp on the DHS and we think we've
got it displaced and we're missinq some digits on it so when it
reads 0 it's really 100.

CAPCOM That's affirmative, John.

SPACECRAFT When we, when we call it up on the FDA Spec we can
see the actual value there.

CAPCOM Okay, we copy and concur.

SPACECRAFT Yea, we're getting that on Spec 60 and I don't know
what you're showing on the ground. And for the PI during the,
the solar incrtial pointing of the solar cell the maximum panel 8
temperature was 14 degrees centigrade.

CAPCOM Copy that.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT
. . . inertial pointing of the solar cell Th.ma X1mum panel 8 temperature was 14 degrees centigrade.

CAPCOM copy that.
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SPACECRAFT Loud and clear.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We're going LOS in 25seconds. We'll see you at Guam at 6 plus 11.

SPACECRAFT Okay, see you there.

f**° . . .

Mission Control, Houston. 2 days, 5 hours 54
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61^ time

' Chall-^r pacing ou? of' range of

optoe
h

tec?ronic
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™
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S "V" ^^-lut^modula^*optoelectronic multispectral scanner that will be adapted for^te
ho
use ln satellites. Refer to the MAUS experiments That's

station nnV£TniC
2
ti0n

'
That wiU be over the Guamstation. On orbit number 37. This is Mission Control, Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you at Guam for 5 minutes.
SPACECRAFT Okay, loud and clear.

We'ir^^u-^t^^a^-at^'plur^? "» «™ ^ 30

SPACECRAFT Okay, see you later, John.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM . . .6 plus 24.

SPACECRAFT Okay, see you late, John.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston and just a reminder, we'll be
looking for TV at Hawaii.

PAO Mission Control Houston, 2 days 6 hours 17 minutes
mission elapsed time. We've had loss of signal through Guam.
We'll be picking up in about 6 and a half minutes over the Hawaii
station and we'll be expecting some television from the
spacecraft at that time. Challenger is currently on orbit number
37, only a couple of more hours in the crew's activities today.
They have been working most of the afternoon on the, most of what
has been their afternoon on the scientific experiments materials
processing experiments on the shuttle pallet satellite. And in
some cases troubleshooting some data problems with a couple of
those experiments. This is Mission Control.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you at Hawaii for 8
minutes and we'll be sending you a MOM's data take teleprinter
message during the pass.

SPACECRAFT Okie-doke. Okay, Houston, right now camera char lie
is looking right into the sunshine for this TV, you wanted, we're
going to try giving you delta right now if that's okay.

CAPCOM Affirmative, we concur.

SPACECRAFT And John, just for your information we just got
around to dropping the panel on the ceiling of the middeck, M042F
to take a look at the filters up there. And it looked to us like
the IMU filters needed cleaning and Rick and I just finished
that. Unfortunantly we didn't think to get the IMU fan belt to
PEAP before we did that, before and after. But they're clean
now, so we look in the DU, the little holes there under the DU
filters and there's a little bit of lint in there but we don't
think that they need to be cleaned.

CAPCOM
right now.

Okay, we copy that and we're seeing some good video

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT You can have Charlie if you want to look at the
antenna now. I think that would be better for you, we'll put it
on the downlink.

CAPCOM Okay, Crip. And we're seeing a good picture of the
antenna right now. That's a nice roll.

SPACECRAFT It really moves around.
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CAPCOM And we- re seeing a good search pattern out there

right now, Challenger.

SPACECRAFT And Lmela we

just saying that what you re porting ^ mQvinq on

can also look at with one of °ur (garble) ^ ^ antenna

the other side of it. Get a pretty gu

from up here as well.

improved slightly.

panel back up and it was easy to do.

CAPCOM Okay, Sally, EECOM says good show.

SPACECRAFT Looks like Dr. (garble, through his paces there.

CAPCOM And we're seeing another beautiful roll maneuver.

ssfssTx hope
d
ar r^°ss-.^

0
-.ass.?!

—
ass spe/dftl'J^&^XS^

SPACECRAFT Okay. Outstanding. Good news.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Roger, copy that, John.

CAPCOM And Challenger, it appears your mass spec data is
coming down good. Good show.

SPACECRAFT Okay, outstanding, good news.

CAPCOM And we are observing the search mode again of the
antenna

.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston, wa are going to be going
LOS in 20 seconds, we'll see you at Santiago at 6 plus 53.

SPACECRAFT Roger that.

PAO Mission Control, Houston, 2 days, 6 hours, 32
minutes mission elapsed time. Challenger out of range of the
station at Hawaii, have about a 20 minute period of time before
they reacquire again and that'll be over Santiago for just about
a 2 minute pass and then we'll have another long loss of signal
period getting toward that point in the day where the, we often
have long loss of signal periods as the Orbiter, orbit ground
track precesses westward and misses a lot of the ground
stations. We were seeing the operation of the Ku-band antenna
that will be used to communicate with the tracking data relay
satellites once those systems are operational. That antenna
going through its motions of pointing at the location in the sky
where each of the satellites would be once the system is in
operation and then going into a search procedure to lock in on
the satellite's location. Crew has about 2 hours remaining in
their activities today. They have spent a lot of time working
with the Shuttle Pallet Satellite experiments. They were
notified just a few moments ago during that pass that the data
that they had been having some trouble with earlier on the mass
spectrometer was coming down well after all. That experiment is
attached to the structure of the SPAS. Measures residual
atmosphere up at the altitude at which the Shuttle operates and
also measures any contamination, out gassing or particles from
the Space Shuttle to add to our knowledge of the immediate
environment of the Shuttle. That's important for some payload
customers of the Space Shuttle. Challenger's on orbit number 37
out over the Pacific. In about 18 minutes it'll be passing over
just the bare edge of the range of the station in Santiago,
Chile, then out across the South Atlantic and then we will pick
up at Botswana about 38 minutes from now will probably be our
first reasonable pass from this point. At 2 days, 6 hours, 35
minutes mission elapsed time this is Mission Control, Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you at Santiago for a
short pass of 2 minutes. We'll be broken here throughout the
pass.
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SPACECRAFT (Garble)

.

CAPCOM And Sally, if you read me you're coming through
broken.

SPACECRAFT Copy.

CAPCOM And we expect this to be a bad Comm pass. If we
don't make contact with you here we'll see at Botswana at 7 plus
13.

r

SPACECRAFT Roger. Botswana 7 plus 13.

CAPCOM Roger, and I copied you on that comment.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston. We're out of the keyhole
now but we'll be losing you in 30 seconds and see you at Botswana
at 7 plus 13.

SPACECRAFT Okay, roger. See you then. And the MOMS data take
is in progress.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
out there.

CAPCOM

CAPCOM
minutes

.

SPACECRAFT

END OF TAPE

Roger, copy that. MOMS data in progress.

And looks like good weather for it. It's beautiful

Fantastic.

Challenger, Houston with you at Botswana for 6

Hi, John.
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SPACECRAFT Hi, John.

CAPCOM Hi, Sally.

SPACECRAFT We got a good MOMS data take, 2 minutes long and
backed it up with 35 mm and everything was nominal.

CAPCOM Copy that (garble), John, good news.

SPACECRAFT And for EECOM I'm just getting ready to get the
flash evaps going.

CAPCOM Under EECOM says good work.

SPACECRAFT (garble). Incidently, you might pass on to EECOM
that we kind of backed ourselves into a corner on that 10.2 for
some reason we got our (garble) P02 was down to .55 so and the"
cabin pressure was going about 104 so I ended up reestablishing
the leak, the airlock valve down to 5 while it's flowin 02 and
managed to get myself out of the box, I mean not get myself out
of the box, but get myself into a position where I could go ahead
and pump it back up to a proper location. We stayed in the box
throughout and I feel like we're in pretty reasonable shape right
now. Also the cabin's got kind of warm, probably due to some of
these attitudes we've been going on in, maybe somewhat due to -
we've been running on that two/thirds cool position and I'm now
going to full cool for awhile to see if I can bring them down a
little bit before we go to bed.

CAPCOM Roger, copy that. And Challenger, Houston, we
thought you were going to be in the full/cold all day, that was a
good thing to do and if you want you can go ahead and bump the
pressure up before you go to sleep this evening.

SPACECRAFT Okay, somewhere I was led to believe that you guys
wanted me in two/thirds cool but, okay.

CAPCOM Roger, and just for clarification, its two/thirds
for sleep and during the day full cool.

SPACECRAFT Yes, I know, I understand that.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston, just a couple of notes,
the Ku-band radar tests that we've been performing today havegone excellent. The antenna is go for prox ops and the comm test
have been very good.

SPACECRAFT Good news. Yes, I'm going back and look over my
data here, (garble) your note this morning did say full cool
I'm not sure, it's probably (garble) I can't read or something
and I ended up in the two thirds cool.
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CAPCOM Roger. And Challenger, Houston, we may lose you a
minute here, we'll see you at Indian Ocean in a minute.

SPACECRAFT Okey-doke.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, back with you for 9 minutes at
IOS and we'll be sending you a teleprinter message on some
weather information and a Doctor Bill note.

SPACECRAFT (Garble)

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston, you have a new vector
onboard and it looks good.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thank you.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we see the FES on but we'd
like you to cycle it off, and then back on.

SPACECRAFT Okay, it looked like it took him with controlling
awhile ago, what are you seeing now?

CAPCOM Roger, we don't see it controlling now.

SPACECRAFT Okay, let me take a look at it. (garble).

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT (Garble)

CAPCOM And Challenger, we'd like you to let the evap-out

temp get to 50 before you turn the flash evap on.

SPACECRAFT (Garble)

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston. We didn't copy your last

transmission.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) Test 12 3 4. John, how do you read me

now?

CAPCOM Roger, I'm reading you about 1 by.

SPACECRAFT Okay (garble). And John, how are you reading me?

CAPCOM Roger, I'm reading you loud and clear, Sally.

SPACECRAFT Okay, it must be Crip's unit. My 2 units.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. The FES looks like it's

controlling fine now.

SPACECRAFT (Garble)

.

CAPCOM And Challenger, from - -

SPACECRAFT John?

CAPCOM Say again, Sally.

SPACECRAFT Hi, go ahead John.

CAPCOM Okay. And we'd like you to close a circuit breaker

on 015 delta main B.

SPACECRAFT Okay, (garble)

.

CAPCOM Okay, main B atmosphere pressure control C slant

cabin DP/DT closed.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we've got that one closed again thank you.

CAPCOM And we'll see you at Guam at 7 plus 50.

SPACECRAFT See you then.

PAO Mission Control, Houston. 2 days, 7 hours, 32

minutes mission elapsed time. Orbiter Challenger on orbit number

38 at the present time. Just passed out of range of the tracking

station at Indian Ocean. Crew has about 1 more hour of activity
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remaining today before they get into their presleep period. And
in about an hour we'll be beginning the handover of flight
control teams here in Mission Control. Flight control teams now
are reviewing their activities of the day and lining up things to

pass on to the next shift when they come on in about an hour.
Activities went pretty well today. There appear to be a few data
handling problems with the Shuttle Pallet Satellite
experiments. They were getting error messages in the cabin on
the CRTs when those experiments were run or some of them were
run. And so the experimenters preferred that some of those
experiments just be switched on and left on to run and it appears
that they have been getting good data down from those
experiments. We're about 16 minutes away from our next contact
with the spacecraft and that will be over Guam. 2 days, 7 hours,
34 minutes mission elapsed time. This is Mission Control,
Houston

.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you at Guam for about 1

minute

.

SPACECRAFT Roger, how do you read the CDR?

CAPCOM Read you okay except you sound like you're in a

well

.

SPACECRAFT Well, a little bit higher up than that. But he's
been having some problems with a couple of the WCCUs but as long
as you can read me.

CAPCOM Roger. We can barely understand you. Just that
barrel sound.

SPACECRAFT Okiedoke. Understand.

CAPCOM And we're about to lose you here. See you at
Hawaii at 8 hours.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM And we're about to lose you here. See you at Hawaii
at 8 hours.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

PAO Mission Control, Houston. 2 days, 7 hours, 52
minutes mission elapsed time. Just a very brief pass across the
edge of the range of the Guam station. It'll be about 7 and a
half minutes before we have a good pass at Hawaii on orbit number
38. This is Mission Control.

PAO Mission Control. Standing by for acquisition
through Hawaii,

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you at Hawaii for 7 and a
half with a couple of notes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, you're loud and clear. Go ahead.

CAPCOM Rog. Your SPAS temp chere is getting up close to
the limit so we've got a maneuver to help cool it off. What we'd
like you to do is just go ahead and go to your IMU align
attitude now remembering to turn off the yaw sensor before you do
that. You'll have to wait until the nominal IMU time, however,
to get your stars.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we understand that. We'll do that now.

CAPCOM Roger. Once the IMU's complete you can go back to
the nominal minus ZLV.

SPACECRAFT Ok i edoke

.

CAPCOM Okay, the other note is for the GAS activities
group bravo that's coming up shortly.

SPACECRAFT Okay, go ahead.

CAPCOM Rog. They're on second step on relay number 4.
That relay gets its telemetry input from the same place as relay
3 does that you had the problems with the other day and you may
or may not have that same talkback indication problem but just
continued with normally.

SPACECRAFT Okay, understand. Thank you.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM Rog. Let me modify that alignment, or the attitude
for you. We'd like, you'll be able to get those stars right at
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SPACKCRAPT Okay, return at minus 9 hours, a cortection g

CAPCOM Affirmative. Thank you.
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PAO They do those alignments riqht at sunset and that's
something less than an hour from now. Probably about, oh

probably about a halt" an hour from now I guess when they come
across the terminator and they will leave the pay load bay do in ted

toward deep space to allow, to help the cooling of some of the

equipment on the Shuttle Pallet Satellite, Crew has about an
hour and a half remaining before they're scheduled to go to sleep
today. Turning in early Houston time anyway and they'll
gradually be adjusting their hours to, so that they will be
getting up in time to get ready for entry at the right time on

Friday, We're about 16 minutes and 40 seconds away from our next
contact with the Challenger. Mission elapsed time 2 days, 8

hours, 10 minutes. Mission Control, Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you at Santiago for 5

minutes with a couple of notes.

CAPCOM Loud and clear now.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'm not sure. Go ahead with your notes.

CAPCOM Okay, it sounds, that last one you sound like you
had a little of that barrel sound again. The first one is on the
FES problem we have and I've got a little chanqe to the topping
FES startup procedure if you want to get that out in the orbit
OPS page 5-10.

SPACECRAFT Is it little things or big things?

CAPCOM Yea, just a little change Crip. After the nominal
procedure there for the temp between 41 and 47, after you go
through that and put the RAD controller out temp to norm, then we
want you to add the cycle FES A off and then back on again. What
we think is happening is you're getting a cold slug from the RADS
into the FES and it's shutting down on an under temp.

SPACECRAFT Tell me again when you want me to, when you want me
to cycle FES.

CAPCOM Right after you complete the startup.

CAPCOM The, let me just read the 4 steps of the procedure
here, Crip, just to make sure. The, you take, you take the RAD
controller out temp to high and then when the flash evap temp is

equal to 50, you turn the flash evap on and then the RAD
controller out temp to normal and then we want you to take the
FES off and back on again.

SPACECRAFT John, it looks just like the FES is working right
now.
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C APCOM A nd C h a 1 1 e n g e r , that* s just the RAD S keeping i t

cool right now. That's not the PES.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM And my second note is on the CRT 3 troubleshooting.

SPACECRAFT r still don't understand the other problem. We
need a little bit more explanation, Guy, on the flash evap.
That 1 S/ we don ' t understand

.

CAPCOM What we think is happening is when you take the RAD
controller back to normal, you're getting a cold slug of fluid
into the FKS which is causing it to shut down on the under temp
mode to, so to get around that then just cycle the FKS A off and
back on again.

SPACECRAFT We'll give it a shot.

CAPCOM And what that does is resets the logic and the
timing so it'll get through that cold slug period.

SPACECRAFT Yea, okay. Okay.

CAPCOM And we've got about a minute and a half left here
and I've got about a 5 step note on the CRT 3 troubleshooting.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay. What we want to do is do the DEU load with
the BPS. So first of all we need to turn on AV bay 2 fan, then
power up the BPS and mode to standby and then attempt to load the
CRT 3 from the BFS. Let us know what happens and then...

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM So fitst of all we need to turn on Av bay 2 fan,

we^ll oe taking t™ BpI tfhalt and powering off and then turning

off the Av bay 2 fan.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we understand that.

CAPCOM And if that all works we'll try to sched ule a time

in tomorrow to go to ops 9 and get it, try to load it with the

pass

.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thank you. We didn't even see a DE load line

come up.

CAPCOM Roger, copy. We'll, going to lose you here, we'll

see you at Ascension at 8 plus 44.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Guy, thank you.

PA0 Mission Control Houston, 2 days 8 hours 33 m inutes

,l„,°. «Sy Sfd not «•»« to —I. on. o« b.cwse it

Kau-.r;h ^ms'Ks.s.-bs sa sis.
M
*t

, fM bioin of tot e.^eno, e.c.p. in tl. th.l tt.y

which is in the aft flight deck area during entry should that

system? one of the cooling systems onboard to have that system

Period tonight. We're at 2 days 8 hours 3G minutes mission

elapsed time, this is Mission Control.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you at Ascension for 2

minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, loud and clear. How do you read us?

CAPCOM And you're loud and clear also. I've got one note

for you and then a tag up message that we'll probably get at IOS.
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SPACECRAFT Okay, go ahead with your note.

CAPCOM Okay, it has to do with the RMU on the APU heater,
tank fuel line that failed, number 2 bravo as you know and we're
on number 2 alpha right now and the note is that if that alpha
should fail, then you'll get a S88 thermal APU message and APU
test line temp system two will be out of limits on spec 88. The
problem with that is, as within 30 to 40 minutes APU fuel line
could freeze and I've got an attitude that if you'd like to copy
for you to go to if that should happen, we'd like to go to this
attitude to warm up the APU back there.

SPACECRAFT Okay, let me write that down.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM And APU test line temp system two will be out of

limit on spec 88. The problem with that is is within 30 to 40

minutes APU fuel line could freeze, and I've got an attitude that

if you would like to copy for you to go to it that should happen,

we'd like to go this atttitude to warmup the APU's back there.

SPACECRAFT Okay, let me write that down. Okay go ahead.

CAPCOM The target plus 4, body vector plus 5, pitch 090,

yaw 315, omicron 269.

SPACECRAFT Okay, copy. Target 4, body vector 5, pitch is 090,

yaw 315, omicron 269. And we're to do that if we lose that

second tank fuel line, water system heater. The only thing that

confused me about that is, there are several parameters that

could go out and you want me to only make that maneuver for one

of them?

CAPCOM That's roger, Crip. If that heater - just if that

heater fails, Crip.

SPACECRAFT Okay, just if that heater fails.

CAPCOM That's affirmative. And I'll see you at Ascension
at 8+44 with the tag up.

SPACECRAFT Also, you understand we were no joy on CRT 3

(garble)

.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy that and we'll consider CRT 3 failed

PAO Mission Control Houston. 2 days 8 hours 49 minutes
mission elapsed time. We're about 8-1/2 minutes away from

reacquiring over the Indian Ocean station at the beginning of

orbit 39. Flight controllers on that last pass panning up a

procedure to the crew, attitude to go to in the event of a heater

failure and fuel - one of the fuel tank lines for one of the

APU's, and to avoid freezing up of the hydrazine in that line,

that would go to a port sun attitude to help keep that warm
should they have that heater failure occur. Mission Control
Houston, 2 days 8 hours 57 minutes mission elapsed time.

Standing by for reacquisition through Indian Ocean station.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. With you through Indian Ocean
for 5 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, loud and clear, John.

CAPCOM Okay, I got a couple of notes here I'd like to give

you before I start the tag up.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.
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CAPCOM Okay, on the CRT problems most likely not related
to the DEU and just to make sure we haven't gotten any specs hung
up on it, if you haven't already, we just wanted to remind you to
reassign it and hit 2 resumes on it.

SPACECRAFT Okay, well, if I run into a spec - problem with
specs, we'll do that.

CAPCOM Roger. And Crip, let me clear up the RMU note, theway you tell the failure of the second heater is by the APU test
line temperature, system number 2 will be down arrow on that. ifthat's the case, we want you to try the B heater again and if
that doesn't work, then go to the attitude I gave you.

SPACECRAFT Got you. Okay. Just a second. Let me write downthat parameter and make sure I'm back in sync with you.

CAPCOM Roger that.

SPACECRAFT Okay, that's APU test line temp no. 2, right?

CAPCOM That's affirmative.

SPACECRAFT Okie dokie.

CAPCOM Okay, and I got about three minutes left here for
the tag up if you're ready.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Okay, and I've got about 3 minutes left here for

the tag up if you're ready.

SPACECRAFT Before we start that, we might ask the Payload
(garble) to check the N2 low pressure that showing, we indicate
minus 15 psi and think maybe we've had a (garble) problem.

CAPCOM Stand by, we'll look at it.

SPACECRAFT Okay, while you're looking at it, I guess John the

point that confuses me a little bit is, that switch controls, I

guess probably thermal heaters on the ATU. Now we can another
one fail that is controlled by that switch but not the same
parameter, and then I'm in a dilemna situation.

CAPCOM Roger, I understand and the word I have is if

another parameter gives you a problem we'd like you to turn on

the B heater but do not worry about going to attitude.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'm with you. Okie-doke, go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay, while Payloads look at their stuff on the tag

up, the accomplishments today is the Ku radar and comm test all
went fine, looks like a good system for us. And the SPAS folks
would like to thank you for a good day. The MOMs data take went
very well and our first analysis of the mass spec data says that
the experiment is performing as expected. We are still looking
at the data from the mass spec, heat pipes and yaw sensor and
hope to have some goods words for you about that tomorrow. We
still plan to do five ground commanded data takes on the MOMs
tonight and all the activities for the MLR and the MAUS were on
time and they want to thank you for a good day there.

SPACECRAFT We appreciate the good support that you folks have
given to us today too, its been a useful day for everybody.
Thank you very much.

CAPCOM Roger, we concur with the ducer problem, the only
other note I have for you is if the FES should quit tonight, just
go ahead and shut it down.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we understand.

CAPCOM Okay, on the PI loss of lock problem, looks like if

we lose that again, it'll be a short transient for two to five
seconds and during the, if it happens during prox ops, we'll plan
to press ahead. You may have to reacquire lock but hopefully
not. And when, if you do get a loss of lock it will result in

several SPAS alarms like it did the first time and you can ignore
those alarms when they come with the loss of lock. And long loss
of lock for 30 seconds or greater will reacquire some
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troubleshooting via the normal procedures. And we'll send that
up in a message, we'd like to thank you for a great day today,
we'll be handing over to the planning team to watch over you
tonight and have a good nights rest.

SPACECRAFT See you guys tomorrow.

PA0 Mission Control Houston, 2 days 9 hours 5 minutes,
mission elapsed time. Challenger passed out of range of the
Indian Ocean station, during that pass the CAPCOM was reading up
a review of the day's activities and most of them were on the
plus side. Experimentors seemed to have got good data from the
SPAS equipment. The K-band antenna test, * comm test and
rendezvous radar test all went very well today. And they have
been in their last few hours before sleep, troubleshooting some
procedures with the flash evaporator system and with one of the
CRTs onboard. The crew is about 30 minutes away from their
schedule sleep period tonight. And the Challenger is just
started on orbit number 39 about 10 minutes ago. We'll be out of
contact for about 18 minutes until we pick up again over Guam.
This is Mission Control Houston.

PA0 This is Shuttle Mission Control at 2 days 9 hours
22 minutes mission elapsed time. Flight Director Larry Bourgeois
and the Indigo Team are tagging up in the Mission Control Center,
performing handover at this time. And reports indicate that
their have been no major systems changes onboard Challenger...

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM And Challenger that limit will be at 115. We're

going to stop recording voice. Sorry for the late problems but

SIMSUP {garble) us again here. Have a good sleep tonight.

SPACECRAFT Hey Guy. This is Norm.

CAPCOM Go ahead Norm.

SPACECRAFT Okay, fur Dr. Bill's information. Per his request

over that teleprinter message I went ahead and repeated the AOGs

or EOGs on myself using the DC amp and I had already done the

audio evoke potential on myself earlier.

CAPCOM Roger, copy Norm. Thanks a lot.

PA0 Mission Control, Houston. 2 days, 9 hours, 30

minutes mission elapsed time. That should be the last exchange

of air-to-ground with the crew today. The sleep period begins m
about 4 minutes. The Data Processing Systems Engineer, Mike

Darnell, has advised the Flight Director that the downlink data

shows that the crews have configured their CRTs, their display

electronics units or catheroid ray tubes onboard Challenger in

the sleep configurations. So the crew is clearly gearinq down

for the end of activities today. They were advised that the

Pay load's Officer is going to set, or send up a timbu table

maintenance buffer update establishing limits, fairly high limits

for temperatures onboard the Shuttle Pallet Satellite overnight

to make sure that the high temps expected on that Satellite don't

trigger any caution and warning alarms. So the timbus will be

set high but not high enough to invite the possibility of any

damage to the payload.

END OF TAPE
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Tnis is Mission Control Houston. We just had abrief pass over Hawaii on orbit 39 and again the downlink dataindicates that the Challenger's is in sleep configuration and allappears to be quite onboard the vehicle and the sleep period isbeginning just about now. Mission elapsed time is 2 days 9 hours4J minutes,
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This is Mission Control Houston at 2 days 12 hours
rLm°rfohf
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f
1?^ time. We are processing data throughGuam right now and the mission control team's receiving

reassurance that the Challenger continues to be in good health onorbit 31, about 5 hours remain in the crew's sleep period. Thisis Mission Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Shuttle Mission Control at 2 days, 13

hours, 33 minutes Mission Elapsed Time. Challenger on orbit 52

over the south Atlantic approaching the west coast of Africa.
We're now in range of the ground stations overlapping coverage
from Ascension and Dakar, and the flight control team is getting
a look at the data and we can see that everything is still quiet
onboard Challenger. This is Shuttle Mission Control.

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston at 2 days, 14

hours, 13 minutes. Challenger on orbit number 42. Descending
node coming down, catching part of the range of the Guam tracking
station for about 2 minutes. We're taking a look at the
vehicle's data now and it continues to look good. This is going
to be followed by a fairly long LOS of about, a loss of signal of
about 50 minutes before we reacquire again through Dakar, but
everything continues to be quite on the vehicle. About 3-1/2
hours remaining in the astronaut's sleep period. This is Mission
Control, Houston.

PAO This is Shuttle Mission Control at Mission Elapsed
Time, 2 days, 15 hours, 8 minutes. We're now processing data
through Dakar, and Challenger continues to look healthy.

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston. We've passed out
of range of the Dakar and Madrid tracking stations on orbit
number 43. Now enter a rather long LOS period of an hour, 26
minutes before we reacquire again through the tracking stations
at Antigua Island at Grand Turk, and then through Dakar again.
Crew's sleep period extends for another 2 hours and 17 minutes.
Everything's quiet onboard Challenger at Mission Elapsed Time, 2

days, 15 hours, 17 minutes. This is Mission Control, Houston.
PAO This is Mission Control, Houston. Challenger on
orbit 44, presently over the South Pacific, just crossing the
terminator into darkness. We're still in that extended LOS
period. We will acquire signal again in about half an hour.
Mission Elapsed Time is presently 2 days, 16 hours, 13
minutes. This is Mission Control, Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Shuttle Mission, Control, We're taking
data through Dakar right now, and its the first look the mission
control team has had at Challenger for about an hour and 26

minutes. They're looking at the downlink data now, and
everything looks to be nominal onboard the vehicle. Cabin
temperature inside Challenger is 73 degrees, humidity is 30%.
Still about 15 minutes remaining in the crew's sleep period. No
indication that any of the crew members are awake at this
point. The vehicle's on orbit 44. It's approaching the west
coast of Africa and Mission Elapsed Time is presently 2 days, 16
hours, 43 minutes. This is Mission Control, Houston.

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston. The Dakar data
looks good. Once again, it's been a quiet evening in Mission
Control and we intend to cancel the change-of -sh if t briefing with
Larry Bourgeois in the event there is no request to the contrary
from any of the news media. If any of the news media do require
to talk to the offgoing flight director, please advise the
Johnson Space Center news room. Mission Elapsed Time, 2 days, 16
hours, 46 minutes. This is Mission Control, Houston.

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston. We're less than
a minute away from AOS through Yarragadee. Although there are
about 14 minutes remaining in the crew's sleep period, even if
the crew is awake, we wouldn't be able to tell by CRT action or
any of the electrics onboard since Yarragadee is a voice only
pass. Mission Elapsed Time is 2 days, 17 hours, 21 minutes.
PAO This is Mission Control. We've had loss of signal
through Yarragadee. We'll reacquire again in 40 minutes through
the Merritt Island Station. As an advisory, once again, there
will be no press conference, no change-of-sh i f t briefing with the
offgoing flight director. There's about 7 minutes, 55 seconds
remaining in the crew's sleep period. There will almost
certainly be voice contact with them when we reacquire over the
mainland. Challenger is on orbit 44 right over the heart of
Australia, just approaching the terminator into darkness.
Mission Elapsed Time, 2 days, 17 hours, 27 minutes. This is
Mission Control, Houston.

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston, 2 days, 18 hours,
4 minutes. Tommy Holloway and his team of flight controllers
have arrived in the control center and are tagging up and
preparing for handover. We're about a minute and a half away
from acquisition of signal through Merritt Island Station. It
will be our first voice contact of the day, of the new day with
the crew of STS-7. Challenger on the 45th orbit, and we expect
voice contact and the wakeup call momentarily.

CAPCOM Wakeup call (Reveille)

END OF TAPE
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COMCOM (Music, "Reveille") Now hear this. Now hear this.

To the crew onboard the Challenger, it is time to put on your

socks and hit the deck, and this morning (Music)

SPACECRAFT What ' s that funny song you guys wake us with every
morning?

SPACECRAFT Hello, Houston. Challenger. How do you read?

CAPCOM We read you loud and clear. How me?

SPACECRAFT Mary, you're loud and clear. Crip wants to know
what that funny music is that you wake us up with every morning?

CAPCOM Well, we thought maybe you could guess what the

tune was.

SPACECRAFT We're working on it. We're working on it. Did you
recognize what we played back to you?

CAPCOM Roger that. We think its Tequila Sunrise.

SPACECRAFT You know why we're such a hapoy crew. And we'd
like to thank the support group for that wonderful PPK.

CAPCOM Roger. We copy that.

SPACECRAFT How are you guys doing this morning?

CAPCOM We're all doing just fine. How are you all?

SPACECRAFT Super. Life sure is hard. Don't let out our

secret, Sally. Mary I've a couple of more things for you, if

you've got a second.

CAPCOM We're ready to copy.

SPACECRAFT Okay. We noticed that the MOMS experiment is

powered off this morning, and we also note that the mode of
processing temp is continuing to increase, and we're seeing 113.5
now, and we wonder if we're still on a 115 limit for shutdown.

CAPCOM That's affirmative, John, on the 115.

SPACECRAFT Okay we saw that in the morning teleprinter
message, and you folks must have turned th - -

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Challenger, this is Houston with you through Dakar

for 7 minutes.

SPACECRAFT How do you do. We're downstairs having breakfast.

CAPCOM Bon appetite'. We don't have anything for you, so

we'll leave you alone.

SPACECRAFT I've got one question for you, Mary.

CAPCOM Go ahead, Sally.

SPACECRAFT Yes, we'd like to shoot some 16 mm down on the

mlddeck today, and we need a power outlet for that. Now that the

MLR is finished until we get ready to deorbit, we wanted to make

sure that it was okay that we unhook one of their power cables

and use it for our TV.

CAPCOM Sally, we'll check on that for you and get back to

you.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and that's the 16 mm that we'll need it for,

and we would promise to hook it back up before we deorbit.

CAPCOM Okay. Copy that.

SPACECRAFT And, Mary, another question.

CAPCOM Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT For breakfast, you know we appreciate the support

crew's help, and we had the fruit juice and so on, but looking

forward to dinner, we're wondering where they put the limes. And

this liquid salt is a little hard to use, but we've made due.

CAPCOM Roger that. I think they stored the limes next to

the tonic,

SPACECRAFT All right.

CAPCOM Sally, this is Houston, and you have a go to unplug

one of the MLR cables to plug in your 16 mm.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Thanks a lot, Mary.

CAPCOM You're welcome. Challenger, this is Houston.

We're about a minute to LOS, and we'll talk to you again, we

won't be talking to you again through Indian Ocean at 18:38. Jon

said to tell you the good guys will be talking to you then. Was

good to talk to you now though. Bye, bye.
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SPACECRAFT Bye. Sleep tight, Mary. And Mary, once again, wesure appreciate the good work you guys did, and no alarms andnice messages in the morning, and you sure set us up good for thenexc clay.

CAPCOM Thanks a lot. We appreciate that.

SPACECRAFT See you later.

CAPCOM Adios.
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SPACECRAFT Hello, Houston.

CAPCOM You're loud and clear.

SPACECRAFT Good morning T.J.
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CAPCOM You're loud and clear.

SPACECRAFT

PAO

Good morning, T.J.

Terry Hart is the CAPCOM on this pass.

SPACECRAFT And, T.J, we've got the times of the group B GAS
activities, if you're interested in them, from last night.

CAPCOM Okay. Go ahead, Sally.

SPACECRAFT Okay. We got relay 2, latent to hot at 2 days, 8

hours, 16 minutes, and 45 seconds. And, relay 4, latent to hot,
which, incidentally, didn't give us an indication. It came up
blank, at 2 days, 8 hours, 17 minutes, and 15 seconds.

CAPCOM Okay. Very good. We copy that. And, Sally, that
next MOMS data take is at 19:00 even, over Australia, and the
temperature's just about a degree or so below 115, and we'd like
you to go ahead and get that data take even if it goes over 115 a

little bit, and power down after the MOMS data take. It'll last
for about a minute and a half at 19:00.

SPACECRAFT
controll ing

.

Okay, T.J.. 19:00, and that's the one that you're
Is that correct?

CAPCOM Standby, please, Sally. And we have 40 seconds
left here at IOS, and we are controlling the MOMS on this one, to
verify that, Sally, and we'll talk to you next at Yarragadee at
18:55.

SPACECRAFT Okay, over Yarragadee, and we'll try and get you
those 35 mm of the ground during that Australia pass for the MOMS
people.

CAPCOM I'm sure they'll appreciate that.

SPACECRAFT See you.

SPACECRAFT Everybody likes MOMS.

SPACECRAFT Hi, MOMS.

PAO This is Shuttle Control. Loss of signal through
the Indian Ocean Station. Challenger moving over the Indian
Ocean on orbit number 45. Challenger now in a 158 by 156
nautical mile orbit, with a period of 1 hour, 30 minutes, 31
seconds. Yarragadee, in Australia, will pick up Challenger in 7

and a half minutes. At 2 days, 18 hours, 47 minutes, this is
Shuttle Control, Houston.
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PAO This is Shuttle Control at 2 days, 18 hours, 53

minutes, Mission Elapsed Time. Challenger will be within range

of the Yarragadee station in about 30 seconds.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston through Yarragadee and Orroral

for about 12 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Loud and clear. If EECOM would like it, we

could pass them the 02 and H2 flows that we saw.

CAPCOM Okay, Rick. We'll copy those down. Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT The Fuel Cell 1, 02 max was 4.6, H2 is 0.6, and for

Fuel Cell 2, 02 is 4.1, and of course, we already knew that the

H2 transducer was inoperative. Fuel Cell 3, 4.8 and 0.7.

CAPCOM Thank you kindly, and for John and Sally there,

we'd like to confirm that the MOMS recorder runs at 19:00. We

suspect it may not have run on the last pass, and if you could

verify that for us, we'd appreciate it.

SPACECRAFT Okay. We're watching it, T.J., and I've got some

ASC thermal times for you to copy, if you'd like them.

CAPCOM Go ahead, John.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Last evening we did PALAPA at 02, 08, 49,

50, and this morning, PALAPA 02, 18, 43, 50. And AN IK last

night, 02, 08, 49, 20, and this morning 02, 18, 42, 30.

CAPCOM Okay. We've got all that. Thanks.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

SPACECRAFT T.J., you might pass to the MOMS folks that the

weather looks good along their track this morning.

CAPCOM Okay. Very good, John. They're listening and I'm

sure they heard that.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Houston, Challenger. You got a fail and then

the status changed to good, but we've still got the tape in

standby

.

CAPCOM Fail to good and standby. We copy.

SPACECRAFT T.J., the last call there is that the ready went

no.

CAPCOM We didn't copy what went to no, John.

SPACECRAFT Roger. Ready, ready equals no.
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SPACECRAFT Okay. We're standing by.
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PA0 This is Shuttle Control at 2 days, 19 hours, 38
minutes Mission Elapsed Time. Challenger approaching the western
coastline of Central America, and should be within range of the
Merritt Island station in about 20 seconds.

CAPCOM Hello, Challenger. We've got you through MILA for
12 minutes here.

SPACECRAFT Okay, loud and clear.

CAPCOM You're loud and clear, Crip, and we're going to
command the MOMS here to do a little troubleshooting, and we'll
give you a mark when we do if anybody what to watch us.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Fine. Fine and dandy. And T.J., in the
never ending STS-7 search for free water, we checked (garble) the
LiOH cannisters are stored and didn't find anything, but when we
checked down under the GSE trapdoor next to the CFES, we were
able to find a little bit. Basically, it was pretty dry and the
tops of all the ducts were very dry, but the ducts that's coming
just out of heat exchanger, just down to the heat exchanger on
the bottom, we found soma condensation.

END OF TAPE
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we to^\^
e
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1

h

1
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i 0̂ h

11
d
-

n
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e

-
nr 3t-, bu^th.^... enough that

CAPCOM okay. Very good, Sally. Thank you.

a

P

aufr^r
T
of

***
'

U W3S 3 sraa11 amount, you know less thana quarter of a cup by all the lines that we checked?

a^nu.bers SySS'yoi^^:^: ^'^ ^ ^ ™

CAPCOM yes sir.

SPACECRAFT Okay, STAR » <5 00 AnH crn A

:!Sr.i»:
l

K.;
M
/ ,:

j° j -» ^.js ....

SSjvb^3*?^ r^s^-sK--

the run.
y°U t0 d° the reset eve* if you don't get

SPACECRAFT Okay. I conv t-h*f- nn
minutes and do a reset w??h or withL -I?

1
'

1 11 Wait 10
TN was 02194400.

without the run. Okay, T.J., my

CAPCOM we copy.

SPACECRAFT And ma ke that 02194500, T.J. Sorry about that,

seconds.
°kay

'
unde "tand your going to start it in 10

SPACECRAFT Affirm okav <p i c>.
ready yes. The aoc i- i n ^ 1' af

.
er 1 minute

- I've got a
video signals ar^ vlrv"\ow r p^h '

th° StatUS is ^ood - and the
awfully dark out

V
'
readln9 Poetically zero, but it's
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CAPCOM Okay. We thought the yes was kind of early. Just
a second, we're going to ask you to do something else.

SPACECRAFT Okay. I've got ready, no. Tape recorder is in

standby. Status is good, but it cycled through a fail before we
got the ready equals no.

CAPCOM Copy

SPACECRAFT Going to do the item 14 reset at 10 minutes.

CAPCOM Okay.

SPACECRAFT And T.J., the signature looked just like it did
over Australia.

CAPCOM Okay, John. We copy that. We've got one minute
here at Bermuda. We'*e still thinking about the MOMS, and we'll
talk to you at Dakar at 55.

SPACECRAFT Okay. See ycu thare, T.J.

PAO This is Shuttle Control, 2 days, 19 hours, 51
minutes Mission Elapsed Time. Loss of signal through Bermuda.
Dakar will pick up Challenger in 3 minutes, 10 seconds. During
this pass at MI LA and Bermuda, did some checking on the MOMS
recorder. Some troubleshooting of that recorder, it's not
operating properly. Does not appear to be, at least, and they're
attempting to do some troubleshooting there. We'll stand by for
Dakar communications.

END OF TAPE
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STS_7 AIR/GROUND TRANSCRIPT tl35 3
172.07.^4

- - does not ^Pe« to be at ^ast an^they^e^

Opting to do some troubleshooting .here.

rakar communications.

SPACECRAFT Loud and clear

.

^ud and clear.. Request aohn do a reset on

S and then try the data take agaxn.

SPACECRAFT In work.
=holl1(,

And, aohn, while ^nnSt^'trtHn'r."
beware that we have a ground co^anded^ha ^ ^

a:
t

n.nr«?
9H-.t- did ^ copy out last -

SPACECRAFT Say it again, T.J.

SPACECRAFT (Garble)

. nl Houston We show that MOMS power

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston,

is not on. Will you see?

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Challenger, how do you copy Houston?

SPACECRAFT Oh, we read you loud and clear. How us?

f-ing as to^ethe^e K'^o^S
SPACECRAFT Stand by 1. Okay, ask your question again.

we show the MOMS is not powered on. Where do you

CAPCOM
show it?

SPACECRAFT We show it now powered on.

yuu v-v-' ~

sensor* at this time.
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SPACECRAFT Okay. Deactivate the heat pipe, the mass spec, and

the yaw sensor. Wilco.

CAPCOM And Challenger, we have ground commands on the MOMS
now. No action's required. IOS at 20:14.

SPACECRAFT T.J., no action's required on what?

CAPCOM MOMS.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Yes, we're not getting a response to heat
pipe off.

CAPCOM Okay. We need for you to turn the MOMS on at this
time, and we're thinking about the heat pipe.

SPACECRAFT Okay. You want MOMS on, ON?

CAPCOM Affirmative, and then we have ground commands
stored to command MOMS. We'll talk to you at IOS.

PAO This is Shuttle Control. Challenger is out of
range of Dakar, moving down across Africa toward the Indian Ocean
Station. Acquisition there in 11 and 1/2 minutes.

END OF TAPE
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*A0 ^ ^ . " " moving down across Africa, toward the IndianOcean Station. Acquisition there in 11-1/2 minutes. Payloadshas asked that the heat pipe, mass spectrometer, and the vawsensor experiments be deactivated. At this time, Bob Crippenreported that the heat pipe did not respond to the off command.

£?«?«n%i
1S

S^ng at
u*?

at nOW> At 2 aa^ s
'

20 hours
'

2 minutes,Mission Elapsed Time, this is Shuttle Control, Houston.

PA0
t .

This is Shuttle Control, 2 days, 20 hours, 12minutes Mission Elapsed Time. Challenger on orbit 46,approaching acquisition through the Indian Ocean Station.

CAPCOM we're AOS at Indy for 9 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Loud and clear.

trv
C
that V IT

ai£eady haven't tried it, we'd like you to

more times?
rather, to turn the heat pipe off a couple of

tfy°ft
R
again ? '

V
* ^ * t0tal ° f 3 UmeS

-
D° ^ou want to

CAPCOM Yes. Let us look at a couple of more attempts.

SPACECRAFT Okay. The last time John tried it, he got amomentary removal of the asterisks beside item 3, which is theexperiment on, and then it came right back again, and I'll try itaga in. J

CAPCOM Okay.

SPACECRAFT Okay, there's one attempt and is still no joyThere's another attempt and still no -joy. And T.J., I'm qoina togo off COMM for just a second. ' 99 to

CAPCOM Okay.

SPACECRAFT Okay, how do you read me now, T.J.?

w^hh°?ho c*ao l°
U%

l
e l0Ud and clear

'
and we ' d like to go aheadwith the SPAS deactivation at this time.

SPACECRAFT Understand you want to deact SPAS.

CAPCOM Affirmative.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll put that in progress. T.J., I guess tothe maximum extent, you'd like to follow the normal checklistprocedure for deact. Is that true?
nst
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CAPCOM That's affirmative, and there is no problem

fh^^f9^ Wlth the heat Pipe °n -
We ' d ^ ust like y°" to qoahead and follow normal procedure and, of course, you won't qetany talkback on the heat pipe.

SnfT
fMi

T,J "' did rU COpy? We want to the maximum extent

SPAS?
follow a normal powerdown for the experiment, for the

and^rp.c, r?
hat

l,
a" ir*ative

- Page 5-2, SPAS Deactivation,and there's no problem doing that with the heat pipe on.

CO^
Ec^ o

understand
- A»d T.J., this is Norm for aCOMM check on this E unit. How do you hear me?

nnrr2L-
Y°U ' re loud and clear

'
Norm

- And for John, onecorrection there. We would like to keep mouse 1 on. Over.

SPACECRAFT Copy. Mouse-1 on.

at
P
3°0.

minUte l6ft hSre at Indy
*

Yarr *9^ee is next

SPACECRAFT We'll see you then.

CAPCOM Okay.

SPACECRAFT And T.J., could you get Payloads to quickly confirmfor me that I can leave the mouse-1 running after f take the

pSSei
V
Spe^

tCh
°
ff CirCUit breaker °n the—

'

th*

^nS°
M

-n
st^dby And John, it will remain running, themouse will remain running when you do that.

SPACECRAFT Okay. I copy, and I'm putting it in work.

END OF TAPE



this is Shuttle Control, Houston.

Challenger, Houston though Yarragadee ana Orroral

for about 11 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay. You're loud and clear.

ass. . - » sr-?iu"MW:

you over the speakers.

CAPC0M
the deactivation go?

^ f („« t t There was no problem.

SPACECRAFT Well, that went fine, T.J.

^pcom And if you have any words you think we ought to

Sellout the'cOMM problem we're listening.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Okay Terry,^^ItTon" 'nol of having to

WCCO's have failed on us, so we re in P
ed OE else try to

either go with HIU's with al 1 the w ire
and we re still

work out something where we ^ u^e
C
nois£ cancelling mikes,

^^g^eTpea^^r^so ^re^s^ry ing to, trying to find a

qood configuration.
* o i uhp bit of feedback a couple

of^es there?^ ^E^S? ^ ^k.

SPACECRAFT Well, it- net bad ri ght now^ecau r.

upstairs near a speaker. (Gar ble)
£ o£f and we're

deactivated the SPAS, and all ^e switc
Qf cou when

assuming that the mouse 1 is still run ^ d bacberpole in

we take the panel power off, the

mouse 1.

yes. we understand fhn ^ pounds ^kay.
&

For^

?SS di^rtreUlor^imary^sltes, so we feel pretty good

about MOMS

.

t hhink we can still do the FPL

SPACECRAFT Okay. Super. And I think we

later today, can't we?
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CAPCOM Stand by. I'll get an answer on that. And, John,
we anticipate no problems with FPL, and if it's okay with you,
we'll just do that as scheduled later on.

SPACECRAFT That's just super, T.J.

CAPCOM And Challenger, concerning the wireless failures,
can you give us any idea where you think they may have failed?
We're suspecting, perhaps, an antenna problem, maybe damaged like
we've seen before.

SPACECRAFT Well, we could check on that. One of them, T.J.,
on mine, I had a low battery feed. I went down to change the
battery, changed the battery, and it never worked thereafter, and
I tried interchanging a variety of components, but antennas was
not one of those, so I could try that. Of course, if we've
damaged 3 antennas, it doesn't matter cause we won't have enough
to go around, so that would not solve our problem. And T. J, , on
my own particular unit, it had worked just fine throughout the
flight until right in the middle of the MOMS reset fail. The
whole system just sounded like it went open - -

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT And, T.J., on my own particular unit, it had worked

just fine throughout the flight until right in the middle of the

MOMS reset flail. The whole system just sounded like it went
open cycle, and couldn't get it back to working.

CAPCOM Okay. That was Murphy at work I guess, and INCO's

suggesting, you might try to tighten down the antennas on any of

them.

SPACECRAFT Okay. We'll sure give it a shot.

SPACECRAFT And T.J., let me talk to you about the CFES for a

second

.

CAPCOM Go ahead, Sally.

SPACECRAFT Okay. I just started it up, and am right now
trying to put in the tirst sample syringe, and I got the dummy
syringe out, and in putting the sample syringe, sample 1 syringe
in, I got the small (garble) knob, and then the middle one that

goes over the clamp, but I can't get the big (garble) knob on.

It looks like, I just can't thread it onto that syringe. It

looks like it might be stripped or something. I think the

syringe is in though. I think it's okay. And I can't get the .

(garble)

.

CAPCOM That sounds very familair to us, like we saw that in

the SIM. Let us get an answer for you.

SPACECRAFT I agree. It does sound familiar.

CAPCOM A short LOS here. We'll pick you up at Orroral in

about a minute.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM And Sally, we're back with you through Orroral.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM If you can verify the small knob is secure and the
clamp is down, then, and also that the sample nose is seated, we
think there's no problem. You can proceed.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Is the CDR available?

SPACECRAFT Did you say you want the CTR?

CAPCOM The commander, the CDR, please.
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SPACECRAFT Crip's off COMM for a second.

CAPCOM okay. No problem. We just wanted to talk. infact, maybe Rick wants to talk about the APU 2 testline tempfailure that occurred earlier.

SPACECRAFT Well, why don't you talk to the old CLT , and he'llmake sure that CDR remains informed.

^l
C
°Jlm *°kay -

We juSt wanted to make sure
' * 9ueas therewas some confusion yesterday, last night, whether Crip understood

temo "UTSP ^"{^ ^ SeCOnd heater fails °n AP"temp, that line could freeze-up in as little as 30 minutes, and

iLt nf TU to
.

take
K
the P° rt ^ng to solar inertial and warmthat up at anytime that the spec 88 shows that parameter down.

SPACECRAFT Yes, we understood that, T.J., and we also copied

do
U

that!
Cr°n ^ m°rning meSSa^ e '

an« we'll bS p?ep«ed to

CAPCOM very good. That's what we're going to ask next andyou, of course, could take both sets of heaters
9
to auto also'Going^across the Pacific, and we'll pick you up stateside a?

SPACECRAFT (Garble)

And we'll be looking forward to the CFES TV at MILA.
CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT So will we.

PAO
of^inn.i M.

T
!?

iS is
.

Shu^le Control. Orroral Valley has lossof signal. Next acquisition through Merritt Island, Florida We
F^rElectroih"

television at Me ' ri" Island of the 'continuous

lltLl now
Phoresis operations. Sally Ride is checking out thatsystem now, preparing for CFES operations. Crew reportedfailures m 3 of their wireless headsets onboard. At 2 davs 20

^"ii" SEES!'
Mission Elapsed Time

-
This is shutt

2

xf
ays *

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Shuttle Control at 2 days, 20 hours, 57

minutes Mission Elapsed Time. The Challenger over the mid-
Pacific Ocean now, on the way to acquisiton at Merritt Island in

about 16 minutes. We expect to have television, live television
during the Merritt Island pass of the Continuous Flow,
Electrophorese experiment, operation. The SPAS experiments has

been shut down early because of a overheating microprocessor, a

computer. That computer has been on for some time now. It will

be allowed to cool down. It is not expected to impact SPAS
operations, detatched or attached operations later in the

mission. The feeling is that when the microprocessor cools down,

that SPAS operations can continue. At 2 days, 20 hours 58

minutes Mission Elapsed Time. This is Shuttle Control, Houston.

PAO This is Shuttle Control at 2 days, 21 hours, 12

minutes Mission Elapsed Time. Challenger about 30 seconds away
from acquistion through Merritt Island. We'll stand by for

conversation there and television from Challenger.

CAPCOM Hello, Challenger. We just got TV downlink.

SPACECRAFT Hi, T.J. T.J., let me talk to you about the CFES
for a second.

CAPCOM Okay. We're on the middeck and we're watching
you. Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Let me see if I can find my cue cards
here. When I activated it, let me see if I can find some
times. Okay. I activated it at 2 days, 20 hours, 43 minutes and
as soon as we started the systems status check, we got an out-of-
range on compressor 1, and it reading 0, essentially. It's since
gone up, and I don't think its a problem. I can give you a

readout on that if you want, but it was up to 1.5, or so, by the

end of the status check. I kept going, and when we started the
systems duo check, when I started it, we got an out-of-range on
delta Tl, and it tripped, I think, about 13.8. I think its set
to trip at 13.7. It went up as high as, I'm sorry, negative
13.7. It went up as high as negative 18.5, and it looks like
it's coming down now. I got a read out on delta Pi, delta P2,

delta P3, and delta P4, if your interested in them.

CAPCOM Sure. We'd like to hear those, Sally.

SPACECRAFT I figured you would. Okay. I'm reading the
current values. Delta Pi is minus .1, delta P4 is 1.0, delta P3
is minus 2, and hold on a second, let me call up delta P2. Delta
P2 is .4. And that's quite a bit different than they were. I

can give you the original values for when we started the systems,
or the zero voltage check, if you'd like them.

CAPCOM Yes. We'd like those too.
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SPACECRAFT Okay. Beginning with zero voltage. Delta Pi was
minus 17.4. Delta P2 was minus 5.4. Delta P3 was 13.2, and
Delta P4 was plus 2.4, so it looks like the system has stabilized

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Delta P2 was negative 5.4, delta P3 was negative
13.2, and delta P4 was positive 2.4, so it looks like the svstem
has stabilized throughtout this zero voltage check. Looks likeit's going pretty good now.

?u
P?°Mo „ 0kay

'
and we ' U 9et back with a confirmation onthat, Sally.

SPACECRAFT Okay. And Jon, we also have some VTR of the CDRexercising that we can play down to you, if you'd like to do thatat any time now.

CAPCOM That ought to be priceless.

SPACECRAFT I could describe it another way. Priceless is agood description. They're in control, and here in the field-of-
v lew has been, you look at the key lights to see which onethey're using. (Garble) on the TV camera itself. And T J ifyou d like, we can give you a short description of what we'vedone so far in the CEFS. We're really not very far into ityet. we just started things, but I could describe the problem toyou if you like.

CAPCOM Yes. Please go ahead, Sally.

SPACECRAFT Okay. First of all, we've got 2 cameras set updown m the middeck. I don't know if Rick told you or not, oneof them is a wide view that's looking straight at the CEFS, and

?ht-
XL a

k ?!
6 ln VXeW

'
From the wide view

'
1 think you can seethat the bottom part, which is where the syringe goes in, andfrom the close m view, you can probably see the syringe riqhtnow. we're running 6 samples through the next couple of days,and each sample is contained in a syringe. At the beginning ofthat sample collection, we put the syringe down here in the'bottom (garble). It goes right in the bottom, and then thesample is driven out by a pump that eventually gets flowing up

Jo L^ G,^ !
r '- a

?
d ° f course, the Purpose of the experiment isto send the material up through, to feed it up into the bumper,which is flowing from the bottom of the cone up to the top, orwhat on Earth is the bottom to the top. jon , i. m not sure whatway it is anymore.

CAPCOM I guess right now it's top to bottom.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) got me into the zero-g business. It's
1(

f^ u": l
n anv case

' ^ takes any one piece of the fluid

And different compositions, different proteins get separated
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by a different amounts, so by the ei» i

-

top, to the collection tubes the Z»rL 9
-

P here to the
spread out across the top, and bv ™ !

U
!-

Pr° eins are SOf t of
about 200 different tubes up here ™ ^f,

1 "9
.

1 "' 1 thir,k what
material in each tube An7J ' ,T .

COllect a different
collecting the first samo^ ^ 9ettin<

> around to
but when we do, ' 1 ? e a^ « ho« °' hour and a half,
a collector tray in, and it drives uo h"?

d°°r here and P""lng

to
PA
bfseeLg rauch

'

tctttTTe^TtVn
' ? wrT^' We ' re »<* *>i„gfirst part of the sample aoina v. <

hy
'

we don fc even get the
minutes, so I can't even describe ta^V"0^"

'
1^ ™

like yet. The first simple-s qotno tn K
"hat the SamP le l^

of the McDonnell Douglassamplef and itV NASA
,

saraP^. not one
sample. i t - a got three color dyes in it red

al *
y ln lt

' red
' white, and blue

CAPCOM Now „
losing the picture . '"we • u h

" ve^u^ ^ We ' Ce ^ ust
another 4 and a half minutes?

though Bermuda for about

a

S
n
P

y

ASF
else f^us/^^ Welld°- T.^yo,^

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT T.J., you got anything else for us?

thT^reles S es
Y
!c\ou^nt 9r ^ inqs

•

t0 talk with ^cue wirelesses U you want to for a few minutes. We'd iust kinHof like to get straight in our mind where you are.

SPACECRAFT T.J., talk to us about what? Say that again.

SPACECRAFT Sir, we've been through all the spares.

^fthat correct?"
SPaCeS in USe

' *°u, « sti^ 3.

fntermfttent.
That ' S Pr0babl

* ab°Ut 3 *"d ^ One is

?X\he LED ^^er^e,
dickered"! ^ ^ n0 LE °' S°me had ifc on and some

CAPCOM Wonderful.

okay^ufdon-t'ta^k'' ^"reccl^T 0" th-« *"«
aboSt it. °We'll

ta
work Tt ^^JS? d°n ' t ^ 9UyS

Otherwise, we'll assume you're working it.
'

SPACECRAFT That'll.be fine, (garble). We're in good shape

PP^tivi^s
1

: '^^^^^rT °"
•

L^°We told yot tne* XsVztt) FA^'?"^"'
,

SPACECRAFT Okay. Super.
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CAPCOM And for Crip, we have a message direct from the
flight director, that he thinks you might want to check your
RJ D ' s

.

SPACECRAFT That might be a nice thing to do. Tell him if I

didn't have to turn them off, I wouldn't have to check them.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Okay. He copies that.

But I appreciate it anyhow.

We'll give you a call at Dakar at about 3 0.

Okay. See you there, T.J.

PAO This is Shuttle Control, Bermuda has loss of
signal. Challenger out over the Atlantic Ocean, will be acquired
by the Dakar station in just under 3 minutes. During the pass at
MI LA, we saw Mission Specialist, Sally Ride and John Fabian,
activating the CFES, getting that set for a number of sample runs
today. Dakar, about 2 minutes away now. We'll stand by for
acquisition there.

CAPCOM
minutes

.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

And we're coming at you through Dakar for about 8

Okay. Loud and clear, T.J.

You're loud and clear.

SPACECRAFT What did you do? Did you change the lens or
something? What's going on exciting down there in the MOCR
today, T.J.?

CAPCOM Well, we're thinking a little bit about what's
going on here, and really seems kind of relaxed this morning,
nothing real exciting. We'd like to find something for you to
fill in the extra time today. We're thinking about that. And
for Sally, the CFES all sounds good to us. We don't see any
problem there. We concur wi*;h your judgement there, Sally, that
that's up in normal conditions now.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Good.

CAPCOM And we got some weather in there at the Cape
today. You'll probably get a good view of that on your next
stateside pass. In fact, you should pass directly overhead of
the launch site again.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM And we got some weather in there at the Cape
today. You'll probably get a good view of that on your next
stateside pass. In fact, you should pass directly overhead of
the launch site again. And we're thinking thats a good omen,
that we'll have good weather on Friday then.

SPACECRAFT Sounds good to me.

CAPCOM One minute left here at Dakar. Big Jon's going to
give you a call at Indy at about 5 0.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Sounds good, T.J.. you guys don't have to
look too hard to find something to do. We can manage to do that
on our own.

CAPCOM We figure there's no way your ever going to be
bored up there.

SPACECRAFT You figured correctly. But if you've got somethin
to do, holler!

CAPCOM We're thinking.

SPACECRAFT And T.J., we might have a TV opportunity pass
sometime later today. I know do have another CEFS, but we might
have some just regular old middeck work, if you want to work it
in too.

CAPCOM Okay. I understand you want to do some middeck
live, or is that VTR?

SPACECRAFT Well, we'J.1 live it to you.

CAPCOM Okay, we'll put that in the plans.

SPACECRAFT That is, if ain't too big a diddy.

CAPCOM No, I'm sure it's not.

This is Shuttle Control. Challenger has moved out
of range at Dakar now. Next acquistion through the Indian Ocean
Station in 11 minutes. Crew, at signoff there, said that they
might plan to give us some unscheduled TV later today, middeck
area. We have been anticipating TV on orbit number 48 at
Goldstone and Merritt Island. Challenger presently on orbit
47. So, we would some expect some TV on the next stateside pass.
At 2 days, 21 hours, 39 minutes Mission Elapsed Time, this is
Shuttle Control, Houston.

PA0 This is Shuttle Control, 2 days, 21 hours, 49
minutes Mission Elapsed Time. Challenger about to be acquired atthe Indian Ocean Station.
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abou?
M
6 n,inuteS

A
?
d Challen^r, -re back with you at Indy for

SPACECRAFT We hear you, T.J And T 7pressure to you again. '
et me read these CFES

CAPCOM Okay. Go ahead Sally.

SPACECRAFT Ah, sounds like Jon.
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SPACECRAFT start the sample flow. That just happened and I

wanted to check with you before I did that with the delta P's
reading a little bit high.

CAPCOM Okay let me check. Understand they're reading 14
and 15 now?

SPACECRAFT (garble)

CAPCOM And Sally before we press on we'd like to call up
all the delta P readings and also give us an RPM 2 and an RPM 3.

SPACECRAFT Okay John I did just start the sample flow with no
voltage. I've got a delta P3 is 14.2, delta Pi is 15.4, delta P2
is 1.5 and standby. Delta P4 is 5.8.

CAPCOM Copy those.

SPACECRAFT Okay RPM 2 is, go ahead.

CAPCOM Go ahead Sally.

SPACECRAFT Okay RPM 2 is 1591 and RPM 3 is 1786.

CAPCOM We copy those. Go ahead. And Sally since you've
started the flow already go ahead and press on.

SPACECRAFT Okay good, I'll keep going, thanks. And just let
me know if you need any more numbers for some trouble shooting.

CAPCOM Okay, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT No, I said let me know if you need any more.

CAPCOM Okay I'll do that. We've got a little less than a
minute here we'll see you at Yarragadee at 22:05.

SPACECRAFT See you there.

PAO This is Shuttle Control, loss of signal through the
Indian Ocean station, next acquisition through Yarragadee in 8
minutes. At 2 days 21 hours 57 minutes mission elapsed time this
is Shuttle Control Houston.

PAO
#

This is Shuttle Control at 2 days 22 hours 4
minutes mission elapsed time, Challenger appoarching acquisition
through Yarragadee.

CAPCOM And Challenger we're back with you at Yarragadee
for 8 minutes. Challenger we're with you at Yarragadee for 7
minutes and check for a stuck key. Challenger, Houston how do
you read? Challenger, Houston how do you read?
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SPACECRAFT Loud and clear John how bout me?

Okay we finally got you, we think maybe there was aCAPCOM
key stuck.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

Okay anything for us now?

Not really.

SPACECRAFT Okay John the first thing is, since we're passing
over the fair Country of Australia that Captr.in Joe Kerwin —
END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Okay John, the first thing is open, since we're

passing over the fair Country of Australia that Captain Joe Crew

?i\d their nation might be listening and we'd like to thank him

very much for the very kind telegram that he sent us prior to

launch and we'd like to send him and all the folks that are

supporting us down there in Australia our best wishes.

CAPCOM I'm sure they'll all appreciate that.

SPACECRAFT And next subject, we went, decided to go in and

look at the DEUs and their filters and using the IFM checklist

we've pulled off L8 and L16 closeout panels and it looks like

some of the filters on the DEUs dislodged probably during ascent

and out of 4 filters for the two DEUs that are behind L8, 3 of

the filters are no longer where they ought to be and so we're

going to get a little vacuum cleaner action in there and clean

out the lint that has collected around the heat exchangers that

we can see and then we'll try to put those filters back where

they belong.

CAPCOM Okay sounds like a good plan. And Rick you

mentioned earlier another TV pass. We have one scheduled for

CEFS here at the next Buckhorn, did you want one in addition to

that sometime today?

SPACECRAFT Houston Challenger how do you read?

CAPCOM Read you loud and clear. Challenger you got a

continuous key? Challenger how do you read? Challenger how do

you read?

SPACECRAFT Loud and clear.

CAPCOM Okay, somebody onboard we think maybe has a

continuous key.

SPACECRAFT Okay we'll check it out.

END OF TAP*-!
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SPACECRAFT And Houston, Challenger. How do you read?

CAPCOM Reading you loud and clear, John. John, you're
the one that has the continuous key. Every time you key, it
stays on for a minute or two.

PAO This is Shuttle Control. Yarragadee has loss of
signal now.

SPACECRAFT Challenger to John.

CAPCOM I'm reading you loud and clear, Sally. And
Challenger, sounds like everytime John Fabian keys his mike we
get a continuous key for one or two minutes.

PAO LOS at Yarragadee. The next station is Hawaii in
19 minutes. Considerable trouble with UHF communications during
this Yarragadee pass. Apparently one of the crewmen's key sticks
when he transmits, which wipes out the communications. During
that pass at Yarragadee, Rick Hauck sent down the crew's best
wishes to Astronaut Joe Kerwin and all the folks in Australia
supporting this flight. Kerwin, who flew in the Skylab program
is currently serving a tour in Australia as che Senior NASA
Scientific Advisor to the government there. At 2 days, 22 hours,
15 minutes, mission elapsed time, this is Shuttle Control,
Houston. This is Shuttle Control at 2 days, 22 hours, 32
minutes mission elapsed time. Standing by for acquisition thru
Hawai i .

CAPCOM Challenger, we're back with you over Hawaii for
about 2-1/2 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, how do you read me, Big John?

CAPCOM Read you loud and clear, now. We think maybe
somebody had a continuous key back there, maybe VOX or somethinq
like that with max sensitivy.

SPACECRAFT No, we haven't been using VOX, we've had a couple
of these HIU's hang up on, with keying before. But we're back
with you. I don't know if you've heard, we've had Rick down here
cleaning the fans on 'he DEU's 2 and 3. That job is now complete
and he's buttoning back up. They did have quite a bit of debris
and a couple of those little screens had actualy shaken off,
probably during ascent, so that some of the debris appeared to be
on it, on the little heat exchanger itself. But that's all
cleaned up now.

CAPCOM Okay, Crip. We copy that and we'd like to talk to
Sally and have her do some parameter changes on the CFES.

SPACECRAFT Okay, standby. Okay, John. Let me get a pencil.
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CAPCOM Okay, Sally. The addresses we need changed are,
there are 4 of them, they're 1548, 1549, 1550, and 1551. The new
values we want are 220, 026, 040, and 025. And what we're doing
there is adjusting RPM's 2 and 3 and you're going to get an out
of range message, and we'd like you to disregard those. Just
adjust them so we can get the delta P's back in order.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John. I copied down address 1548, 49, 50,
and 51. New values, 220, 026, 040, and 025.

CAPCOM That is correct.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and let me tell you about 1 other thing,
just when the voltage came on, during the SEP run with no sample
flowing . . .

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT 0 40 and 025.

CAPCOM That's correct.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and let me tell you about one other thing,

just when the voltage came on, I was doing the SEP run with no

samole flowing. We got a record sloag indication, and it was

echo loo, which I think is the carrier fluid, and that happened

at MET of 22:24.

CAPCOM We copy that.

SPACECRAFT And I think that does it now.

CAPCOM Okay, we're approaching LOS, I'll see you at

Buckhorn at 22:42.

SPACECRAFT See you then.

PA0 This is Shuttle Control, Hawaii has loss of

signal. Challenger will be within range of the Buckhorn station

in 5 minutes. At 2 days, 22 hours, 37 minutes, E^^,
Time, this is Shuttle Control, Houston. This is Shuttle Control,

2 days, 22 hours, 42 minutes, Mission Elapsed Time. Buckhorn has

acquisition now.

CAPCOM And Challenger, we're with you over Buckhorn now,

and we'll be with you at stateside in about 12 more minutes.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston's back with you.

SPACECRAFT Roger, that. Hew do you read, big John?

CAPCOM Okay, got you loud and clear, we're trying to

figure out a configuration here, and we wonder if you did a panel

command a while back?

SPACECRAFT That's a negative. No

CAPCOM Okay Crip, it looks like if he didn't do one on

purpose, we got one inadvertently.

SPACECRAFT No, no, we had a, back when we were over Australia

here, somebody did a panel command, so you're right.

CAPCOM Did anybody change their ACCU?

SPACECRAFT Say again.

CAPCOM Did anyone change their ACCU?

SPACECRAFT Say again your last, John, (garble)

.

4
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CAPCOM Did anybody change the ACCU?

SPACECRAFT Negative.

CAPCOM Okay, we're going to go back our oriain*!configuration, and you'll get an NSP message
°riginal

SPACECRAFT Roger, that.

CAPCOM Okay.

SPACECRAFT Did that change anything. Test 1, 2, 3, 4.

CAPCOM We're checking, and while we're Hoi™ m,..you give us command on the TV. g hat would

SPACECRAFT I was going to handle the TV for this pass.
CAPCOM Okay. And we still have the constant key. Crip.

offnow
A
fL UH^

37
'

herS C°mtS the middeck ««. «*e -i—ek is

CAPCOM we're checking, okay, that was where the problemwas

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll leave it off for a while.

tKlK. It TeelTu™ the^rest L"?
t0 d° h" e with

on, via the cue card
9 somebody to turn the ANIK SCA power

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll power up the ANIK,

SPACECRAFT Roger, that.

CAPCOM And we just want you to power it up and leave the
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SCA disabled.

SPACECRAFT Roger, understand.

^coverage. 9° fc ab°Ut 2 minutes *** 40 seconds .ore of

SPACECRAFT Are you taking TV now?

CAPCOM Yes sir> we got your patch r
.

ght ^
SS^KF- .^-'R^en^^trcrew^r^i^tl0" ^^

^

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Sir we've got your patch right now.

SPACECRAFT Okay we think, we wanted to show you something else
that we got. Recently the crew of flight 7 had an opportunity to
visit the President. He supplied us with one of his favorite
candies, some jelly beans straight from the White House that
we've been enjoying up here.

CAPCOM Looks tasty. Better grab them.

SPACECRAFT And we've been grabbing them a little bit. There's
Captain Hauck making a famous grab.

CAPCOM The Astros could have used him last night, they
lost another one.

SPACECRAFT And Big John, its a little easier to make the
catches here.

CAPCOM That's affirm.

SPACECRAFT Get the Doc in a picture here. I tell you, it's
tough keeping up with this group. How much longer we got TV?

CAPCOM Okay we just lost you through Buckhorn, we'll
regain you in Mila in about a minute.

SPACECRAFT Roger that. And I believe, let me get ahold of the
ANIK here.

CAPCOM And we're regaining TV.

SPACECRAFT Roger that and you—starting off with a little of
our patrotic symbol.

CAPCOM We all recognize that.

SPACECRAFT Roger that. And John just to give you an update on
the CEFS, we've got th-3 sample flowing in here and I know that
unfortunately you can't see it through this, it's really a pretty
sample. It's staits off—before the separation it was a deep
purple and now its starting to separate into three distinct
streams, and we do have a blue one on the far left, a white one
in the middle, and a red one on the outside and its really nice
we may try and see if we can get a color TV closeup of that later
on for you, it's really pretty.

CAPCOM Okay

SPACECRAFT And Ed's got the TV.

CAPCOM He's starting to smile.

4
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SPACECRAFT Got to keep Ed smiling. And on the ANIK, did youwant us to do a 10 on that with an item 1?

CAPCOM That's affirmative.

SPACECRAFT In the work. And John we've just got anotherrecord fill on the CEFS, it's addressed Charlie 000.

CAPCOM Understand, Charlie 000, record fill.

SPACECRAFT Correct. Okay you got the 10 on the ANIK and we'restanding by for further instructions. Okay.

51C0L n ?
k
f
y w?'5? 9° ln<3 to s ^nd a series of commands herefrom the ground to withdraw the pins and we'll let you know whenthat s done and you can power down the SCA.

SPACECRAFT Okay, understand. And John if you can have INCOcall up the flight deck camera we've got the CEFS stream. Andthat's what you've got right now.

?n
P
f^n- a* ^Y6S WS ' r

?
Seeing that ri 9ht now Sally. And we canin fact see the separate streams.

SPACECRAFT' That's great.

CAPCOM And John if you would enable the SCA for us.

SPACECRAFT Okay SCA 2 enable coming at you. Okay. Tilgot. Go ahead. 1

CAPCOM Yes we got one index pin withdrawn and we'rewording on the other one.

SPACECRAFT okay we show them both on.

CAPCOM Go ahead Sally,

SPACECRAFT Okay I was just going to give you a little bit of adescription of the streams for the CEFS people. It looks like

Tf lL
S
tl

ln9 3 fr i

St
e
nding WaV6S

'
oscillations but no? wavertng

?k
St

^
ea

T:
Xt l00kS like the breams are kind of sinusoidalbut they don't seem to be wavering back and forth and we'll testthe execute numbers for them once the sample gets to the topit's not quite up to the top yet.

P '

CAPCOM we copy and you can power down the SCA.

SPACECRAFT Okay thank you.

CAPCOM

END OF TAPE

CAPCOM we were wondering if the cabin sand, or the sandor the DEU filters were back into place? 'end OP tap?
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CAPCOM We copy, and you can power down the SCA.

SPACECRAFT Okay , than* you.

CAPCOM We were wonder if the cabin fan—or the DEU filters
weje back in place.

SPACECRAFT Yes, that's affirmative. Rick's got them back on
the two that we checked, that's DEUs 2 and 3.

SPACECRAFT Yes, we're still going to go over it and get 4.

CAPCOM Okay. Sally, we'd like, if you have time, to give
us another readout of all four delta Ps.

SPACECRAFT Okay, all four delta Ps. Delta P 1 is 1.1, delta P
2 is 0.3, delta P 3 is 1.2, and delta P 4 is 1.6.

CAPCOM We copy those. And for your information, we had
another spectacular view of you as you went over Houston this
morning

.

SPACECRAFT Great. We had a good view of you, too.

SPACECRAFT Only it was all black.

CAPCOM That's why we could see you real well, you were in
the sunlight and we weren't.

SPACECRAFT Roger, that.

CAPCOM TV still coming through nice and clear.

SPACECRAFT Sally just working away down there.

CAPCOM Crip, we were wondering if you, if anybody has
tried them, if you'd give us a qualitative analysis of how the
very lic^t weight headsets feel.

SPACECRAFT Say again your last, John.

CAPCOM We were wondering if anybody tried the verv light
weight headsets, and if so, what's the qualitative analysis?

SPACECRAFT I was thinking about using a mixture, I guess
they're just like everything, there are pros and cons to both,
I'm not sure that I find any overdriving factor right now. The
biggest thing that pro for the very light weight, is the noise
cancelling mike, which I thought we were going to use the
speakers. However, some of them still tend to interfere, so
we're not exactly able to do that, although that is a
configuration of working at night.
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CAPCOM We copy.

SPACECRAFT I've got one on now John ,
«d It's^retty^ ^

Tt^TtlV^oTeE oftLl°Xt th.S makes the, almost
o
unusable

.

CAPCOM Copy that, and we lost our picture.

SPACECRAFT Copy that. •

™prr,M And we got three more minutes at Bermuda. Would
C

ve us a Uttle Information on what caused the cab.n fan
you give us
message?

secured it for just a little bit to do that.

CAPCOM Okay.

SPACECRAFT One thing you could f^™'^"andTar^ln'
guys, we did manage to get around the cockp

fcQ record the

S^UrtioTtni^^^^nS^ to premutation on orbit.

CAPCOM We copy that. And Sally, those CFES numbers you

read to us sound good.

SPACECRAFT Okay, good.

Tn^V"l^iTyofwould/we^ke to Know what your middeck

comm configuration is at that time.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we can tell you.

CAPCOM That's on the ATU.

SPACECRAFT Roger, that. I'll tell you now, it's, we'll tell

you there.

CAPCOM Well, you can tell me now.

SPACECRAFT Okay, it's air to ground 1, TR, air to ground 2 is

off, and air to air is off.

CAPCOM Copy.
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the SPAS later today in preparation for prox ops tomorrow.

CAPCOM That's all still under investigation, John, and

we'll get back to you as soon as we come up with something.

SPACECRAFT Okay, no big rush at all.

CAPCOM And at Dakar, we would like to have all of the

particular switch positions on that ATU when we get there.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM . . . that's all still under investigation, John.
We'll get back to you as soon as we come up with something.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

.

CAPCOM And at Dakar, we would like to have all the
particular switch positions on that ATU, when we get there.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'm not sure I comprehend, but we'll be
prepared to do whatever it is you want.

CAPCOM It's Dr. Fendell's never ending search for
knowledge.

SPACECRAFT I won't touch that one.

PAO This is Shuttle Control. Bermuda has loss of
signal. Dakar will lock onto Challenger in about 2-1/2
minutes. TV from both Goldstone and MI LA during this stateside
pass. We'll stand by for acquisition at Dakar at 2 days, 23
hours 2 minutes. This is Shuttle Control Houston.

CAPCOM We're back with you at Dakar, and Ascension for
about 10 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Loud and clear, John.

CAPCOM And whenever you get an opportunity if you;d just
go to the middeck ATU and read me all the positions, including
the volume knobs.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John. I'm getting there now.

CAPCOM We're trying to find out why, what caused that
constant keying from that ATU.

SPACECRAFT Okay, powers in audio turn. Air to ground 1 is TR,
air to ground 2 is off. Air to air is off, ICOMM A anb B are
both TR. VOX sensitivity is 4. Volume is 8. All the
thumbwheels are 5's. It's PTT PTT. (garble) ACU and the
speaker mike is off.

CAPCOM Thank you. Okay, when you stopped that constant
keying, did you do anything other than turn the power off? I

guess a better question is what did you do to stop the constant
keying on that ATU. And Sally are you still by the ATU?

SPACECRAFT Yes, I could be.

CAPCOM Could you turn the air-to-ground 2 on or put it in
TR and give us a check.
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SPACECRAFT Okay. It's in TR now.

CAPCOM Okay, put the air to air to TR now.

SPACECRAFT It's there.

CAPCOM Okay, turn the air to air to off, that sounds like

the problem.

SPACECRAFT Okay, air to air, and air to ground 2 are both off

on the middeck ATU.

CAPCOM Okay, leave the air to ground 2 NTR. It looks like

we get a constant key on the air to air when its in the TR

position

.

SPACECRAFT What?

CAPCOM We'd like to try the air to air i

n the receive only and see what happens.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Sally leave the air to ground 2 to off.

CAPCOM And Challenger, that completes the troubleshooting,

and we'll leave that ATU in its present configuration. And Crip,

we're going to update your state vector here shortly.

SPACECRAFT And John, the CEFS, we've just got another record

fill, ECHO, CHARLIE, 0, 0.

CAPCOM We copy. We've got a minute to LOS here, we'll see

you at Botswana at 23, 24.

PAO This is Shuttle Control. Challenger has moved out

of range at Ascension Island, which had some overlapping coverage

with Dakar on this orbit.

END OF TAPE
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16 minutes
' Mission Elapsed Time, this isShuttle Control, Houston. This is Shuttle Control at 2 days 23hours, 23 minutes, Mission Elapsed time. Standing by foracquisition through Botswana on orbit number 48.

CAPCOM And Challenger, we're back with you on the UHFBotswana for about 4 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, loud and clear, and one of my IFM persons
fb t of* ?° hink Terl T ^ Cleaned U?' ^d'tJere^L quite
liA* k i 1 ,

k tl
^
ere was even raore debris over on the 2 3side, but he's got it all done and he's in the process ofbuckling up panels right now.

Process of

CAPCOM Good job.

SPACECRAFT He does good work in spite of what I say about him.

CAPCOM We copy.

SPACECRAFT Could I ask you a question please, sir?

CAPCOM Yes, sir.

loading TFL's 103 and 161?
v^ing anead and

CAPCOM I'll be right back to you.

SPACECRAFT Okay, no rush.

1C1 -
Cr * p '

w
? don,t see an^ ^ason why you can't qo back

^hf?T h
°kay

- WeU
'

let me chec* with my doc, find out

you
C
at Yarragadee^at tfj^ " ^ 1

' 11 —
fh^CRAr 23*°'. and £° r your information, i am going te qoahead and proceed with loading 103 and 1.61.

CAPCOM Thank you, sir.
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SPACECRAFT And John, we just finished a successful collection

of sample 1 in the CFES.

CAPCOM We copy.

PAO This is Shuttle Control, Challenger is out of range

at Botswana now. Yarragadee is next in 12 minutes. At 2 days,

23 hours, 28 minutes, Mission Elapsed time, this is Shuttle

Control, Houston. This is Shuttle Control, 2 days, 23 hours, 40

minutes, Mission Elapsed time. Yarragadee has acquired

Challenger. This is Shuttle Control, Yarragadee has a pointing

problem with the antenna and we may not get good comm for this

station, we'll stand by.

Challenger, we're with you at Yarragadee for 7

And Challenger, Houston, how do you read?

Loud and clear, how do you read us?

Read you the same, Crip, Yarragadee had its antenna

stuck in the verticle position there for about 6 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

And John, I got a couple of numbers for the CFES

CAPCOM
minutes

,

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
people.

CAPCOM Okay, I'm standing by.

SPACECRAFT Okay, these are the separation voltages that the

cue card asked me to read out over in block H on the card

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Okay, John. I got a couple numbers for the CFES
people

.

CAPCOM Okay, I'm standing by.

SPACECRAFT Okay, these are the separation voltages that the
cue card asked me to read out over in block H on the card. The
first reading was 255 volts. Second reading was 252 volts.

CAPCOM Okay, thank you Sally.

SPACECRAFT Okay. And right now the first sample is flushing
out and we're getting ready to do the second sample.

CAPCOM Thank you,

SPACECRAFT Just a note of interest. I was watching the too of
the column during the collection and there really is quite a bit
of waver up at the, up at the top of the column. It looked like
it was maybe wavering, oh I'd say 10 or 15 exit tubes. It was,
it's hard to quantify but it was moving around quite a bit.

CAPCOM we copy. We're approaching LOS. We'll see you at
Hawaii at 06. That's 0006,

SPACECRAFT Roger that.

PA0 This is Shuttle Control. Challenger out of range
now at Yarragadee. Next station Hawaii in about 16 minutes. At
2 days, 23 hours, 50 minutes mission elapsed time this is Shuttle
Control, Houston.

PA0
.

This is Shuttle Control at 3 days, 5 minutes
Mission Elapsed Time. Challenger started over at 49 a short time
ago. Now approaching acquisition through Hawaii.

CAPCOM And Challenger, we're back with you at Hawaii for
about 7 and a half minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, loud and clear big John. You guys going to
try to do another little Ku-band stuff here at Hawaii?

CAPCOM No sir. We're going to do that over Mila with TV.

SPACECRAFT Oh, okay. Fine. We'll have the camera set up and
waiting on you guys.

CAPCOM Thank you sir. I got a new attitude we'd like for
you to go to. We want to cool down the SPAS some.

SPACECRAFT Okay, stand by one. I'm ready to copy.
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CAPCOM Okay, we want to point payload bay to deep space
for awhile so we'll use a body vector number 5 with a pitch of
270, a yaw of 062 and an omicron of 0. And the target ID will be

SPACECRAFT Okay, understand target ID is 2, body vector's 5,
pitch at 270, yaw 062 and omicron is 0 and would you like to do
that now?

CAPCOM Stand by 1 Crip,

CAPCOM Hey, Crip. It shouldn't affect the upcoming Ku
test so go ahead and do your maneuvering now.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Very good. The maneuver's in progress.

CAPCOM Yes, sir, we see that.

SPACECRAFT If Payloads is interested, we saw GAS cannister 2,s
lid close at 23 36.

CAPCOM We copy.

SPACECRAFT And Houston, Challenger. Reference our earlier
request about another TV pass. I think we've already broke down
all the TVs so I didn't get to turn anything on like that we iust
as soon not do it.

CAPCOM Okay, we copy.

CAPCOM We got a minute to go here at Hawaii. We'll see
you at Buckhorn at 1 7.

SPACECRAFT Okay, fine and dandy.

PA0 Th i s is Shuttle Control. Hawaii has loss...

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Okay, fine and dandy.

This is Shuttle Control, Hawaii has loss of
signal. Command*. Bob Crippen is maneuvering Challenger to a new
" 1 to P0 }!^

the Payload bay at deep space to help cool downthe SPAS. Challenger's payload bay has been pointed toward theearth. We still expect to get the scheduled television pass atMerritt Island during this stateside pass . That TV is of theKu-band antenna pointing, however we do not expect to get cabintelevision, Crippen reporting that the cameras had been stowed.Buckhorn will acquire Challenger in just over 30 seconds, we'llstand by.

l
h° u

This. is Shuttle Control, the current flight controlteam will break shift at 7:30 a.m. central daylight time. FlightDirector, Tommy Holloway, the offcoming flight director hasscheduled his Change of Shift News Conference for 8:30 centraldaylight time. Change-of-Shi f t News Conference, 8:30 a mcentral daylight time, room 135 at the JSC News Center.

CAPCOM And Challenger, we're back with you over themainland for about 17 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okeidoke

.

SPACECRAFT It looks like we ought to be coming over, justabout overhead you guys this time.

CAPCOM That's affirmative.

SPACECRAFT And it should be daylight.

CAPCOM Yes sir.

SPACECRAFT And how's your weather?

CAPCOM well, we can't see outside but I hear rumors thatit s clear

.

SPACECRAFT Oh, good. What are the problems with the MOCR?You guys have got it (garble) over just in time so we can't seeit mayebe. But we'll be looking.

CAPCOM Roger that.

CAPCOM And Sally, how is the CFES doing these days?

SPACECRAFT I think she's down there taking pictures.

CAPCOM We were wondering if she had the same problemgetting the sample 2 syringe in.
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fftefwhfL.
^

'

I,U 9<?t h6C t0 qive ^ - report on that

CAPCOM Okay.

s^fon tn^r?* r^now^— P— • »"le

CAPCOM Roger that.

CAPCOM we copy.

CAPCOM And we are handing over to Mila for the TV.

CAPCOM And we got a good picture.

unfortunately you guys are down on thTbeUy
"

CAPCOM Roger that.

SPACECRAFT Is Ed still playing with the Ku-band?

CAPCOM Yes sir.

r^rju v„rMiTi a r^c^:— - ~* - «...

CAPCOM okay, go ahead, Sally.

it looks good. The one thina ?EL }I
are on and everything,

think it happened the ?ast r^n ^,i
^usual about this and I

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT ...more than I was expecting away. In fact in

looks like, it's a little bit hard to tell because the streams

are pretty diffuse, a little bit hard to see. But the third

stream over to the right seems to be out to the edge of the, out

to the edge to the tube and I think its hitting the edge. And it

looks like its just kind of sliding up the right hand side of the

column,

CAPCOM We copy.

SPACECRAFT And Houston, Challenger, John just noticed that our

GAS two lid is back open again.

CAPCOM We copy.

SPACECRAFT And John, I'm looking more closely at the exit tube

numbers right now and I may have been wrong about what I told

you. Right now the first stream, the one furthest left is

exiting between 60 and 80.

CAPCOM Copy, Sally.

SPACECRAFT And the second one looks like its starting at 100

and goes over to about 120.

CAPCOM Copy

.

SPACECRAFT And the third one is very hard to see, but it looks

like its starting at around 150.

CAPCOM Copy that.

SPACECRAFT Yeah, I guess I took a couple of extra pictures
trying to document where it looked like it was running into the

wall down towards the middle of the column so I don't know if

there's a problem or not.

CAPCOM It sounds okay to the CFES folks.

SPACECRAFT Okay, that's good.

SPACECRAFT We just had a nice pass by Biscayne Bay.

CAPCOM Roger that.

SPACECRAFT And John, you can tell them that we just got
another record filled, and this one is echo eight zero, zero.

CAPCOM Copy echo eight zero, zero.

SPACECRAFT That's right.
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CAPCOM We're about 30 seconds to an LOS here, we'll see

you down at Dakar in about 6 minutes and Sally due to one of

those record fills, we're not getting flow ones so the CFES folks

would like for you to read that out, each time you take a

separation voltage that would help.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'll read out (garble) separation voltages

and the separation voltages for the (garble) were both 232 and

the collection is complete.

CAPCOM Thank you.

SPACECRAFT We're going to grab a bite of lunch, thank you.

CAPCOM Roger, sir and we'll see you at 43.

PA0 This is Shuttle Control, Bermuda has loss of

signal. Dakar will pick up Challenger in about 6 and a half

minutes. There will be overlapping coverage at Ascension. Bob

Crippen indicating that the crew is getting ready for lunch.

Sally Ride continuing to operate the CFES. At 3 days 36 minutes

mission elapsed time, this is Shuttle Control Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, we're back with you at Dakar at

Ascension for 9 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John we hear you and we're enjoying noodles

and chicken and turkey.

CAPCOM Sounds good.

SPACECRAFT It's tough to respond to you with a mouth full of

food.

CAPCOM And Crip, while you're eating there, if you're in

the mood to listen I can give you a quick overview of what we

intend to do with the SPAS today and tomorrow.

SPACECRAFT You want to do that now?

CAPCOM If you're in the mood to listen.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John, Crip and John aren't on con. now and if

you could wait for just a few minutes, it would be better for us.

CAPCOM That's fine, let us know when a good time.

SPACECRAFT Okay, how long is this pass?

CAPCOM We've got about 5 more minutes here and then we'll

see you at Botswanna for a good 6...

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT John, Crip and John aren't on comm now and if youcould wait for just a few minutes, it'd be better for us.

CAPCOM That's fine. Let us know when a good time.

SPACECRAFT Okay. How long is this pass?

CAPCOM we got about 5 more minutes here and then we'll seeyou at Botswana for a good 6 minutes or so.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Botswana would probably be a good time.

C
u
PC

?
M
,c ^

nd U ' U be about 8 minutes. We'll lose you inabout 45 seconds. We'll see you at Botswana at 5 6.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John. Talk to you at Botswana.

CAPCOM Challenger, we're back with you at Botswana forabout 7 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, big John, and John and I are standing by totalk about the SPAS.

CAPCOM Okay, Crip. The big overview is we're going to

nf
a
lL V

*
a in "\is

„
deeP s Pace Pointing attitude for the remainderot the day and let you go back to minus ZLV for the sleep^° ; i/nd

Jj

he reason we're doing it is to let the SPAS get agood cold soak. We had intended on doing a short checkout " th is

^nn n°°£ b
?£.

W
S ?f?}?

ed not to do another thermal cycle on thething. We think it'll work well tomorrow so we're going to leave

ihe
W
te
6
st from

S

there?^ Ch6Ck°Ut ^ PrOC*ed ™ » ith

nor^rcheck
0^ Ch" k °Ut *> ln* t0 ^ " ™«

to
?
you tonight!

8 ' 11 UP th°Se procedures and they'll come up

SPACECRAFT Okiedoke. And somebody will come up withapproximate time you want us to go back to ZLV.

CAPCOM Yes sir.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I copy that. That sound good to me andwe're, we're still planning this afternoon to activate the

earner\h^n
e
n^«

n
K

0n ^ t0 St°P the MAUS 1 experiment noearlier than 0428 by my calculations.

CAPCOM And those comments are correct. And Crip we'reopen to any other further comments you might have as far asadjusting sleep periods or anything else you might want to do to
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make things run a little smoother.

SPACECRAFT Okay. How much time do they think that some
adjustment in sleep period is going to be required? We're
already pulling it forward 2 hours tonight.

CAPCOM We're estimating that the checkout in the morning
will be approximately 30 to 40 minutes.

SPACECRAFT And do you think that's in it on top of what we
already have.

CAPCOM We're looking at deleting that course align which
may eleviate some of the problem.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead. Yea, I think that'll work out pretty
good then so I think we can probably hack it within the time
period we have.

CAPCOM Okay and if you have any other comments about it
the remainder of the day we're open for anything.

SPACECRAFT Okay, that sounds good and I'll just plan to use
the postsleep period or a portion of it in the morning so we're
ready to go on time and we'll look forward to seeing the
procedures when you're ready to send them up.

CAPCOM Okay and the latest word is we will try to get you
those procedures up this afternoon so you can mull them over a
little bit before you go to sleep this evening.

SPACECRAFT It'd make it a heck of a lot easier if you could.

CAPCOM Okay.

SPACECRAFT Sir, we look forward to doing business with you.

CAPCOM Thank you, sir.

CAPCOM And John, we'd like to go ahead and start the— . vi o. a yvj cuieciu dna snare cne
friction experiment as soon as you feel it's reasonable to do.

SPACECRAFT Okay. I'll give you a time hack on that but it'll
be within the next minute or two. How's that?

CAPCOM That's great and one other thing. We're going to
do that TAGS test here on orbit number 50 and we got to power
that thing up about 30 minutes early so I got about 3 switches
I'd like for you to check if somebody can do that.

SPACECRAFT I'm available.
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Okay. On panel Al we need to get the KU control to
CAPCOM
command

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
alpha.

That's verified.

On A7 the CC TV power to main alpha.

Stand by 1, say that one again.

On panel alpha 7 - A7 - the CC TV power to main

SPACECRAFT Okay and you've got that.

ofthe TAGS itse??! J^neeS to^t ^^ ™ ™*« is
'

We need to 9et the master power enabled.
SPACECRAFT
ver i f y.

Okay, it should have launched that way but we'll

Thank you, sir, and INCO will take it from there.

What pass is he going to do that on?

pass°on orbit 50.'
8 Plannin

* 0n^ that on the next stateside

SPACECRAFT Okay. Sounds good and I can verifv -h * ^power is enable. verify that the master

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

END OF TAPE

Thank you sir.

Okay, John. i' m ready to activate the..
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CAPCOM . ..INCO will take it from there.

SPACECRAFT What pass is he going to do that on?

CAPCOM He's planning on doing that on the next stateside
pass on orbit 50.

SPACECRAFT Okay, sounds good. And I can verify that the
(garble) power is available.

CAPCOM Thank you sir.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John, I'm ready to activate the friction
experiment at this time and I'd like to assume that: the friction
temperature is still within limits, it's been within limits
during the entire operation and that way I don't have to power up
the DHS.

CAPCOM You may assume that.

SPACECRAFT Okay, it's in work and I'll give you a (garble).

SPACECRAFT John, do you guys think we can stay in this
attitude until IMU align and then just go pick up the IMU and
then go from to ZLV?

CAPCOM Right now that's the plan, Crip.

SPACECRAFT Okay, that's sounds reasonable.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John friction was activated at 01, 02, 30,
and I'm going to keep the circuit breaker and the panel active
switch on until the completion of the friction experiment.

CAPCOM Thank you sir, we copy that. We've got about a
minute left here at Botswanna, we'll see you at Yarragadee at
0117.

SPACECRAFT 0117.

PAO This is Mission Control Houston, loss of signal at
Botswanna. The crew during the Botswanna pass was instructed to
leave the spacecraft in a deep space pointing attitude, that is
with the payload bay continuously away from the Sun. Enertially,
fixed in attitude for the next several hours at least until prior
to the sleep period and then another lift will be made, although
we need to stay in that attitude, primarily this is for cooling

down the overheated component in the SPAS pallets satellite. The
friction experiment was activated during the pass at Botswanna.
Later on today the cabin will be repressur i zed to the 14.7 normal
operating pressure. After some 29 and a half hours at 10.2 lbs
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per square inch. Yarragadee upcoming in 11 minutes. Day 3, 0
hours, 5 minutes, 1 hour 5 minutes. This is Mission Control
Houston.

PA0 This is Mission Control Houston, acquistion in 40
seconds at Yarragadee, Australia. Nearing the end of orbit 49,
final Yarragadee pass of the morning.

CAPCOM Challenger the granite team is with you at
Yarragadee. Challenger, Houston, the granite team with you at
Yarragadee for 6 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger, how do you read?

CAPCOM Roger, loud and clear now. The granite team is
with you at Yarragadee for 5 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, granite team.

SPACECRAFT How are you guys doing this afternoon?

CAPCOM Great, how are you'll doing.

SPACECRAFT Just clicking along.

CAPCOM we just finished our breakfast.

SPACECRAFT By my watch it's about 5 of 8.

CAPCOM Roger that.

SPACECRAFT Challenger, Houston we'll be going LOS in 30
seconds, see you at Guam at 1 plus 29.

PA0 This is Mission Control Houston, roughly 50 seconds
to reacquisition of Challenger through the Guam tracking station,
which will be the start of...

END OF TAPE
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seconds to reacquisi tion^f°^
C
??

tr01
' Hous t°n, roughly 50

station which ^U
S

be ?ne start oTlll^l^ the " Ua™ tr««nq
The offgoing Fliqht nir!!J; I

f °rblt #50 for this flight
Change-of-shift News Bri^f?nA

T
°Ty Holl°™V -ill hold his

Briefing room at 8?!o f ^n^Vv^ 1 "9
.

2 News Cen *er
Plight Director, Tommy Hoiloway 8.3^ ^•% time

-
T° rePeat <

JSC. we should have LquL'u^n fboU°t now^^am
01"' BUUdin<J 2 '

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you at Guam for 5 minutes.
SPACECRAFT Loud and clear.

righ?
M
AD! is interna??

961
' " y°U Ca " just that the

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

Right, ADI is off. O-F-F.

Okay, „e would l ike to have it in inertial, Dlt ,anp
SPACECRAFT Be happy, „hy do you need that?
CAPCOM It . u ju8t pufc sQme ^ ^^^^^ ^
SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT What kind of data ace you guys ^
and^en we doW^^f the_attitudes

SPACECRAFT i thought we were frvinn - • .yxic we were trying to minimize cryo use.
CAPCOM Okav
the attitudes wel^^^^^ ^^T,
SPACECRAFT 1

1 m lost, John.

ITfgain?
y°U talkin^ ab°" going ahead and pulling the

CAPCOM yes

.

seconds, we.li
C
s
h

L
U

a
e
t
9
^;airL

t0
?'

pns

a

^.
90in9 L°S ln 20

SPACECRAFT okay, John, see you there.

away from reacguil jtion°at^JlT^ 3^ ^ 5 rai"^esan. Day 3, 1 hour and 36 minutes,
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this is Mission Control, Houston.

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston, reacqu isi t ion in
40 seconds at Hawaii. Change~of Shift Briefing with Flight
Director, Tommy Holloway will start at 8:30 central daylight in
the Johnson Space Center New Room, room 135.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with at Hawaii for 8 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Loud and clear, John.

SPACECRAFT And John, the CFES sample 3 collection is complete.

CAPCOM Copy that, Sally.

SPACECRAFT We had no problems and if you have got a pencil
handy, I can give you the senaration voltages and flow 1.

CAPCOM Roger, ready to copy, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT It was 24 7, 24 7, and 0 44.

CAPCOM Copy that, thank you.

SPACECRAFT And Houston, Challenger, for your information for
payloads, Step 2 of the friction experiment is complete.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy, thank you, good show.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston, we have a note for you on
a little troubleshooting with CRT-3.

SPACECRAFT Okay, go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger Bob, we would like -

END OF TAPE
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We copy , than, you gooa
ft

OW.^^"iith
Houston, we have a note for you on a

CRT 3.

SPACECRAFT Okay, go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger, Bob, we'd like you to P£«
t£uf

*

f \he CRT

assign it to an !m machine an thar- P-^thfou ^ ^ ^
and then give us a report ot tne p<~>

byte flags and reset if required.

A . u nkav we got a DEU byte flag.
SPACECRAFT Okay. Okay, we yu

SPACECRAFT Cay, anything else you want n,e to do with x«

we would like you to try and reset the flag, Bob.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT Okay, the flag resets

CAPCOM is the CRT still blank, Crip?

SPACECRAFT Af f i rmat i ve

Copy that, we-d like you to put the ^or function

switch in SM, Crip.

SPACECRAFT It is in SM.

Okay, our data was showing different, thank you.

SPACECRAFT You probably had to decipher it.

CAPCOM Roger,

T m-iod it to GNC and back to SM.
SPACECRAFT I cycled iz w

copy Stand by one Bo, we.e going^o ,e looK.ng

at the data we have for a tew minute

SPACECRAFT Ok ie-doke

.

Crip, we see spec 88 on CRT down here, if you'd go

ahead and hit a resume for us please.

t ,wt- see how you can hardly have a spec 88 since

SPACECRAFT I don t see now Y°
resume.

that's a display, but okay. There

CAPCOM Thank you.
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SPACECRAFT John, this is Norm.

CAPCOM Go ahead Norm.

SPACECRAFT For Bill Thornton, I sent down a EOG usinq the DCamps on the biomed channel about 35 minutes ago.

CaPCOM Okay, we'll get the message to hi

^E
nn

AFT
•

°kay
,'.

and again we ' d appreciate feedback on howthat DC amp is working.

CAPCOM Okay, we'll get it back to you Norm.

SPACECRAFT Thanks.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston we're going LOS in 10 seconds,we'll see you at the states at 151.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John see you there.

PA0
.

Mission Control Houston, loss of signal at Hawaii,reacquisition across the States at Buckhorn in about 50
aW311 '

3

e
co??^nJIn

S?l0
?K

SP
nS

l4 liSt Sally Ride reP°rted that the sample

is
"

't k c Ik
'
Continuous Flow Electrophesis System,is complete. John Fabian reported that the SPAS frictionexperiment run was complete. Additional troubleshooting

procedures were passed up to the crew in an attempt to sort out

to see TfTlT S
RVr Cath°de ray display tube num^r 3,

the prt c i £?
ri

?
d ° f n° P°Wer might nave hel Ped b*t no joy,

momentarily? '
We Sh°Uld be ac<?uiri^ th^ugh Buckhorn

CAPCOM
minutes,
minutes

.

Challenger, Houston's with you at the States for 16Challenger, Houston with you at the States for 16

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

END OF TAPE

Okay, loud and clear John, how do you read me?

Loud and clear.
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CAPCOM ...you at the states for 16 minutes.

minxes.
Challenger," Houston with you at the states for 16

SPACECRAFT Okay, loud and clear John. How do you read me?
CAPCOM Loud and clear.

CAPCOM Roger, we did a resume on it from down here Bob.
SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM And Crip just a report on our CRT 3

g^eid
8^ 1^ r 'sr^r&S: yours aia -' t

- — -
S
S

L
A
cT?C got°^do mCe l^t ^ »"» ™"

CAPCOM Okay.

you a feedback Is to how ?tbooks' " SOOn 93 We d°
'

U give

un^uLs i?^ ^ «»t.- what one of the E

of
A
theT

T
u„its

e

Sounds
g
nLr°

U 3 and 1 Said that ' s ^at one

slight at^ci?-^^\^;^«:^ what -
SPACECRAFT Norm just gave you a roger. How do you read me

CAPCOM Okay,. we copy you now.

unufsouLs like/
jUSt ^ V°U that WaS what °™ <* the E WCCU

CAPCOM okay. We copy you now. Thanks.
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CAPCOM And c .

^ send you 5 pages ^'th.^r3^^^^^"

'

SPACECRAFT Onf^.n^
y°U starting up^ow^

1 "9
"

We ' U be ^-g for them. Are they,

CAPCOM Roger
, they , re ^ the .

r ^
SPACECRAFT All right.

CAPCOM M
think we got 2 f^'Xets o:t

fin
^Shed the TAGS now. Wethat for us please. We may have^ Uk<? V°U to

SPACECRAFT Let m
1 P*ece of Paper that^'h^anl it. Okay „h t >ve got
CAPCOM Wo

lights,

second. see SSu^c^sio^JS^L^SI "* ^ '« «
SPACECRAFT 3 plus 00 .

the^are no 1^? had tu™ed the power off. Bob. That . s why~T Oh, you had already turn, it off. okay .

PAO
through Ascens^l^r^^his^^?- ^ acguisition

CAPCOM rh*n^
minutes.

Challenger, Houston with you at Ascension fQr g

Spacecraft Go ahead and (garble, John .

CAPCOM And ,n. .

°kay, Sally,
ashlight or so

wen~7r"
v " tI,e COn^ition that it iV?,/^ w<a " c Dut we *wen xf you could save the paper^o* £ ft? {f 2t

Ut
0£*SPACECRAFT rJ ,_. .

P OUfc -

CAPCOM Qkav q*ii

to It. 00„a(tiM ^ ^ ^^
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CAPCOM . . . the paper for us that it put out.

SPACECRAFT You would like to preserve its condition and save
the paper.

CAPCOM Roger that.

SPACECRAFT We'll do that.

SPACECRAFT And John, we are in the progress of recreating the
original condition of the TAGS paper.

CAPCOM Roger we copy that, recreating it.

SPACECRAFT John, I'm afraid if you want it like it looked when
it came out of the machine you better tell us again. We see your
message was not timely.

CAPCOM We copy.

SPACECRAFT We couldn't figure out what anybody would want with
a blank piece of paper.

CAPCOM And Crip, we are going to power the TAGS back on
here to take a look at its condition.

SPACECRAFT Okay, if its capable of transmitting, you might
send up another piece of paper.

CAPCOM Okay, we'll check on that.

CAPCOM And Crip, we would like to know if you think by
looking at the TAGS that the jam is cleared.

SPACECRAFT Uh , there's no way I can tell.

SPACECRAFT Unless you want me to go and open up the front door
which exposes (garble)

.

CAPCOM No, that's okay, don't do that. We'll sort out
what we want you to do.

SPACECRAFT I thought you could fire it up and get another
track.

CAPCOM Okay Crip, we have it powered it up, we're looking
at it, we think the jam is still there and we haven't decided
whether we're going to try to send another piece of paper.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we understand.

CAPCOM And Crip from the data we have, it appears there's
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ahe
C
a
h
d
an

and° t

f

etuTn
9
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ng

Z^e
no:?

S^ ^ Uk * yOU to *>

SPACECRAFT Okay, understand, I've got a - -.

SPACECRAFT Understand, I've got to go to return to ZLV at this

yofat Botswana^' 2 S™™S"
W "* WS in 15 SeC°ndS

'
—

SPACECRAFT 2 plus 32.

t .
Mission Control, Houston. LOS at Ascension 3minutes and a little gap across the south Atlantic tS'

askefihat'the'or^f
B
S
tS

?
ana

-, The SPAS p^ lo*d onagers haveasked that the orbiter be turned back to z local verticalattitude away from the deep space cold soak. Since their massspectrometer is getting cold again, colder than was expected

acaui^tion
Ph^r

tly
,
90ing t0 that ZLV *"itude. Sho^d hive

Hou^on
10 minutes at R°tswana, Mission Control,

CAPCOM
minutes.

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
time.

Challenger, Houston with you at Botswana for 7

Howdy, howdy.

And John, MEA- 2 was activated at 02,31,10.

023110, thank you very much, Sally.

Say again, John.

Roger, we copy MEA-2 activate. And we copy the

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we are goinq LOS in ?nseconds, we'll see you at Guam at 3 plus 03

SPACECRAFT 3 plus 06, see you then.

Socialist, Sa^rRfde^e^t^d^^I^^e^A^ e^^ent
= equipment, materials experiment assembly number 2 was

END OF TAPE
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PAO ...next station Guam in 22 minutes. This is

Mission Control Houston, day 3, 2 hours 41 minutes.

PAO Mission Control Houston, orbiter Challenger now

starting orbit 51 and acquisition at this time at Guam.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you at Guam for 8 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, loud and clear. You folks still go for a

cabin repress that Bill (garble)

.

CAPCOM Roger that, Crip and we have a change to the

checklist for you on page 5-5 when you get to there.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'm looking at it.

CAPCOM Okay, Bob on the left side over there on M032M, we

want you to delete the two lines there. The LEH 02 and the

remove and stow, delete those two lines and it's jus*-, going to be

okay to leave the orifice in and on.

SPACECRAFT Okay, one you have affirmative. We're going to go

back to our manual management after that which would call for

that LEH 025 open during the day and closed at night, is that

affirmative?

CAPCOM Roger, Bob, we want you to leave the orifice open
and you're right we want you to do the manual cabin atmosphere
management

.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I wnat you to clarify one more point for me

John. Tonight in the presleep, are we to go to close the orifice
at that time?

CAPCOM Negative, we would like you to leave the orifice
open in the presleep as well.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I copy, we'll just leave it open. Thank you.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we're going LOS in 30 seconds,
we'll see you at Hawaii at 3 plus 18.

SPACECRAFT See you there John.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Mission Control, Houston. LOS at Hawaii. 5

minutes until, I mean LOS Guam. 5 minutes until Hawaii.

Repressurization in the cabin will take place in the flight pi an

time. Back up to 14.7 psi. Having been at 10.2 for the past ju

hours.

PA0 This is Mission Control, Houston. We have

acquisition at Hawaii for almost 8 minutes.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you at Hawaii for 7

minutes.

SPACECRAFT Loud and clear John.

SPACECRAFT Houston. Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Rog . I did want a report for EECOM if you hadn't

noticed it that when we took freon loop 1 proportioning valve

back 'the other changes from pay load, we did get a ™™ c
/
n^Y

hardware C&W on freon flow but it, it was so fast that I had to

go read the memory to figure out what it was.

CAPCOM Stand by 1.

SPACECRAFT Yea, looks like just a tempory glitch in the

system.

CAPCOM EECOM copied that Crip and he concurs.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston. We'll be going LOS at

Hawaii here with you in 1 minute. We'll see you at Buckhorn at 3

plus 27 and we would appreciate any comments you have on the

cabin temperature today.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you at Buckhorn for 6

minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, loud and clear. And regarding cabin temp, I

think most of us felt a little bit chilly when we woke up this

morning. In fact I ...

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston, we'll be going LOS at
Hawaii here with you in 1 minute. We'll see you at Buckhorn at 3
plus 27. And we would appreciate any comments you have on the
cabin temperature today.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you at Buckhorn for 6
minutes.

SPACECRAFT
think most

Okay, loud and clear and regarding cabin temp, I
of us felt a little bit chilly when we woke uo thismorning in fact I ended up turning on some of my panel lighting

just before wakeup just to try to warm things up a little bit
And we tried going to full cool and that made all us too cold, sowe backed off to 2/3 cool and that's been relatively comfortable
all day

.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy, Crip and thanks for the data.

SPACECRAFT You're quite welcome, sir.

CAPCOM And Crip, if you have any general comments to give
us on anything that's different from 10.2 compared to 14.7. Wewould be interested.

SPACECRAFT I really don't think that there is any differencefrom my standpoint, from a physical comfort or anythinq Ukrthat .
1 ^

SPACECRAFT Had a couple little problems last night tryinq to
9 ^ fu

fc UP *?
Ut we mana9 ed to get it set up okay for sleep andwe did that adjustment prior to CFES this morning and all thatseemed to work out very well.

CAPCOM Okay, that's what the data on the ground show. Wethank you very much.

SPACECRAFT Yes sir.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we are going LOS in 30 secondswe 11 see you at Ascension at 3 plus 59.

SPACECRAFT Roger that.

^
A0

,, r .

Thls is Mission Control, Houston, loss of signal at
??

C
?m2'n

stateside pass of the day. Midway through orbit
??• STS ~ 7 commander, Bob Crippen reported that there's nodifference either in comfort or in operations in keepinq thecabin pressure down at 10.2 psi and the standard 14.7, which

i?
6
9ni f

re
?
Ur?^° l

n the neXt h°Ur
*

l0 * 7 is equivelant to about
11,200 foot altitude on earth, somewhat above the timber line in
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th. Rockies. «-ve C the Percentage o f oxygen is -ewhat^^

^!on!\scenstn? ^^inute^day 3, 3 hours, 35 .inutes,

Mission Control, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Okay, go ahead, John.

CAPCOM Roger, if you'd put the MAD strain gage to on,

please

.

SPACECRAFT Okay, MAD strain gage is on now.

S,„OT «.«<. » I...P the- <=t .««, K>< =«".

you

.

poaor and we'll see, we're going to go LOS here in

Tfeconds, we^lfsU^ou^at^otswana at 4 plus 08.

SPACECRAFT Bye, bye.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT ...(garble) pressure. Thank you.

CAPCOM Roger. And we'll see, we're going to go LOS here
in 30 seconds. We'll see you at Botswana at 4 plus 08.

SPACECRAFT Bye-bye

.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you at Botswana for 7minutes with 2 notes for you.

SPACECRAFT Okay, go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger. On the first one when you're doino voursupply and water tank dumps tonight, we would like you to dothose dumps at the same time. We would like water supply tankbravo to be dumped to 20% and the waste water tank to 35%.

SPACECRAFT Okay. You want the supply water bravo to 20, 2 0%and the waste water to 3 5. Is that affirm?

CAPCOM That's affirmative.

SPACECRAFT Okay. And we'll do both of those simo.

CAPCOM Roger that.

SPACECRAFT Got anything else for us.

on^ho u
R
?
9er

*
Anl the second ™te Crip, just a reminder

P
k
Y° Gat

?
r reconfl<3- The 02 tank 3 quantity is now below

55% so when you do that tonight configure the 02 tank 3 heater Ato auto, B off and the H2 tank 3 heater both A and B to auto.

SPACECRAFT We understand. Thank you.

C
?
PC

?
M
.u ,

Ro<3er ' that. And Crip, EECOM says you're go tostart the dump anytime.

SPACECRAFT Okay, understand we're go for that water dumpanytime And we got the cabin repress in progress at this timeand we'll get it after that.

CAPCOM Okay.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We'll be going LOS here in 20seconds. We'll see you at Indian Ocean in 4 minutes for a snort

SPACECRAFT Okay, John. See you there.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with at Indi for 1 minute.
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SPACECRAFT Rog Loud and clear. Just about got the cabinup. I did get a low on a limit on both N2 quantities. Just theone about, just the one that's about to go under. it's iust

9ron
9
(garbLf.

hUndred "°W ^ thiS w111 take ^ou ^ ^

. ln
ROger

', that Cri P- We '" watching it. We-re goinghere ln 10 seconds. We will see you at Guam at 4 plus 40.

prog^sfror yo^herT ^^ 11 h™ *^ ^
CAPCOM Okay.

^°T^i» r, ™? Mission Control, Houston. Loss of signalat Indian Ocean station. Cabin pressure now up to 13.9 psi andclimbing as they go back to the standard 14.7 bounds operatingpressure. Next station in the 17 minutes is Guam? Challenge?
TilZt

V ^ ° f the 51St °rbit - D*y 3
- < hours, 23

9

minutes. Mission Control, Houston.

though Guam.
MiSSi°n C°ntro1

'
Houston

- Acquisition at this time

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Mission Control, Houston. Acquisition at this time
through Guam.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you at Guam for 7 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Loud and clear.

SPACECRAFT And Houston, Challenger. We have a water dump in
progress. Let me verify I didn't invert those summaries. You
wanted B tank to go to 20% and the waste tank to go to 35. is
that affirmative?

CAPCOM That's affirmative Crip.

SPACECRAFT Okay, fine. That's in progress and we've got the
cabin back up to normal pressure and I'm resetting the C&w limits
right now on page 5-5.

CAPCOM Roger, copy.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Got a question for Norm.

SPACECRAFT Stand by 1. He's off comm now Guy. Is there
something we can relay to him?

CAPCOM Sure Sally. Earlier today he said he did an EOG on
himself and wanted to know how the data went and we dumped it and
can't find it and it would help us a lot if he had a, a MET that
we could just go look more precisely for.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll ask him to try and dig that up for you.

CAPCOM Thanks. Otherwise we can get it postflight.

SPACECRAFT Understand

.

CAPCOM Challenger, we're 40 seconds to LOS. We'll see you
at Hawaii at 4 plus 54.

SPACECRAFT We'll see you there Guy and Norm thinks he has that
time written down and he's going to try and dig it out for you.

CAPCOM Okay, thank you.

SPACECRAFT If you're still there, about 3 days, 1 hour and
about 10 minutes.

CAPCOM Roger, copy. 3 days, 1 hour, 10 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Pretty close to that.
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Challenger, Houston with you at Hawaii for

miinutes.
j T v,^ a r vmu're sending us r.ne

SPACECRAFT Roger that and I hear you

teleprinter message.
.„„» of them coming to you. I "

CAPCOM sit -
W* V

M°the Revised SPAS checkout

tell you what they are. One
J* ^^HpAS gyro drift check

Soo.Lt. and anoth^one . *h^^»bl..hooting procedure for

SPACECRAFT Okay. Sounds like you guys have been busy.

CAPCOM Yes we have.

TO the revised (garble) procedure going to tell

folfsf
F
do oJLT^% chance,

CAPCOM — essentially.
it

^^ x ^
has

G
b^n-deac

d
ti^teras

P
recently as 0454.

CAPCOM we copy that thank you.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) .

CAPCOM Say again Sally.

T think she said something to the effect of even as

SPACECRAFT I think she

we speak.

CAPCOM Understand.

SPACECRAFT And how is everything in Houston as it gets close

to the lunch hour? ^
.APCOM The-Tommy Holloway is getting ready

have supper like you guys.

SPACECRAFT Well, I believe that.

SPACECRAFT Oon • t blame h im. We- re gettin, ready to have

supper too.
t1 . _ -,»- 35 seconds to LOb

.

ph^lpnqer, Houston. We're at so

^ll
M
see you ft^otsfana at 5 plus 44.

SPACECRAFT See you at Botswana.
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SPACECRAFT And Guy, we're looking out the side window nowwatching the water dump.

CAPCOM Oh yea, heard that's beautiful at sunset.

SPACECRAFT Or sunrise.

P?°„ • .
This is Mission Control, Houston. Loss of signalat Hawaii. The...

END OF TAPE
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lh0 ..
This is Mission Control, Houston. Loss of signal atHawaii. A Long LOS period here of 41 minutes until the next

station, Botswana. The crew winding down the day's activities
going into their presleep period -including their evening meal.
Currently watching a waste water dump out the window. We'll be
back in 40 minutes at Botswana. This is Mission Control, Houston
at 3 days, 5 hours, 2 minutes.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you through Botswana for6-1/2

.

SPACECRAFT We hear you, Guy.

CAPCOM we hear you too, sound good.

SPACECRAFT And we got the teleprinter messages and we'relooking them over right now.

CAPCOM Roger that.

SPACECRAFT Guy, this is Norm.

CAPCOM Go ahead, Norm.

SPACECRAFT Hey, Rick and I did a better position, this unitwants to be a little noisy here.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I changed position, how is the transmission

CAPCOM You sound good, Norm. You sounded good to us onthe last transmission, too.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I just want to report that Rick aided me indoing at least a checkout on the EMU #1 today and although Ididn t don it, the checkout was nominal. We found nothing, noparameter out of range, everything looked good. I did just noteone thing and that is the fans seem to run at a slightly slowerspeed although it ran steady on battery power as opposed as tobcu power.

batterv fh,n ,h°
9e^ understand th * ^ns ran slightly slower onoattery than they did on SCU.

SPACECRAFT Seemed to, just judging from the tone of the thing.

CAPCOM Okay, copy that.

SPACECRAFT (garble), if you're able to confirm with Bill

OE^channe'^^oday" ^ the^ °n Rick H *UCk from th *
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CAPCOM Stand by,

CAPCOM And Norm, we're, we've asked for the playbacks and

haven't got them back to look at them.

SPACECRAFT Hey, I understand. You'll be pleased to know that
with the exception of day 1 when we had the problem with the

audio (garble) potentials, we have managed to get I think most of

the DSO's done everyday. We've got it in alot of (garble)
potential and alot of EOG's for him to look, now we'll see if

he's got time to analyze all this stuff before he goes off the

SPAS.

CAPCOM Roger that.

SPACECRAFT And Guy, I just completed the group Charlie GAS
activities and we'll be starting the IMU align maneuver about 5

minutes from now so GAS #3 will be happy.

CAPCOM Copy that Sally and r'm going lose you here in

about 20 seconds and pick you up at Indian Ocean in about another
minute and a half.

Okay, see you there.

And Guy, how do you read PLT?

You're loud and clear, Rick.

•Kay.

Challenger, Houston back with you through Indie for

You are clear, Guy.

Sounds just now like the A unit is working.

Roger, copy the A heater is working. And Sally,

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
8 minutes,

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
you sound like you are in a hollow barrel or something.

SPACECRAFT Uh , I just noticed that also and I was talking
about the offset -

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Roger, copy. The A heater is workinq and Sallvyou sound like you are in hollow barrel or something
Y '

fhon?
C^FT „ Vh

.' I
jUSt n°ticed that also ™* I was talkingabout the offset WCCU unit. w

CAPCOM Roger, we copy that.

barr^ „ n*
And

.

Sal1 ^
' .

1 1 sounds like you are coming from a

talking^ thaTone.*
SUght SqU6al ^"^"-"y when'you're

SPACECRAFT Yeah, I'm hearing static with you too, Guy, it maybe that one of the WCCU's we're checking out now.
V

SPACECRAFT And did that clear it?

SPACECRAFT Guy, how do you read now?

CAPCOM okay Sally, you sound good now.

SPACECRAFT Okay, but really what I said, I guess the alpha
the Chariie^n t

inLyet
;

Ah
J •

the alpha uni * -"working nowfbutzne cnariie unit is not working.

CAPCOM copy, the Charlie unit is not working

CAPCOM Roger, thank you.

adW f-h*
Challenger, Houston, a reminder we would like toadjust the water interchanger flow back to 950.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thanks, Guy.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, I got a note for vou on t-ho

Midair ta^e?^
UP °" SPAS -"vatio^lom^rroTand" &

SPACECRAFT (garble)

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll make a note of that.
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wou^a^aybe^^^e^on 1

^ ttV that
'

eStimat^ "
to fit it on MOM's data take? * tlme °" and lfc mav hard

t£at°will be at°?
e
706.

UnderStana a"d that ' S th * ««ta take where

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM
We^fsee you a^uaT^^^S. ™ 4 ° t0 L0S "

SPACECRAFT Sorry.

Ocean station, ^iLteft?? ^ol.
.

Houston
. LOS at Indian

the Guam Island tracffi st&on ^mVJ 1™^ Chall^r through
Thagard reported that hi had a nomlni? k"

^^aHst, Norm
number 1, that is extravehicular^ mohf},-?

e° k°Ut °f the EM0 <

number 1, routine check of the EVA pni! i

U
?
ifc

'
alias Jesuit,

reacquisition at Guam at the out^d^^"- ,
17 mi ™tes until

on this flight at 3 days, 6 hours ? °l
^ I?

3 for CnaHenger
Control, Houston.

S
'

1 minut e, this is Mission

PAO rph '

packing .tatiS
1^"^^^ a^ut^io^

wfth°a couple of'notel?"'
H°USt°n With you at Gua "> for 2 minutes

SPACECRAFT Okay, go ahead.

guyffrom having^o do onl TtVT dUmp
'

in °cd^ to keep youbravo all the way down to 0 percent In^^l* J"?
t0^ *an *

percent. Feicenc and dump tank alpha to 50

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM few minutes with a couple of notes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, go ahead.

P°lo, h.vi2
ay
to°So

t^w^ h.
t^ rS; ^T^V^J^bravo all the way to 0 percent and dump tank aiph^a to 50 p^cent!

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT 0 on bravo, 50 on alpha.

CAPCCM That's affirmative.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

SEES, that^
^foo'if^h^t^in^^ IT.

^ d° SPAS -^vation^tho^

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll try to get that done.

CAPCOM Thank you.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

CAPCOM That's all I've got.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

CAPCOM stand by. Okay, we're ready to copy.

SPACECRAFT Okay, stars 20 and 51, angle error 02 for tmp iit was minus .10 plus 10 mi mi*
error .U2, for IMD 1

.02 minus .03 minus nftSnJ?«? : ? ?
Umber 2

'
{t was mi™s

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we copy.

ToT2 0 secondTw^rsel
10^ H^Ml p^!?^ <"

SPACECRAFT Bye

L
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trackers to track^Jelse.
H°USt°"' we " d ^ to ge t the star

SPACECRAFT (garble)

ScTLd macaronilnd^heese:"
93 Sith h'" With our

coming up also"or
9
you.

9°°d
'

We ' ve a state vector

SPACECRAFT Heavens for n,Ih m ,

tomorrow if „e need it?
3ke US around to the Kennedy

CA^COM

SUrS WU1
'

hOPefUUY " W°n,t neSd
" that -

good°to next pls"!
°hallen^

'
the state vector is onboard, you're

SPACECRAFT okay, Guy.

SPACECRAFT How is the Weather looking for F,iday?
CAPCOM well
still looking at it r Fr? afh™^^. 0

?
tomorrow and we're

not real sure yet.
Frl <3ay, hoping it'll clear out. We're

SPACECRAFT okay, raaybe we can stay up 'til Saturday.
SPACECRAFT Even Sunday.

CAPCOM You g aren , t h -„ in„ -
y y» aren t having fun up there, are you'

SPACECRAFT This is work.

SPACECRAFT it's really, really hard.

SPACECRAFT And it . 8 Qnly parfcly ^
SPACECRAFT 0h , X haven .

t gotfcen fcQ ^ ^ ^—e guys are going fco let oufc au ^

Sticks!0
" Sh°Uld ^ Crip does to us with the

SPACECRAFT uh, Guy, you still there?
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SPACECRAFT Guy, you still there?

CAPCOM Yes sir. We got 5 more minutes and we're working

to get our tag up message together here.

SPACECRAFT Okiedoke. For your info, we did go back, try to

walk through the WCCU's again. It looks like we got unit alpha

working or at least partially working. We did switch the

antennas on it. Seemed to improve it maybe a little bit but it,

I'm still not sure it isn't going to go again. It's kind of an

up and down kind of a thing. And we got one of the E units that

had caused us a problem going at this time. All we've done

really is just replace the batteries on them. But units bravo
and Charlie, the B unit does nothing. It— there's no lights,

nothing, no sound and the C unit is — only thing it does is it

puts out a buzz or a hum and it doesn't do anything else.

CAPCOM Okay, we copy that.

SPACECRAFT And as part of the checkout Guy how do you read the

PLT on system alpha?

CAPCOM Read you loud Rick with slight fuzziness in it but

understandable.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thank you.

SPACECRAFT Guy, that fuzziness is just Rick.

CAPCOM Well, that's what I was afraid of.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston. I got a little bit of a

tag up message for you if you want to listen.

SPACECRAFT Love to listen.

CAPCOM Okay on the accomplishments, the Ku-band test went
fine today and it's all ready for operational phase. And in the
payload side, the MOMS data takes were not completed and we still
have 20 minutes of data takes that we hope to complete tomorrow
morning. The friction and MAUS 1 appeared nominal. On the SPAS,
the SPAS folks feel the SPAS anomaly seen in the DHS will not
happen again once the SPAS cools off tonight and we'd like the

SPAS activation to—over Dakar tomorrow morning so we can watch
it and we'll remind you of that in the teleprinter message we

send up. And we got good CFES and MEA takes today. We're happy
of that. Okay, on the anomalies, looks like we—couple of

anomalies with question marks because we're not sure about them
but the SPAS command problems we had, we'll hope that it'll be
fixed with the cooldown today and we'll check it out tomorrow and
it appears the TAGS has jammed on us and we'll check that out

postf light

.
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SPACECRAFT Okay.

fouITon ,o Eo"
1

all"',
;P
>t

0
' "
^sh<^- The data thab „,>. VP

change .10 fee up.
al;>° goL tn " 9yco calibration

SPACECRAFT O^ay. K.xr.ds . ,u.or

.

CAPCOM Qthor the, ,:h.,t w. • , . CfvU> .
,.x>k; .tomorrow. Goi abou. a mi,n..:« h«T.'. Uf* -'l'™*

at 6 plus 57 . They're havi:,n son.,- ,rob! ^ ,f \\
At *««""9o

weather. 1,00 k" liken . i.

,vl ^ due ;-o

talk to yOU on ".Hr
l

-to:;,roi„d
<,

K
<Jet 1 bUt ^ '"'

"

ht -ble to

SPACECRAFT Okiedoke.

vTlus 19 but wo
d
hope

W
^'^?r tn f"^

6— g0t "*—»• at
towards you getting to bed? " you

'
luyn get *>i"<>

really^got so^S fZ?£ ^ 1 fchink vou m have

anfthat's to J^'mSE s'tr^n"^-
0

'' ^ yOU "P <>n P*"** A7L
the night.

strain gauge back to PCM enable for

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll do that.

tracker to track pLase y°"- We ' d get the z

SPACECRAFT Okay, T thought we got that but we'll double check

CAPCOM Thank you.

Hawaii. Next 'station
H°" ston

- Loss of signal at
understand that Mavy we JL?T,! sL^^""?90

' "°"eVer '
we

da«ge to Some of th* £0^.^^^
END OF TAPE
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u^stand that^a^^ \l^t^^T^^ "
damage to some of the ground antennas—dishes— at that = aH1 „„

Repair 'on tLt
0^^^ °nly a"d n° data f-f Santiago?

orbit At H^u f°™„damag e is li^ly to be complete by the next
Houston

Y 3
'

6 h°UrS
'

40 minUtes this is Minion Control

CAPCOM
minutes.

Challenger, Houston with you at Santiago for 4

SPACECRAFT Well, hello.

CAPCOM Hello, you h-ar us.

rloSF

here f^ul^S ^ °™™ Chile.

CAPCOM Roger.

SPACECRAFT You guys getting any data?

CAPCOM Negative.

done^yofLnted?
11 t0 ^ beSt °' ^ " *»t everything

CAPCOM say again. Couldn't understand the last one

CAPCOM okay, super.

the^bleed or ificflf^rnefon"
jU8t t0 that

tl^Tll a l^'oU^afer
0^^^"0"-. r '" *> b^

popped up with ]
i
high PP02

er
The level kept\i tin^m™ 8 * We

get it-get it on hire in a little whUe?
P "9 We 11

CAPCOM okay. That was a good call on your part. Thanks a

^n^oth^e^ SSS^ro^to"^'.^.^
2. Or any^ta^^stro^e^ranU?3

" «"— *

SPACECRAFT Roger
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We're about 1 minute to LOS
here. The Granite Team wil 1 be watching over you for about the
next hour in case you want zo talk to us. Otherwise we'll leave
you alone and we'll let the Indigo Team watch over you for the
sleep period.

SPACECRAFT Well, they've been doing a good job of it and we
appreciate all the good work you folks have done today and see
you tomorrow for a little prox ops.

CAPCOM Roger that. We're all looking forward to it.

PA0 Mission Control, Houston. Loss of signal at
Santiago - voice only. Botswana in 16 minutes. Likely not much
more conversation with the crew today as they wind down the day's
activity and prepare for sleep period and it's quite likely that
they will begin their work day earlier than the timeline calls
for because of some changes to various checklists tomorrow and
some expanded activities in the flight plan. But that will be
the crew's call. At 3 days, 7 hours, 3 minutes. Mission
Control, Houston.

PA0 This is Mission Control, Houston. Challenger now
entering the range of Indian Ocean station. Unlikely there will
be any air/ground communications through this station.

END OF TAPE
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Missi °n Control, Houston, 3 days, 7 hours, 39

TnHi^
S
o
mlSSl0n 6lapSed time

- chaH^ger beyond the , of theIndian Ocean station. And the crew is about to start their

J
" f sl *eP Peri °d. No communication on that pass, flightcontrollers here in Mission Control are in the process of hLinnover to the planning team of Flight Director Lrry Bourgeois

9

Challenger on orbit #54. And we'll be about 16 minutes before weS„™« another 1™™* station and while we shouldn't hi having
nLh? co"»"nication with the crew at that time, it gives the

from LrSoacec^f,
an°^? r^PPOrtUnity t0 get "ata'coming down

this L ,
Pnf \ A", the sy^ems appear to be nominal atth 1S time and it looks like it's going to be a fairly relaxedevening on the planning shift during the crew's sleep period. 3

C^trol
7

, Huston"
raiS3i°n th""«

Jl?
0

. . .

Mission Control, Houston, 3 davs, 8 hours, 4minutes mission elapsed time. Challenger on'orbit #54 and aboutto pass within range of the Hawaii tracking stat on! The crew is

a „
e
a
K

a n° H
aUled

f
le

?
P Petiod now

'
we do"'t expect to behearing anything out of them on this pass although we should begetting data from the Spacecraft on how systems are L ! 1

we understand that the TELESAT anik sateUUe ha its^apog^k ickmotor burn just a little bit ago and that that was successful ,nd

Mission'contrcf a^et?
th° S6 Pe°Pl6

- ^ iMission Control quietly reviewing the day's activities and

we expecftfto°beTf°- ^ aCtivities tomorrow? AU in allwe expect it to be a fairly quiet shift. 3 days, 8 hours 5minutes mission elapsed time, this is Mission Control? Houston.
END OF TAPE
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PAO Mission Control, Houston. 3 days, 9 hours, 21

minutes mission elapsed time. Challenger on orbit number 5^ nut

over China at this time on its ground track - Southeast Asian
area and be passing within range of the Guam st.it ion shortly,
about 7 minutes. Ground controllers will have an opoortunity to

see data coming down from the spacecraft. Not watching .myth inn

particular at the present time. Things am very quiet here in

Mission Control. The planning shift continues to look forward to

tomorrow's activities with the SPAS , the proximity operations.
Crew is about an hour and a half into their scheduled sleep
period. Flight controllers here will not be wakinq the crow an

hour early tomorrow even though they went to bed an hour earlv
today and that— unless the crew happens to got up on their own an

hour early they would be allowed to sleep through to the nominal
timeline—point in time when they would be awakened from the
ground. Spacecraft is in about a 159 by 156 nautical mile
orbit. And all systems continue to go well, onboard the
Challenger. 3 days, 9 hours, 23 minutes mission elapsed time.
This is Mission Control, Houston.

PAO Mission Control, Houston. 3 days, 10 hours, 10

minutes mission elapsed time. Challenger's ground track now over
the tracking station at Santiago, Chile. Data coming down from
the spacecraft indicates that all systems are normal at the
present time. Been no error messages for quite a long time on

any systems and everything continues to look well. Spacecraft is

in 158 by 156 nautical mile orbit. Taking 1 hour, 30 minutes,
and 26 seconds to go around the earth one time. Crew has 5 and a

half hours remaining...

END OF TAPE
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PA0 - - a little bit earlier data. Flight controllers

believe that they may have failure in the APU2 Tank Heater B.

Flight controllers will be assessing the implications of that

failure as thev get more data from the spacecraft this evening,

and we'll keep* vou advised if anything happens with that.

Mission Control; Houston, 3 days, 14 hours, 6 minutes Mission

Elapsed Time. Orbiter Challenger on its 58th revolution of the

Earth, passing over the southeast Asia area at the present

time Crew has about an hour and 45 minutes remaining in their

scheduled sleep period. We're not certain whether thev may wake

up early or not. They did, apparently, turn in about an hour

early. They were given that option so that, if they choose, they

could get up a little earlier and begin their very busy day of

preparations for the Shuttle Pallet Satellite detached operations

and the proximity operations that go with that. Flight

controllers here in Mission Control are currently analyzing the

implications of a heater failure in APU Auxiliary Power Unit

nunber 2, Heater System A. A tank heater in that system failed

on, and it may require manually managing that system to keep the

APU fuel tank temperatures within their proper range. That will

be discussed with the crew after they wake in aoout an hour and

45 minutes, or so. It appears, at the present time, that this

will be a managable situation which should not affect the PROX

OPS tomorrow. We're at 3 days, 14 hours, 8 minutes Mission

Elapsed Time. This is Mission Control, Houston.

PAO Mission Control, Houston, 3 days, 15 hours, 5

minutes Mission Elapsed Time. We're coming up about 5 minutes

away with a pass over the Dakar tracking station, and we expect

to be communicating with the crew at that time, since they went

to bed an hour earlier then their scheduled sleep time last night

or, I guess it's been earlier in the day today. They have had

their full ration of sleep, and we expect to be hearing from them

coming up at this pass. At that time, we will probably be

discussing with them the only problem that the planning team has

had to keep themselves occupied this evening, and that has been

with the heater on the APU number 2 tank, the heater system.

Just to review what we had discussed earlier on that, there was

the heater in the tank of the Auxiliary Power Unit number 2, the

fuel tank did fail on and it may require that they manually

manage that system to cycle it on and off during the day to keep

those temperatures properly taken care of. The concern there

being that 2 days ago approximately, we had a failure in the B

system in that same APU heating system which the failure was on

the fuel line, that hydrazine line. With this particular failure

on the A system, in order to control the heat going into that

tank, it would be necessary to turn the A system on and off

periodically. During those times they're just turned off, it

leaves that hyrazine line without a heater and, over a period of

time, that lines gradually cools off to the point that it could

freeze which is an undesirable condition, and so to avoid that,

they plan on having the crew turn system A, the heater system A,
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in that APU number 2 fuel system
as the, based on the temperature
and at the same time not put too
system. They're working out the
would be and -

on and off period periodically
in that fuel line, to manage it
much heat into the fuel tank
details as to what the cycle of

END OF TAPE
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PAO - - manage it, and at the same time, not put too
much heat into the fuel tank system. They're working out the
details as to what the cycle of would be on that on off cycle,
and still gathering data. There have been not too many data
opportunities, data gathering opportunities during the evening as
at that part of the day, the orbit precesses westward and
generally, gets to where it does not pass over too many ground
stations during the crew's sleep period. One of the possible
concerns with that heater management situation, if it were that
that the system could not be properly managed with simply cycling
the A system on and off, it's conceivable that the spacecraft
would have to be maneuvered to an attitude which would allow the
Sun to keep that line warm on that hydrazine line, and there
could conceivably be implications for the proximity operations.

,
At the present time though, they feel that this on/off cycling

1 will be sufficient to take care of that, and they will be
discussing that with the crew, and again analyzing the data
further to determine the rate at which those areas heat and
cool. We're just about a minute away from our contact through
Dakar, perhaps the first communication of the day with the crew

,

of the Challenger on orbit number 59. We're at 3 days, 15 hours,
9 minutes Mission Elapsed Time. And at the present time, we do
anticipate holding the regularly scheduled press conference with

|

offgoing Flight Director, Larry Bourgeois, and that would be at
* approximately midnight Central Daylight Time. This is Mission

Control

.

PA0 Mission Control, Houston, 3 days, 15 hours, 15
minutes. Not yet made audio contact with the crew, but we have
indication that they have their food warmer turned on, so
someone's fixing breakfast. And a bit of good news, when the
data came through on the Dakar pass, it indicated that the heater
had turned itself off. Apparently, it was simply a thermostat
cycling situation, and not a heater fail on condition as we had
believed earlier, looking at the data that had come down through
the night. So, it appears at this point that it's another one of
those problems which has become a nonproblem. We seem to have
seen a few of those on this flight, and at this point there is
confidence that we do not have a problem with that heater, and
that will not have any situation which would impact our
activities the coming day. We'll be waiting to see if we get any
contact with the crew on this pass. Again, they are awake from
all indications and we may or may not hear from them, but we're
getting things squared away here in Mission Control and preparing
for a very interesting day coming up very shortly. 3 days, 15
hours, 16 minutes Mission Elapsed Time, this is Mission Control,
Houston.

PAO Mission Control, Houston, 3 days, 15 hours, 21
minutes Mission Elapsed Time. Orbiter Challenger on orbit number
59. Just passed out of range of the overlapping stations there
at Dakar and Madrid. We did not hear from the crew on that pass,

fa
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although we had data coming from the spacecraft indicating that

tltv were operating their food warmer and preparing breakfast,

apparently As we got data over Dakar, we had an indication that

whit we thought hadVen a problem jewing through the night

nr at least for the last couple of hours, with a heater in

one" of e P systems, apparently ,that problem had not actually

Existed at all, out simply had been one of those situations where

tie very sparse data coming down to the Flight Control Room had

indicated a situation that really did not exist. It was the way

the data was, had come and the way the - -

END OF TAPE
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PAO - - to the Flight Control Room had indicated a

situation that really did not exist. It was the way the data
was, had come, and the way the thermostats in that system had
operated indicated a gradual rise, which led flight controllers
to believe that they had a heater failed on in that APU tank
system. When we got the Dakar data, the temperature had dropped
and the heater had turned off. So again, another one of those
situations, as we have had similarly, in this flight and a couple
of others in the past, where early indications are that we may
have a problem and subsequently, after analyses and we get some
more data passes, particularly, in these long crew sleep periods
where we have very few data passess, it turns out to be that the
problem had not developed after all. So given that situation and
the fact, nothing else of note has occurred on the planning shift
this evening, we would anticipate cancelling that midnight,
Central Daylight Time, press conference with with the offgoing
Flight Director, Larry Bourgeois. We will probably make that
annoucement twice more over the next half hour and wait for any
great demand to arise, and hearing none, we would, approximately
half an hour from now, make the final announcement that the press
conference had indeed been cancelled. So, we will be waiting to
hear any requests that that press conference take place, but
again, it appears that we have nothing to, of great import to
bring up at that, and we're planning on cancelling it at this
time. We're at 3 days, 15 hours, 24 minutes Mission Elapsed
Time, and this is Mission Control, Houston.

PAO Mission Control, Houston, 3 days, 15 days, 44
minutes Mission Elapsed Time. The Challenger on orbit 59. Crew
is awake and we have not yet contacted them at the start of their
next day in space. Promises to be a very busy day, and it is
still over an hour before we have our next opportunity to do so
again, in that part of the day where the orbit ground track
precesses westward and gets into cycles where it does not pass
over ground stations very often. That improves as we get a
little later in this day, and by the time they're 2 or 3 hours
into their day, we have got very good ground station coverage for
most of the heavy activities. Just again to repeat, we are
anticipating cancelling what had been a regularly scheduled
change-of-shif t press conference with the offgoing Flight
Director, Larry Bourgeois. That would have occurred at midnight,
Central Daylight Time, and given that there are no issues that we
can determine that would cause any interest or need to hold a
press conference, we are at the present time, planning on
cancelling that press conference. We will make one more
announcement to that affect, this announcement is really the last
opportunity for anyone who really feels a need for a press
conference to contact our news center, but we, not seeing the
need for doing that at the present time, we're planning on
cancelling that. We will make the final cancellation
announcement in about 15 minutes. To review, for those of you
who may have not caught the immediately preceeding announcement,
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earlier in the evening, we had been following what was aooar^Hva problem with a heater system, a heater in the fuel tanTof
Y

Tall th^ hT C nUmb6r 2
' Duri "3 those sparsely avaUable

niahh » * a
CO:"e Wn throu9 h the Control Center during the

were havtnal S^T"9 -'-* feW data Points ^at indicated we
FMaht ™?r«i?

tead ilY.r 1S1 ng temperature in that fuel tank,

fa led ™^ 6CS Relieved it to be a failed heater in the

manually - ? '
be9 innin <> to »<«k procedures for
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PAO - - steadily rising temperature in that fuel tank.

B'light controllers believed it to be a failed heater in the
failed on position, and were beginning to work procedures for

manually operating those heaters. There was, at one point even,
some thought that if it were difficult to manage situation, that
would call for special spacecraft attitude which might interfere
with the Proximity Operations today, but that, as we came over
the Dakar station, oh, about 45 minutes or so ago, we got a new
data input that indicated that the heater was off and that the
temperature was going back down. So, it apparently was simply a

cycling of the thermostat, and that there was not a heater
failure in that system. Therefore, all of those workaround
procedures were simply dropped, and there appears never to have
been an actual problem in that case. So, given that, and that
there have been no other items of any significance come up to
work during this planning shift at all, we are cancelling that
change-of-shif t press conference. We'll make that final
cancellation notice in about 10 minutes or so, giving this final
opportunity for anyone to check in with us at our news center if

they feel some overwhelming need to have that press conference,
but we are not anticipating that to occur. 3 days, 15 hours, 49
minutes Mission Elapsed Time. This is Mission Control, Houston.

PAO Mission Control, Houston, 3 days, 16 hours, 7

minutes Mission Elapsed Time. Challenger on the last quarter of
orbit number 59 out over the south Pacific, just to the east of
Australia at the present time. Not been within range of any
ground tracking stations for quite some time now, and it'll still
be another 40 minutes before we're able to speak with the crew
over Dakar, perhaps catch just the edge of the Bermuda station.
The crew has been up for, probably, a little over a half an hour
or so, and on our last Dakar pass, while we did not speak with
the crew, we were able to determine that they were on some of the
power usage. Indications showed that they were using their food
warmer and fixing breakfast at that time. They had gotten up
earlier than scheduled, but again, they had gone to bed earlier
than scheduled hoping to get a good start on today's busy slate
of activities with a SPAS and the Proximity Operations, something
that so many people are looking forward to, as we will be getting
a real bird's eye view of the Orbiter in space from the cameras
mounted on the Shuttle Pallets Satellite, as it drifts to
distances of up to a thousand feet away from the Orbiter. Again,
on the subject of the press conference which had been scheduled
for approximately midnight Central Daylight Time, after reviewing
the level of interest and also the lack of any real subject
matter to talk about at that press conference, based on the
activities on the planning team tonight, we have decided to drop
that press conference, and we will not, repeat, will not have the
midnight Central Daylight Time press conference with the offgoinq
flight director. The new shift of flight control teams, with
Flight Director, Tommy Holloway, has already been filtering in
for several minutes now into the Mission Control room, eagerly
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awaiting their chance at starting off a very busy day coming up

very shortly. 3 days, 16 hours, 10 minutes Mission Elapsed Time,

this is Mission Control, Houston.

PA0 Mission Control, Houston, 3 days, 16 hours, 44

minutes Mission Elapsed Time. We're a little bit less than 4

minutes away from picking up some probable conversation with the

crew of the Challenger on orbit number 60 as they pass over the

tracking station at Dakar. Start their very busy day of

Proximity Operations with the Shuttle Pallets Satellite. The

crew has been up for, oh probably, about an hour and a half

now. We got a first indication of that on their last pass over

Dakar, but we had no conversation with them - -

END OF TAPE
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PA<
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For
'

oh probably, about an hour and half now. Wegot a first indication of that on their last pass over Dakar, butwe had no conversation with them at that time. We are expectingtoday, during the Proximity Operations, that at every opportunityfor television down from the spacecraft that we will attempt toget television. There is some potential interference problemsthere between television and some of the other activities goingon, the other types of antennas and transmissions being
conducted, and if that should interfere with the television, thenthe television transmission would be interrupted, but we will
r^r? fc t0 re

l
aY that down at every opportunity over the Hawaii,Goldstone, and MILA stations during Proximity Operations. it'sabout 2 hours really before the scheduled beginninq of theProximity Operations where the Shuttle Pallet Satellite will bepicked up by the 50 foot Remote Manipulator Arm, lifted up fromthe cargo bay of the Shuttle, and released in space to stabilize

'
r
and operate free of the Shuttle, drift to a thousand feet,and during the course of several hours of operations, the Shuttlewill make two approaches to the SPAS before finally grapplinq itreturning it to the cargo bay and latching it in place? This

n.rh^/^T US With S°me good Point-of-view photography, andP"??P S television, as there are cameras onboard the SPAS, both
f^I '

e
i
ln

\
motlon Picture, and video. We're about a minute awayfrom contact with the Challenger this morning, first contact of

p?^S %
We ^- at

-

3 dayS
'

16 hours
' 46 ^nutes, MissionElapsed Time. This is Mission Control, Houston.

(Music)

CAPCOM Good morning troops. How are we doing?

(Music)

CAPCOM we love it.

SPACECRAFT Good morning, guys. May not be the greatest show,but we're well orchestrated.

thlfmorning? ^ COUldn<t 39166 m°re
-

H°W are ^u aU feeli <^

MOMs'bacrtherer"
Y° U 9UYS *° in* t0 be ^

thafthtfrnornS?" ^ ^ ^ ^ * Wr.ci.te

now?°and it .i^tM8^.^ Sh°'ad *
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CAPCOM okay, John. Would you say again the temperature.

mTnutes^ ^ "' 8 ?2 ' 4 and ifc
' S UP 64 in 50

CAPCOM okay. Thank you very much.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT - - in 50 minutes.

CAPCOM Okay thank you very much.

SPACECRAFT And we understand you're going to be playing withthe heat pipe experiment this morning as well.

CAPCOM And we did turn the heat pipe on and back offagain, and we'll be done with that now, and MOMS looks like it'sworking pretty good to us.

SPACECRAFT Okay. We're not getting indication at all in the

like
P
a data

G
take

* °n
'

We See anythin9 fchat looks

CAPCOM Okay- standby. Let me double check that, John.

SPACECRAFT Okay. If you get it, T.J. give me the TN please.

TN was 16 plus 46 for 21 minutes.CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT Understand, for 21 minutes. We're not seeing any

C
?
PC0IL u °kay '

John
'

and the latest words on that, at 16plus 59, the data will begin at that time.

SPACECRAFT Okay, 16. And do you have anything else for us,

CAPCOM Standby one please. We're not readinq anv UHPS ln
h

thlS time
'

and and When you 9et around to that youmight check your ATU's except, of course, for the middeck!

SPACECRAFT Okay, and we do have it on, T.J.

. ..

V
!
r
? J

good
- We ' ve ^ot it now, and about a minuteleft^here at Madrid, and we'll see you next at Yarragadee at

anfb^r.shefro-th^:
11 * ^ ^ take °" the M0MS '

CAPCOM Okay, correction on that. We're going into a

th^st^ w^h^d!0
" ^^ 2 »inUtM °" ^^ »»«

SPACECRAFT Roger that.

c
A°

.

This is Mission Control, Houston, 3 days 16 hours
54 minutes. Passing right now through a little gap in coverage'between Dakar and Madrid, a brief keyhole, win ^kup ™Hn in
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just a very few seconds. The wakeup music was a couple of bars
of the Texas A&M Aggie War hymn and the Washington State
University Cougar fight song, from which John Fabian is a
graduate.

CAPCOM And we'll give you a call at Yarragadee at 17:25.

SPACECRAFT Okay. We'll see you there and we're looking
forward to it.

PA0 This is Shuttle Mission Control. We're LOS now,
and we'll pick up again in 28 minutes through Yarragadee, voice
only at that pass. Mission Commander, Bob Crippen, reported that
the temperatures onboard the Shuttle Pallet Satellite had been
showing pretty dramatic increases since they woke up this
morning. The Payload's Officer here in the Mission Control
Center looked at those temperatures and declared them to have
been expected increases. They believe that those temps are going
to stabilize shortly, and that there will be no problems
associated with them. Mission Elapsed Time, 3 days, 16 hours, 57
minutes. This is Mission Control, Houston.

PA0 This is Mission Control, Houston at 3 days, 17
hours, 24 minutes. We' la. have voice momentarily through
Yarragadee.

CAPCOM Hello, Challenger. Houston with you through
Yarragadee for 6 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Hello, T.J.

CAPCOM Good morning, Sally.

SPACECRAFT And T.J., the MOMS people will be happy to know
that it looks like they got a good data take. The tape was
running for a full 20 minutes.

CAPCOM Very good, Sally. it looked good to us too, as
well as the heat pipe, and we suspect that that was all the
problems with those yesterday were temperature related.

SPACECRAFT That's good. And T.J., just for information, we
got a 35 mm shots to backup the MOMS data take of the ground
track over Africa looking straight down, and we also cranked up
the RMS elbow camera and were able to VTR the MOMS' s shutters
closing

.

CAPCOM Ah, very good. You're so ingenious so early in the
morning here. And Sally, if it's convenient, it would help us in
plotting that temperature if you could give us a data point about
this time on the processor temp.
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SPACECRAFT Standby. Yes T.J., that's 80 degress, eight zer

CAPCOM Thank you.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT How do you read the CDR?

CAPCOM You're loud and clear, Crip.

SPACECRAFT Just fine and dandy. Thank you. We just did a

little COMM (garble) around here. Just wanted to make sure we're
in contact.

CAPCOM You all sound very good this morning.

SPACECRAFT Well, so do you.

CAPCOM I went flying tonight before I came to work. I'm
feeling real good.

SPACECRAFT Alright. How are the F4 ' s doing?

CAPCOM Doing just fine. I take it you slept well last
night, knowing your National Guard was awake.

SPACECRAFT You got it. Well, T.J., we went flying before we
went to sleep last night and before we got up too. While we were
asleep. In fact, we're still flying.

CAPCOM Glad to hear it.

SPACECRAFT And T.J., it looks like we're passing over the
coast of Australia here right now.

CAPCOM Yes, that's affirmative. You're in the
northwestern corner of Australia.

SPACECRAFT Hey, they got a nice clear day today, very few
clouds. And T.J., I haven't had a chance to say hello to all the
people that Dave Walker and I visited down at Yarragadee and
Orroral Valley. Probably a good time to do that. *We really
appreciated their hospitality during our trip.

CAPCOM And from the stories I heard, it was quite a trip.

SPACECRAFT Oh, don't believe everything you hear. (Garble)
and I had quite a trip there also. And T.J., yesterday, about
the time that we started having the UHF problems, we were trying
to pass a word to our compatriot, Captain Joe Kerwin, who sent us
a telegram the day before we launched, and we'd like to thank him
for his good wishes, and we look forward to seeing him in the not
too distant future, either in the states or somewhere else.

CAPCOM Well said, Rick, and we're looking forward to
eeing Joe back, too. We'll call you in about 2 minutes at

Orroral
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston through MI LA for 10 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Loud and clear through MILA. How do you hear us?

CAPCOM You're loud and clear, Rick.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and we've got the IMU align results if you'd
like to get those.

CAPCOM Okay. Go ahead Crip. We're ready to copy.

SPACECRAFT Okay, stars, 20 and 51. We haven't wore them out
yet. Angle error, .02. For IMUl, -.02, +.09, -.03.; for IMU2
-.02, -.05, +.12; for IMU3 -.13, -.15, +.05. Torque time was 3

days, 17 hours, 53 minutes, 45 seconds. Over.

CAPCOM We copy all. Thank you.

SPACECRAFT And if he has to see that we're in dual G2 OPS and
have bay two fans back on, and Bob can see that wa're air
connected for the first time in the flight.

CAPCOM Very good. We're reading you kind of weak but - -

SPACECRAFT Sally's in the process of finishing up the ASC
thermals and she'll give you the exact times on those. In
addition, we just had another one of those curious blocks, breaks
on the SPAS, and it reestablished itself just as advertised.

CAPCOM Okay. We copy and we're reading you a little bit
better now. You just went through kind of a keyhole there on us
I think.

SPACECRAFT And T.J., I can give you soms times on the ASC
thermal checks from last night and this morning if you're ready
to copy.

CAPCOM You bet. Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Okay. On PALAPA, last night, 3 days, 6 hours, 49
minutes, 25 seconds. Also on PALAPA this morning, 3 days, 18
hours; try again. Okay, 3 days, 18 hours, 10 minutes, 45
seconds. On AN IK last night, 3 days, 6 hours, 49 minutes even,
and this morning, 3 days, 18 hours, 10 minutes, 3 seconds.

CAPCOM Very good. Thank you.

SPACECRAFT And T.J., something that you might pass along to
the SPAS training people is that the DARTS work.

CAPCOM The DARTS work? Wonderful!
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SPACECRAFT The DARTS work.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Dakar is next at 25.

SPACECRAFT Okay. See you there, T.J. Hope we didn't get too
many people up this early in the morning.

CAPCOM We're doing just fine, and we think that when we
turned on the S-band FM system there at AOS, that may have caused
the SPAS to drop lock momentarily. May happen again here when we
turn it off at LOS.

SPACECRAFT Okay. We'll see.

This Mission Elapsed Time at 3 days, 18 hours, 21minutes. We'll reacquire Challenger again through Dakar in 3-1/2
minutes. This is Shuttle Mission Control.

CAPCOM And we're AOS through Dakar and Madrid for about 6minutes

.

SPACECRAFT Hello, T.J.

CAPCOM You're loud and clear.

SPACECRAFT Hey, (garble) with your S-band, we just got 7messages on the SPAS.

CAPCOM Okay. We copy, John, and we'll verify it's thesame cause.

SPACECRAFT Doesn't seem to do anything except give us a bunchot messages. I'm not sure we ever really dropped lock. And
T.J., for your information, sir, we have completed the SPAS
checkout. The performance is nominal. We have 99 percent N2and it appears that the procedure to check the N2 solenoids workssometimes and doesn't work others - -

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT - - they drop off. And T.J., for your information
sir, we have completed the SPAS checkout. The performance in
nominal. We have 99 percent N2, and it appears that the
procedure to check the N2 solenoids works sometimes and doesn't
work others. It looks like it's about a 10th of an amp, and
that's within the deadband on the amps that we're reading.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
the DHF mode,
quantity.

Okay, we understand, John. Thank you.

Said both solenoids are working in both the DCU and
We can confirm that by changes in the propellant

CAPCOM Very good.

SPACECRAFT And T.J., just for confirmation, we believe you
gave us a go to go ahead and make all preparations including the
grapple and release of the SPAS from the cargo bay and to keep it
on the arm pending the release time in (garble)

.

CAPCOM
point.

That's affirmative, John. You're go after that

SPACECRAFT Okay. Thank you much.

CAPCOM We're going to have a short keyhole and pick you up
on the other side of Madrid, and we've got the PROP numbers for
this morning anytime you want to copv them. Maybe I0S in about
14 minutes might be a good time.

SPACECRAFT Okay, sounds good.

PA0 This is Shuttle Mission Control at 3 days, 18
hours, 30 minutes into STS-7. Out of range of the ground station
at Dakar. Now passing through a brief keyhole between Dakar and
Madrid. We'll reacquire through Madrid in about half a minute.
Brief pass of only a few seconds duration, at a fairly low
elevation, just about a maximum elevation of 4 degrees over the
horizon. During that pass, Mission Specialist, John Fabian
reported completion of a checkout procedures on the Pallet
Satellite. And, we'll talking through Madrid station for just
about a minute.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
there

.

We'll call you at Indy at about 4 4.

(garble), then we'll plan on getting the PROP info

CAPCOM Okay. Real fine.
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PA0 Th is is Shuttle Mission Control. We're loss ofsignal again. We'll pick up again in 11 minutes through Tndi,
Ocean Station. Mission Elapsed Time presently is 3 days, 18hours, 32 minutes.

PA0 This is Shuttle Mission Control. We're about 2minutes away from acquisition of signal through Indian Ocean.The crew will be taking initiatives to power-up the ShuttlePallet Satellite. When this occurs, it will be done with JohnFabian at the aft crew station. Pilot, Rick Hauck, will be inthe pilot's seat in the flight deck, and Mission Specialist,
Sally Ride, will be in the commander's seat going through
checklist operations. The INCO (garble) now advises that somedownlink TV on scheduled TV will be attempted during the MI LApass on orbit 62, which is roughly about an hour from now, shouldoccur at Mission Elapsed Time, 3 days, 19 hours, 44 minutes.According to the nominal timeline, SPAS will still be berthed inthe Challenger's payload bay during that time, and that TVdownlink will be contingent upon there being no prohibitiveinterference with any of its SPAS systems, of course. We'll havevoice contact momentarily through Indian Ocean. At MissionElapsed Time of 3 days, 18 hours, 42 minutes, this is MissionControl, Houston.

END OF TAPE
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?A2. « ~ - we'll have voice contact momentarily throuqhIndian Ocean at Mission Elapsed Time of 3 days, 18 hours, 42"
minutes. This is Mission Control, Houston.

CAPCOM We're AOS at Indy for 8 minutes.

SPACECRAFT You're loud and clear, and we're in the process of
uncradling the arm right now.

CAPCOM Very good, Sally. And you're loud and clear.

SPACECRAFT T.J., we're standing by to copy PAD's.

CAPCOM Okay. Here we go with the PROP numbers. Readinq
down the full Phase 1 column from the top: 44, 59, 10.2, 10 3
32, and 59. Coming down the Mini V-BAR column: 30, 57,' 10. 2,'

Over'
In warning block: 2

* 47, 12.3, and 12.'4.

SPACECRAFT Okay, T.J., coming back at you in the same order:

A\ 9
\o

lV 2, 32
'

59
'

30
'

57
'

10 ' 2
'

10 ' 3
'

28
'

56
'

2 -°< 47,l^.J, 12.4, and if you have the, what you consider the total OMSonboard right now, I'd appreciate it.

CAPCOM we sure do. You're balanced perfectly. You have
38.2 on each OMS, 76.4. -

-

.

SPACECRAFT 76.4 sounds good. And T.J., at the 03:18:44:23, wegot another multiple message on the SPAS.

CAPCOM Okay, John, and that appears to be for the samereason, and we're thinking that may go away when we're uncradledand up on the arm.

SPACECRAFT And not only that, I'm not sure it's a problemanyhow, T.J. It didn't appear to be series of messages and wehaven t seen any firm indication of an actual loss of lot itShould be a momentary.™M
J^**'? What INC0 say s

- It,s 3ust a, when we powerup the upper HEM I , it causes a transient in the AGC there, and itcauses a us momentary break LOC and recapture.

SPACECRAFT Okay T.J., we're trying to get the cameras zero'dat this time for the PROX OPS phase, and so, we'd like to havecontrol of them in the cockpit.

CAPCOM Okay. Very good, John. And we'll call you atYarragadee on the hour.

SPACECRAFT Roger that.
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CAPCOM Yes. it looks good.

leaving the FM^ransmi^eTSn "e^e^s^vH "yTSVof

disturbed bv t-h^ F
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e'i i °to
a
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o« d^ing tie ^fJe^nir^i^m-f
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PAO - - from an energy management standpoint, so the FM

transmitter's going to remain on rather than turned on and off

during the AOS, LOS periods. We'll acquire signal again in 6

minutes through Yarragadee. This is Mission Control, Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston through Yarragadee and Orroral

for about 12 or 13 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Loud and clear, T.J.

CAPCOM You're loud and clear, Rick.

SPACECRAFT - - drift check.

CAPCOM We didn't copy that, Sally. What was that?

SPACECRAFT I say, we just started the GYRO drift check.

CAPCOM Okay. Very good.

SPACECRAFT T.J., you might pass to the SPAS folks that we ran

an imprompt to GYRO drift check while the Orbiter was LVLH GYRO's

on, and with the (garble) in it, and the plus Y SPAS and the

numbers look real good, so we're not expecting any real big

problems with the GYROS this morning. They look good

CAPCOM Okay, John. It's nice to have that warm feeling.

We'll call you in about 1 minute through Orroral.

SPACECRAFT Okay, T.J.

CAPCOM And we have good data from Orroral.

SPACECRAFT Okay, T.J. T.J., I've got some preliminary GYRO

drift numbers for you, and we're going to have to do another fine

check.

CAPCOM Okay. We'll take the numbers. We've got a minute

and 20 seconds left.

SPACECRAFT Okay. The numbers that we had in at the start of

this check were, plus 9.5, minus 4.0 and plus 8.0. The numbers
after this 10 minute check, we will have in 5.0, minus 5.5 and

plus 15.5.

CAPCOM You got a little weak on us there at the end,

John. Was that last one 15.5?

SPACECRAFT That's affirmative, T.J.
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CAPCOM Okay. We'v,
We'll see you next c MI

you there.

got 30 seconds left here at Orroral.
at approx OPS Elasped Time of 57. See

SPACECRAFT See yo there.

PAO This i: Shuttle Mission Control at 3 days, 19

hours, 14 minutes Mi; ;ion Elapsed Time. The crew checking the

drift rate on the GYRO's that stabilize the Shuttle Pallet
Satellite and it's in there for g-iidance system. We are about 30

minutes away from acquisition of • gnal again through the MILA
station, at which time we'll have -zomo unscheduled downlink TV.

PAO This is Shuttle r- >

hours, 32 minutes. Just a rem
to occur over the next pas: , ov r

from that pass will be in about 12

have about 6, 6 1/2 minutes of dow
operations of the reusable Shuttle
again occurs in just slightly "'ess t .en

Mission Control, Houston.

on Control at 3 days, 19

.hat we have unscheduled TV
j,A and acquisition of signal
in> :es from now. We should
; nk television showing
let Satellite, and that TV

2 minutes now. This is

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston, 3 days, 19 hours,
43 minutes Mission Elapsed Time. About a minute and a half away
now from AOS over MILA and that planned downlinked television of

Shuttle Pallet Satellite operations. The crew has been ahead of

the timeline - -

END OF TAPE
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started getting those about half way through the the fine check,
and seem to get a pretty good check, and we're actually running
another course check right now, just to check up on them and see
how they look.

CAPCOM Okay. Fine Sally. We'll be thinking about that
with you.

SPACECRAFT T.J., and if we're going to be go for release,
we're going to need to inhibit that SPAS GYRO alarm.

CAPCOM Okay. That's in work.

SPACECRAFT And we've got the numbers onboard to be able to do
that. The main thing I need to understand is whether we're going
to be go to release with the conditions we have.

PAO This is Shuttle Mission Control. The picture
you're looking at now is on the end effector camera on the Remote
Manipulator System, and shows the picture that the crew sees as
it approaches a target or a tunnion with the, or grapple fixture
with the end effector. And in fact, the picture being shown is

of the top surface of the Shuttle Pallet Satellite. The two
Microgravity Material Science Experiment canisters were shown on
the left and right and the, these are the forward and aft TV

*» cameras looking at each other. This is the camera on the end
effector, looking down on top of the Shuttle Pallet Satellite.
The two - - this is the forward camera looking aft, again at the
Shuttle Pallet Satellite. The right OMS pod barely visible.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 - - also on orbit 64 and orbits 66 and 67, and with

the detached operations and the capability for the Orbiter and

the Shuttle Pallet Satellite to take photos of each other. Those

si ould be some rather unique photographs, and significant among

those, the first pictures of an orbiting Shuttle taken from an

independently flying spacecraft. We'll have AOS again in 3-1/2

minutes. This is Mission Control, Houston.

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston. There will be

Satellite playback of the proximity OPS TV at Mission Elapsed

Time, 3 days, 20 hours, 2 minutes, which translates into 2:35

a.m. Central Time.

CAPCOM And we're back with you for 7 minutes through

Dakar

.

SPACECRAFT Okay T.J., a^d we just got the SPAS umbilicals
retracted

.

CAPCOM Very good. Challenger, Houston. We'd like to talk

about a couple of things that might improve the thermal situation

with SPAS when you have a minute.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM Well, we're hoping that when we get up and out of

the bay there, that that thermal condition might be a little >• * *;

better, so, anything you can do to expedite that, of course, wi^l

be of help, and once we're out to a thousand feet on the V-BAR.

SPACECRAFT T.J., break - -- break. The more you talk to us,

the slower we get. That's what we were trying to do. We'll talk

to you about it after we've got it up there.

CAPCOM Real good.

SPACECRAFT Okay T.J., the SPAS is coming out.

CAPCOM Roger.

SPACECRAFT Okay, T.J., we also got another SPAS power in the

(garble) LOC with those (garble) messages again. Did you all

switch the FM antenna once more?

CAPCOM No sir. We didn't. We think that that was the
motion of the SPAS and we'll be watching it.

CAPCOM We'll call you at Indi at 1 plus 31.

SPACECRAFT Okay T.J. We'll talk to you then. And we've got
the SPAS unberthed.
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CAPCOM Real good.

PA0 This is Mission Control, Houston. We're loss of

signal and acquire again in about 11 minutes through Indian

Ocean. Dr. Ride advising us that the SPAS has now been

unberthed. Crew now goes through a procedure of auto release anc

capture using the Remote Manipulator System and the grapple

fixture on the Shuttle Pallet Satellite. This is Mission

Control, Houston at 3 days, 20 hours, 17 minutes. Coming up on

acquisition of signal at Indian Ocean. Just to recap the

positions of the crewmembers at this time, Mission Commander, Boi

Crippen is at the panel in the aft crew station in the flight

deck with access to hand controllers there, which give him

facility to control the vehicle. John Fabian is at the aft crew

station also. Challenger pilot, Rick Hauck, is in his seat, in

the pilot's seat in the forward portion of the flight deck, and

Dr. Sally Ride is in the commander's seat inputting instructions

to* the Remote Manipulator System through keystrokes into CRTl at

that location. We're just seconds away from acquisition of

signal through Indian Ocean at Mission Elapsed Time, 3 days, 20

hours, 18 minutes. This is Mission Control, Houston.

END OP TAPE
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PA0 - - voice and data pass through Orroral Valley

also, and the next downlink TV will be through the next MILA

pass which occurs in 49 minutes. That downlink TV wiU be

provided on NASA select. The downlink will occur at Mission

Elapsed Time, 3 days, 21 hours, 19 minutes, and there will be a

playback about 18 minutes later in the morning. Mission Elapsed

Time, 3 days, 20 hours, 30 minutes. This is Mission Control,

Houston.

pA0 This is Shuttle Mission Control. The RMS flight

controller advising Flight Director, Tommy Holloway, thatjust

we lost signal through Indian Ocean, he was able to determine

that Sally Ride had made inputs to the computer in preparation

for the release command but that the command hadn't been

initiated, so that initiation, probably, just barely occured out

of site from the ground station.

PA0 This is Shuttle Mission Control at 3 days, 20

hours, 34 minutes. We're about 1/2 a minute away from

acquisition of signal through Yarragadee. Have a voice for a

little over 8 minutes during this pass, and we are awaitinq

affirmation from the crew that Shuttle Pallet Satellite has been

deployed, which will be a rather significant moment in the

history of the Shuttle program, with it representing the first

deployment of an object using the Payload Deployment and

Retrieval System. We'll have voice in just a moment.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston through Yarragadee for 8

minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, T.J., we're with you, and John performed a

beautiful release and recapture in auto.

CAPCOM Wonderful! Wonderful!

SPACECRAFT And the Mass Spec has been initiated. It's in

program 5 and we're showing you F6 for the status.

CAPCOM Very good, Sally. Thank you, and we're working on

a go for the R BAR separation, but we need the processor temp, if

you could give that to us, it would help.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'll get that for you right now.

SPACECRAFT Okay, it's 99.4.

CAPCOM We copy.

SPACECRAFT T.J., for the RMS folks, you can tell them that the

tip-off rates are negligable, underlined negliqable.

CAPCOM That's outstanding, John. Thank you.
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SPACECRAFT And T.J., the MAUS2 was activated at 3 days, 20
hours, 36 minutes.

CAPCOM we copy.

SPACECRAFT T.J., I misqued on the spec on the power cycle
earlier on the mass spec. It's up now, and the status is good,
and we did visually watch it swivel too. It's plus z to plus
X. Sorry, that's a plus Z to minus X.

CAPCOM Okay. Thank you, John.

PA0 This is Mission Control. We're still AOS through
Yarragadee. Just as a note, Dr. Ride's remark earlier that MAUS2
had been activated refers to one of the Shuttle Pallet Satellite
experiments concerning crystal growth in space, an experiment ofGermany's Federal Ministry of Research and Technology.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger. You guys still there?

CAPCOM Yes sir. Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Oh, I was just wondering where you're at now
We're sitting here holding for whatever info you guys have'qotfor iiq 3 J

CAPCOM Okay. We have a short LOS here. We'll call you atOrroral in about 1-1/2 minutes.
"

SPACECRAFT T.J., see you there.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT (Garble)

CAPCOM Okay. We have a short LOS here. We'll call you at

Orroral in about 1-1/2 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay , T.J.. See you there.

PAO This is Shuttle Mission Control, 3 days, 20 hours,
44 minutes. A brief gap between Yarragadee and Orroral. We'll
pick up voice and data in about 30 seconds.

CAPCOM We're AOS at Orroral for 2 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Loud and clear.

CAPCOM You're loud and clear, and we're still watching
that temp but you can anticipate a go for the R BAR SEP at AOS
Buckhorn, and that'll be about 4 minutes prior to the nominal SEP
initiate time.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Sounds good to us, T.J. We'd sure like to
do it. And T.J., it looks to us like the SPAS color TV camera's
wor k ing

.

CAPCOM Ah, very good. We'll be looking forward to seeing
that through Goldstone then.

SPACECRAFT And T.J.,I said we think that camera overtemp was
probably caused by the fact that we had the SPAS camera on at the
time

.

CAPCOM Okay, Sally. Thanks, Yes, we see it again. And
our favorite partner from West Virginia's going to give you a

call from Buckhorn at about 2 plus 26.

SPACECRAFT Roger.

PAO Shuttle Mission Control. We've had LOS through
Orroral. Acquire through Buckhorn in 26 minutes. T.J. Hart's
remark about his partner refers to a change in CAPCOM ' s coming up
here as T.J.'s going to be relieved by Jon McBride. R BAR
separation, the crew anticipating a go for R BAR SEP just
reflects plans to conduct proximity operations where the
Challenger will be maneuvered down, and away, and forward from
the free-flying Shuttle Pallet Satellite That go for R BAR SEP
should occur when we are AOS at Buckhorn in 25 minutes, then we
can anticipate some television through the MILA station about 6

minutes after that. In that TV should be some extraordinary
pictures of the Shuttle and the Shuttle Pallet Satellite flying
separately and demonstrating the capability to take pictures of
each other. We'll acquire voice and data through Buckhorn in 24
minutes at Mission Elapsed Time, 3 days, 20 hours, 49 minutes and
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oL^?° tnt of
ml
2 . hours elapsed time, and then do proximityoperations. This is Mission Control, Houston.

xlmlcY

PA0
, .

This is Mis sion Control, Houston with a reminder r>fsome downlink TV scheduled during the MM pass occur rlnq atMission Elapsed Time, 3 days, 21 hours, 19 minutes We'll have

wqU
aq:in°

n
won.t

Signal ^ "° thit ^°«c k hc-rn but

mU AOS in aCoSt IT^ T'l ™ a™ro*c* the ground station atmiua ftub in about 15-1/2 minutes, and aqain live TV at Mi^innElapsed Time 3 days, 21 hours, 19 minutes, and a satell teplayback of that event to occur at 3 days, 21 hours 37minutes. This is Mission Control, Houston.
'

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Misson Control, Houston at 3 days, 21

hours, 12 minutes Mission Elapsed Time. h^ ro
%
c^^ n^ l

r

Slt l °n

of signal through Buckhorn and anticipating a G0/N°-^° _ . . .

attached operations and of our separation from the Shuttle Pallet

Satellite. What's critical here is temperatures onboard SPAS.

The payloads officer and the shuttle pallet satellite team will

look at the data as soon as we have acquisiton of signal, and

make a determination based on the temperatures shown aboard the

satellite, whether or not they feel like the satellite could

survive a 2-1/2 hour detached operation from the Orbiter on its

internal power. That call should be forthcoming, and we have

voice momentarily. This is Mission - -

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston's back with you over the

mainland for about 12 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John. Loud and clear. We have detached and

we're waiting for about 10 minutes to start the R BAR SEP on page

2-15, level 14, and we're stable.

CAPCOM We copy that, and we're looking at our data, and

we'll be right back to you.

PA0 This is Mission Control. It looks like its going

to be very close. Payloads people are going to be go.

CAPCOM And Challenger, you've got a go for the R BAR

separation.

SPACECRAFT Okay, that's super, John. We'll hold off here for

a little while.

CAPCOM Yes. I meant on time. You've got a go to go

whenever you want to, whenever you're suppose to.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) and during this phase, we'll try to

minimize air-to-ground.

CAPCOM So will we.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and you guys are going to be set up for some

TV. Is that right?

CAPCOM That's affirmative, at MILA

SPACECRAFT Okay.

PA0 This is Mission Control. That GO/NO-GO call was

very close. Payloads officer redlined that temperature of 102

degrees centigrade, saying that if the temperature was there or

higher, they would have to NO-GO based on the projection that the

Shuttle Pallet Satellite would not be able to survive increases,
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SPACECRAFT My compliments to the peopleis a nice flying little vehicle.

CAPCOM Thank you sir, and we'll pas

projected was ?tl il^ll^T^l'^lil' ^ redline

re aoout 2-1/2 minutes away from downlink TV.
CAPCOM MILA at 21:20.

SPACECRAFT Roger, 21:20.

Buckhorn and mTlT^^11^ right between
acquire again, we'll e XDP,f \„ J losS of S1 ^nai ' and when we
Satellite? Some of thafw i

° f the Shuttle Pallet
quality.

W Wl11 be field sequential and not air

CAPCOM Standing by, MILA, with the TV.

SPACECRAFT (Garble)

Payload Bay Calebs?%

^

llite
-. are the

crosses the terminator into^n^nt £XTAr
END OF TAPE
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_~that
)

picture being taken from the end effector
PAG

I

U5 lM Lnq taken from the Shuttle PalletSatoUit*-; ,ind ag.iin, it's i n darkness
.nT ,,v ... ;ut , - right now, so it's next to

it «u.v;

^

( .;:,';x,"r,:;:
,f:

-

iuuraination sh™u h^
:\AO

SPACECRAFT (Garbl-.) c,ot
at 0 0 feet.

'

l

' :ir
*

i; Mi
>
;;iof

- Control
, Houston. We're still - -

jood LOC with the reno , ous radar

CAPCOM Beautiful!

mfSn^fL, W
f re C°minq UP towacds the terminator. Wemight be able to get you some TV here shortly

CAPCOM we've been following you. We got a TV.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM r^oks about like the SMS, so far.

SPACECRAFT it's n^ore impressive here.

SPACECRAFT No it doesn't.

the SPAS About^n^:^
1^ 9limpSe there of the 0rbit^ from

SP^o^be^ the

CAPCOM we copy.

SatZ?i^f
v*^cle down and away from the Shuttle Pailet
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~~ Say
'

y°U 9UyS stiU there? Houston, you still. with
SPACECRAFT
us?

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
TV now.

CAPCOM
TV now.

That's affirm, 4-1/2 minutes.

Okay, and we're sending you pictures from the SPAS

^ had a look at it, unfortunately we're losing the

^^e,!.^- — ^ it recorded. We'll send it oack

CAPCOM Over Bermuda for 4 more.

MILA station, Ini'now getting SZEVh* Tl™ l°
St Video trough

no TV. Shuttle Pallet Sate?? J! data thro^ Bermuda, but
has now moved down to a posU on aho„; inVt

°rMter Challenger
Pallet Satellite, and „in 1 I

Ut 200 feet below the Shuttle
down below tha^frS^f ?y ng^hicle" ^laose!

^
and 40 minutes since fe be a n Lh! f .

tMe 13 now 2 hou"
initial checkout, and powlrina L ~* J ^atxons, and the
Time is 3 days, 21 hourl 28 minutes xl/^lu MiSSi °n m^se6
remaining in this pass.

minutes, and another three minutes

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Dakar at 2 plus 47 elapsed.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Going to LOS. Were out at 300 feet, Looking
stable, it looks very good. We'll see you at Dakar. (Garble)

CAPCOM We can imagine.

PA0
,

This is Shuttle Mission Control. We're LOS.
Acquire data and voice again in a little over 3 minutes through
Dakar, and we're coming up now on the video tape replay of that
video of the Pallet separation which will occur at Mission
Elapsed Time, 3 days, 21 hours, 37 minutes, just about 5 minutes
from now, local time of that replay will be 4:10 a.m.. This is
Mission Control, Houston.

CAPCOM Dakar for 8-1/2.

SPACECRAFT Roger. Okay, we're out at 500 feet now John.
We're down viewing our rendezvous radar GMBL bias check, and
everything's looking stable. I think we're getting some good VTR
that we'll be able to send back to you, and you got 5 very har>py
people up here.

CAPCOM
here.

Sounds great, Rick. Several thousand happy down

SPACECRAFT Good

.

PA0 This is Mission Control, Houston. Still AOS
through Dakar, but as an update, the Challenger, at this ooint,
has moved to a position roughly 525 feet below the Shuttle Pallet
Satellite and about 275 feet forward of it.

SPACECRAFT We're AOS now. Houston, Challenger. How do you
read? 7

CAPCOM Got you loud and clear.

SPACECRAFT Okay, you gave us an AOS call and (garble) there's
SPAS messages from the FM apparently again. Everthing's okay
We're about 950 feet. We're about to transition to the T BAR,
AMOOS 17, page 2-15.

'

CAPCOM And we're right with you. And Rick, check low Z.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Good call. Thank you. All right Jon, Crip
has stabilized us out here at 1000 feet and we'll be slidinq overthere to rerun.

CAPCOM
elapsed

.

Sounds great, Rick. We'll see you at 3:09 at Ind
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SPACECRAFT Okay. See you.

hSSrs, 46 minuted wJn'h^e"*™ at 3 21
minutes through Indian Ocean

aCC!UlSltlon of "^na! in 10

hours 56 minuJs^uL^I^Se' ^ 3 dayS
'

21
from acquisition of -iqnal thrrlh Ta- J* about a minute

feet forward! and now beqtnnino\n * P^^tion, oh I'd, about 700
SPAS, and approaching the V BAR aocZZ*

U^t relative to the
will fly in tanJom separated by aSout ionn"f *

tW° sPacec"f^
approaches the z BAR posture

?
„ n h ° *?et on

?
e Challenger

momentarily from the crew"
affirmation of that

CAPCOM i ndian 0cean fof 2 _ 1/2 ^

anTon
R
the V BA^and U^oo^real"* "S 6 16 at a ™ 00 f«t

"K. a real champ, ^iTtti llll ^tUXS?*-**-''™ 1 '"

END OP FILE
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SPACECRAFT - - stable at a 1000 feet and on the V BAR, and it

look; eal nice. The SPAS is performing like a real champ, and

the Attitude Control System is holding up real well, no problems

at all, and gee, it just really looks super up here.

CAPCOM Thank you, sir.

SPACECRAFT John, we have had one more of those intermittent

dropouts, but the SPAS came right back up and no other problems.

CAPCOM We think that's due to the auto antenna switching

from lower to upper.

SPACECRAFT We sure do want to pass on our best wishes to those

folks from MBB who built this spacecraft. It's a real beauty.

CAPCOM We'll do that.

SPACECRAFT Also, the one we're flying in is a real beauty

too. The Orbiter's really handling like a champ, as John Young

would say.

CAPCOM We copy that. And Crip, would you have any

objections to rotating the SPAS about 45 degrees for a little

cool ing?

SPACECRAFT N'o problem.

CAPCOM Okay. We'd like to see i minus 45 degree rotation

about the Y axis.

SPACECRAFT It's in work. Okay, minus 45 about Y.

CAPCOM That's right. Remain in the LVLH.

SPACECRAFT Understand.

CAPCOM That'll get her a little bit further out of the

Sun.

SPACECRAFT John, did you guys just switch antennas again?

CAPCOM Yes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, you caused a dropout that hasn't come back

yet

.

CAPCOM Those switchings are automatic. We'll see you at

Yarragadee at 3 plus 23.

SPACECRAFT Okay.
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CAPCOM And if you , d U|<e _ _

SPACECRAFT Are you guys on the - -

alleviate that "roWem "rV Zt™*^ Select lower
- that will

alleviate it. '
Clp

* ManuaU
i' se^ct lover and it will

SPACECRAFT Okay, we've got that.

ofsignal and acquit "q"i°?„
C^ tr

?
1

1

'

n
Ho

V8ton- We've had loss
Valley, correct ?ha ? trough Ya'rr'aLdee ^°Uqh Orro«l
antenna switching that g e on

9
! i, ™\r

? 3 some automatic
passes across the ground station a nH ^ ° f the 0rb iter making
occurs on those antenna which causeVSr«

P°T fluctuatio" that
9

other than a radiation that occurs LrH™? V" S°m& ° f the '

communication between the OrbiLr I„f k ,J
arly with re9ards to

Satellite, and accordinalu fh.
the Shut tle Pallet

manually select a low
9

J e n "I^V ?e C<~^ to
antenna switches. Ne xt down? Ink ™ •

ther
f
bv Preclude those

Mission Elapsed Time? 3 days 22 Zurt
S"he^ lefl on orbit 64, at

Hawaii ground station t L . !
37 mnutes through the

MILA ground stations?' That
S

^
s
?^ent ly through Goldstone and

37 minutes which transJtes' into^ 1 n* T 3 days
'

22 hours,
video tape playback of that n ;h\^ tral Time

' anfl the
occur about 40 minutes after the ini^? the satellite will
Mission Elapsed Time is presenttv a 'i" 10" °l that live TV. And
-mutes. This is M ission Control, Houston

?
' " h°UCS

' 3

PAO rpU
i o i M •

than a minute a J f r^acquTsU?™
0^ H°USt ° n

- We ' re about less
for a pass of about s' in ' r ifT ,^°Uqh Yarragadee
no data, so we'll have to relv on hhf .

" U he voice °"^V ,relative positions of the Shuttle p*?,^ 8 advice on fc he
Orbiter Challenger. C **

"J
1<?t S3teUite and the

temperature of ?he'shlt?? "a?lot Km/" ^ 9 C°nCern
'

instructed to change - -
,allC!t SatelUtc. Trie crew was

END OF TAPE
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pu°n - - of the Shuttle Pallet Satellite and the OrbiterChallenger Temperature continues to be a concern, temperatureof the Shuttle Pallet Satellite. The crew is instructed to

andThaJ wn^h'^
6 ^ order to facilitate cooling from sunlight,and that will be one of your early questions here to the crewasking for data on the temps onboard the SPAS, in as much a<?we're unable to get a look at data through Yarragadee.

CAPCOM Back with you , Yarragadee.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John. We just completed rendezvous radar

a^utT^tle mo^nan ??of
""^"io„. ^nal strength is

thev oive u « fhf
U
n
dS 90°d

-
Wh6n Somebod V gets a chance, wouldtney give us the processor temp, please?

SPACECRAFT Roger. Yes, John, that's 103 degrees.

CAPCOM 103.

SPACECRAFT And 45 degrees AP.

-
ThiS is shuttle Mission Control. That processor

staba^zed" 'TT* f 10
l

degreGS a^esta the temps may have
L r i- ^

ShOW6d t0 be 103 durin9 the ^st recent data Ls
nrpcM la " °^an Station

'
and the payloads Deople are

P

llultlli Ll?et
S1
t%

ri
??-,

the
,
adViSabUity ° f Paring down thebnuttle Pallet Satellite during the lunch period meal n^rirvionboard the Challenger later this morning,

P
*o give it theopportunity to do a little further cooling.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Roger. We're going to go put the SPAS to free *<,

Pa'ss SLftfk
S° r WU1 n0t be ™«neuvering the SPAS dCnng thispass data take unless something is overriding.

CAPCOM And you've got a go for that.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Thank you.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

See you at Hawaii at 3 plus 49, elapsed.

CAPCOM We copy.
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lte
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PAO - - in roughly 10 minutes. This is Mission
Control, Houston at 3 days, 22 hours, 28 minutes Mission Elaosed
Time ,

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston. The Hawaii pass
coming up in 5 minutes, and it'll be the first of a sequence of
TV passes from, first Hawaii, then Goldstone, then MILA. There
will be a 1 minute keyhole in the Hawaii pass. It's a fairly low
elevation pass, maximum elevation is 8.9 degrees over the
horizon. It'll be about 6 minutes in duration overall, but there
is a 1-1/2 minute keyhole during that pass. Subsequently, we'll
go over the Goldstone station for mo e downlink television, about
5 minutes through Goldstone, and then about 9 minutes of TV
opportunity through MILA. And we'll have satellite playback of
those passes beginning at Mission Elapsed Time, 3 days, 23 hours,
17 minutes, which translates into Central Daylight Time of 5:50
a.m. We'll acquire signal through Hawaii in 4 minutes. Mission
Elapsed Time is presently 3 days, 22 hours, 33 minutes. This is
Mission Control, Houston.

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston. We're less than
a minute away from acquisition of signal through Hawaii. Correct
something I reported earlier. I told you that this would be in
daylight and, in fact, it's in darkness. The first two passes
through Hawaii and Goldstone will be in the Earth's shadow, and
Challenger and Shuttle Pallet Satellite will be illuminated by
sunlight over the MILA pass, and we'll have voice and pictures
just: momentarily now.

CAPCOM We're back with you at Hawaii for 6 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Roger that. Loud and clear. When is the next time
you guys can take some TV?

CAPCOM Right now.

SPACECRAFT Okay. We're trying to get this VTR set up so we
can give you a playback of that last departure and (garble)

.

Shoot the CVT it.

PAO We're in the keyhole in Hawaii right now, and we
will have signal again In about 1/2 minute.

SPACECRAFT Back where they should, Jon.

CAPCOM Okay. Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Are you back with us now?

CAPCOM Yes sir.
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SPACECRAFT Are you getting any TV? And Jon, radar test number
2 was successful.

CAPCOM We copy, and we still need about 10 or 20 more
seconds before the TV.

SPACECRAFT

PAO

CAPCOM

Okay, 10 or 20 more seconds.

There, you can see the Orbiter Challenger.

Okay. We got it.

SPACECRAFT Okay. We thought you were getting it earlierWe're rewinding a little bit here.
"

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
number 2?

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Thank you.

Okay, Jon, you should be getting it now.

Beautiful!

Jon, did you copy that we had a good radar test

Yes sir. We copied that.

(Garble) I wanted to do it here in the dark, hvttron an evaluation, I could not get the SPAS (garble) didn't havethose lights on it, they sure are nice.

SPACECRAFT And Jon, these pictures were taken at 1,000 feet.

CAPCOM That's beautiful. Another space first.

SPACECRAFT The Big Bruce in his MMU.

This is not live TV, this is a video tape replay of

SPACECRAFT If you're going to have TV available at Goldstone -

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Another Space First!

SPACECRAFT It beat Bruce and his MMU ' s

!

PAO This is not live TV, this is the video tape replay
of

SPACECRAFT If you're going to have TV available at Goldstone,
we can give you some more of this.

CAPCOM We're going to have it set up for you.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll try to get it down to you.

CAPCOM And Crip, we sent up a teleprinter message with
some options for this afternoon's PROX OPS, you might want to

take a look at it and make some comments when you get some time.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll get somebody to go down and take a look

at it here. I'm sure Dwayne is sitting there listening, the

radar is really working out great, as far as range and elevation
and so forth. A lot of sight rates wander around a little bit,

very similar to what they've done in sims. They're helpful, but

not great.

CAPCOM Dwayne 's heart rate is up to about 160.

SPACECRAFT Bet he can't measure mine! It's just like he

taught me to do it. And as you might have guessed, during this
portion of the coverage, we had the SPAS 16 mm on.

CAPCOM Copy.

SPACECRAFT And we've also managed to take 78 shots from the
SPAS 70 mm so far, so if the cameras work, this will be well
documented. I'm sure Mr. Greene will be happy to hear that!

CAPCOM That's affirm, and if you can stand the
interference we need you to select an upper hemi. Sorry make
that a GPC.

SPACECRAFT We'll try it once. We're back in lower. We'll
give you some at Goldstone, I'd just as soon not mess around with
it and take a chance of dropping it.

CAPCOM We copy.

SPACECRAFT Okay, that's the TV, we'll get some rewound and
show you a little bit earlier in the departure.

CAPCOM Thank you, sir. And we'll see you at Buckhorn at 3

+ 59, elapsed
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SPACECRAFT 3+59, elapsed, thank you.

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston, we're now LOS at

Hawaii, that was VTR, or Video Tape Replay, of a film video
captured onboard Challenger earlier, that was not live TV thru
Hawaii. And crew will be rewinding and showing more video tape
thru the Goldstone pass, coming up in 3 minutes. Mission Elapsed
Time is 3 days, 22 hours, 44 minutes. This is Mission Control,
Houston. We'll be getting voice thru Buckhorn in just a few
seconds, we're still about a minute away from TV capability thru
Goldstone. I might add that very strong reaction to those
pictures here in the Mission Control Center, lots of ohhs and
ahhs from the flight controllers. Mission Elapsed Time 3 days,
22 hours, 47 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, loud and clear. And John, with regard to
your message, we would like to try the whole thing.

CAPCOM We copy.

SPACECRAFT You knew I'd say that.

CAPCOM We kind of thought so.

PAO This is Mission Control. Again, we're looking at

Video Tape Replay of the deployment of the Shuttle Pallet
Satellite and the the image you saw was of the SPAS and the
Challenger's Remote Manipulator System. This is Mission
Control. This Goldstone pass will give us the opportunity for
about 5 minutes of video and once again, we're going to be
looking at the Remote Manipulator System, and the Shuttle Pallet
Satellite deployment. That is just as soon as we can get a

lockup on the VTR.

END OF TAPE
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p^O - - for about 5 minutns of -

we're going to be looking at the R>>m<^ * Ms

the Shuttle Pallet Satellite deplo--mr

as we can get a lock up on the VTR .

T 1
1

1

/ 2 .)
u -

CAPCOM And we ' re r ece i v i nq f h r

SPACECRAFT That's because we* ft: r-vm
realize you were, Tom, what we n^ori t <

locking up on TV because so.net i me*-, it' > r

• .
.

< -n i 1 1

.

i t . I

i w'v^n

ohv i >us

CAPCOM Okay, we have it now.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and there's the SPAS < i of >

little bit. And we're go inn to go ahead and last

little bit. - - you had seen there, Jon, was a ni

prior to start of the R BAR separation.

lomi. nq a

>rward a

1 1 1 > m^ ,

'

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
set up for you guys

We copy

.

Yes. We -didn't have enough time here to get V^R

CAPCOM
anything

.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

APCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

We got about 2 more minutes, if von want to try

Okay.

And we'll nave you again at MTLA^

Yes.

That's a beautiful shot.

And we hopt* you like the OPS.

We see that.

(Go: hie)

The way the elevons have been riding ail a long

during in the flight, J , we could always keep track of the left

outboard and the , ight inboard and outboard, but we coundn't ever

see the port inboaid. We were glad to see we still had a port

and inboard eleven when we saw this shot.

CAPCOM It i com iorting, isn't it?

SPACECRAFT It would be a great tool to carry on every flight

;ov Ocbiter inspections.

r
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leturely pastoral 'view^kL ^at
.

a?Pe" s to be a very
actually raveling at a" ^ee^fl Sift^SZco^ is

eo'ofcamera. don"! tTzvf^ V6rify for «* ^at that is a
color o t bllVan^ ^ntte* ~%o t

CAPCOM Beautiful, living color.
PAO
Modu

:

f i u m t

bay

,

are vi^bLln'the'a^t'secUo; of'tH^ Payl0ad Assi^
'"mote Manipulator Arm deploved ?J?5 •

the P^ 1^ bay, and
"1 -even protruding Aft^^ « enormous^

SPACECRAFT - - viqnAl ^
and it's the first tiM ti^ hL"

0
?!!}! 9!" <?«"le) on the SPAS,

thing. so, if We can time all n? ~ ,
pick a vis ^al up on the

9ot a full m0on, jus t tnT r ight°po" tion^^ 5 SUCh that we ' ve

CAPCOM We'll make a note of that.

SPACECRAFT And sunrise is coming.

CAPCOM Roaer n, at
looking for you. '

a"d W6 ' Ve *ot so™ People outside

SPACECRAFT We coming over?

CAPCOM Thai-'.- =ffThat o affirm. Right overhead.
SPACECRAFT All right.

SPACECRAFT Jon , let us know^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
CAPCOM Okav v.Okay, we have reacquired TV through MILA.

the
AC

ca
C
bin

T
vi ew?

k

a

a

n
y
d it^s^a litt^h' to *<* up in

see how that develops taarblef
blt

u
d"k at the time. We'U

you can see inside ?he cibtn and df
"°u*V i9htS in here, we're,

wl "dow. caDln and distracting from looking out the

Okay, we-re starting to see a little bit clearernow
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SPACECRAFT Yes, they caught some pretty bright sun when we

the
e

probiem
^ ^ initial deP loy' which is probably part of

CAPCOM We copy.

?A0
,

.

Shuttle Mission Control. The pictures we'relooking at now are video tape reolays from a film taken earlierduring R BAR separation. This s ;,ows a point at which theChallenger was roughly 200 feet beneath the - -

END OF TAPE
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PAO - - are video tape replays from a film taken
earlier during RBAR separation, this shows a point at which the
Challenger was roughly 200 feet beneath the Shuttle Pallet
Satellite and moving down and away.

SPACECRAFT The view shrinks down and we're transiting out and
there's when we switched over to a view looking at the stars.

CAPCOM We copy. And as you approach the Cape you might
see that the weather is still very unfavorable.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Prognosis yet?

CAPCOM We have no firm prognosis at this time.

SPACECRAFT But those weather folks I like. Wouldn't give you
a firm prognosis either.

PA0 Rendezvous Officer estimates this picture to be
taken, to have been taken about a thousand feet distance between
the Shuttle Pallet Satellite and Challenger.

SPACECRAFT And John, for Dwayne and the ICOS people,
fortunately we got to playing with you guys coming through on the
TV and I put it into a night evaluation other than with the—with
the lights on, however we'll pick up a little bit on the last rev
before we start our approach. And in addition to that, the ICOS
does work well, at least with the lights on and, but so does the
normal COAS and that's the end of the TV. The ICOS during the
day here with the Sun very brillant on it also works with the day
filter on.

CAPCOM We copy Crip.

PAO This is Mission Control, we've got about 5 minutes
of voice left through Bermuda.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT I hear you.

CAPCOM Yes, if Crip is listening we've just had a
miscompare on the right RCS tank ISO 345 and we'd like for you to
put that thing in the GPC. That's 345B, Bravo.

SPACECRAFT Okay he's got that. Be advised that our talkback
was reading closed.

CAPCOM Yes sir this is invisible to you.

SPACECRAFT Okay. It brings our-
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CAPCOM Dakar .- I + 23 elapsed.

SPACECRAFT Okay, sec- you there.

PAO This is Mission Control, we've had loss of signal
and acquire again in 4 minutes through Dakar. The processor
temperature onboard the Shuttle Pallet Satellite which has been
some concern to the Payload Officer is now at 105 degress and
appears to be continuing to increase. The Payloads Officer now
is advocating that during the nominal meal period that the
Shuttle Pallet Satellite be powered dow. That would occur at
Mission Elapsed Time of 4 days 1 hour, for that 1 hour meal
period during the orbit 65 that the SPAS be Dowered down and
given the opportunity to do some cooling and that the

—

END OF TAPE
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for that 1 hour meal period during orbit 65,

2Et the SPAS ^power ^own anc,
given the^-^-^^

some cooling and that the 1 »P « "
d
"e

payback of the
inhibit the "°"mit

^^"^ated at Mission Elapsed Time,
-

moS t recent »^eo will be initiated at M ^ &
days, 2S hours, 17 »inutes, whicn

Mission Elapsed Time

SSS:
9» ^V^-US" tSS is M?«lon Control, Houston

CAPCOM Back with you at Dakar and Ascension for 11

minutes

.

TnnH and clear. We decided we'd proceed on
SPACECRAFT Okay. Loud and ciea RMS

,

ahead with these auto sequences a 11" 1®!?^ ea Y

^nd John's got that in work, John's (garble).

CAPCOM We copy.

SPACECRAFT Jon, are you guys getting like radar data, like

range and range radar (garble).

CAPCOM That's affirm.

SPACECRAFT Okay, that's good For Dwyane the elev. t io^and

^Ki^thf^ ^y.
and
He^

d
compa^ng

k
the COAS with what I • „

seeing on the range and AZ.

CAPCOM We copy.

SPACECRAFT And Jon, RMU's probably noticed that we had^to ^
terminate the first 2 points of auto ^e

Uke the
had to put the brakes on

Neither of those points,

rnr^g^sHh^^^rethlnrwr^rec^d^rom SAX, testing.

CAPCOM We copy and concur.

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston. We still have

Tout 7 minutes of voice remaining. through Dakar, anc then

subsequently through Ascension Island, and we re
downlink TV on

?n:
Y
NASrs^

e
ect:

de
Mi^nn

r

E!apSed
E

T^me TTs d.y-, * hours, 15

minutes.

CAPCOM Botswana at 4 plus 40, elapsed,

for the MAUS.
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CAPCOM We copy, and concur. With you at Botswana for 5-

1/2.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Loud and clear. Well, things are looking
fairly stable here. How is that temp looking to you guys?

CAPCOM We can't see it. I was going to ask you for a

readout here towards the end of this pass.

SPACECRAFT We'll give you a readout. It's 105.

CAPCOM Thank you. And we've got about 3 more minutes of

Botswana. Give me one i.iore check on it, or let me know if it

changes from 105, if you would at LOS.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll do that.

CAPCOM We've got about 40 seconds. We'll see you at
Yarragadee at 4 plus 58, elapsed.

SPACECRAFT Okay, 4 plus 58, elapsed. See you there.

CAPCOM This is Mission Control, Houston. Next downlink TV
is going to occur at 4 days, 0 hours, 11 minutes, which
translates into 6:44 a.m., Central Time. Be more Proximity
Operations, and it will be over the Hawaii pass on oribt 6 - -

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Next, downlink TV is going to occur at. 4 davs 0
ho u t- s 1 1 mi n u t e s wh i ch t r a n s 1 a t e s into 6:44 a.m. Central Time.
There'll be more proxmity operations and it'll he over at the*
Hawaii pass on orbit 65. Challenger is approaching the west
coast of Australia, we'll be in voice contact through Yarragadee
here in just a few seconds and we'll be talking to Yarragadee for
about 7-1/2 minutes. And again next downlink at Mission Elapsed
Time 4 days 0 hours 11 minuter.. Presently Mission Elapsed Time
is 3 days 23 hours 45 minutes, this is Missioa control Houston.

CAPCOM Aeot: a r r a o a d e c

SPACECRAFT Okay understand. We're getting ready, sunset's
coming up here so we're getting ready to take a look at some of
the things with no pay load ba\ lights and also no SPAS lights.

CAPCOM Happy Crip and r « ve got a couple of short notes for
you any time you feel like taking them.

SPACECRAFT if it's just listening I can do that.

CAPCOM Okay

SPACECRAFT Sally says she; 11 take it so go ahead.

CAPCOM Regarding the SPAS deactivation for the meal
period, you can use the deactivation procedures in the prox ops
book on page 241— that's block 17A, except we do not want you to
power down the MAUS 2 and you can also delete the Orbiter
reconfig at the bottom.

SPACECRAFT Okay that makes sense.

CAPCOM And I got an attitude we'd like for y.u to go to
during that power down to point to deep space and I'll give you
your roll, pitch and yaw when you're ready.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
the SPAS.

Okay, 207347 and 028.

207347028?

That's correct. And that will be Orbiter shadowing

SPACECRAFT Say again John.

And when you get into that attitude that'll be theCAPCOM
Orbiter shadowing the SPAS.

SPACECRAFT Oh, okay we understand
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Could you give us another read out on the processor
CAPCOM
temp.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Standby. 107.

Hawaii at 5 + 24 elapsed.

5+24 roger, out.

pA0 Th i s i s Mission Control, will acquire Hawaii in 17

minutes and 30 seconds and as a reminder that'll be a downlink TV

pass

.

F ^0 This is Shuttle Mission Control we're coming up on

a pass over Hawaii and another downlink TV opportunity that's 5-

1/2 minutes away at Mission Elapsed Time 4 days 0 hours 11

minutes. And that Hawaii pass will be about 8 minutes long.

That'll be followed by more TV through Goldstone and subsequently

Mila as well. Mission Elapsed Time is now 4 days 0 hours 6

minutes, the elapsed time for proximity operations is 5 hours and

18 minutes. This is Mission Control Houston.

Challenger back with you at Hawaii for 8 minutes.

Okay we're about 700 feet out closing.

Copy.

This is Mission Control, Commander Bob Crippen

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

PAO *~
r

.

confirming that we're on VBAR operations, VBAR op-

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT - - feet out closing .

CAPCOM Copy.

confirming that^e're on'mS
Control, Commander Bob Crippen

velocity vector t t C^leno^ ' ^AR °Pe«tion, on the
with SPAS.

Challenger moving backward to rendevous

there?
R
so

T
and we^on • t\tvl"anT'rT^*?,^

10" John
'

its da^ out
thought depending upon whit you „ ft< l t0

'f?
00t t0 YOU so we

want to try for some live over the -ta?ef h,^ f
' Y° U miqht

your problem. -tates, but of course that's

CAPCOM okay, thank you, sir.

t^Tits ErYE ten
C?rhe

b
re^ a^V^monitor, what you're getting out of ?

lack and white
yours to play with.

9ettlng out of the color camera, but they're

CAPCOM We . re busUy play .

ng

ca
P
meraf

AFT ^ ^ ^™ ** coming down now is the ,

CAPCOM^ Rignt now we , re look .

ng ^ ^ t^

h

s

ad
A™a thr?t wou^

u

;:t svjgfj 1?™ iet - ^ -
recording it.

a good Picture and we're not

CAPCOM No , aU we see are lighfcs c
.

ght ^
SPACECRAFT Okay. That'* *n ,

the window.
Y That 3 311 we see - That's all „e see out

CAPCOM Koger thdt>

SPACECRAFT Can you make out the colors of those lights,
CAPCOM Tnat . s a negative>

CA

P

p

A

cT
AFT <9arbl6) 0k3y

'

We ' re 3bOUt fe6t n°W -

dumping the recorders"
55

'
We ' Ve tUrned ° ff the TV and we're

SPACECRAFT Okey-doke.
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afsregard!
J °hn

' ^ k "°W iE yOU Can -
CAPCOM Buckhorn in a couple of minutes.

SPACECRAFT Roger that.

CAPCOM with you at Buckhorn.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thank voti t • n 4-w i.

that call, we got'it repressed now
°^ ^ a^cUte

CAPCOM Thank you.

Pallet Satelli^oL^O^e^Xe thVv^cL^t^
This is Mission con S Challenger pointing toward Earth,
with Ua-inM^ 1^^ Jrtn?^ ^ '« Ch.lle„q.r

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Mission Control Houston, there again you see
Challenger with its tail pointed toward Earth. At the top of the
screen there's some glare as a product of the Sun's reflection
off the radiators. This is the picture from the end effecter
camera, those light T-looking markings on the end effector are
being— are reckoning points. Shuttle Mission Control. The image
of the shuttle pallet satellite getting larger in the screen as
the Challenger moves back to rendevous with that payload. The
image of the Challenger before you now, the remote manipulator
system, the mechanical arm, visible protruding from the forward
part of the bay. Since this is STS-7 it is probably not a
coincidence that the arm is positioned in the posture of a
numeral seven. Mission Control. The black and white camera on
the shuttle pallet satellite operating now and the Challenger can
be seen in fairly good detail, looking at the payload bav at the
payload assist modules in the aft section and some of the get-
away special cannisters are visible. You think that's color?
That's the end effector camera, here. There's the horizon
visible to the left of the screen.

PA? Th is is Mission Control Houston. Acquisition at
this time at Ascension Island. The shuttle pallet satellite,
SPAS, is going to be powered down for about a 2 hour period, 'get
some of the components cooled down.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Back with you at Ascension for seven minutes.

We've got the SPAS on the RMS.

CAPCOM Beautiful. And Crip whenever you feel comfortable,
we'll talk a little bit more about procedures during the power
down.

SPACECRAFT
capture

.

Okay, we're getting ready to do the rotating SPAS

CAPCOM Okay.

PAO

CAPCOM

He's done gone Bill.

Botswana for 8 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and rotating capture is complete, both Dr.
Fabian has a couple grapples to his name and Dr. Thagard has a
grapple. And we're getting ready to go through the power down
now and I'm ready to listen.

CAPCOM That's great Crip. Once you power down we're going
to stay powered down for an extra rev, so that'll give us 2 and ahalf hours for your meal time.

SPACECRAFT Okay
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CAPCOM uu tt

9 3ve you earlier. If'yofdo^t have"^ attU^ that -
again, and also we'd like for f '

1 11 9 lve it to you
different attitude than „hf? the!"

PUt the arm into *
over the bay.

What they've got there for the capture

SPACECRAFT what position?

CAPCOM rile;.,, n,„ .

Hke to change^o^us^ori-^sorrv 'o?
S^A the attitu"*

nmer 0, that'll not only shadl the's^ h,l°
050 plus 0

thermal window into deep space? * WlU also Poi "t that

SPACECRAFT Okay, that's 270, 050, 090?
CAPCOM That , s aEfirraative _

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Ynn mt a „
deactivation procedures?"

qUestlons ab°^ the attitude or the

you^anTlt ofP^^*.^ »»« «-» spec, x take it

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM You got any questions about the attitude or the
deacti vat ion procedures?

SPACECRAFT Let me ask you one about the mass spec. I take it

you want it off. Do we need to close the shield before we turn
it off?

CAPCOM That's affirmative.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Just want to leave the MAUS-2 on.

SPACECRAFT I understand.

SPACECRAFT John, one thing you can come up for me with is on
my PET clock or something. Either give me a PET that I'm
supposed to come back and start again or give me a new time to
set up a PET. A PET that equates to an old PET.

CAPCOM Yes sir, I was ready to give that to you. You can
put if you like into your timer, 3 days, 20 hours and 18 minutes
and that will update you to start right after lunch back on the
timeline.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I understand.

SPACECRAFT And Houston, Challenger, are there going to be
anymore TV passes that would allow us to give you anymore VTR's
or is that it for the day?

CAPCOM Yes sir, we are configured for every TV pass.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll set up for that.

CAPCOM And if you would, we would like to get one more
processor temp before we leave Botswana.

SPACECRAFT 108.

CAPCOM Copy.

CAPCOM And if you haven't already powered down, we would
like one last readina on that right before you power down.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we're about: to power down and the temperature
is 108.

CAPCOM Thank you
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CAPCOM And I'm not sure whi< timer you're using right

now, Crip, bur we'll see you a' Yar gad<

-

; in 15 minutes.

SPACECRAFT See you there.

°P ACECRAFT And John, we're maneuvering t'v- arm t»-> tho

appropriate al titude and t! orbiter to i no approoriate attitude,

we've got the SPAS deactivated.

CAPCOM Thank you.

:
,A0 This is y,ir,:-u. i Conr.rol, " i^.on. t.oj:- of i gnal

at Botswana. Yarr = gadee, <\ tra.ia npc mi > in 13 minute . Jhe
Snuttle Pallet Satellite, Mk> SPAS, has bo n powered d< .wn u

-,-•11 .-m-o no-or,.d -,v , f - an a< 1i t i -mal M"bit ^nd a hilt-,

V. a. - :
•

i <>
1 iod l!> r ";

' '

1 a

ge' io mans oectroineU.-r te lporuturo down. Tt'. now at ,

degree farinhoit. The timel'ie will pick up after that

additional orbit at the ooint it which if: left off. Challenge"

n,„.. ir. orbi» *6 C
, r,ao<rui-<d in 12 minutes at v.rr ,nado*.,

A.-'ni..! and a' day 4, 1 aonr, LI minn' Mi: ion Control,

. I - '
.

,, xo , ^ .
-nt-r-o!

f
Houston, 17 seconds now

.'-.'ay 1, -n a guu'ition a,. Y. r.H ,
>\ustralia. Iho crow now in

meal p >'iod with he SPAS
t

)wim -

;

< ; i ti r >1 o. * the data

p.ovossiiL system. And T Lior nis .;ok^ an-- ;a 1
deqrees

far! no it and it .hould hav<.- been cel.. i us, ch i -
snmowh it

highi We shoulu be i acquisition now for the final p ;s this

lorniag at: Yarragadee.

CAPCOM With you at Yarragadee for a t most 3 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, loud and clear:. We're just getting < >.dy to

go iown and grab a little lunch and we think we've got w<.-ry thinq

set up like you guys wanted it and do you have a new PET clock

going just so 1 can check with you?

•;PA( ,;CRAFT Hello, John, do you read?

C ; 1 >COM T * m trying to f igure that fo r y

o

u r i g h t now,

St^-CKCRAFT Okay, well I've got us at 5 hours, 6 minutes,

hoi-.i .., 7 minutes right now.

CAPCOM )kay thac's within 30 seconds.

d P \CECK \FT Okay, -ounds good, ,. >'re ^ - ng to grab a itHo

lunch di,l-un,^:s Pu:lo': som.-thin- olse 1 011 n- i un to -io h<>re

on the flight deck.

END OP TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Well, I've got us at 5 hours, 6 minutes, 5 hours, 7
minutes right now.

CAPCOM Okay, that's within 30 seconds.

SPACECRAFT Okay, sounds good. We're going to go grab a little
lunch and— unless there'L something else you need us to do here
on the flight deck.

CAPCOM Okay, we need for you to get the FM antenna to GPC
and after ;-hat you can enjoy your lunch.

SPACECRAFT Okay, that's coming up. Okay, its got it.

CAPCOM Thank you sir, I think we'll be turning you over to
t^e otho>- nuys hero pretty noon , wo on joyed working with you
today and we'll, see you later on.

SPACECRAFT We appreciate all the help you guys gave us down
there today and (garble) for some of the people that helped train
us like Hozell, and Heeb oven though they weren't training, they
were just working procedures.

CAPCOM We copy.

SPACECRAFT SPAS brothers too, Ted Powers, and Ted Broder

.

CAPCOM Roger that. And the entire SPAS team here in the
MOCK aad down below would like to give you a wholehearty well
done.

SPACECRAFT Thanks very much, -.hanks also go out to Steve Clark
and Dan Ceday who were the folks actually doing the training for
us

.

CAPCOM We copy.

SPACECRAFT See you guys manana.

CAPCOM Yes sir.

SPACECRAFT what time is the next TV pass?

CAPCOM We f 11 catch you at Hawaii in 21 minutes.

SdACEOR\
, '-Kiy, will that handle 5 minutes worth?

Chi'COK
, ; a a good long pass, its almost 8 minutes.

,"PACEC"\AFT 'kuy, we've got about 5 minutes that shows the
final app; achi.aj grapple
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CAPCOM That's great.

SPACECRAFT And David don't forget that fine RMS training team

that has taken us through this thing too.

CAPCOM They cof>y.

SPACECRAFT And Big John, this is Norm.

CAPCOM Go ahead Norm.

SPACECRAFT You might tell Dr. Bill that I was wearing his

Uttfe ambulatory blood pressure monitor and my systolic

pressures which have been tunning aroun^" t0 124 " P

149 during the grapple on the rotating SPAS.

CAPCOM We can all understand that, woTo qoinq T.OR. Soe

you shortly.

SPACECRAFT Bye.

pA0 Mission Control Houston, we're in acquisition at

this time at Guam.

CAPCOM Challenger, the Granite team with you now for seven

minutes.

SPACECRAFT Hi, Guy. Welcome aboard to the Granite team.

CAPCOM Thank you, we watched your show this morning and it

was super.

SPACECRAFT Sounds like you got up early too.

the SPAS being the two white dots.

SPACECRAFT Well it was certainly bright enough.

SPACECRAFT Guy, how did the Astros do last night.

CAPCOM Well we won one finally. Five - nothing.

SPACECRAFT Fine.

SPACECRAFT Guy, one little comment, just so we "^'t^ryet

deck . .

.
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CAPCOM Roger.

SPACECRAFT Well that thing apparently generates quite a bit of
heat, at least it gets pretty warm to touch and I'm not sure
whether it's attributable all to that unit but the flight deck
got very, very warm over the past couple of hours. I'd bet we
got a least a 10 degree delta between the flight and the mid
deck. So it feels pretty good to come down here to the middeck
to have lunch.

CAPCOM Okay, we copy that. Thank you. Challenger,
Houston, we're about to go LOS, we'll see you at Hawaii in 6 and
a half minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll have TV for you there.

CAPCOM Sounds groat.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you through Hawaii for 7

and a half.

SPACECRAFT Okay, loud and clear...

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you through Hawaii for 7-

.PACECRAFT 0k ay, loud and clear and tell ,e when you're set uo

CAPCOM Wilco.

CAPCOM And Crip, we're ready for TV now.

SPACECRAFT 'Kay.

bay door open as well as tte starboa^^ *
he staL' boa^ Payload

flashes into tho RMS end effort windows and then this
kill the final rates. re back tlT^ 1^ U What wn us* *°
approaching and we use tLt ?

looking at the SPAS
down and to make lur ^ that ou^rate, ^f?!^?"

fa^ --ng

CAPCOM Roger that>

r.*^^ 20 °' 000 lb —id. very
SPAS to come in. It should ™J!" «

Ca™era looking for the
does. The camera Is on? actualfv nn ^™ K

he b°tt0m when 4t
RMS. You can see he »h I

? the bottom side of the
side of your picture ,n J l"^ there over on th * left
make John go over there an! sh^ Camera is tilted. I
while just so I don-t get too ZrZ that VlSW every once in a
fear, you folks that are wa?ch?n ?t doJ^V"'

3 3 Very ex itin9
people that played with the PROX op£ ^T^™' S°me of the
notice how much these viewl do Lok Hkl th* t}

mu
}
at°* > You'll

have. u XOOK llKe the simulators that we

thereon the bottom of the enl elector"
ft°" thiS View sitti^

SPACECRAFT Crip is sitting down right there.

the^ghtLg-or'or? S^rSr^ive^^V^ ™y We ?lannedvery comfortable, there you can »Il J llt^'3 lt
" Tt made it

in the view from the ms* Now thlt-s wh^f
"« tin* t0 come in -

to kill oft the closure r.t..V^U"^ ca^t^^ha? ™
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attached to the SPAS and you can see the rate starts to kill and

somewhere right in here, where I say to John Fabian that you got
it and the time he starts closing in with the RMS. Okay, he is

doing that now, he is driving the RMS in.

SPACECRAFT Crip provided a real stable platform and I took it

in about halfway here and then shifted over to vernier rate
control so that the final maneuver into the payload would be a

little smoother than we can get with the coarse control. And

then continued on into toward the grapple fixture itself and the

payload was in fact very stable and as we approach the grapple
fixture with the end effector then Sally puts the SPAS into a

free drift mode and Crip commands the orbiter into a free drift
mode so that neither one is firing thrusters at that time and
then we continue to close in the last couple of feet, with Crip
looking out the overhead window to assist in all of the ranging
as we get in closer. As you can see, it's a very smooth
operation coming in, the RMS is very easily controllable and the

SPAS itself is a very stable platform. And after we've squeezed
the trigger and grabbed it then it rigidizes itself and snugs up
against the end effector per se and we're ready to do whatever
comes up.

CAPCOM Great show there, John.

SPACECRAFT That's pretty much what went on with regard to the
VTR.

SPACECRAFT We're up here on the flight deck where we were just
conducting that little show.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Great show there John.

SPACECRAFT And that's pretty much what went on with regard to

the VTR. We're up here on the flight deck where we were just

conducting that little— little show. (Garble) got pretty good

view or not. Tilt your camera down there a bit.

CAPCOM Rog. We can see you there Crip.

SPACECRAFT Okay. We got all five of us up here today. Norm's

doing the camera adjustment. Got 5 very happy people. We're
looking forward to this afternoon's little excursion with the

SPAS and we're happy that the folks down there have worked on

this little problem with the temperature to allow us to do that

and we're hoping it's going to cool down properly where we can

get a full - full phase 2 of the PROX OPS in.

CAPCOM Roger. We feel pretty good that that'll allow us

to get the full phase 2 in.

SPACECRAFT Great deal. I feel like it's mainly the
electronics that's causing it to heat up, more so than the sun.

CAPCOM We concur

.

SPACECRAFT So turning it off sounds like the right thing to

do. We also appreciate the good call this morning and the very

timely way in which, in which the MOCR took a loc x at a whole
series of alarms which indicated the gyro problems and assessed
that as a pin problem rather than a real failure and allowed us

to continue.

CAPCOM Yea, we're just as anxious as you to get things
done

.

SPACECRAFT Yea, you guys do good work.

CAPCOM We all thank you.

SPACECRAFT Guy, do you know what they're predicting the MODUS
temperature will come up at. Do they have a decay rate for the

temperature?

CAPCOM Well, I don't know about prediction but we've got a

pool going down here on it.

SPACECRAFT We might have one going up here too.

CAPCOM Our official guess is it'll start up at about 100

degrees.

SPACECRAFT Great
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^onl „ ,i?
nd We ' re 9° ing t0 loSe you here in abou t 10 or 15seconds. We'll see you at Buckhorn in 2 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll see you there. I think that's probablygoing to be—we won't have any TV for you at Buckhorn.

CAPCOM Okay.

SPACECRAFT We're cool again. Thanks a lot.

CAPCOM Thank you.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you at Buckhorn for 7 anda na l t

.

SPACECRAFT Loud and clear.

S^f°
M

i a
An6

-l
90t juSt a couPle of recommendations you mayhave already considered on the flight deck being a little hotter

th^n
0™ t0 CheC/ th * h6at iS Pinned to ful1 co°' Position and

?hin^°
nS

^
U " ning ° ff aS much Panel lighting and maybeeven thinking about CRTs up top.

SPACECRAFT Okay. We're pinned full cool. We've never usedpanel lighting and we think we minimized CRTs. We may have acoup- one of them that we can let down. Yeah, we still - we cantake down one or two of those.
»<-i.n we can

55^? Hfl/,

0kay
'
good

f
^ ust suggestions, and we're hoping thatthe attitude you're in will also help cool it down up there.

^df?ncfV,
X
u'

S fine
-

We
'

ifc
' S just a littIe bit on the warmside just like Houston.

SPACECRAFT Oh, we're in a good attitude Guy.

CAPCOM i can tell.

yofread?
T 1 iS the

'
thiS iS the Challenger. How do

CAPCOM You're loud and clear.

SPACECRAFT No, wasn't talking to you. We just had, heard acall between NASA 1 and NASA 3.
neara a

CAPCOM All right.

PA0
. . .

This is Mission Control, Houston. We're in

thTt^
now °ver the st*tes - Buckhorn and Mila. A replay ofthe video tape dump that was played - piped down over Hawaii willbe replayed at 8:45 central daylight time followed at 9^00 by the
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at
P

Mila in 2 nKel?9"' 3 ° SeCOnds t0 L0S
' -e you

SPACECRAFT Bye-bye.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you at Mila for 3 minutes

^rT^own C^^ai^d
a
s
n
oU ?h

le
^ri^ St '°

up your phase elapsed time cloc^wtth the Tel'tt^°° ^ ^
seconds.

^

'

3 a" irm
'

We ' re showi^ 5 plus SO and 22

SPACECRAFT Okay, we-re off by about 30 seconds so i-u buy

seconds to nosfTvo ^nothor^ '{ ^T" We ' re about 40

side of the sleep s i t*J valves over on the starboard

spacecraft okay, we'll take a look at it.

"me°of 6 Plus
O
?0
a
!' ^ We ' U 866 y°U d°wn at Ascension at ET

SPACECRAFT 6 plus 10.

MUa. Ascensionlsiand'in^a HOUSt°": l0SS ° f si^al
underway of the recent down nk^ i

meanwhile a playback is
the grapple an! capture of tul slU^HVJ** r

f?
orded onb°^ of

This was downlinked ovlr Hawafi Sk- k
PaUet satel ^te.

with Flight Dlrec
*
or ToLy

a
Ho ;war:i?rar 9?00

S
centr

b
?
iefin^

ToZ^TVo s
b
econds

ng
a„r f

aLJSC
- ^^^oT^o^ ^

Followed wUhTCrteHap^Bo^ana' 10" at ASCe"Si °n ISla"d "

Senates.
ChaUen^' Houston, with you through Ascension for

SPACECRAFT Okay, loud and clear.

CAPCOM Loud and clear also and if anybody is near a CRT,
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Uftu ...

3 173: 13:34 6/22/83 PAGF2we'd like a GNC qppr *
take us through toforrot '

S°me Varible Parameters that wiU
SPACECRAFT Coming at, comina'

con,1 ng at you on spec—CRT ?
CAPCOM Th . nk ^
TV cameras off here ?^^k INC0 would "ke for VOu to
already, we e.,^ 1^" ^ ^ « yo"h?E„?? ^ne" ^
SPACECRAFT There already off.
CAPCOMCAPCOM Thank

SPACECRAFT Ok*v t

CAPCOM n^Okay, we'll look at that.
SPACECRAFT ifs f ^
but you mignt as weirL^"^ 0^-- to "ave two CRT 1 s printing
CAPCOM 0k ,„
another thought on't^t ftf

?

Ut What we figured. And Cri„

SPACECRAFT Okiedok.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Roger, that. And we're through with the CRT.
Thank you.

SPACECRAFT Okie-doke.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We're 10 seconds to LOS.
We'll see you at Botswana at elapsed time of 6 plus 19.

SPACECRAFT Okay, see you there.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you at Botswana for about
7 minutes and I've got a message here on SPAS activation - fairly
lengthy.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Stand by. We'll be ready to copy.

CAPCOM Okay. Meanwhile if you got anybody on panel A7L,
we'd like the MAD strain gauges back on for us.

SPACECRAFT Okay, coming on. We have them on at this time.

CAPCOM Thank you.

SPACECRAFT Copy.

CAPCOM Okay. First of all we sug - due to the procedure
I'm going to read you we suggest you start this activation at
about 6 plus 30 on the ET which is about 5, I'm sorry, 10 minutes
from now. Okay, step 1 is perform RF activation in the Payload
ops checklist page 6-7. Do not perform step 1. Perform steps 2,
3 and 4. However, on step 4 at the end, do not reenter the gyro
drift compensation values. That's not necessary. Okay, then
while you're in the payload bay attitude for the SPAS inertial
frame init, we'd like to perform a 10 minute gyro drift check.
No special DAP or attitude required. Suggest you stay in DAP
A14. Okay, if the compensation values are significant you can go
ahead and enter those. That's your judgement call. Okay, while
you're getting the drift check or after you get it, we'd like for
you to command the MAUS 2 to off, that's item 25. And then we
would like for you to activate the mass spec. That's in the
payload ops checklist page 4-4 and that's steps 1 and 2. Like
you to disregard the caution at the beginning of that that says
don't use it for plume impingence. We would like to get it on
for the plume data.

SPACECRAFT I knew that was coming.

CAPCOM Okay, that's all I've got on the RF activation.
You understand that?

SPACECRAFT You still there?
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CAPCOM That's a f
c

i ririd ; i ve . 4 more minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay , I'd like to give yo,< a Ust readback on that

if I can.

CAPCOM Roqet;, we're ready,

SPACECRAFT Okay, star ti ng i:, about .)
' minutes at 6 plus 30 you

.'an- us to do the RF activai-ion p ige 6-' of the payload ops

, -lecKlist. Do not do step 1. Do ;teps 2, 3 and 4. Do not enter

,vro iff. Do a 10 minute gyro drift in the present attitude

<u- 1 if oresent DAP of AI4 is satisfactory, enter the resulting

;\„ .. at our judgement anH turn the MAIIS 2 off and activate the

,nas, specs steps I and 2.

c > >0M you got it. Another note her^. We'd, at the end of

t!.. ivitios this after x>n before you deactivate the SPAS

,

We' t , 1, to get about 5 minutes of the black and white SPAS TV

>n VTR j.. -t to test it out.

SPACECRAFT And Guy, how was the readback.

CAPCOM Readback was fine John.

SPACECRAFT Guy, are you reading John?

That's affirmative. He's coming in loud and clear.

Loud and clear. Did you understand his read

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
back? Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Go ahead, Challenger.

>PAC '.GRAFT Guy, did you copy John on his readback?

CAPCOM Challenger, Challenger. That's affirmative. I

read back John. I'm in the manual procedures now.

SPACECRAFT Okay, understand. (Garble) after you Guy.

CAPCOM Challenger, Challenger. We'd like you to be in the

« i'/lo^d berth at . . .

ENL"- OF TAPE
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SPAO:C!V- 'T Okay, it f'orst.md. (Garble) after you Guy.

CAPCOM Cha
, Challenger. We'd Imo you to be in the

pay, d ty.M
. attiti • to the drift check. Th i's different

from . lat 1 re. 1 y»>.. f. <?. Over.

SPACECR/ -r I'm not 'ire r nn.der stand what payload berth
at* : tude neans. Okay. -opy that you want us to be in the
SPAS bir', celat-"-'e uttitu* to the orbiter. Is that affirm?

CAPCOM l . <\ 1 1 ..

-

1 u > t. , c : 1 e no e r . That's a f f i r ma t i ve . Ove r .

S-.'-\CECRA'/T Ok ty. I'm with vou.

CAPCOM Cha I J :igor, :ha ['Longer, Houston. I've got a note
here on a change in the OM ' interconnect. Over.

SPACECRAFT Okay, go ahead.

C .PCOM Challenger, Challenger. Like to repress the left
C"S with the helium press vap isol bravo for 30 seconds. And
i -?n we'd like you to go through the interconnect switching from
Left to right QMS orbit pocket page 8-4. Over.

SPACECRAFT Roger.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Got my quindar fixed and
: ro going LOS. We'll see you at Guam at 6 plus 51 elapsed.

SPACECRAFT See you there.

pAO This is Mission Control, Houston. Guam in about 40
seconds. In the first detached operations with the SPAS
satellite, the RCS orbiter propellant used is somewhere around an
estimated 700 pounds actually used against 981 predicted usage
pref light which is 281 pounds under. 10 seconds away from
reacquisi tion at Guam on orbit 67.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you through Guam for 7 and
a half minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, loud and clear.

CAPCOM Roger, you too. I have your RCS PADs and a note on
how to get out of having to do the manual IRIS on the TVs.

SPACECRAFT Guy, right now that shouldn't be necessary. the
IRIS is working.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'm ready to copy your PAD
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CAPCOM Okay, on page 2-30 you're go for plume data take
and the numbers are 40, 18.2, left 10.2, right 10.3, 28, 56.
Warning block, the numbers are 2, 47, 12.3, 12.4. Ready for
r eadback

.

SPACECRAFT Okay, coming at you from the top. 40, 18.2, 10 2
10.3, 28, 56, 2, 47, 12.3, 12.4.

CAPCOM Roger. Readback correct and I've got the next PAD
on page 2-38 when you're ready.

SPACECRAFT Okay, ready to copy.

CAPCOM Okay, go for inertial approach if the numbers are
33, 1/.4, 10.2, 10.3, 28, 56. Warning block - 2, 47, 12.3,
12.4. Ready for readback.

SPACECRAFT Okay that's 33, 17.4, 10.2, 10.3, 28, 52, 2, 47,
12.3, 12.4. Over.

CAPCOM Roger, I got one correction in the middle there on
approaching grapple SPAS asap if the second line is a 56.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'm correct. That's what we read back - 56.

CAPCOM Roger, readback correct. The only note on the TVs
are that we have to put it in an asynchronous mode to get the
SPAS TV to work and your ALC in gamma talk...

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Second line is a five six.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'm (garble). I just wart to run back five

^r!
C
?L<- u

Rog
?
r

'
readback correct. The only note on the TVs

?paq ™

V

6 r t0
.
PUt lt: in an asynchronous mode to get theSPAS TV to work, and your ALC and Gamma talkbacks there will notlight up but they do function properly so you can select thenorm, norm and they should function okay.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Guy and they are working now so...

CAPCOM Okay, copy that Sally. Thank you.

SPACECRAFT Yea, it wasn't apparent to us from the reactions wewere seeing on the tube that they were working but we understand?

CAPCOM Okay.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we've got a note for you on the PSP.

SPACECRAFT And Guy, INCO will note that we're uo on PSP ?, wehad no }oy after lunch on PSP 1.
*

CAPCOM we copy that. Thank you, John.

SPACECRAFT (Gar be)

.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston. INCO would like you toelaborate any if you can.

SPACECRAFT All of the ammended procedures, the redlineprocedures and we were unable to establish a link. We also wereunable to establish a bit sync, on sync 62 for PSP 1. And a f*er

bv
m
usfna

ff^Ulty We Were able t0 * st^lish that bit sync Sy Sling,

r
9
P I

5"? °n PS
?

2 ^ the garble) technique did not
9 '

going on PSP i.
Unable fc° g6t an* " a^ co™

CAPCOM Roger, we copy.

^r?f^
RA

f
T And H°USton

' Challenger, we just had the same

forJh tZL
me
ltrT

S VG be
f
n

?
ett ing with the SPAS, DHS and soforth that, were you guys playing with the FM antenna again?

?or^
M^ -

Stan^ bY
:

Ro<3er ' w*'ci like to proceed on and justforce the antenna to the lower rather than GPC.

SPACECRAFT Do that, it worked. Houston, Challenger, right nowwe're in the middle of the gyro drift check.
LXencjer

'
ri<^t now

A.
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CAPCOM Roger, Houston copy. And John if you can give us
an estimate on when you had the PSP 1 problems it'll help us get
the data.

SPACECRAFT You'll notice a series of messages and a period of
zero four, zero three hundred starting really with the messages
of BC bypass on PSP 1 about 02 53. But I had the panel mess
configured at that point. The ones that were of note are, where
I really swapped over were 0300.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy, thanks alot. We'll look at that
data

.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM 50 seconds to LOS. We'll see you at Hawaii at 7
plus 05.

SPACECRAFT Okay, see you there.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) after powering it back up. We're showing
the status of echo fox.

PA0 This is Mission Control, Houston. Loss of signal
at Guam. 5 minutes remaining until reacquisit ion at Hawaii. The
crew now involved in the second phase of the detached operation
or proximity operations I should say of - with the SPAS. We'll
return at AOS Hawaii in four minutes and 40 seconds. This is
Mission Control. Day 4, 3 hours, 19 minutes.

PA0 This is Mission Control, Houston. We have
acquisition through Hawaii at this time on orbit £7.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you through Hawaii for
seven minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, loud and clear. We're just about in
attitude, and we're putting in the gyro correction that we
calculated

.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy. Challenger, Houston. This is a TV
pas r

,

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'm afraid we're not going to be prepared for
TV here for a while.

CAPCOM Okay, sounds good.

SPACECRAFT Okay, well yea I mean we may be able to give you
something here shortly.

CAPCOM Copy. END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. This is a TV pass.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'm afraid we're not going to be prepared for
TV here for awhile.

CAPCOM Okay, sounds good.

SPACECRAFT Okay, well yea I mean we may be able to give you
something here shortly.

CAPCOM Copy. Challenger, Houston. We'd like you to
ignore the mass spec message.

SPACECRAFT And Guy, I've got the TVs in command. We'd
appreciate it if you'd not move them but you can select them if
you like.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
Buckhorn in 3 minutes.

SPACECRAFT See you there.

Copy, thank you Sally.

And camera (garble) got a pretty good picture, Guy.

Thank you Sally. We see it. Thank you.

And we've also got the flight deck camera.

Copy, thanks. Challenger, we'll see you in

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
elapsed

.

SPACECRAFT

Challenger, with you at Buckhorn for 4 minutes.

Okay, we're getting ready to take point one.

Roger

.

One's complete, working on point two.

Roger. We'll see you at Botswana at 7 plus 55

See you there.

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston. Loss of signal
at Buckhorn, final state side pass of the day. Next station
Botswana in 34 minutes. The SPAS is now detached from the remote
manipulator arm for the second phase of detached proximity
operations. Picked up the elapsed time clock on the proximity
operations. After it was on hold for about 2 and a half hours
for the meal and for a cooldown of the SPAS. We'll return in 34
minutes at Botswana. This is Mission Control, Houston. 4 days,
3 hours, 39 minutes.
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lft
Tnis is Mission Control, Houston. Botswana in less

than 10 seconds. Second phase of detached proximity operations
with the Shuttle Pallet Satellite under way at this~time.

CAPCOM Challenger, with you at Botswana for 6 and a half
minutes

.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and Dr. Hauck has done a superb job getting
us through all the plume data. That is complete. and we're
sitting out here station keeping now at 20(f feet! We've done the
rendevous radar performance eval with the RAD and we'll wait here
for another oh another 20 minutes or so before we rotate the
SPAS.

CAPCOM Roger, copy. You got cime for a couple of notes?

SPACECRAFT Yea, I guess so.

CAPCOM Okay, we noticed earlier you mentioned the
jittering m the radar and when it was tracking and if you can
get some pictures on VTR of that for us, we'd appreciate it.

SPACECRAFT Probably easier to go over and take them in the

CAPCOM Okay. Okay, that's fine and the other one is justlike you to power down the mass spec prior to powering down the

SPACECRAFT Cut you out Guy, say again about the mass spec.

CAPCOM Roger, before you power down the SPAS we'd like foryou to deactivate the mass spec.

SPACECRAFT We copy that. That sounds like a good call and youcopied my earlier call about the mass spec status echo faults Iguess

.

CAPCOM
if you
when you got that, or where it is'now.

SPACECRAFT Minus X the last time I saw it but we'll check it.

CAPCOM Okay, thank you.

SPACECRAFT Sally's checking it out the rear and says shethinks it's still minus X.

CAPCOM Okay, thanks.

END OF TAPE

Roger, we just caught that going over the hill andif you can we'd like to know the position of the mass spec head
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check°it
FT Xt ^ minUS X the laSt time 1 Saw R but we ' U

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Okay, thank you.

, hin , c ... J*} ly
'. S checki ng it out the rear and says shethinks it's still minus x.

CAPCOM Okay, than »;s.

SPACECRAFT And Guy during the plume data take, we ran into th*problems with the aft cameras. On camera bravo/wh c s onewe use to read the PAM tilt and also to help us get range, itlooked like the angle encoder that gives you the position--theangle readout of the tilt on the camera was going bitfaster than the camera, so the camera when it wal at about 30degrees or I don't know 60 degrees was indicating 90 degrees andabove so that the PAM and tilt numbers on the brlvo camlra wereunreliable. And the charlie camera, I was unable to get apicture on it, a picture to focus or even to pick up the SPAS at

CAPCOM Thank you Sally, we copy.

fn
A
?hf

R
K
FT

k .
Tt Seemed t0 W°rk ade<3^tely when I was pointing it

P^kV-ythLg?
S°°n 33 1 P°inted lt °Ut ° f the

* ^ulVt

CAPCOM Okay, copy.

that
E
wfhL tht?

P^ently it,S d°lng the Same thin^ this afternoonznaz we naa this morning.

CAPCOM You say that again please, John.

SPACECRAFT We got a repeat on the ALC in gamma and I think it

??• tnTL^^ th6
-

SPAS W that ' S CaUSin ' us tS2t ^robiem butit s the best picture in town today.

CAPCOM Roger.

SPACECRAFT Of course, Guy, what we're doing right now is we'rerunning the color camera and before we put thl SPAS to bedtonig.it, we'll give the black and white camera a checkout?

wha?°the SPAS TV
9
rtn: o

t^nk y°U *
W

-

aPP reciafce that and on the,
h 0

SP
*f

TV
i
oe* to us 13 we just get no lights on thosetalkbacks, they should work.

work?ngf
FT Understand that ™* the functions have not been
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CAPCOM Copy thank you. Challenger, we'll see you at

Indian Ocean in 2 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Perfect.

SPACECRAFT We'll see you there.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston at Indian Ocean for 6 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, tell the man we tried to take him some data
on the VTR for (garble) and they were just about as solid as they
could be.

CAPCOM Roger copy and if you...

SPACECRAFT (garble) . Go ahead.

CAPCOM Rog, and INCO says if you'd like any help from him
on the TVs, he'd be glad to try anything.

SPACECRAFT At this particular point in time, I don't think
they'll really— really help us, but they should know about it

(garble)

.

CAPCOM Roger, sounds good. Challenger, Houston, see you
at Guam at 8 plus 28.

SPACECRAFT 8 plus 28, see you there.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, with you at Guam for 6

minutes

.

SPACECRAFT Roger that, loud and clear. And we've just
completed the rendevous radar tests without the OAD and I guess
we can tell no difference between with and without.

CAPCOM Roger, copy.

SPACECRAFT We're sitting here for the appropriate time to

maneuver the SPAS initial approach attitude and we're kind of
working up to see whether we get some TV. a couple of those plume
data takes that we can show you over Hawaii, if we still have TV
called up there.

CAPCOM Copy.

SPACECRAFT And Guy, I might give you a little data on the
simulated backup release.

CAPCOM Go ahead Sally



1
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bit of y
C

b
" l e «hUe bef

e

Sre^
f"

1

t
?^ ri9ht"ve?% h

t * n,

frf ^
caPCOM

fc impart ^°t?o°r
rate ^ic^r the

R°ger, copy that
SPACECRAFT AnH ,

S°UndS

Plume data tak* ™u
SO PeoPle miqht •
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nTnm^fl - u
Anl al

f?:
people might be interested to know on theplume data take the thing that actually gave us the least

and thL « hV5 k flring 3ets when they corrected the attitudeand they really did upset it. The compliment to the engineera MPf th
T t

SPA
f

together that could take the kind of h tl that

but ?? came b^k-°
Ut at leaSt 30 degreeS before ifc cam* back,out it came back in very nice.

CAPCOM we copy that.

SPACECRAFT In fact we think we may hive some TV of that Tfwe can search it out through our VTR here, we'll show it to you.

CAPCOM Sounds good.

CAPCOM And Challenger, if you've got a chance we've aot *couple ot stars in there that GNC would like to look 'at the
9

torquing angles We'd like you to select stars 3 and 2 on SPEC22. That's an item 19 and a 17.

CAPCOM we want stars 1 and 2, I'm sorry. We'd like anitem 19 followed by an item 17 on SPEC 22.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Got that now.

CAPCOM Thank you.

SPACECRAFT Good looking angles.

4ffor some Tv'if you'can?"'
^'^ *°U ^ HaWaii at 8

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll see if „e can work it out.

CAPCOM And we're interested in some TV of their rarlarenhancement device area, if you can.

SPACECRAFT I'm sure we can give you that.

CAPCOM Thank you.

acquisition mJ?
iS

;!

i0
.
1

COntr<
?
1

'
Houst°n- We should have

television?
m°mentarlly agaln «t Hawaii on orbit 68. And, live

and
PThalf minu^a^'we 'TttT^ ^ at H""" "™

SPACECRAFT Okie doke

.

SPACECRAFT Okay. We're about to start the VTR for you Guy.
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CAPCOM Thanks Sally.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Guy. what you're going to be seeing here iswe've got the SPAS back over the aft of the orbiter and thlt's a

f fo0t data P° int - A"dr you'll see, you won't a l

orhfhir ^ W
?-

fX
5
ed the jet

'
but after ^ fired the jet in the

att tude it%fr^
d jSt

2
t0 re"leve l the orbiter in itsattitude, it fired aft 3 ets, and it disturbed the SPAS. You'llsee it rotate about its Y axis almost 90 degrees. Of course you

?ook good?
EaCth Un,b there

'
and h°Pe the c°1^3

CAPCOM Roger. That looks great.

SPACECRAFT Okay. I'll give it a call. Let's see. I thinkit s moving now. Okay. You can see it's rotating about the Y

see^ha"!* TolT.
30 t0 40 d69reeS °Ut alrea^' and weUl'just

repress the rig^OMs'forus.^^"
16 "06

'

^

'

d ^ ^ tQ

today"
R°9

*
We W°n,t be g°ing °ver the states anymore

SPACECRAFT Okay. And for information, we're starting our

to
l

yof for
P
r^tl

f

e
y
wh^e?

d ^ S° talking

CAPCOM Okay. Sounds good.

thfs
E
approach.°

kay
' ^ *° CUt the TV nOW

'
We need to VTR

CAPCOM Okay. Sounds good. Thank you.

SPACECRAFT Actually, we'd like to cut the VTR and if you wantto choose any of the cameras that we're using, you- r** welcome 2obut we'd like to keep control of them.
welcome to,

CAPCOM Roger, I understand. Thank you.

SPACECRAFT Okay. (garble)

END OF TAPE



SPACECRAFT Okay, edit.

SPACECRAFT « »°»
""'J „.

maneuving to are

CAPCOM Copy, thank you.
^ ^^to^^

l
P

tS-thror
a
Sov« m th.. -es up in the TV.

Rocer, we see that, thanks.
CAPCOM Roger, w

,~„ a little camera delta.

SPACECRAFT We' 11 give you a littl

thanks for the pictures

Yes, sir.
SPACECRAFT Yes, sir.

rerendezvous with

This is Mission Control Houston, t«ende
t ^

P
tfe SPAS pallet satellite under way at thi^tim^ ^ WR
40 mfnutel away at. Botswana an li^ly

half from now, of the

dump at next Hawaii pass an hou
fl Binute8 ,

this

^rsforContr^Houfton.

CRPC0M
Challenger, Houston with you at Botswana

minutes.
Rick qQt a gooa

"pc
°"

,
tt« "-" ,° i "t t"0""'

SPACECRAFT Dr. Ride

capture.

capcom copy, good show.
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in there and delete the IMU align but we'd like to look at them

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll go along with that plan.

butTll wait lnH,I,Ve 90t another
<
oth" few notes here for youDut i ii wait until you guys are ready.

th^^fTn °
k
?
y
: K* at a Posi ti°n I think where I can takethem. Tell me what they are first.

CAPCOM Okay, a couple of things we're deletinq from
the

1™ ^4CtiVitieS thGCe
'
Cancel ''e ASC thermal temp check and

show we ^r^'l UP " "awaii
- ^ have done such a goodshow, we recommend cancelling it unless you have other druthers.

SPACECRAFT That sounds like a good idea.

CAPCOM Roger that, we'll cancel the TV at Hawaii.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and we'll pick up the GAS stage as soon as we

tonight.
R°9er that

'
and rve g0t your dumP quantity for

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM we dump tank bravo to 30 percent.

SPACECRAFT Okay, that's it, just bravo to 30, is that corr ct ?

Se'd°like to il=
a,!'^affirm?^

ive and YOur 02 and H2 tank heaters,
3 tonight.

33 th6y are
'

W6 ' U not be tuning on tank

SPACECRAFT Okay, negative on tank 3.

CAPCOM Roger, and your state vector qood messaoo wincoming up later tonight on the teleprinter.
messac»<- «H be

SPACECRAFT Sorry I missed that last one Guy, say again.

S
p
S

H
t.iVri„S?

e

!;f
t

r

-
tS„?5Str

otor good message wiu be coming

SPACECRAFT Okay, I understand, thank you.

CAPCOM okay, and I've got a note here. We'd Mke toconfirm the MAUS A and B status indicators both read 7^
END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM will be coming up on teleprinter later tonight.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I understand. Thank you.

CAT-'OM Okay. And I've got a note here. We'd like to
confirm the MAUS A and B status indicators both read up and if
not, out switch 1 and 2 into the up position.

CAPCOM Challenger, with you at Indian Ocean now for 8
minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Loud and clear, and we're going through and
pi fking out the black and white color TV camera on the spot.

CAPCOM Okay. Thank you.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston, We'd like -ou to torque
stars 19 and 11 in the star tables.

SPACECRAFT Okay, 19,11. And, I assume yon guys got ail the
data you need on that.

CAPCC 1 Th a t » s a f ? i ma t i ve .

SPACECRAFT Houston, mullenger. We're now looking at the
black and white TV sys; -in th.it was designed Tor the EMU elevrv nt
and it looked like it w., "ed real go d and we got a clear nict jo-
in bad lighting.

CAPCOM Sounds great,

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'm put
. nq a little bit of that on the VTR

so the folks can look at it on the gro-mrL And the stars are
being torqued.

CAPCOM Roger, thank you.

CAPCOM And Challenger, ,oust , < «d 1 . ;-e to - orator t.he
interconnect return, the OMS int -coi, lec retn. , And, t

1 ve t>»-
one change to that procedure in » o. >i L poo-..-; >ago f> 4

.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay. It's a, I'j. -xp .in *he >,olem. Your
right RCS fuel tank isol 345 brave la., an -.pen if switch
short. And, so down here on the u ,nd Vre see i i both nn open
and close indication. Your taikba; u- result- w:! 1 always read
the oxygen side, so this will be tr^;, /. .irent c, • i. So, when we
go to open the;.- switches in t- hr- into- • ^nect r. rn, we'd like
to monitor it to make sure the v . " "o do< . ope . ur talkbark
will indicate open because it'll g. with the o.-. gen - live,
what I'd like you to do is there in . ^ ;

4
-

; , -o da ,

'

) ^s
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required, when you take the tank isol's to open, we would like

you to just take the right RCS tank isos 345 bravo to open, let

us look at the data and then take the other five to open.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Challenger, we see a good alignment. Like to

remind you to put the star tracker's back to track.

SPACECRAFT One thing at a time, Jack. Okay the R345 should be

open just now.

CAPCOM Okay. We're looking.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. It looks like that switch is

stuck close, so we'd like you to take the other 5 ahead. Take
them to open, and then take the 345 bravo on the right side back
to close and then to GPC.

SPACECRAFT Okay. And you want us to (garble) the 345 side

through the right RCS (garble)?

CAPCOM Negative, the A valve will be supplying.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Right. Thank you. Okay. All configured, I

guess I can go ahead and take the DAP back to auto.

CAPCOM That's correct.

SPACECRAFT Okay. And we're changing the TFL at this time.

CAPCOM Copy,

CAPCOM CI , llenger, Houston. I'm one minute to LOS. I'd

1 i a: to sign of here and let you guys get busy getting ready for

bed. .e o tnank you or a great day of prox ops and some good

e-Deri, ut \ta and I ' v<- got notes from both the Canadian
National Research Council and the SPAS 01 team. They'd like to

tho.ik you \ >c the ou ts i-and ing performance today.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we appreciate those good words, and we
appreci ite a 1.1 ch^ assistance you guys gave us. And, we had
several little problems to deal with, but you done super.

CAPCOM Roger, we enjoyed it.

END Or TAPE



CApCOM RoQ, r

bUt YOU do"e ^Per.
Koger, we enjoyed it.

SPACECRAFT Sppbee you manana.
CAPCOM RoaCh.U.ng . r . «'rr^i!fS- the

H-« -
o??

oa „ lght . a ^xeep. An(i

SPACECRAFT We copy
, thafc _

SPACECRAFT 0k^7Okay, we understand thank you

Indian Ocean qt-*iL
1S Mlssion Control Hou^nn i

N^t station detached operations nr? * he shuttle
"oustonrday 4 T ln 18 "inuteaf ^ operations.

'
a*V 4, 6 hours 7 minutes. Mission Control

CAPCOM chan
-itch 0„.

h*"«*«. Houston, l ike you to turn the averse g
SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM T , .inank you

SPACECRAFT

J 'JSt ab°Ut to ^t to that one.

with us? —3 are so impatil ,n, n̂ow Xon9 are you still
CAPCOM Wq ,

^out 7 .inutes? " ab°Ut t0 you, we • U be at „aWail in
SPACECRAFT okay

, see you there.
SPACECRAFT Guv

CAPCOM r-han

CAPCOM t i

«*• FM antenna on^'S-^tet... tor you . The^ ^ ^
Spacecraft FM antenna?
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CAPCOM Yes, FM antenna, I'm sorry, on Al.

SPACECRAFT Okay we got that.

CAPCOM Okay, while you're back there, on A7 the MADSstrain guages to PCM and able.

SPACECRAFT Got that.

CAPCOM Okay, you're a GO on the item 48s.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

.

CAPCOM And we'd like you to repress the right OMS . Thatwill be using the A valve.

SPACECRAFT Got it with the B valve.

CAPCOM Okay.

SPACECRAFT Talk faster, Guy.

what°we've got?^'
We ' U l0° k thingS °Ver here and see

SPACECRAFT And Guy while you're thinking it over there, I wantto pass some words down to you.
'

CAPCOM Okay^ go ahead.

SPACECRAFT I've been told that some crews in the past haveannounced that we deliver, while from flight 7 we pick uP and

CAPCOM Roger that.

SPACECRAFT Thank you sir.

CAPCOM And you're clear to close the OMS R valve f-herewhenever you want and I've got another switch on panel A12.
*

SPACECRAFT On A12.

lllhT^ nff
W^lUke

u
the APU heater tank fuel line « 20 threealpha to off and three bravo to AUTO.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we did that, you have a little problem with

flutle bit low?*
We ' re Seein9 H2 ° in^ctor temP ^ getting
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SPACECRAFT you have a little problem with alpha?

CAPCOM Roger. We're seeing the H20 iniector t«»p 1*

getting a little bit low.

SPACECRAFT Roger that. Got any others?

CAPCOM No, I think that will do me.

"•ACECRAFT Okie dokie.

it.

SPACECRAFT (garble) I appreciate the thought.

SPACECRAFT And, Guy say hi to the SPAS people for u, unless

they have already gone out to celebrate.

CAPCOM Will do. I have a note here and since you guys are

so chit-chatty, I'll read it up to you.

SPACECRAFT Do read the note to us.

CAPCOM Okay, the SPAS 01 team wants to thank the crew For

it's going to be a long- lasting relationship.

rziornM Roqer that. I got another message from the

National Research Council of Canada. TheyM like to than you

for your outstanding performance in releasing and r ^vl
£?

h,u

"biter's first free flying satellite using, ot course, tie

Canada arm.

SPACECRAFT Crip said it was fun. He was lying. It was hard

work all the way.

CAPCOM Yeah, I bet.

SPACECRAFT We'd do it again, just anytime. How about

tomorrow?

CAPCOM And, Challenger, ECOM didn't want to be left out in

the switch throwing so I've got one on R12 for you now.
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SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

Okay, Gu/. I can get up there. Go ahead.

The supply water dump valve enable nozzle to off.

We got that.

Thank? lot

.

is Mission Control, Houston. We've had loss
PA0

• „ ,. t ,tion Santiago in fifteen
„f signal at Hawaii. Next Ration, s~nt ^ tiop with the

minutes. Unlikely there will be ^thet conv.r^
crew this evening in as mucn a. tney ri.

^ between the
period and with congratulations b

a f ara teaw for the

SPAS team and the «ew and^Uo the
™ng robot arm. Commander

perfor mance today o he £ fty foot , ^ deliver. He said,
Crippen a<1«ed

ver The RMS remote arm has been stowed and
wo pick up and deliver. '

. ,
t

.

t was bert hed at
cradled and the Shuttle Pallet satellite wa

m inutes
approximately day four 6 hour. 5 m inuteo . ome t y Houston<
ago. At day four, 6 hours, 47 minute.,.

PA0 Mission Control Houston standing by for acquisition

through Santiago, Chile.

<:nd of tape
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PAO Mission Control Houston, standing by for

acquisition through Santiago, Chile. Mission Control Houston, 4

days 7 hours 37 minutes mission elapsed time. Challenger has

begun its orbit number 70 over the Indian Ocean station. Crew is

about in their scheduled sleep period now after a very busy day

of Shuttle pallet satellite proximity operations and a lot of

good television during the day. Flight control team - planning

team of Larry Bourgeois, the flight director, getting settled

into their routine here in mission control and we will be going

through the regular motions of preparing the teleprinter messages

for the morning and looking at any outstanding systems problems

that may remain although that appears to be fairly clean at the

present time. We're at 4 days 7 hours 38 minutes mission elapsed

time, this is Mission Control Houston. Mission Control Houston,

4 days 7 hours 45 minutes mission elapsed time. We're expecting

that change of shift press conference with the offgoing flight

director John Cox to take place at its regularly scheduled time

at approximately 2:30 central daylight time, room 135, building 2

of the Johnson Space Center. This is mission control. This is

mission control, 4 days 7 hours 50 minutes mission elapsed

time. Offgoing flight director John Cox has left mission control

and is on his way over to building 2 and should be arriving there

momentarily for the regularly scheduled 2:30 central daylight

time press conference. This is mission control. Mission Control

Houston, 4 days 8 hours 40 minutes, mission elapsed time.

Challenger is passing over the tracking station at Santiago,

Chile on the last quarter of orbit number 70. Spacecraft is

currently in an orbit of 158 by 155 nautical miles and the crew

is about an hour into their scheduled sleep period. Flight

controllers here in mission control are reviewing data coming

down from the spacecraft and things appeaT to be going well at

the present time. They have just had a weather briefing on the

situation at the various landing sites and are reviewing their

options for landing day and a couple of days beyond. Again,

_

things are very quiet, the flight controllers will be preparing

the usual teleprinter messages to be going to be relayed to the

crew - a few hours, several hours from now, and at 4 days 8 hours

41 minutes, mission elapsed time, this is Mission Control

Houston. Mission Control Houston, 4 days 9 hours 30 minutes

mission elapsed time. Challenger is on orbit number 70 and about

to pass within range of the Guam tracking station where the

flight controllers will get a glimpse of data coming down from

the spacecraft. Everything appears to be functioning normally at

the present time and in mission control they are simply keeping

an eye on things and making the preparations for tomorrow's

activities, reviewing the—preparing the teleprinter messages

which will be reviewed later in the evening. And going over tne

options for entry opportunities on Friday or later should that

become necessary because of weather problems. Spacecraft is in a

158 by 155 nautical mile orbit taking 1-1/2 hours and 30 seconds

to go around the earth 1 time. At 4 days 9 hours 31 minutes

mission elapsed time, this is Mission Control Houston.
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PA0 Mission Control, Houston. Four days, 10 hours, 35

minutes, mission elapsed time. Challenger just now starting

orbit number 72, and is within range of the tracking station at

Ascension Data coming down from, the spacecraft. When we ge

t

these passes over the ground stations and flight controller* here

in Mission Control continue to monitor that data through the crew

sleeo shift now. Everything appears to be going well on ooard

thTorbitlr. in Mission Control, things are very quiet. They

continue to watch the data and do some of the routine system's

housekeeping chores that are typically done on the Planning

shift Crew has about 5 hours remaining in their scheduled sleep

period. And the spacecraft is in an orbit, of approximately one

hundred fifty eight by one hundred fifty six nautical miles. At

foCr days 10 hours, 36 minutes mission elapsed time, this is

Mission Control, Houston.

PAO Mission Control, Houston, four days, 11 hours, 29

mtnutes elapsed time. Challenger on orbit number 72 and over the

South Pacific. Crew is about halfway through their scheduled

s?eep period? Here in Mission Control, the flight controllers on

the planning team of flight director Larry Bourgeois, are

reviewing what the options are by way of equipment powerdowns

that wSld be put into effect should weather prohibit a Kennedy

Space Center landing or the nominal end of mission on Friday.

Those options that
9
they are lining up are to allow even more

extension of the mission just simply to provide all the possible,

longest range of options possible on mission extensions.

ChieVv the thing that is being managed the most closely, the

lifting factor ?n these extensions, are hydrogen and, of course

the other consumables, but the hydrogen cryogenics used for the

fuel cells and providing electricity-the hydrogen is the

limiting factor in this case. There are already two days of

u ssion'extension capability and the object here is to see if

thev can't squeeze even the possibility for a third full day to

aUow even an additional landing option day should that become

necessary. No decision will be made during this shift by this

planntng
y
team on whether or not the landing take place °n

Friday or at what point it would tak- place. Nor on the

preference? the se?ial preference of options whether it would be

preferable to go to Edwards landing site on Friday if KSC were

not available, or whether the preference would be to wait till

Saturday and try KSC again. Those things will all be decided by

a NASA management team which is currently scheduled to meet a.

approximately 7 a.m. central daylight time tomorrow

They will at that time review the current predictions for the

weather for the nominal end of mission on Friday and they will

make a decision at that time. So as to, if that

END OF TAPE
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PAO ...to meet at approximately 7:00 a.m. Central
Daylight Time tomorrow morning. They will at that time review
the current predictions for the weather for the nominal end of

mission on Friday and they will make a decision at that time. So

as to— if that decision is to vary from the nominal flight plan
for tomorrow by way of extending the mission, that that decision
would be made about midway through the crew day. That would be

before they get too far into their cabin stowage procedures and

would advoid that waste of effort there. Again that decision is

not being made on this planning shift, the options for where
landing could take place have been, naturally, lined up for quite
some time. The only thing that is taking place relative to that

on this shift is that they are reviewing what equipment coul.be
powered down to give them a further mission extension capability
should that be desired. And those decisions, certainly that,

that will not be a decision made by this group. We are at 4 days
11 hours 33 minutes mission elapsed time, this is Mission Control
Houston. Mission Control Houston, 4 days 11 hours 39 minutes
Mission Elapsed Time. Just to review our last statement of a few

minutes ago and to state our intention relative to the normally
scheduled change of shift press conference for tonight. The
decisions relating to the landing possibilities for Friday, the

nominal end of mission KSC landing, those decisions will be made
tomorrow morning at a meeting by NASA management to take place at

approximately 7:00 a.m. central time and there will be no
information relative to that tonight other than possibly a bit of

information on what equipment could be powered down if there were
a decision made to extend the mission. And that equipment power-

down would be to save some of the consumables, chiefly the liquid
hydrogen, used in the production of electricity, to give
capability of— to extend the mission capability beyond the two
days pad that already exists to make it, see if they can make it

reach on into a third day beyond the normal end of mission just
to give the flight controllers and the crew one more option.
That is one of the activities that they are in the process oi!

doing this evening other than, in addition to the normal
preparation of the teleprinter messages. The crew is being
uplinked a normal day-before-entry flight plan review.
Teleprinter messages that they would normally be expected to

receive should we be planning on going into KSC as expected on

Friday. If there were to be a decision made to the contrary in

that management meeting tomorrow, then somewhere before midday,
crew midday tomorrow, approximately that time anyway, the crew
would be informed and before they got too far into their cabin
stowage procedures. Certainly the weather situation, which is

the factor on which that decision would be made is, is unclear at

the present time. Recent forecasts are not optimistic for the

KSC conditions to be good on Friday morning although the
weatherman reserved finally ruling that out because there was the
possibility that the trend was to clear over there, and at least
on Saturday things were improving but the Edwards sites
apparently were to remain clear for at least a few days and all
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of this will be considered when that management team meets in

the morning and again there would be no decision ^ailable

tonight and no data available tonight relative to those landing

expectations other than perhaps a list of a few items of

equipment that could be powered down to save cryogenics So our

intention is therefore, unless some problem, vehicle problem or

other item comes up that would cause us to want to hold a press

conference at the stated 11:30 time, our intention...

END OF TAPE
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PAO - - so our intension is; therefore, unless some
problem - - vehicle problem or other item comes up that would
cause us to want to hold a press conference at the stated 11:30
time, our intension is to not hold that press conference; as we
have had occasion to cancel all those press conferences for the
planning team throughout the entire flight. We will be not
finally cancelling that right away, and simply leave that option
open to watch vehicle systems in case anything should arise; and
we don't want to cut off that option entirely. We will be
keeping you advised on that. 4 days, 11 hours, 44 minutes
Mission Elapsed Time, this is Mission Control, Houston.

PAO Mission Control, Houston. 4 days, 13 hours, 17
minutes Mission Elapsed Time. Things remain very quiet here in
Mission Control. Flight controllers are preparing the morning
teleprinter message, which will be a nominal day before entry
crew activity plan to send up to the Challenger crew fairly
soon. The crew has about 2-1/2 hours remaining in their
scheduled sleep period. The spacecraft is out over the south
Pacific at the present time on the last quarter of orbit number
73* Flight controllers are proceeding with the plan as if we
-ould be flying a nominal day before entry plan tomorrow;
however, they are also compiling a list of items which could be
powered down to save some of the consumables to enable additional
mission extensions, giving as much capability as possible to the
people choosing the options on when the spacecraft will come
down. The weather situation over Kennedy Space Center, it's
uncertainty for Friday morning, is the thing that will be getting
the most attention. Tomorrow morning at a meeting at NASA
managers, that will probably take place around 7 a.m. Central-
Time, and they would want to make that decision somewhere by
midday, through the crew midday activities before they've gotten
too far with their cabin stowage, should it be decided to extend
the mission. At the present time, we're 4 days, 13 hours, 19
minutes into the mission. This is Mission Control, Houston.

PAO Mission Control, Houston. 4 days, 13 hours, 23
minutes Mission Elapsed Time. Just to annouce that we intend to
cancel the offgoing flight director's chanqe-of-shi f t press
conference that would have been held at 11:30. There's very
little activity that would justify having a press conference at
this time, and we believe that we intend to cancel, we will
intend, do intend to cancel that press conference. We'll make
one more annoucement on that, probably, in about 15 to 20
minutes, that we have cancelled it. And, of course, we reserve
the option to reinstate it should there be any vehicle problems
or similar type things develop here over night. This is Mission
Control, Houston.

PAO Mission Control, Houston. 4 days, 13 hours, 56
minutes Mission Elapsed Time. Still about an hour and 45 minutes
remaining in the scheduled crew sleep period, although because of
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SPACECRAFT Good morning troupe.

CAPCOM Good morning.

SPACECRAFT That band sounded familiar.

CAPCOM We hoped you would recognize it.

SPACECRAFT It's the one that played just before that that I

was still having problems with.

CAPCOM We are too, Crip.

SPACECRAFT How are tilings going this morning? How much longer
do we got you here, Big John.

CAPCOM We got you, let me see here, very shortly, maybe 30

seconds. We'll pick you up over Dakar here in about 2 and 1/2
minutes

.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll chat with you there. Got a couple of
things I want to ask about.

CAPCOM Okay, we'll see you shortly. And make that 4 and
1/4 minutes at Dakar.

SPACECRAFT Roger that.

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston at 4 days, 16

hours, 49 minutes. The wakeup call performed through the Bermuda
tracking station. The uplink music was the Texas A&M, Texas
Aggie War Hymm, followed by the incomparable Leeland Stanford
Junior University Marching Band, playing the Stanford Hymm, which
of course is the almamater of Dr. Sally Ride, and it sounded like
the crew downlinked a Beatles' song, "A Hard Day's Night". We'll
be in contact again in about 3 and 1/2 minutes through Dakar.
Tommy Holloway and his flight control team have completed tag uo
in the Mission Control Center, and will assume duties in relief
of the Indigo Team shortly.

CAPCOM And Challenger, we're back with you at Dakar and
Madrid for 7 minutes.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you through Dakar and
Madrid for about 5 and 1/2 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John. How do you read me now?

CAPCOM I got you loud and clear, Crip.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Do you have anything for us?
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CAPCOM No sir. Go eight ah. toad.

SPACECRAFT Okay, one thing, we did have a message this morning

which was the result of APU pump crane line temp going low That

was on system 3, which last night just before we went to bed,

they nad
Y
us switch over to heater B on, to the sump parameter

and I didn't write that down, and when this one went out, because

? wasn't sure what the other one was, I've got both heaters A and

B on for the APU tank fuel line right now. So, you might want to

take a look at that.

CAPCOM And you did exactly the right thing. That's where

we want to leave them, Crip.

SPACECRAFT Okiedoke. And you bad good catch on the cabin fan

thtng, there. We had accidently left that little door cracked,

and so it was leaking, and that's secured now.

CAPCOM Thank you, sir.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and if it's up to my option, and I'd just as

soon fly around backwards today to take a new look on life.

CAPCOM That'll be fine.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and one other thing, we'd ^ a/^^ for
orefliaht from PAO, to ask if Norm could do a little tag-up, for

a live TV broadcast on some of the medical DSO's that he's doing,

and he is prepared to do that some time this afternoon if we

cold have
P
a TV pass live. There's one around at Hawaii at about

03:30 MET, that look like a possible one to me, but any of them

that you guys can work in, we'd appreciate.

CAPCOM We could probably work that in and we'll get back

to you on it.

SPACECRAFT That would be fine, and we still loaded the RMS.

CAPCOM Thank you, sir.

SPACECRAFT Anything else for us?

CAPCOM Can't think of thing right now.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Looks like another great morning for

spaceflight.

CAPCOM You bettcha.

CAPCOM And Crip, I got one note for you.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, John.



T
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CAPCOM we would like to start conserving a little CRYO, sowe want you to maintain a single G2 string today.

SPACECRAFT Okay That's fine with me. We don't need to bringup 2 for this SCS checkout, as far as I'm concerned.

CAPCOM That's affirm. We'll do everything today single

SPACECRAFT Okay.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT - - we don't need to bring up 2 for this SCS

checkout, as for as I'm concerned.

CAPCOM That's affirm. We'll just do it all, everything
today single GPC.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM And I can give you those CAP deletions if you'd

like, or I'm sure you'll recognize them when you get to it.

SPACECRAFT No, that's fine. We'll handle it.

CAPCOM Okay.

SPACECRAFT Hey, John, I've got the BIS3 activation time if you

want it.

CAPCOM Okay.

SPACECRAFT 4 days, zero 6 hours, 45 minutes, zero seconds.

CAPCOM We copy.

SPACECRAFT And my compliments to the LSJUMB. They were
great. Also, John, if anybody is interested in it, I've got the

time for the GAS group D activities.

CAPCOM Okay, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Relay 1 was 4 days, 6 hours, 9 minutes, 34

seconds, and essentially, relay 10, I mean relay 2 associated
with that was just right behind it within about 15 seconds.
Relay 10 was at 4 days, 6 hours, 10 minutes, and 35 seconds.
That was on GAS 3, and for GAS 1 relay zero, zero, was at 4 days,

6 hours, 11 minutes, and 50 seconds.

CAPCOM And we got those.

SPACECRAFT Thank you.

CAPCOM Thank you. We're approach *

you down at IOS at 17:14.
LOS here. We'll see

SPACECRAFT 17:14. See you then.

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston. We'll acquire
signal again in 11 minutes through Indian Ocean on descending
node of orbit 76. Mission Elapsed Time, 4 days, 17 hours, 3

minutes

.
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CAPCOM And Challenger, we're back with you at Indy for

about 5-1/2 mintues.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John, loud and clear.

CAPCOM Got you the same.

SPACECRAFT And John, your teleprinter message this morning
_

indicated a desire to chat about PI interference yesterday during

the SPAS activities, and we're happy to do that anytime.

CAPCOM Okay, we're listening.

SPACECRAFT Okay. The call that I made yesterday, I assume
_

it's the one that you had talked about in the message, dealt with

a series of SPAS transponder alerts which occurred after the

grapple, at the completion of the inertial approach, and we

received 8 or 10 alerts at that time. The grapple was completed

with the SPAS directly over the COAS and therefore, its antenna

was very close to the PI antenna on the Orbiter, and the reason

for the alerts that we were getting at that time were very high

gain which were being seen when that got down to a value of about

minus 46, and the alert, I believe, is triggered at minus
>

50

.

So, typical values we were seeing yesterday were in the minus 70,

minus 80 range. When we went through that minus 50 threshold, we

began to trigger the alarm, and we got a whole series of them,

but my understanding is that no real damage can be done to values

all the minus 30, so I wasn't overly conjerned about it at that

time.

CAPCOM We copy, John. Thank you.

SPACECRAFT And if that's the wrong interpretation, I would

like to know about it if you have time.

CAPCOM Okay, if there is, I'll get back to you.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT And John, one more note on that. During that

activity, we did confirm that we were on the low power on the

Orbiter PI.

CAPCOM We copy,

CAPCOM And John, just as an advisory note, for any further

SPAS operations, we're going to operate on the lower FM ME

antenna. We're going to lose you shortly. We'll see you at

Yarragadee at 17:29.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I copy. You're going to use the lower

antenna. Thank you much.

CAPCOM That might not solve all the problems, but it'll

help.

SPACECRAFT Probably won't hurt.

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston. We'll be AOS

again in 6-1/2 minutes through Yarragadee. Mission Elapsed Time

is 4 days, 17 hours, 23 minutes.

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston, 4 days, 17 hours,

29 minutes. This Yarragadee pass coming up is 7-1/2 minutes, and

will be followed directly by a pass through Orroral. Orroral
will be in LOC for a little over 4 minutes, and we should have
voice directly.

CAPCOM We're back with you, Yarragadee for 7 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Good to hear from you. How are you doing?

CAPCOM Just great.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. I got a message here for you

regarding CFES.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM Yes, John, because we've experienced those record

fails during the previous CFES OPS, we'd like to have you record

the flow 1 parameter, and they suggest you to try to record it

about every hour.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John, I'll do that.

CAPCOM Thank you.

CAPCOM We'll see you in a minute and a half at Orroral.

SPACECRAFT Okay.
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PAO This is Mission Control. We're passing through a 1

minute, 30 second keyhole between Yarragadee and Orroral, and
ve'll have 4-1/2 minutes through Orroral.

CAPCOM We're back with you at Orroral for 4-1/2 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Loud and clear.

CAPCOM And Challenger, we got about 30 seconds left
here. We'll see you in 30 minutes up at MILA.

SPACECRAFT Roger that.

PAO This is Mission Control at 4 days, 17 hours, 43
minutes. Everything's pretty quiet onboard Challenger in the
postsleep period. They're configuring cabin lighting, and
instrumentation lighting, and instruments, and window shades, and
preparing breakfast. (Music) . That unscheduled bit of downlink
music from the Challenger. We're entering a fairly long LOS
period now of about 30 minutes before we pick up at MILA. This
is Mission Control, Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PA0
.

~ - 30 minutes before we pick up at MILA, This isMission Control, Houston.

CAPCOM And Challenger, we're back with you for about 11-
1/2 minutes through MILA and Bermuda.

SPACECRAFT Loud and clear. And give me about 10 seconds and Ican get GN&C numbers for the IMU alignment.

CAPCOM Okay. Standing by.

SPACECRAFT Okay, ready to copy?

CAPCOM Yes sir.

SPACECRAFT Stars 20 and 51, angle error .02. For IMU1, + 03+
A!

0
' "AS

6
'

For
.

IMU2 -- 02, -. 01, -.02. For number 3, -!os/
~

-.01, +.09. Porting time was 4 days, 18 hours, 07 minutes, and
49 seconds. Over.

CAPCOM We copy, Crip.

SPACECRAFT And John, I've activated CEFS and I can give youthe time I'm starting the systems status check, if you'd like.

CAPCOM Okay, go ahead.

rfnhf^r r ^ I /V* 8 4 dayS
'

18 hours
'

7 minutes, andright after I started the systems status check, I changed those

of
r

days
e

ago
Y°U UP °n ^ teleP r inter

'
same °nes as a couple

CAPCOM Thank you.

SPACECRAFT John, my compliments to the EECOM's. That littleprocedural change they made on activating the flash EVAP bv

^i29i^
e ™D °Vfp

.

back to norm31 bG^re turning the SCS on,looked like it worked like a champ. Maybe we ought to have apermenant change here.

^P
«°!5 .u

That '

s in work
'
Cri P- That's some pretty sharpguys down there.

SPACECRAFT Say again.

CAPCOM we've got some pretty sharp guys on that console.

SPACECRAFT Well, you have to take everything into account. Nothis is a bunch of super troupes.
^unu. wo

for°?he weekend?^'
andyb°dy Up there made ^ ^™ commitments
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SPACECRAFT How about next Monday or Tuesday? Wednesday or
Thursday

.

CAPCOM That might be close. Take a look out your left
side as you go over the Gulf there and you'll see some weather
patterns that we don't think are going to move out for the next 2
or 3 days, and it's really looking bad over the Cape.

SPACECRAFT Okay. I suspected it wasn't doing to great. T

think Rita packed enough food for us to stay up here 6, 8 f 10
days. Longer.

CAPCOM We just have to hope so, ah? T.J. said it's a good
thing he has your check already.

SPACECRAFT Roger that. I guess if it looks like we're going
to interfere with that thing Sunday, I might have somebody call
Wes down there at Peter's.

CAPCOM We can take care of that. The decision should be
made this morning in Houston, in 6 or 7 hours from now.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) dreamer. I'm going to tell Dr. Germany he
could pack some more 70 mm film onboard for us though

CAPCOM We'll tell him.

SPACECRAFT John, our, certainly our STS is looking like we're
in fat city. Where are we running on the CRYO line? It's a
little bit harder for me to evaluate up here.

CAPCOM Let me get back to you.

SPACECRAFT (Garble)

CAPCOM And Crip, looking at it, roughly, with some
judicial management, we got 3 extra days right now.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Thank you.

CAPCOM And while you're talking about CRYO, we would like
to get the B heaters off on the 02 tanks, 1 and 2.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Guess we passed the, MOM indicates about
about 60 percent here, but we'll get them off. And Big John, in
reference to message number 50.

CAi COM Yes.

SPACECRAFT The answer is no. I didn't think I'd need it up
here.
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30 like you'd recommended.

SPACECRAFT Okay, super. He'll be all set up for you.

CAPCOM Complete with smock and everything.

SPACECRAFT Roger.

CAPCOM Got a minute to go. We'll see you at Dakar at

18:30.

SPACECRAFT Okay, see you there.

This is Mission Control, Houston. We've got 4 more

.tnutes before'wfpickup the crew again through Dakar. Mission

Elapsed Time, 4 days, 18 hours, 26 minutes.

CAPCOM Back with you through Dakar for about 5-1/2

minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Loud and clear. John's just putting his ASC

thermal checks in work.

CAPCOM Copy.

pretty quick and it stayed there (garble)

.

SS^. -J'352-.L
by.

CAPCOM Okay.

SPACECRAFT And Big John, for the PAM folk.i, they can look for

the data for the ASE thermo on the ANIK at 18.30.uu ana

PALAPA at 18:30:30.

CAPCOM We copy. We got about a minute to go. We'll see

you down at Indian Ocean at 18:49.

SPACECRAFT Ok iedoke

.

CAPCOM Challenger, we're back with you at Indian Ocean for

about 8 minutes.



i a a „H H Par I like this flying around

KSSST .
^.l^'lllU

CAPCOM And would you say again, Crip.

SPACECRAFT Does that .ake sense to you, People have always

laid Crip was a little backwards.

CAPCOM We copy.

SPACECRAFT The way John taught *e how to do it on 8TS-1.

we got a .inute here, Challenger. v^U see you at

Yarragadee at 19:05.

SPACECRAFT Okay. See you at Yarragadee.

days, 18 hours, 56 minutes.

CAPCOM And we're bac* with you through Yarragadee and

Orroral for about 13 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Loud an* cle ar RecRon I^^^.t
T^lleT Too oadTdlln^brlng"^ any (garble, this t„».

CAPCOM We got a lot of background noise, Crip. I couldn-t

read you.

SPACECRAFT Say again - -

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM We've got so much back ground noise, I couldn't
read you, Crip.

SPACECRAFT And Big John, flying over the coast of Australia, I

think we spotted Yarragadee, and we were looking for the town of
Dongra.

CAPCOM We copy. Should have a good look at Perth, also.

SPACECRAFT I think that's a little south of us this time,
maybe next orbit. Sure a pretty moon out this morning, or
tonight, or whatever your perspective is.

CAPCOM To us, it feels like evening, Crip.

SPACECRAFT It all depends on your perspective.

CAPCOM That's affirm.

SPACECRAFT We're sorry to get you guys up so early, or keen
you up so late.

CAPCOM And in about 20 seconds, we'll lose you for 30
seconds, pick you up at Orroral.

SPACECRAFT See you at Orroral.

CAPCOM And we've got about 4-1/2 more mintues at Orroral.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Loud and clear. What station passes are we
going to plan on picking the APU startup?

CAPCOM We want you to go ahead and do the part 2 if you'd
like to, during this Pacific pass, and do the APU startup,
probably, at MILA.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Pick up the APU start at MILA, and go ahead
and proceed then to pick up part 2 earlier than that. That is
affirm?

CAPCOM Yes sir. You can do that after LOS here at
Orroral, if you'd like, and at MILA pass will start about 19:49.

SPACECRAFT 19:49. Okay.

CAPCOM And Crip, EECOM would like to see a fuel cell purge
here sometime.

SPACECRAFT Ah hah, they caught us!

CAPCOM And he appreciates the extra DTO
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SPACECRAFT Say again on DTO.

CAPCOM He appreciates the extra DTO, that 24 hour DTO.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM And Crip, RMU would like to see that APU steam vent
heater actuation done before the part 2. T think you told me you
were going to do that. I'm not sure.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) up now.

CAPCOM Okay.

SPACECRAFT Those fuel cells are looking good.

CAPCOM We concur.

SPACECRAFT And John, that (garble) CFES folks keep track of

where I am. Flow 1 is right now reading 56.

CAPCOM Thank you, Sally. We're going to lose you in about
30 seconds and we'll see you at MI LA at 19:49.

SPACECRAFT Okay. We'll see you at MILA , and we applied the
voltage and started the sample. They have blocked F of the CFES
cue card at 19:16.

CAPCOM Thank you.

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston. We've got about
at 30 minute Loss of Signal period now before we pick up again
through MILA. The crew marching right down the crew activity
plan, and everything appears to be on schedule. Sally Ride
reporting the progess of the various samples which she's
filtering to the Continuous Flow Electrophoresis Machine onboard,
and Commander, Bob Crippen, will be doing a checkout of the
Flight Control System here very shortly. Mission Elapsed Time, 4

days, 19 days, 19 minutes. This is Mission Control, Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Mission Control, Houston. Mission Elapsed

Time, 4 days, 19 hours, 47 minutes. We -re just moments away from

Icqu siton^f signal through MILA after what has been a fairly

long LOS of about 30 minutes. This MILA pass will be about 10

minutes in duration, and we should have voice in just a few

seconds

.

CAPCOM And Challenger, we're back with you at MILA and

Bermuda for 12 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and Rick is standing by for your go to start

APU number 3.

SPACECRAFT How do you read us, John?

CAPCOM Read you loud and clear.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we're waiting for your go on the APU.

SPACECRAFT I'm holding up on that also to select normal jets.

CAPCOM Copy.

SPACECRAFT John, did we cut you out? Did you give us the go?

CAPCOM No sir. I'm still waiting. Double check that the

circ pumps 1 and 2 are in a GPC position.

SPACECRAFT They are, and would you like us to leave them in

GPC for the pass?

CAPCOM That's affirmative.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Okay, you got a go to start APU to 3.

SPACECRAFT Okay, here we go.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Houston, we got an APU under speed as soon as

we started surface movement.

CAPCOM We copy.

SPACECRAFT And Challenger, you want some cooling on that APU?

CAPCOM Stand by. That's affirmative, Crip.

SPACECRAFT John, we're in hold here. I'm assuming that you

guys are talking it over there.
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PA0 7 ~ vehicle. There was an underspeed observed in
that APU, and it's automatically shut down. The RMU Systems
Officer here in the Mission Control Center is now engaged with
his team members in replaying the data from that APU start to see
if they can determine the nature of that behavior of that APU.
And we'll stand by to see what they think of that and report it
to you as soon as it's made known to the flight director.
Mission Elapsed Time is 4 days, 20 hours, 2 minutes. We're 2-1/2
more minutes away from AOS through Dakar. This is Mission
Control, Houston.

CAPCOM We're back with you at Dakar for 7 minutes.

Sl'ACKCRAKT okay. Loud and clear. Just having our coffee
vhiLo you're think j ng about it, and listening to the Beach
Boys. We'd bo hapny to play you some, if you like.

rAR:0M y " w wu'Il lj -.ten. First of all, would you give us
a UtMo oh-.. or Hons on how simple 4 separation is going?

sp/u:i-.« raft Say icjuin .

rA1 '
c

'0M We'd like to hoar your observations on how the CFES
:>ainpLo 4 sep.n .ttion is going.

SPACECRAFT hooks 1 i f,,.
j

t;s goinr, really well, John. Sample 4
is a NANA .ample it Looked, r guess the zero voltage flow
jo,)k '

l3
J

li about, i ] ke it did yesterday, and I just started the
san.jM t Lowing with the voltage on, and it was looking real good
'vnt:n

'
1 ^ if ted out. Thore was no plumin^, nothing unusual at

all -

i / n i iCt
> 1 was kind of surprised that it came into the

(<jd.blf>) could hardly t- 1 I any mismatch between it and the buffer
f

-

. Low.

" Ap
;

:
' ;M '-'at sounds good. Anu Crip, we'd like for you to
"k to OPS2 tor a (garb)e), and we'll get back to you shortly

CiK'kAr-J 1 Okay. in for OPS2.

nac

t h

'A Pi n you haven't already done so, you can go ahead
!

'
d P°* '

r)
> he electronics AV Bay 2, so we don't have to

get a f an on

,

Si

caicii
o-jer thus . You got most of those down. We'll

them h< re jurt shortly.

(J,J,f:oM 'A.-*/. And cri«. ;o far, there is no clear cut
r

,

e
,

i:;ori °- th ** M"> Problem.
. . looks like it might take us a

wniLc: i.o
; - 'jure s vit, -:o while we're doing -5o that, we'd like

for you to o^;- 0n with w nominal timelire.
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SPACECRAFT That is our intent.

CAPCOM We've got a minute to go here. We'll see you at
Indy at 20:25.

SPACECRAFT Okiedoke.

PAO This is Shuttle Mission Control. As you heard from
CAPCOM Jon McBride, the RMU Systems Officer is going to go get
together with his team members and study the APU data, and it

probably is going to take a while to understand what happened and
to get a better idea of what that phenomenon is all about, and
the assurance tc let the crew know as soon as we have some
definitive word. We have a 12 minute LOS now before
Yarragadee. Mission Elapsed Time, 4 days, 20 hours, 12 minutes.

CAPCOM We're back with you at Indian Ocean for 7 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Loud and clear.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM We're back with you at Indian Ocean for 7 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Loud and clear.

SPACECRAFT And tell Norm to let us know if he finds any
strange looking microbes floating around.

SPACECRAFT I'm not sure that he (garble) . Seems he has a

little feedback problem with none of our speakers on right now.
He is trying to chat with you for a moment there, and we're
looking at it.

CAPCOM Okay.

SPACECRAFT And Big Jon, this is Norm. Can you copy this?

CAPCOM Yes. I got you loud and clear. Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Okay. For OBS channel fans, I'd like to report
that beginning at 04:18:50, we have a set of EOG's and at
04:19:40, we have another set of EOG's as per Bill's reguest.

CAPCOM We copy.

SPACECRAFT Jon, additionally, you might pass on to Bill that
unless we get an extension, we probably are not going to do that
acceleration sensitivity test that he was interested in.

CAPCOM We copy that, and we understand.

SPACECRAFT From what you were saying, we might get to do it.

CAPCOM Hope to get that APU back on.

SPACECRAFT I'm sure that you guys will come up with
something. Just go to inhibit those shutdown things, always like
that. And Jon, would you check with the PAO types, they're
probably listening right now. Intent for Norm Thagard's TV spot
this afternoon is to view a fixed camera set up in the middeck
looking from the ceiling down at the floor where he has the MS3
seat set up for his EOG. I think it'll be a pretty good setup.
Is there any problem from a aesthetic standpoint with the viewing
from a ceiling to a floor?

CAPCOM We'll check and see.

SPACECRAFT Hopefully, you get to thinking after you've been up
here for a while. At one time, you knew how to say overhead and
deck, Jon. And Jon, sometimes the ceiling is my floor, and the
floor is my ceiling, and sometimes it the wall.

CAPCOM Yes. We're all getting confused now.
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SPACECRAFT I think what's really happening, Jon, is he brought
some of that Navy grog onboard.

CAPCOM Save some of that for the party.

SPACECRAFT And Jon, I do have some observations on the CEFS.

CAPCOM Okay. Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Okay. We're in the middle of collection of the
first sample right now, and the sample looks quite a bit
different then it did yesterday, this same NASA sample. I don't
know what the differences are, and what the differences they were
expecting, but today, all the way through the sample flow with
the voltage on, we've had three very distinct, pretty solid
stripes, a blue one, a white one, and a red one, and they're well
separated and they're well defined, and at the top, there seems
to be a waiver of maybe, oh, 2, 3, 4 exit tubes, and each one is
maybe 5 to 10 exit tubes broad. Yesterday, although there were
three, they were definitely separated into colors, the blue,
white, and red within each one, for example, within the blue
stream, it looked like there were, oh, 3 or 4 separate streams,
not one broad stream, and the same with the white, and the same
with the red. There was quite a bit more disffusion. There was
a strong trailing edge, and then they kind of disffused off
rather then being a kind of a fairly uniform band. And I don't
know what this, today's looks a lot cleaner. I'm - -

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT - - were, oh, 3 or 4 separate streams, not one
broad stream, and the same with the white, and the same with the
red. And there was quite a bit more diffusion. There was a
strong trailing edge and then they kind of diffused off rather
than being a, kind of a fairly uniformed band. And X don't know
today it looks a lot cleaner. I'm not a expert on it, but, you
know, I'm wondering whether maybe that 10.2 had some effect on
it.

CAPCOM Okay, we copy all that, Sally. We'll see you all
at 20:40 at Yarragadee.

SPACECRAFT Okay. See you then.

CAPCOM Back with you at Yarragadee for 8 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Loud and clear.

CAPCOM And if Sally is listening, the CFES folks say
that's what they had expected for that sample. There's a little
bit of difference in that sample and the one yesterday due to th
difference on conductivity.

SPACECRAFT Well, that's good. I'm glad to hear that. And if
you give me a couple of seconds, I'll go down to the middeck and
read you some numbers.

CAPCOM Thank you. They really appreciate all this
information.

SPACECRAFT Big Jon, just getting ready to activate the SPAS,
and you might pass to INCO that we're going to try again on TSTl
with the notes that we got in the teleprinter and (garble).

CAPCOM We copy.

SPACECRAFT And Jon, the SEP voltages for sample 4 run were 26'
and 270, and flow 1 at 20:18 MET was 56, and it's still 56 now.

CAPCOM Copy. Thank you. And we're assuming that you
start the orbit RMS dynamic tests on time at 21:10, so we're
going to bring the ASCP online at 20:55, and we'll command that
from the ground. It'll take a 15 minute warmup time.

SPACECRAFT Okay. You assuming 21:10 and should work out.

CAPCOM And if Norman's listening, flight surgeon would
like to know who the subjects were for those EOG's.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'm listening. It's actually encoded on the
OBS, but I'll just tell him. The MSI was the first one and MS

3

was the second one.
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CAPCOM Got that.

SPACECRAFT I was two smart for them today, John.

CAPCOM we copy.

SPACECRAFT Told him I had to do an SCS checkout.

CAPCOM Good timing.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and John has got the SPAS oowAr.m i,progress, and we do have a LOC on^hrough PSPl^ay!
CAPCOM Thank you, sir.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) very much for the note.

SPACECRAFT Disregard the (garble) for tne full 34.

CAPCOM Roger that.

the^ower FM HEMI.
0^' r5COranlend "at you operate manually on

SPACECRAFT Thank you.

CAPCOM And we got you for a minute and a half at Orroral.
SPACECRAFT Loud and clear.

and
C
2«.n «,

And We ' U be looki "9 for some TV over the statesand we'll see you at Buckhorn at 21:18.
states,

SPACECRAFT 21:18. We'll be set up there for - -

END OF TAPE
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- - through Hawaii. f* £?"J£ ^^"goinTto
?S2n they pass through Golds tone ^^f^on of RMS

give us the opportunity ^" for that TV is going to be

operations. The Mission Elapsed Time
Central

4 days, 21 hours, 24 minutes, "anslates
layback of that at

Daylignt Time, and there « *
la*„d Time is presently at 4

4:15 a.m. Central Time. Mission Elapsed T
Control , „ouston.

days, 20 hours, 56 minutes. This is n 1

Mission Elapsed
°*£S ' This is Mission Control^ Houston

. isition of

Time, 4 days, 21 hours, 1 /^f^ Comi

^

hfanticipatlon of

^^ornr^ira/^oi^ocourm^ntarily?

CAPCOM And Challenger, we -re back with you over the

mainland for about 19 minutes.

„ have the TV's lighting set up a little

SPACECRAFT Okay. We'll have tne

bit better for you in 3 ust a sec.

CAPCOM we won't try the TV until we get to MILA, Crip.

SPACECRAFT I know but I was just thinking you should be at

MIUA faUly shortly, shouldn't you?

CAPCOM Its about 6 more minutes.

SPACECRAFT Big Jon. gi- abojt a Mnut^warning
. J^r.

CAPCOM I'll do that. I'll give you 1 minute warning to

MILA.

to scare you guys.

CAPCOM Thanks.CAPCUM

CAPCOM we're looking. We don't know the cause, Crip. We

didn't do anything.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we just got the SPAS transponder LOC that

tlmefbut things are still going normal.

CAPCOM
problem postflight.
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SPACECRAFT Sounds good to me. There's no big reason to worry
about it now,

CAPCOM And as I speak, you have 1 minute to MI LA AOS.

SPACECRAFT Thank you sir. And we just got another glitch on
the PDI . That data's still coming through.

CAPCOM We copy. And we're with you at MILA.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Okay, you should have the flightdeck camera
on downlink, and I think you got a couple of hot spots in it that
are primarily caused by the monitors themselves, but we need the
monitors to do our work.

CAPCOM Okay. You're starting to come through now.

SPACECRAFT And what we're doing here is, we're maneuvering in
an operative commanded mode, taking the SPAS from its hover
position after the direct drive unberthing, and we're going up,
getting ready to do the control systems evaluation work.

CAPCOM We copy, and unfortunately, this attitude doesn't
give us very good TV.

SPACECRAFT We're sorry about that.

CAPCOM And if you want to go ahead with your commentary,
John, we are getting intermittent TV.

SPACECRAFT Okay. I understand, intermittent TV. We're just
going to continue (garble)

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT I understand, intermittent TV. We're just going to

continue here with what we're up to.

PAO This is Mission Control. Challenger in a -ZLV

attitude, bottom to the sun, and it doesn't lend itself to

optimum TV.

CAPCOM And we got a real good TV picture now.

cdzvpppraft Okav We iust changed our lighting conditions

cS^fthe bay%o! I?, not sure , if we can he lp vo. out very

much on them. We're right in the middle of the test.

CAPCOM Looks good, Crip. We can see the sunshine coming

through.

SPACECRAFT Okay, for those TDRS guys that are there, we're on

plge 9-3 on Flight Specific, and John just picked up point 1

(garble)

.

CAPCOM And I'm going to turn you over to Dr. Hart for the

remainder of the RMS test.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Big Jon. We'll talk to you later.

CAPCOM Yes sir.

PA0 Mission Control at 4 days, 21 hours, 34 minutes.

When the Challenger flew over Goldstone, they dropped some

unscheduled TV, which we didn't pick up in the Control Center,

but we' ve got it on video tape and we're going to play that back

now

CAPCOM We'll call you through Dakar in 4 minutes, troupes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, T.J.

CAPCOM Back with you through Dakar for 8 and 1/2.

SPACECRAFT Loud and clear, T.J.

CAPCOM Likewise.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we're on page 9-5 now of the Flight Specific,

and we just finished up point 2.

CAPCOM Very good. Thank you.

SPACECRAFT And T.J., we're in the middle of collection of step

5 in the CFES.

CAPCOM Okay, thank you, Sally, sample 5.
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SPACECRAFT T.J., are you still there?

CAPCOM We have another 4 minutes, Sally. Challenger,
Houston. We may have had a keying problem there. Go ahead,
Sally.

SPACECRAFT Okay. I've got a couple of numbers for you for
sample 5.

CAPCOM Ready to copy.

SPACECRAFT Okay, the 2 SEP voltages were 274 and 275, and flow
1 is still 56.

CAPCOM Very good. Thank you.

SPACECRAFT And we completed the collections with no problems.

CAPCOM Roger.

SPACECRAFT Okay, T.J., we're over on page 9-6 now.

CAPCOM Very good. Botswana's next at 5 9.

SPACECRAFT See you there.

PAO This is Mission Control. Mission Elapsed Time, 4
days, 21 hours, 15 minutes, and we'll be AOS again in about 8-
1/2, and it's through Botswana. Still no word from the Remote,
from the RMU systems officer on an understanding concerning the
APU number 3 irregularity observed earlier during the FCS
checkout procedures. Flight Director, Tommy Holloway, has asked
that they provide him with some sort of understanding before the
change-of-shif t later this morning. Mission Elapsed Time, 4
days, 21 hours, 51 mintues. This is Mission Control, Houston.
PAO This is Mission Control, Houston, about a minute
and a half away from AOS through Botswana. On orbit 80, we'll
have more downlink television through Hawaii, Goldstone, and
MILA. The TV will begin at Mission Elapsed Time, 4 days, 22
hours, 41 minutes, which translates to 5:14 a.m. Central Daylight
Time. And the satellite playback of that video will occur at
5:50 a.m. Central. That again, is some downlink TV on orbit 80
which will show more of the RMS, Remote Manipulator System,
activities associated with the grapple of the Shuttle Pallet
Satellite and the Interaction Tests. We should have voice
momentarily through Botswana. Presently, Mission Elapsed Time is
4 days, 21 hours, 58 minutes. This is Mission Control, Houston.

CAPCOM And we've got you again for a short 2 minutes
through Botswana.
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SPACECRAFT Roger that. Okay, T.J., we're with you, and we're
just finishing up page 9-9, and again when you guys came AOS that
time, we ended up with our little SPAS messages.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
here.

SPACECRAFT
happens

.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

END OF TAPE

Okay,

(garble)

.

Yes. We don't understand that, Crip.

I don't understand it either, but that'

We'll call you at Yarragadee at 1 6.

Yarragadee at 1 6.

We're UHF

what
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CAPCOM We're coming through Yarragadee for 8 minutes. How
you doing?

SPACECRAFT Okay T.J. You're loud and clear.

CAPCOM You're loud and clear.

SPACECRAFT And T.J., I just put sample number 6 in and started
at 22:13, and we're in the middle of the PRCS (garble).

CAPCOM Okay. Real fine, Sally.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger. How do you read?

CAPCOM You're loud and clear, Sally.

SPACECRAFT Okay T.J. Did you hear me telling you about those
CEFS in the PRCS test?

CAPCOM Yes mam. We sure did copy all that.

SPACECRAFT Okay, good. And the RMS people might be interested
to know that we're not seeing much motion at all out of the arm
in this first set of PRCS firing.

CAPCOM Okay, very good, Sally. Thanks for the report.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) a very small (garble) reduced a couple of
inches, and highly (garble) , maybe just one operation or two.

CAPCOM We copy.

SPACECRAFT And T.J., I forgot to tell you a while ago that I
got a record failed on CEFS. It was Aloha, Charlie 00, and
that's the only one that I've had today.

CAPCOM Alpha, Charlie 00. Thank you.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger. How do you read?

CAPCOM You're loud and clear, Crip.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I think I solved one of our problems. We've
been having some problems with multiple units, and we swapped out
the wall unit, and we're on the WCCU, and that seemed to help the
situation. We're getting ready to start page 10-4. (Garble).

CAPCOM Very good. We'll follow along with you. Hawaii's
next at 4 2, and we'll be looking to try to get some TV down
going across the States.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Were you going to try TV at Hawaii also?
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CAPCOM Hawaii, Goldstone, and MI LA.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll see what we can work out.

™° • . „
This is Missi°n Control, Houston, 4 days 22 hours24 minutes Crew still conducting RMS tests, and have just

PaUet Saten ft
°f

£
h\?e2°te Mani Pu^tor System with the Shuttle

•

telll te,unberthed, and the RMS extended so that the
fliahM^k

Portioned at a point over the Challenger's

Th^estfaiJd
1!"33/3^ °5. the ms PRCS interaction tests.

T„%h I .
°" understanding what kind of flex is observable

with 1 IIT^ZT 1?^ S^Stem When ^tended and when grappledwxth a payload while the Primary Reaction Control Systems ietsare bemg fxred. The next test is going to b in a similar

thfsKar'd" ^ ^^t^^^]}^^^
f MX r-nd the ^^llkJ^^TT^ 22hours 41 minutes, 5:14 a.m. Central Time, with playbackoccurring at 5:50 a.m. Central

END OF TAPE
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PA0 - - from M I LA . And the inception of that video
will be at 4 days, 22 hours, 41 minutes, 5:14 a.m. Central Time,
with playback occurring at 5:50 a.m. Central Daylight Time.
Mission Elapsed Time is now 4 days, 22 hours, 26 minutes. This
is Mission Control, Houston.

PA0 This is Mission Control at 4 days, 22 hours, 34
minutes. We're about 7-1/2 minutes away from acquisition of
signal through Hawaii and the anticipation of a downlink
television.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We're AOS Hawaii.

SPACECRAFT Roger that.

CAPCOM And we have a downlink of the flightdeck camera.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Picture looks a little fuzzy up here. I'm
not sure what you're getting.

CAPCOM We have some noise and it's a little dark, but it's
acceptable

.

SPACECRAFT Okay. We're on page 10-5 at this time on
configuration Eravo. We had to go back and pick up configuration
Echo again. Had a little camera problem on it, and we're on the
first step there.

CAPCOM Okay. It sounds like you're a little ahead of
time.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) to be ahead of the timeline.

SPACECRAFT INCO wants to play with some of the other cameras,
as long as you don't move them out of location, we're go to do
that.

CAPCOM Okay. Thanks, Crip.

SPACECRAFT Camera Bravo is the one ve're recording data on
right now. The way it did there, it '.ooked like it helped out
the picture. Well, I'm not sure.

CAPCOM Yes, it looks good here. I think he's usinq the

SPACECRAFT Roger. I guess, subjectively, I think all my crew
can verify that, you know, we're firing these aft jets onlv riqht
now, and we think that would be an acceptable sleep
configuration.
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mnnh°f
Very g °°d '

T'°° ks Uke ^U couldn't gef toomuch furtner away trom the SPAS without releasing it.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT
SPAS? What'.*

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Is that a clearance to go?

You ' re spr i ng- loaded

.

We • re spr i ng~loaded

.

Spring something.

How much battery life do we have left on the
che latest estimate?

Stand by John. We'll get you an answer.

(Garble) the camera?

SPACECRAFT (Garble). Yes, on the exterior cameras for INCO
sLy of ^ Stay# Y

°V
Can LO° k at them

'
but vou got to

'

o^ay or. t of them because we're usina fho^e fnr riif-, i

that just moved it from where we needed it.
and

CAPCOM

CAPCOM
batter ies.

He understands now., Crip.

And Jc we're in good shape on the SPAS

SPACECRAFT Okay. Real good. Thanks.

T.J., you got lots of RMS folks up around the
SPACECRAFT
center this morning watching the test results?

CAPCOM There's standing room only.

SPACECRAFT I didn't think you could get those guvs up thisearly m the morning - - and gals.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

And we see some dynamics right now.

Time of day, eh?

S^Sng o^/^r* ar<? Th°- «• ^^Uv what

SPACECRAFT Have seen some cases, T.J., on the real short-duratxon type stuff where it look* 'like t may be the earner, or
low a^nur"tuff

a

t hTU
l
ated C3ther

'
in tL P«So-rbu?' tM,
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SPACECRAFT And it always seems to basically come back to the
initial condition though, it's oscillating around a little bit.

SPACECRAFT Joint angles are all staying within a 10th.

SPACECRAFT We've got another firing coming up in about 30
seconds.

END OF TAPE
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it^futtL bU.~ S'ang^far'e :^
1
l
,
'.

iS osc^«ing around"•ve 9ot another firing clming
*™

tf
1^^ -thi^a 10th.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

minutes, we g vo c, ^h?^1
'

4 da^< 22 hours, 49
.nlnutes. TV through «oWsto*e fnT?/? ^ \ Uttle >
showed the tests, ongoing tests Sf rh~ p2£

n
?
tes

- The PicturesPriwry Reaction Control Svstem iets I'm „lnteractton wikh the
Satellite on a fully extend ^

th tho Shuttle Pallet
the payload hovering wer the flic, td^^f0 ' SyStBm «« withthe pictures did show some dynamic

EuU extention, and
Payload when those jets werefir^d rT' ^ movem™t of the
that may be shown over the continent,? ,, "ft SetieS of test s
of hSS Vibration Damping ? r S?^ L 1 "nited States oass will be
Structures. The tes ! , I

standing for Large Space
very similar to the one"\L? " tW° COn?Motions; one isaxis of the Shuttle ^Uet sating !n?

P
£

f° r the ^tudinal
" x

f
on the Shuttle Orbitet „d '' ^ 1

be P«*Uel to the x-
with the Orbiter's elbow o[„ 1^ configuration will b„Shuttle Pallet Satellite wu" ext nd'o

^V manneC that the
the vehicle. L1 f- xt « nd over the starboard side of

CAPCOM And we-re AOS , Buckborn.

little
R
bft to£?i£2?$* Ana let us just know .

CAPCOM Oknv tuOkay, I d guess about 1 rai nute to Goldstonf>-
SPACECRAFT Ok-->w ti

Parted to get°th^ flightdec^oaLrf3"° jhi.s U.e!
and W»

there?
R
we"u jusTsw^h £ ^Vh U ^ wit!l

we do the (garble). Tt's not ve^, ° ? Camera delta just beforenot firing. not verV exciting to look at if we're

CAPCOM 0kay , sounds good _

flood u ght8 .

™ S ^i^ination being provided by the Payload Bay
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CAPCOM And we have Bravo now on the SPAS.

SPACECRAFT Okay. I'll put you on delta here shortly, and thenafter the tiring, if you can go back to Bravo, you can ' see the

this tLef
th °' WHat d° ing t0 th<? RMS

*
swi ^hing you over at

CAPCOM Nice.

SPACECRAFT That's what it looks like.

!jj^?s
That Plume from the Aft Reaction Control System

SPACECRAFT That's what it does to the RMS.

CAPCOM very good. Thank you.

SPACECRAFT Hey, we're configured so we can turn m those SPAScameras, but so far, we haven't had any attitudes of the pay loadwhere we can do any good with it, but if you folks have an ideawe'll oe happy to help you.

CAPCOM Thanks, John. We'll think about it.

SPACECRAFT Sure is a nice day up here in space. now is it-down there in Houston Town?

CAPCOM Oh, it's real nice. You're about to come intosunlight and a whole bunch of people down here are going to bewatching you come by. J^"J w UL

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT All right!

SPACECRAFT We'll wave.

SPACECRAFT A? long as nobody rolls down a window to do that.

Put^^^o^^ra^ollt^ brlefly
* ™ ^

CAPCOM Very good.

The * e wiU be another firing of the RCS aft letshete, and you might want to look for the plume.

CAPCOM Must have been a roll pulse.

SPACECRAFT Yes, it was a roll. what we're doing here is iseries of pitch pulses, and then roll pulses, h 'w ou o it

doubling
F
to ^^t^Z;-^^ ^ L^down?

SPACECRAFT Can you see how much is there?

sarnp'le, sampled
T ' J " "° jUSt Clnlshed ™^^ing the last CFKS

CAPCOM very good, Sally, and special congratulations fromthe Johnson & Johnson MACDAC team. They're a 11
' real pleased

!

SPACECRAFT Thank Joe and Vick for us becauso they really naveus qood hra n nn *r*.^ * i ~c ...... .

L -"-y tcai. i.y gave

CAPCOM
looks
minute

.

SPACECRAFT Okay

CAPCOM

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

And we're back with you with TV through MI.LA

,

And we're back with you with TV through Mr LA.

SPACECRAFT We're in the process of changing out a tap, andwe 11 be ready to go.

CAPCOM Roger,
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SPACECRAFT We're going to have to go hack and pick up that
little (garble) movie, so when we go to the tape fail, tana
d i d n ' t f a i 1 , i t; j u s t i a n ou t

.

CAPCOM And we're seeing a sunrise through Delta.

SPACECRAFT .[ t ' s pretty, isn't it.

SPACECRAFT T.J., if you saw the dynamics of the last (garble)
pump, it's not as much motion we're seen.

CAPCOM Okay, looks like you're on step 4.

S PACECRAFT Wh a t a r e we o v e r now , T . J . ?

CAPCOM Just south of New Orleans, I'd gu'ss.

SPACECRAFT Okay, coming down J 8680.

CAPCOM Looks like it.

SPACECRAFT We're going to move Delta here,
getting it too much into the sunlight.

1 re a f r -i id we ' re

CAPCOM Ok ay

.

SPACECRAFT (Car hie) has: camera : elta in, got the (garble)
standing in r he background -:\ l.ittl-.- bit for you. I'm not sure
really what he wants,, you guys want to do with it, but you all
play with them,

CAPCOM Oh , we ' 1 1 j u s t e n i o y t h e v i ew , 0 r i p

.

SPACECRAFT Maybe you could use it as a weather photo.

SPACECRAFT Check the weather out coming over the Cape.

C A PCOM No t: t oo e n co u r a g i n g .

SPACECRAFT Okay, we're getting ready to do .5.

CAPCOM Roger.

SPACECRAFT I can see some boomer:'.; out there.

CAPCOM Yes, they're kind of moving all around, we hear,

S PA0ECR A F

'

V Ye s , it' s too o a r 1 y i n t h e mo r n i i i q f; o r t h a t

.

SPACECRAFT fn fact, you can see them on camera Delta.
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SPACECRAFT You could see them on camera Delta, Here's some
coming by ~ ~ and some more.

CAPCOM Yes, we can see them.

SPACECRAFT Tell you what, T.J., flying over them at this
altitude is much better than somewhere down there amongst them.

CAPCOM And you don't have to worry about flameouts either
do you?

SPACECR* T Hey, we've been on one long flame out here.

END OF •:
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CAPCOM And we're all out of TV now. We'll be going to
Bermuda

.

SPACECRAFT Ok iedoke

.

pAO Th is i s K i s s i o n Con t r o 1 . wo 3 t i 1 1. hav e 3 m i nn t e

s

of voice left through tfu- Bermuda ground station.

CAPCOM We'll call you at Dakar at I 7.

SPACECRAFT Ro g e r t h a t

.

PAO This is Shuttle Mission Control , 4 days , 23 hour;;,

11 minutes Mission Elapsed Time. We're now LOS and have about 6

minutes remaining til aeguisiton again through Dakar. Playback
of that downlink TV will occur at Mission Rlapsed Time, 4 days,
23 ho u r s , 1 7 min u t e s , o r: 5 : 5 0 a.m. Ce n t r a 1 D a y 1 i g h t T ime .

Mission Elapsed Time is presently 4 day;:, 23 hours, 11 minutes.

CAPCOM AOS Dakar and Ascension for .10 minuter-";.

SPACECRAFT Loud and Clear. We're getting ready to move into
the LSS testing.

CAPCOM Very good.

SPACECRAFT tally's certainly got a slice naohine, it just goes
beep-beep, beep- beep, every t ime it wants hor to come p! ay with
it/

CAPCOM Just so you don't, get it confused with the 41.

SPACECRAFT It's got a different beep-beep. But that ones
working good too. We know where we're at most of the time. She
even let me load it, T.vl., which is a mi carle.

CAPCOM Must be a mature training program.

SPACECRAFT I don't even mess it up too often.

CAPCOM And Challenger, when you get a chance, we'll
r ec oramend t h a t C A P a 1 1 i t u d e a nd ASA 4 to o f f

.

SPACECRAFT Okay, off - - with the ASA 4 off now. We're in th i
-

LSS test, is there any problem with continuing in this attitude?

CAPCOM We don't think so. Stand by 1 please. Our only
requirement is that the sun not be in the bay, Crip,

SPACECRAFT No problem, we're aware of that and we're watching
i. t .
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CAPCOM Real good.

SPACECRAFT And T.J., CFES was deactivated at 23:25.

CAPCOM Thank you, Sally.

SPACECRAFT And it looked like we had 3 qood runs today. ^hev
all looked real good.

CAPCOM Sounds good. Thank you. And Sally, we'll take the
last 2 SEP voltages for Sample 6, if: you've got; them there.

SPACECRAFT I sure do: 274 a-d 276. And flow 1 stayed at 56.

CAPCOM Okay. Real good. We'll be LOS in 45 seconds.Call you at Botswana in about 4 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Talk to you at Botswana. And just a note ofinterest, I was watching he CFES during some of the PRCS
firings, and I didn't really notice any waiver to the COMM atall. i couldn't see any affect.

CAPCOM
Botswana for 7 minute

Okay. Real good. We're coming at you through

Loud and clear. The status, T.J., were on page 11-
SPACECRAFT
5, and we'll be starting .1.

CAPCOM Thank you, John. Yarragadee is next at 5 ?you there. See

SPACECRAFT
on page .11

Okay, T.J. See you. We're just about to finish up

CAPCOM Sounds good.

SPACECRAFT To keep Elv I n happy, I'll get in attitude afterthat, and I promise the sun hasn't come in the bay the whole
t ime .

'

CAPCOM we know you wouldn't do that.

SPACECRAFT It hurts my eyes - -

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT It hurts my eyes.

PAO Shuttle Mission Control, 4 days, 23 hours, 39

minutes. 11, almost 12 minutes til we acquire signal again for
voice only through Yarragadee. Payloads Officer estimates that
it'll be, until we berth the Shuttle Pallet Satellite again, that
that certainly will occur within 30 minutes from now. Challenger
on orbit 80, and Mission Elapsed Time is 4 days, 23 hours, 40

minutes. This is Mission Control, Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston through Yarragadee for 6-1/2.

SPACECRAFT Loud and clear, T.J.

CAPCOM Likewise.

SPACECRAFT And T . J . , this is Norm.

CAPCOM Hello there, Norm. Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Okay. At 4 days, 23 hours, IS minutes, I put a

kinetosetic repeatability on the ORS.

CAPCOM Okay, we copy that.

SPACECRAFT Right format. (Laughter). okay T.J., thought we
were still at 16.1. I guess we went over to the other for the RMS
test.

CAPCOM Stand by. I'll check. And Norm, we go back to 161
at 5 days and. 4 5 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Well, maybe I'll get a chance to repeat it

then, in another hour or so.

CAPCOM Sounds good. Then we'll have a short peak at you
through Guam at 05. See you there.

SPACECRAFT See you there.

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston. We're less than
a minute away from - ~

CAPCOM You're loud and clear. I think we've got you on
UHF only right now. Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Okay. You announced yourself with the PDIT COMM
fail again.

CAPCOM That's interesting. I don't think we've acquired
yet

.
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SPACECRAFT Well, you . ve trUdbtrobe coning up . it . s Qn s _ h^
CAPCOM

"4:U:U 6/23/83 Page

I've got a little signal

Okay. we're AOS now Cor 3 minutes.
SPACECRAFT Okav Trrn, * c
use we're going back and'pi"^^™^ •

C°E,Ba^ 0n and for a™
control system. A valve (garble?

P
Wf?™T ra

?
10n Char^ in the

the TV, and wo had a camera oroh Am ?Z
do"b^ checked it on

minute then, and then we liave ?o Z u^' "' n J uat take a
Orbitec automaneuverS .loaded?

9 C * Yet
'
and P ick UP the

sKs and do?„|
y
i he

Ia^S/OU ' re a° in<J Charll ° - control

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

That's affirmative.

Hawaii next at 1 7.

Okay, T.J. sec you there.
PAO n,u

* hour,;
1

:^ ^^u^e\^
lo
^?^^^^ k

H- t̂-• time u
Hawaii in about 7-1/? minute- vt

P ™ p tne Grew through
some downlink of th, Ku-antonn, ^ W Schedl^. There'll be
over Goldstone, over the Sol3s?one •

procedure °" orbit 82
Mission Elapsed Time of 5 IwfThont n

', T^'^ occur at
translates into 8:36 a m ^ '

and 3 mi ™tes, which
that event at 8:50 a.m! 6in?ral 5imo

^eUite playback of
minutes away from Hawaii Th?o To

And We re abo«t 6-1/2U
*

Thls 13 Mission Control, Houston
PAO
minutes

END OF TAPE
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«e?U have voic^n™ fi^X* ^fli? 16 "»«*~.
CAPCOM And WG , re AOg Hawa ..

s m
.

n(itegi

CAPCOM Thank you

.

hlrftcfgo have'our ^unch^nl
S°? ?e

' 11 be ^ a Position
going to be in a posiUon "Coh that I™"" 1

?,
9 if y° 11 <Ws "ere

should be starting to pack thL 'afL^oon^or "no^
1 Whether 1

WhM
in thatSdX to haVG — »-ds for you right after

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACHCRA.T IIeUo
, Housfcon . HQw dQ

CAPCOM We aot. j,,,.,. „ c
Buckhorn in 1 minuted Seconds at i i here and then

SPACECRAFT Okiv t m u
something because your SPAs'^tr T* 8

!??
Ut t0 ^ «» oryour SPAS Uansponder thing came on again

Okay and ma ke that 2 minut0f3 to
SPACECRAFT Okay.

PAOPAO TM <* 4 M

&asr« ss sErSI™ -w-i-vsv *»••
next TV pass will be on orbtt R?

addlt
3
on of more TV. The

stowage maneuver procedures thf? S
n!""9 th° Ku"band antfinna

time of 5 days, 2 hours and 3 minuses f ?
ission Gla^

8 = 36 am. Satellite playback of th^ ^ central daylight time
central time and we're iusTmoL^ Vlde° wiU occur at 8 :

-30 am
Buckhorn on orbit 81 Thi~ ?Tm?'« •

away from A0S throuqhmio is Mission Control, Houston.
CAPCOM flnd we , rG AOg Buckhorn _

SPACECRAFT Okay, loud and clear Terry.
CAPCOM Anrf rrir. .

about a little "ern e? ncTt(™ wl'dVi™^' "e ' d like to talk
racal

-

Le " l: we d llke to add right before the

3PACKCRAFT Okay, just a second. ,et me get a piece of
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paper. Okay T.J., go ahead,

CAPCOM Crip, we'd like to get a little data on oroo usage
and the vernier performance with L5L and R5RD selected while
you're eating your meal and what we'd like vou to do after the
RMS is berthed there, to interconnect left OMS to RCS and
deselect L5L and R5R and then we'll look at that for awhile and
reselect R5R a little bit later.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll do that. We'll go ahead and inter-
connect left OMS to RCS and we'll deselect * verniers L5T, and R5R
and let you guys get a little prop usage on' them.

CAPCOM Very good. Thanks.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger. Terry, you guys got anv idea
of what, (garble) what's causing those SPAS (garble)? Ts it, you
hope it isn't something with you all locking up are droooinq comm
or switching comm.

CAPCOM I'm going to get the latest. I'm thinking on that
Crip. We'll get right back to you.

SPACECRAFT Okay. It really doesn't make that much difference
to us. It's just a little nuisance but I'm sure we don't want to
pick up that kind c f problem (garble) while we're using pnrs.

CAPCOM Rog

.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, T.J.

CAPCOM We're thinking there are 2 different causes for tho
PDI problem and one of them is the multipath reflection around
the payload bay that you see when you move the SPAS around and
the other one is, as we've mentioned before, the FM being turned
on and causing interference. Have you, have you seen any - any
problems when you were LOS. We can't explain the..,,

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM ...around the payload bay that you see when you
move the SPAS around and the other one is as we mentioned before,
the FM being turned on and causing interference. Have you seen
any problems when you were LOS, we can't explain the problems
you've had at the UHF sites, have you seen any PDT problems there
at LOS?

SPACECRAFT No problems at LOS at all. And I only associate it

when we come on (garble) station. And then there's not a

(garble) to be related to maneuvering the SPAS around.

CAPCOM And I'm sure we'll be studying it from the weeks to
come . Cha 1 lengosr , Houston we're back with you for about 6 and a

half minutes through Mila.

SPACECRAFT Okay, you're loud and clear, T.J.
f

CAPCOM Rog . and Crip, we could give you a few words on
where our current thinking is when you've got a minute to listen.

SPACECRAFT Okay, why don't we hold up on that just a little
here. We're just about to finish up this last auto point.

CAPCOM You bet, we've got Ascension about 10 minutes after
Mi la.

SPACECRAFT That would probably be a better olace.

CAPCOM We'll call you through Ascension at 56.

SPACECRAFT Okay, see you there T.J. And we're proceeding to
the (garble)

.

CAPCOM Roger,

PAO This is Mission Control, at 5 days 0 hours 43
minutes. The crew has completed the auto mode evaluation of the
remote manipulator system, the loaded tests wnile the shuttle
pallet satellite is gnappled. And the last remaining act on the
RMS-test sequence will be the direct drive berthing of the pallet
satellite, which probably will be, we're hoping, completed by the
time we reaquire signal through Ascension Island station in about
11 and a half minutes. This is Mission Control Houston.

PAO This is Mission Control Houston, Ascension Island
in 40 seconds. Orbit 81 for Challenger on this second flight.

CAPCOM We're AOS Ascension for 7 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, T.J., John is just about to complete this
direct drive berthing so why don't you hold up just a minute.
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CAPCOM You bet,

SPACECRAFT Okay, T,J., it's going to take a couple more
minutes. Why don't you go ahead and give us (garble) overview.

CAPCOM Well, okay, we'd like to see you continue with the
nominal flight plan this afternoon and get the vehicle all stowed
and we'd like to add a couple of things to it, if you agree, we'd
like to do a APU 3 check again and try to get that flight control
system part one done and also we're looking at a powerdown
through group two, just to save a little cryo a little bit later
and we can tell more about either one of those any time you're
ready

.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I understand all that, could we, if we get a

chance to go back and look at the data on that APU thing?

CAPCOM Yes, the chamber pressure was low, right from the

start and we don't understand that yet, we'd like to look at it

again and maybe try high speed to see if we can get the chamber
pressure up but we can tell you more about that later. We're
hoping to do it on the next stateside pass if you think that's
doable and that would be around 2 hours MET, that's Buckhorn.

SPACECRAFT That's doable. Okay, what else have you got? On
the powerdown, I understand that and that takes us down through
group 2 - is that right?

CAPCOM Rog. That will be later this afternoon after the
APU run and we're looking at deleting step four in group 2

otherwise all the rest.

SPACECRAFT Deleting which?

CAPCOM Okay, stand by now, we need to get, to get our act
together a little bit better on that v ut it will be a minor
problem. .

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM . . , I'll check with you later after this
afternoon after the APU run and we're looking at deleting step 4
in group 2, otherwise all the rest.

SPACECRAFT Deleting which?

CAPCOM Okay, stand by now we need to get to get our act
together a little bit better on that but it'll be a' minor power
down including most of group 2.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I understand. .

CAPCOM And Challenger, to get a leg up on the powerdown,
we could deactivate the FESS anytime you're ready using the CFES
cue card.

SPACECRAFT Okay. You guys might have a chance to see the data
on that intermittent flow problem that I had earlier, when I went
back there and changed it, I had the same problem then but it's
no big diddy.

CAPCOM Okay, I understand it just repeated and we should
look at that?

SPACECRAFT It did it again. They're going back there to
chenge (garble) which is—-when I, the last time I did that, well
the other (garble) day it was a freon leak flow on loop 1.

CAPCOM Okay, we'll take a look.

CAPCOM Botswana's next in about 4 minutes and big John's
going to give you a call when we get there.

SPACECRAFT Okay, incindentally I put the --after I just told
you I hadn't had one of those PDI (garble) while we're LOS. We
had one just before this station at about 00:40:20.

CAPCOM Okay, we copy the time. We'll take a look.

CAPCOM Challenger, we're back with you at Botswana for 7-
1/2 big ones.

SPACECRAFT Hidy, big John.

SPACECRAFT Allen, could I ask a question regarding the APU
checkout this afternoon after lunch?

CAPCOM Yes sir, go ahead. We still have a couple of
people that haven't jumped onboard that proposition yet but
that's what we're proposing.

SPACECRAFT All I wanted to ask since there was a proposition
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that was being proposed—that I would like to have a backup plan
in case APU-3 doesn't start such that we go ahead and get the PCS
checkout out of the road.

CAPCOM Crip, I don't think they want to do a flight
control checkout if that the APU doesn't come up to speed.

SPACECRAFT Okay, then we would not do one at all?

CAPCOM That's affirmative.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'll accept that as a plan. So it won't be
til tomorrow that we'll do it on APU-2?

CAPCOM And if we do get APU-3 up and in good order, we
will do the part 1.

SPACECRAFT John, I understand.

CAPCOM Crip, EECOM said he'd seen that momentary glifch in
the freon flow before.

SPACECRAFT Okay, fine.

SPACECRAFT John, I wonder if the PSP has been powered down?

CAPCOM we can't tell here from Botswana.

SPACECRAFT Well, I just wondered if it was powered down from
the ground as it was yesterday when we completed the berthing.
Bob lost lock and can't seem to figure out to get it back.

CAPCOM We haven't done anything to it yet.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT We'd like to be able to power off those gyros.
CAPCOM And John, you got to go back on Al to turn off the
PSP xf you'd like.

SPACECRAFT That's a negative. I didn't want to turn it off,
it's just that I had lost lock at 10817. It appears we took a
hit at that point that we didn't recover from. The same type of
hit that we've been taking all along only we haven't come back
and I'd like to be able to power the SPAS gyros off and I just
wanted to make sure that (garble) hadn't turned me off. You
can't do it over Botswana anyhow.

CAPCOM You can switch to the other system and try it again
if you'd like.

SPACECRAFT (garble)
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Pardon Sunday?
CertainlV it. Hope to see you at the

SPACECRAFT Hope so.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Well, we enjoyed working with you troops also,

CAPCOM We certainly enjoyed it. Hone to you at !"he

party on S u nd a y

.

SPACECRAFT Hope so.

CAPCOM An

c

\ J c >h n we 'vo to »
> e n m< > n i t

o

r i n a t h e S P AS better v
power and it could toe that, that':-; your culprit: th^re. rt rou'.-i
have died.

SPACECRAFT Guess we cut it pretty close then, didn't we?

CAPCOM It looks that way.

SPACECRAFT Look and see it they can give us the latest on it.

CAPCOM They'll get you with some data.

SPACECRAFT (Garble)

.

CAPCOM They'll see you at Guam at 01 30.

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston. Loss of signal
at Botswana. Challenger crew will attempt to recheek the APU 3

firing startup. See if they do get the correct turbine speed on
that APU. And if there is a restart, they'll proceed with th^
flight control system checkout. After their lunch break they
will proceed with normal stowage - a place for everything and
everything in its place in the cabin of Challenger. Next station
in 22 minutes, Guam. At 5 days, 1 hour and 13 minutes - IS
minutes this is Mission Control, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Garble)

,

SPACECRAFT Hello, Houston. How do you read Challenger; through
Guam?

SPACECRAFT Okay. You announced yourself with a Pf)T decomm
fail again. Well, you've tried. I've got a little signal stroke
corning up on S-band,

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We're reading you loud and
clear at Yar ragadee

.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Terry and for your information and for
(garble), we're going back and picking up...

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston. Acquisition at
Guam for the next 7 minutes.

CAPCOM Challenger, the Granite team is with you at Guam
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ldsh°ne coming up ,
ln 9 minutes

SPACECRAFT
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°Kay, copy fhflf
CAPCOM
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1<iZf (<^ble) copy now>Go ahead john
SPACECRAFT w^^H^fW^^^ - had

0kaY' we codv m,,..
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SPACECRAFT o^' " ^
CAPCOM „ „
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SPACECRAFT

0kay
, ^ " ^ « ™<*

CAPCOM mU°h J°hn.
vector. Cnallengerf ^
spacecraft

si ,

CAPCOM , .

^nd Power swi^ ^axienger, Houston if we
SPACECRAFT

h
' " ' like e°UW ^ e Ku-

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT ^^
CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT n ,
^ Ciroi,i t

just a...
Ukay> do you thi

OUL »r is that
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CAPCOM rM , ,

and make sure *n i?
nger

' Huston. We'd }
-
-uie all the Ku-band circuit bro^ V° U fco chec k

SPACECRAFT 0kny ,n
leakers are in.

^-t a double cj& do V°U thi^ of the, are out or is that
CAPCOM R „ .

- " ^/itx-iace it. ' irsx:i * on row n on R15
SPACECRAFT That . s affirmaUve

_

SPACECRAFT you gofc

CAPCOM Thln ,inank you.

SPACECRAFT ok r =. *ifs working.
1

• 10 r.,ot to the ku an, lookf; Hke
SPACECRAFT qnm

tigured you guys had d
<}

10 ~ with a bypass on

Roger, We copy.

seconds. wp ' n ChaUen9*r, Houston Wn M,

CAPC0M
Roger.

PAO
Th

.

CAPCOM rhl11 ,
.inuf.. ^Ue,lgec

, [Iouston ^ ^ ^ ^ ^

SPACECRAFT 0kay, Buckhorn.
C^0M Roger; thafc _
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CAPC0« Roger, that .

" '

'

CAPCOM And Phnll
UP Vou .Xi^'i^^ re^"!!- ™ «-v the w
SPACECRAFT Got it .

^n, - r01 " th « fc
' S °**V-

"

CAPC°M Thank you.

CAPCOM Andh«o at Buckhorn'i^,e^ '3^ We're going to Iose V{, u

SPACECRAFT okay.
(6arble) .
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C

good job ,

£«™ ^ see the beginning of the stow SQqm
SPACECRAFT Okay. It . 8 all

CAPCOM r>~

111 g°od
a"d ™«> says outstanding. Wo uooreci ,, p

Challenger, Houston wlth you Eor ,^ ^ ^
Okay, loud and clear.

AndWe ' U SMy—— ion at 2 pUls 33
Okay. see you there John,

extremely hri^'n^T ??ntro1 ' Houston. Los* of ,

">i-> ls Mloslon Contcoli uOUf.

^

0
^' ' 2 hours, 16

PAO ,,. .

acquisition at
,
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0
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B™> ol ?APE
fc^ have a koynoL^n" 2hVffi.°S £
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SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

PAO
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CAPCOM ...4 and a half minutes and we* IX have a keyhole in
the middle of it.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John.

PAO This is Mission Control Houston. The 9:00 a.m.
change of shift flight director briefing has been delayed until
9:15 Central Daylight Time. Tommy Holloway will be accompanied
by Lt. General James Abrahamson, associate administrator for
space flight, NASA Headquarters. Again this is 9:15, JSC
briefing room.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you at Botswana for 7

minutes and I have a note for you on that APU start when you're
ready to copy.

SPACECRAFT Okay, just a second.

CAPCOM You may want to refer to the orbit ops checklist,
FCS checkout, page 7-7.

SPACECRAFT Let me dig it out. (garble).

CAPCOM Okay, just as an overall summary, the thermal
experts are still trying to make sure there isn't a leak so I'll
go ahead with some procedural changes here and we may perform
them on this Guam and Hawaii pass or it may an orbit later.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Ready to copy.

CAPCOM Okay, Bob, on page 7-7, we are just going to be
doing part one, so we only have to get ASA 4 to on. And the
flight control channels 4 to auto and then perform the OPS A
transition.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we understand that, all 4 ASAs, all 4 STS
channels go to OPS A.

CAPCOM Roger, and when we do it, we Ml make sure that APU
number 3 quantity — we'll cut it off at 62 percent.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we're only usj.ng the minimum quantity for APU
3 of 62.

CAPCOM Roger.

SPACECRAFT Ok i edoke

.

CAPCOM Okay, over on page 7-9.

SPACECRAFT We're there
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'° look at soale for ^ ,!
V
t

t0 °pen - then— -o for the APU co„ lro , '
t^Ht^ n

th 'n W«'" V°»

SPACECRAFT nu,,,
'

K:t/
'

we understand that.
CAPCOM
som«
. .

.."in* and Xa'teve? Sccurs^do ? that wa*' °" 1™ Press for
!:,ni:)lf

• And did you co^ U
^; »** start override or

st " ct override or inhibit?
" ""^ " ans«ission, nob, to not use

O^y. we understand, do not use start override or

SPACECRAFT
inhibit. Got it"

CAPCOMCAPCOM Rnnnr 4-1

-...ant youVutr^.uU°'«V^^^ %o«
11

SPACECRAFT Okay, you Ml caU .

want you to s t°r1 '^JrTsu^a'ce^^ i-you a call when we

SPACECRAFT c,ay, you wiu caU fche drive ^
your own to einllh'it °

n°e 3ive ^ th.t call, you • re on

SPACECRAFT We ..U do thafc# understand _

1™I said at
0
tne' s tart'

S

Wo
h

Lro ° C the Uttle <*™<>es and wopass, it may wait^^'the ^ do 'his Parting ?his

SPACECRAFT When is tne next Guara ^ '

1 —— -U r last tran8Bl88lon
SPACECRAFT "nat t irae is the next Guam pass?

after that at Tp^T S
'
tMs °"e " s ^ 3 plus 14 and the one

SPACECRAFT Okiv t * . -

to 9et over ij^l* *™* y°U ' U * ive «° * little bit of time
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CAPCOM Okay Guam's, this one is at 3 plus 14 and the one

after: that at 4 plus 52.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'm assuming you will give me a J^tle bit of

liL to get over La. Vegas. I'd like to know what's before

coming in at Guam, that is.

*APCOM Alright, all we'ce trying to do at the Guam site,

Bo\ 'in either case will be just to go as far as low press.

SPACECRAFT I understand that. We got it, whatever ya'll want.

CAPCOM Okay, RMU just wants to have some time in either

case to look at the data Cor a little bit of time m all the

different places.

SPACECRAFT Concur with that. All set now. We can haul it all

tf you just give us a call up to start at Guam. (garble)

CAl >C0M Roger, aud we'll h,« looking forward to nr.

Thagard's TV show over Hawaii as well.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we'll be going LOS here in 10

seconds. We'll see you at Guam at 3 plus 14.

SPACECRAFT 3 plus 14, we'll be standing by for your direction.

CAPCOM Roger, thank you, sir.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston's with you at Guam and we're

ready to get started with our APU checkout.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we're going the page.

SPACECRAFT We're ready for tank bravo, (garble).

CAPCOM Roger, you have a go for that, Rob.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we've got it, Guy.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy that and we want to watch it a

minute here, Bob.

SPACECRAFT Ok ay , we ' 1 1 wa i t

.

CAPCOM And we'd like a TFL format 162, please.

SPACECRAFT Okay, ve * re working on it.
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SPACECRAFT 162.

162.

Okay.

And Crip, we're go for start.

Okay, hold on just a sec.

(garble) from the TSO are showing complete.

Rog e [, we co nc u r

.

Okay. (garble)

Roger

.

(garble) . Do you have a barber pole?

Copy. Wo 're Looking at ' he data.

Rog e r

.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM And Crip, the out data is showing, it's looking
reai gooa right now. We'd like to just stay in this
configuration though until Hawaii.

SPACECRAFT Okay, understand.

CAPCOM And Norm, a comment from Houston. We would like
you to delay your TV show start at Hawaii. We'd like to make
sure we get the dump and the playback data down first. We'll
give you a go for the TV start.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
seconds

SPACECRAFT

Okay, copy.

And Challenger, Houston, we're going LOS here in
We'll see you at Hawaii in 6 minutes.

Be there.

PA0 Thls is Mission Control, Houston. Loss of signal
at Guam. Hawaii in about 4 minutes. During the just completedpass over Guam, APU-3 was restarted successfully, turbine speedgot up to 10 3%

END OF TAPE
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the just completed^Tova^cT™ J"

a^°ut 4 ^nutes. During
successfully; Turbine ? '

APU~ 3 was ^started
the fii ght control system !s

9
unLrV° l°?Z

the ^eokont of
wo- fro, the crew t^ ?n ^inu^i^now?"*^

ratnutes.
Cf»allengec, Houston's with you at fIawaH for ?

SPACECRAFT Loud and clear.

SPACECRAFT (Garble,. Go ahead, John.

CAPCOM Ok -iv t n*
9° for main pui^to LrZl. 9°ln9 "° 9° ahead and give you a

SPACECRAFT (Garble) normal.

oufdata. ^ W6 ' re 1O0ki^ *** <r« this point so far with

SPACECRAFT (Garble) .

won'^be going^o^rspjr 9° f°' a~faoe drive and we

thTS'f 0ndeCSta"d and starting aerosurface now at

CAPCOM That .

s affirmative
, Gq ^ aerosurface drive _

CAPCOM And jjorinf yQur go fQr

SPACECRAFT 0kay, John, can you hear me okay?

though, Norm.
R°9er

'
l0Ud a "d Clear

" We *>n
'
t have a picture yet

9o™A
tI che^^lL 8^^ rQ

n
u:Vet ' ««"V-

picture now.
90t a 0 ll 3ht so you may have a

CAPCOM Roger , WG haye a n
.

ce p
.

cfcure Qf ^
r^iHohn/Lc^srr ^Ud1

yoTto T^^f he"' 1 «"* -
having all f un and garnet "p

I o
that 1 juSt WaSn,t

BUI Thorton kindly provided -, f^y
?
aS worki "<l. And

adaptation syndrome and some other lot f 9ear to st^y SP™«Dnefly start out not coverino th" k
P ^ reUted things. So ust

telling you what we were ?oo?i„q at w^" t°,
mUCh aS

3 U8tprinciple things that l,J^L"9
.f 1

, We wanted to look at 2«/- Ov^m odtd co oe possible causes. One
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that you had a conf] c h 1 \ h
' P"nciplo "*<"Y ha* been

and vestibular svstM „d ^ L Arises Mainly that the eve*
saying difforent^M^fwh ioh £d

£*iPT tlon Sonsors aU
problems, wen I don-t know if I'm J^T??" which led to
mission but I think we f ? i L ^ the answor on thl - :

would li ke just to nl C
'

n
^e'tM * ^ ° f da,:a and T

Using John as our subject t, v» -1! " we <Md
',0 -

we use to look at the oenfur v ™ ,
"? ,

.

the princi Ple to° l that
have here is a set uo , ^eor y- Basically what wo
are nothing more than looking TfL Pl

?
ctro

7OCill ^<-ams. Thoso
eyes. Basically when tho o vL LJl f,

lectrical ^Pulses of the
potential which cir h„ L?-- ?

khey generate a bear inn
charts. To look at t U '

t «
d

,

and
,

store<1 or Prlnt^ out on
actually look at the wave Lrm r ,f

<?arble >
scoP<?. I can

getting good dat-i I hart ^ ™ "al-time and see that I wa s
select the di fferent function? o

b°X Whioh allowed TO
would have electrodes on h-'° hA- , J u'f

0
'
John

' ordinarily
we had a data ^nterfac. ht o n

h°
1

<1oosn,t now >"vp" and
tho ground and also to o t iL , , T '*\

Lh to ""»" ^ -"^ t«
recorder just in case „e were noT ^ °

Uf Y ?
n a litele onboard

the ground data and a or a,noli??,t t ^
whore we could ™*

little drum there is somet hT„\ ne^rologtt -^n"™"' th °
drum which is also used to look ,t

U an opfcok inot ic-
interplay between the compo^nts^^c^i^sy^U in the

CAPCOM stand by.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

?ooks
M
good .nd%^V^?V„o^lk ^ T^ '

™
seeing your picture again. Norm

d°Wn
- And we ' re

SPACECRAFT And you can go ahead, Norm.

«n"r?iL°rcL^ ir thLr,nT^
i: ^-"u^e™:

potentials, audio evoked^ potential s°T/°^ ,
BUt that Has *v<*<*

sound pulse into the ears and ™ ,11 1C We beoped a U "le
that sound impulse by the ear i™„ l00ked at the aoUlal Pickup of
to the brain. And we a ^ ^ 7 ayst6m and it?i transmission
such as Putting stockings on and ™"f tMngs °" fluid «hi ts
leg diameter decreased on orb?t

measurin9 to see how much the
FIND OF TAPS
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SPACECRAFT ...both potent: ials of which we beeped a little
sound pulse ineo the ears and then looked at the actual pickup
with that sound impulsed by the ear's sensory system and' its
transmission to the brain and we also did a number of things on
fluid sh

i

I ts such as putting stockings on and measuring to' sue
how much the leg diameter decreased on-orbit, which it will do as
the fluid distributes from the lower part of the body to the
upper part of the body, and we did some photographs. We set up a
little grid here which was all calibrated and we measured out "the
exact distances and took photos of the legs and of the face.
Another thing you may have noted in us is people on-orbit get
puH y faces again as a result of the fluid moving from the lower
part of the body to the upper part of the body. We basically
conducted these experiments from the first moment on orbit riqht
up until the present time and we'll probably continue them for a
short while longer but then we'll have to pack up everything to
get back on the ground. So see John, I really have been
working. I haven't just, been goofing off up here but T have been
having a good time ,md l think this, i s something that you'll
reaLLy like when you get here.

CAPCOM Well Norm, I'll tell you what. We sure appreciate
the excellent description of your tests and the outstanding
picture's of your doctors office out there.

SPACECRAFT Fine. I'd like to thank Dr. Bill Thornton who
devised most of these experiments of course. His equipment all
for the most part worked really well- However, it was a task to
put it all together and he said at some point I would probably
curse him. Well, just let me say this. Gosh darn you Dr. Bill.

CAPCOM well put ,Norm. And we're going LOS in 15
seconds. We'll see you at Botswana at 4 plus 18.

PA0 This is Mission Control, Houston. Loss of signal
at Hawaii, Next station in 41 minutes will be Botswana. Fairly
long LOS here as the orbit precesses westward away from the
continental U. S. and the main tracking stations. During Hawaii
the APU 3 run was still underway. The crew was given a go for
testing the aerosur faces, the elevons, rudder, etc. that are
driven by the hydraulic system powered by the APU. And we're
given a go for normal shutdown. The APU looked go by all the
measurements on the ground. 40 minutes to next station. Live TV
pass at Hawaii was a description of some of the medical
investigations underway by Dr. Norm Thagard aboard Challenger.
And with some credit to Charlie Brown and Lucy. A sign held up
saying the doctor is in. AOS at Botswana in 40 minutes. This is
Mission Control, Houston. 5 days, 3 hours, 38 minutes.

£AO This is Mission Control, Houston. Acquisition at
Botswana in about 35 seconds. Brief gap between Botswana and
Indian Ocean station. For about the next 16 minutes should have
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coverage over those 2 sites.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston's with you at Botswana for 7
mintues with some good news Cor you.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we're always ready for good news.

CAPCOM Right Crip. Just to tell you that your APU 3 looks
real good with the data we got during the Hawaii pass and the
weather forecast at the Cape has improved a little bit so we're
pressing ahead with nominal end-of -miss ion planning right now.

SPACECRAFT Okay, that sounds reasonable to us. The APU looked
good also and we'll be looking forward to corning home tomorrow if
the weather's looking good.

CAPCOM Roger, we're looking foward to seeing you all. And
Crip, if you all could give us a couple, give me an R5R on we'd
a pp roci a

t

c it p 1 o n so.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll go ahead and do that.

CAPCOM And, if you have any comments about your right OMS
ox and fuel quantity guages, we'd like to hear those*

SPACECRAFT I don't know if I'm smart enough to make a comment.

CAPCOM Are they, are they working at all?

l-ND OF TAPE
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*

zr* ~.
SPACKCftAFT ,h.y .„ aho. ll)g ^

Okay, we copy.

Do you want both the R5R and the L5L?
Negative, leave L5L off.

That's weird, but we'll do it.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM WO '

rf; ^ at
- h " -: -n-e Jet ranu.e case ,,,,,,,

SPACECRAFT RGg

.

SPACECRAFT 0kay , R5R . S back in ^^
CAPCOM Roger/ thank you _

SPACECRAFT WpII , n n„- -
going to do, we've e „

Pa
,'!" kn°Wing what V™ guy, Wrotxdied up to come ho^rtomor'row^raefv^ "T^9 t!le "ll

" reasonable shape.
'"•"C!" Anfl we think we're in

CAPCOM Roger , sounds we , re ^^
SPACECRAFT I think n^f T
Rita-

s
food, i- m nofs5?f t cfn

r

«C
a
h
ly

t
h
?Ve GatGn eno^ h ofthough. LC 1 can get back in my flight suit

CAPCOM (Chuckle), okay.

SPACECRAFT Hev lohn mnty JO"n, this is Norm.
CAPCOM Rnn„, MRoger Norm, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Qkav u r ^

kinesthetic -peaLbilft^^'o^'^-^^^^inutes, r • ve put a

CAPCOM Qkav kk^ iOkay, thank you very much

Sfsa,. ~ «» »- «» « «... «.„ „«. hl ..
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CAPCOM Roger that, Norm. And we sure enjoyed your Dr.

Thagard show over Hawaii.

SPACECRAFT He whispers under his breath.

CAPCOM And we have a note here for you Norm that we are

opening, from the Houston Post, that we are opening extra
offices, sending news letters and hiring consultants, devising
red marketing plans and setting up practices in nontraditional
places such as store fronts, shopping centers, and we would like

to add in space ships,

SPACECRAFT I don't know if Norm is ready for that kind of

practice or not but he is, for my money he is.

CAPCOM Roger

,

SPACECRAFT I'll have to get that later John. This unit's
acting up and I don't think I heard any of that.

SPACECRAFT I like the kind of practice he's been doing up here
~ all preventive* Doesn't have any patients.

CAPCOM Roge r that.

SPACECRAFT But NASA prevents us from doing that.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston. We would be interested in

any data you have on what you found in the cabin filters last

night.

SPACECRAFT The cabin filters looked very clean last night.

CAPCOM Roger that. Thank you.

SPACECRAFT Just the way we like them. There was, there was

some lint on the IMU filters again and we did clean those off.

CAPCOM Roger, thank you.

SPACECRAFT And John, I went through the GAS-E activities at

about 5 days, 3 hours and 15 minutes and got all the GAS relays
off.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy Sally. Thank you.

SPACECRAFT And the GAS encoder's dead.

CAPCOM Roger, and we'll be going LOS here in 30 seconds
for a couple of minutes. We'll see you at Indian Ocean.

SPACECRAFT See you, John.
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with von at Indie for 7
minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, loud and clear.

CAPCOM And we're reading you loud and clear.

SPACECRAFT I'm sorry John, say again.

CAPCOM Roger, just a confirmation that we're readinq youloud and clear. •
y

SPACECRAFT Okay. I had some music in my other ear. I'm sorrvabout - - (Music) ' y

CAPCOM That's some real nice music, Crip.

SPACECRAFT (Garble)

.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM That's some real nice music, Crip.

SPACECRAFT Only for: us C&W types.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we're going to go AOS in 30
seconds and if you're not; using the TV system just' a reminder to
go ahead and power it down. We'll see you at Guam at 4 plus 52.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

.

PA0 Mission Control Houston, loss of signal at Indian
Ocean station. Guam in 17 minutes. 5 days 4 hours 35 minutes,
Mission Control

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston's with you at Guam for 4
minutes and we'll have a short keyhole during this pass.

SPAC KG R A FT O k a y , Joh n

.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston, if you're ready to copy, I
have a few notes for you.

SPACECRAFT Okay, go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay, Crip, after your IMU align, we'd like you to
turn L5L on and return it to straight feed.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM And we'd like you for this evening's water dump to
take supply tank bravo to 20 percent.

SPACECRAFT Okay, water dump is bravo to 20 and negative on
waste.

CAPCOM That's affirmative and check your DAP in AUTO, we
show manual.

you
CECRAFT

( 9 arble) ahile ago I screwed up a maneuver, thank

CAPCOM Okay, and further on the, tonight, for your
switches we'd like you to remain on cryo tanks 1 and 2.

SPACECRAFT I understand we'll leave tank 3 SEP off.

CAPCOM That's affirmative and we're going LOS here, we'll
see you at Hawaii in 7 minutes and just a reminder, also to purge
your fuel cells. 1 3

SPACECRAFT We'll do that tonight.

4
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heater controller power off? tot APU 3.
yOU fc° get the Ap "

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM See you at Hawaii

Guam, Hawaii ir^n^^n^M^ '
l°SS ° f at

Botswanna and Indian Ocean station ?Z°
vloaa orbit

' across
stowage aboard Challenger i i„ ? '

, ?
rew rePort<^ that the

almost put away The Capcom ^ re
?
s°nable shape, everything

Space Center il '

iraprov^fand "Sat a
1

1 "of ^ W
?ath«< »<= ^nnedy

with a nominal end of mi~-f™ ~i ? Planning is continutnq
that he had eate So w h'°o? Rf

u?" 1?^ *°b Crippen ~nted
to get into his flight suit, feferrina of ^ may n0t be ahle
nutritionist Rita »Lm '

retGrrxnc
J °f course to the JSC

the flight rood lTZlVl^V0?P'V
tiOn an" ;itOW— »f

Special canisters p , ^ ^f^wated all the Get-Away
in 5 minutes. 5 days^ hour'™ •

" Iy 3nd la "di n<3- Hawaii
Houston.

Y
'

nour ->- ?8 minutes, Mission Control

Challenger, Houston's with you at Hawai
CAPCOM
minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, (garble)
up the cabin a little bit.

i for 8

You can tell RECOM, we're pumping

Houston if somebody

J

S

W
back

P
on tll^9 UP the CabifU ^allenger,

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Go ahead.

We've got to move the MADS strain gauge back to on.
Got it coming on.

take^he APU fueT^^IvT^^utT '
^ ^ ">

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

A is in auto.

Okay,

(garble)

.

We copy, it . s in AUT0( wfi , u check ^
- nALu&u u L t ac tne (garble).

Okay.
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SPACECRAFT That » s about all we can do.

CAPCOM Roger, Crip, if you could cycle the switch please.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I don't think it does anything.

END OF TAPE
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onf^ ••• We ' Ve
*ot to move the mad strain gauq(, back to

SPACECRAFT Got it coming on.

SPACECRAFT A is in auto.

CAPCOM okay.

SPACECRAFT I8 it (garble)>

We copy. It . a inauto . welll check theaata
SPACECRAFT rve ,ot U tBfBed ot£ , t thj (qarMp)

_

CAPCOM okay-

SPACECRAFT That all we can do.

CAPCOM

"w,. okay
' 1 don,t ^ it aoeS anytlung a£ter ; put ;;

CAPCOM stand by x>

SPACECRAFT You om,<-
valve a while ago.

9 Y° me to tu™ °« the APU 3 controller

CAPCOM nnncr n
* X. We-re chec^ng^o "——ou-re r ight crip. We U take the gotcha

.

SPACECRAFT Okav uhi^
cow back on or tiU Tgarble?? ^ Y°U Want ifc

• Th« control

CAPCOM Roaer wo 1 ^ 1 •
,

APU fuel pump valve ' to A auto?
COntroUef P°»« on, and the

SPACECRAFT Okay, you got it.

SPACECRAFT See you there.

PAO mu •

Mil
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hours, 12 minutes Mission Control, Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you at Santiago for 3

minutes with a couple of notes.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you at Santiago for a
couple of minutes,

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you at Santiago for a
couple of minutes.

CAPCOM Challenger, we're going LOS in .10 seconds at
Santiago. We'll see you at Botswana at 5 plus 54.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston's with you at Botswana for 6

minutes with a couple of notes when you're ready.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John. We're ready.

CAPCOM Rog. We'd like you to repress the left OMS.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll repress the left OMS.

CAPCOM And if you would take the RJDA 2B manifold 3 driver
to off please.

SPACECRAFT Okay, can you give us a couple words on that?

CAPCOM All right. We just wanted all the drivers off and
that one appears to be in the on position still - on 016.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I understand. They've got that off now.
Thanks for that catch.

CAPCOM Okay, and that's all I have. Whenever you'll are
ready for our tagup briefing here at Botswana or Indian Ocean
we'll go ahead with that. Your call.

SPACECRAFT Contact at Indian Ocean.

CAPCOM Okay.

SPACECRAFT John, does it matter to you which helium press
valve we use for repressing the OMS on the left?

CAPCOM No, you can use either A, B or both. And if
possible we'd like, we'd prefer for you to wait until after; the
interconnect return before you repress the left OMS.

SPACECRAFT You didn't want me to do it, 5 seconds ago.

CAPCOM It's okay if you've already done it.
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CAPCOM Roger that.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston's with you at Indie Cor the tag
up (garble)

,

SPACECRAFT Okay, John, you were a little (garble) but we're
ready.

CAPCOM Okay, first of all, a lot of: accomol ishments today,
especially the excellent APU-3 that ya'll got checked out for
us. We kind of felt that the - saw that the chamber pressure
cleared after 7 seconds and it ran well. We suspect
contamination, you have 3 good APU's for entry. You had a very
good flight control system checkout. The CFES runs went very
well, the SPAS and RMS activities were outstanding. After the
berthing and RMS release, both batteries dropped offline. We
think SPAS powered down at approximately 5 days, 01 and 08
minutes due to the loss of batteries. And our first cut is that
we had 70,36 amps hours of time. Finally, the RMS-DTO summary,
all concerned are very excited and pleased with today's
activities and send their congratulations for a job well done.
We saw no anamolies. I have a note for you and that is that the
IMU-1 resolver limit BITE mask will carry over for the OPS-3
tr an si t ion.

SPACECRAFT Okay, (garble)

CAPCOM A couple of cap deltas for you tomorrow. First of
all, we would like to delay the OSTA-2 deactivation by
approximately 1 hour to allow for venting after the MEA-3 run.
Second, we would like to open the PAM sunshield early, about the
time of the maneuver to tail sun. And we'll be going to a tail
only control at approximately 1800, that's 1800 if nominal end of
mission. And on the teleprinter messages tonight, for certain 3
items you will see is that we would like the AC breakers to be
cold for entry. Those are the same ones as during ascent. We'd
like the circ pump management, we will have a circ pumo
management for loop 2 and the body flap repositioning for
postland ing. And that concludes our tag up.

SPACECRAFT Oka/ John, that's a good run down, we appreciate
it. We thank you for a good [static] teleprinter messages for
manana.

CAPCOM Roger that.

SPACECRAFT Very good.

CAPCOM And Crip,- -just one additional, there will be a new
APU management plan for the entry.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I kind of suspected there might bo.
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CAPCOM And Crip, just an overall summary of what we arecurrently thinking, we'll go ahead and start APU's #1 and #2First, fire to the burn, if they don't start okav, we'll -just qoahead and wave off to Edward's.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

CAPCOM That's affirmative.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we understand.

CAPCOM And we'll send that up in the change.

SPACECRAFT How about the - what are the weather quessers
saying about KSC tomorrow?

CAPCOM Roaer. the
the forecast viewpoint and then we look reasonably optimistic.

SPACECRAFT (garble) harmonically s.rid.

SPACECRAFT (Chuckle), okay ,7oi.n.

CAPCOM And we have a couple of other notes for vn-i vo ' dlike you to make sure that: you open the bleed orjf.fP for s^epand a reminder for the LfO changeout.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Tape harmonically said.

SPACECRAFT (Chuckle), okay John.

CAPCOM And we have a couple of other notes Cor you. We'd
like you to make sure that you open the bleed orifice for sleep
and a reminder for the LTO changeout.

SPACECRAFT Yeah, the LIO changeout is complete and we'll check
on the bleed orifice and T think it is open.

CAPCOM Okay, thank you very much.

SPACECRAFT Yes sir.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we're going to go LOS here at
Indian Ocean. We'll see you at Guam at 6 plus 31 and we'd like
you go ahead and change the other LIO canister as well. We're
seeing some spiking in the PP C02.

SPACECRAFT What are you seeing it up to?

CAPCOM Roger, it got up to 5 before the changeout.

SPACECRAFT Yeah, you're right, I'd bet some money it'll come
back down.

PA0
,

This is Mission Control, Houston. Loss of signal
at Indian Ocean station. Final tag-up prior to sleep period and
tomorrow's entry and landing with some Spacecraft systems
management notes passed up by Capcom, John Blaha. One note of
interest that was also passed up was that the SPAS battery
apparently went dead at about 70 amp hours which was the
guarenteed lifetime including the shelflife of that battery.
Next station in 19 minutes is Guam at 5 davs, 6 hours, 12
minutes, Mission Control, Houston.

PA0 This is Mission Control, Houston. We have
acquisition at this time with Challenger through the Guam
station.

CAPCOM ... with you at Guam for 3 minutes and we'll have a
keyhole during the pass,

SPACECRAFT Okay, John.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston. We're going LOS. We'll
see you at Hawaii at 6 plus 40.

SPACECRAFT See you at Hawaii.

CAPCOM Okay.
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SPACECRAFT ...5 seconds.

CAPCOM Roger, thanks Cor the data Rick. ChaHpnqer,

?TnL^ rC
i

90i^ L0S in 30 seconds, we'll see you "a t San t i agoat b plus, 7 plus 06.

SPACECRAFT See you there, John.

on°orh^- «r c
Mi^ ion Control Houston, loss of signal at Hawaiion orbit 85, Santiago upcoming in 18 minutes. Follow^ byAscension and Indian Ocean station. This is Mission ControlHouston. Acquisition at Santiago for the final conversation withthe crew before sleep in about 30 seconds.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston's with you at Santiago for sivminutes and I have a couple of switches.

SPACECRAFT Could you tell me and we'll see if I can remember

CAPCOM Okay, first the APU number 3 control power on andthe fuel pump A to off.
1 1

SPACECRAFT Okay, you'd better explain what we're doing Jnhn

after
C
thfto

Uratl °n ^ ^ WG
' U take the antral power back off

CAPCOM no. I read it wrong Bob, just take the controlpower off and the fuel pump a to off.

SPACECRAFT Okay, that makes more sense, we'll got it whitelse you got? " " i, * 4L

CAPCOM Okay, we'd like you back there to tak^ the MAPSstrain guage to PCN ENABLE. "
"

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll get that.

onnh?
M
Ho k~

Ar
J

d
r
yOU hav° a ^ood Sfcat ^ vector onboard whichought to be good tor tomorrow morning. And that's all t'- not —

sleeps'
WG Planning on this beinc

? our last pass prior\o the

SPACECRAFT Sounds good to us w ' <<>
-i t- , -

on
n

t^e-w,n°f
ing

,°
n Cin

'

in^ in,r'on°the " Hl3/in;;on the wall depending on your point of view. Got srw tnrkovgravy and some spaghetti, littl.o bit of cauliflower, it's qr'af?

CAPCOM You guys are just having a good J r i i, , a
some crackers for lunch '

"'
'

'
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™tnutes. Ctew^fndfn/down^h^°n
' !'0S <*>«. Hawaii in 6

into the sleep pertc^wntcn be*^ Prep" in? to *>
into this flight day.

'--9-nb at about 7 nours, 40 minutes

acquisition th^h'S.S^f^Sr^r?^,?0^0
";,

that station. flnal Pdss thls afternoon over

mtnu?es.
Challenger, Houston-, with you at Hawaii for 7

%™t7al all°lZi 1? **» -d — «* the r«„ data for

CAPCOM Roger, we're ready to copy.

SPACECRAFT Okay, stars 70 ™d Rl a. ,

Torquing angles f& number ? s 0 ? ^J*^ - 02 '

Number 2 minus .02, , nro D1 P
.

lub
;
09

f
minus -08.

•05 plus .06. Bxecu£ion\?m^Yd ^ t

3 minus
-
08

' «^^us
seconds. " Llme 5 dd ^ s

'
6 hours, 33 minutes and 45

CAPCOM Roger, thanks for the data Rick.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT
probably.

Right. You had to go work the machine there

CAPCOM You got it

.

SPACECRAFT
have to have

Rita takes good care of us. Rita Rapp insists we

3,000 calories a day whether we need it or not.

CAPCOM Right.

SPACECRAFT
think I was
in front of

You know, to my reference awhile ago, I didn't

going to be able to fit into my flight suit. Put it

me and I eat it.

CAPCOM Roger, we understand and Crip just an overall

message from the entire granite team, we would like to say

goodbye and really enjoyed working the flight with you and wi.u

you a good entry tomorrow morning.

SPACECRAFT
enjoyed it,

sometime

,

Okay, we appreciate those, those thoughts and we

working with you guys too, like to do it again soon,

SPACECRAFT And John I've got a last payload input for you.

CAPCOM Ready to copy, John,

SPACECRAFT
30.

Okay, AFC thermal, AN IK, 05 57 15, and PALAPA 05 57

CAPCOM Roger, we copy, thank you John.

SPACECRAFT Sure.

CAPCOM
"Good night
let you go

(singing to Challenger)
lady, good night gentlemen, good night Crip. We 11

to sleep."

SPACECRAFT That was so bad.

SPACECRAFT Gross, real gross.

SPACECRAFT
(music)

Good night, guys.

END OF TAPE
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^. so to ^ for ^.^

1

t7 crow. It ,ay b= cU-bat«hl,. ^^oP <ihn Bla^' and

act after being exposed to the o c
lit tlo bit

Mission Control, Houston.

u:,o ion Control, Houston. rive day:-:, 7
r
h^ £

;;
fi2

minutes mission clap ed i» . ^ knight director Oohn Co>: to

press conference with L.»o o gon r
j buildinq 2 , room 135

begin approximately '^^w has lust started their

here at the Johnson _ Space Center .Ct
on orbit 86,

,

Mission Control, Houston.

^-ion^ontrol,
"ch^engefon ^%6

8or^r"ho
minuter;, mission elapsed Ume. Ouaio j range of the

Pacific Ocean. Just ^.^^ 1^nfrotlers here in Mission
Guam tracking station. * l ight controi

overnight as they

Control just ^ep^ng an e e o yoMcle y fchat n in

get ready for entry in the ^^^i,^ Cor door closing,

the press conference about tne go w j around_ station site

That is passed up to the crew at the lastground ^ ^c

before tne scheduled door-closing . ^ ca-c
3 1/2

opportunity, that woule be at Indian Oc^
g ^ minuteS(

rssL'nlra^ertre^'hrs^is Mission Control, Houston.

minutes, mission elapsed time. ^ orbit cr Challenger is

c^rentirovef S ^87. Here in Mission Control

END OB1 TAPE
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PAO Mission Control, Houston. 5 days, 9 hours, 27

minutes mission elapsed time. Crew has 6 hours remaining in

their scheduled sleep period and the orbiter Challenger is

currently over India on orbit number 87. Here in Mission Control
the flight controllers are preparing the teleprinter messages for
later uplink to the crew making note about, notes about switch
configurations and a few suggestions for the entry preparations
coming up tomorrow. Weather forecasters are optimistic about
opportunities for a Kennedy Space Center landing in the morning
and of course they won't make a final decision on that until
after some of the planes get up in that area early in the
morning. At 5 days, 9 hours, 28 minutes mission elapsed time
this is Mission Control, Houston.

PAO Mission Control, Houston. 5 days, 10 hours, 27

minutes mission elapsed time. Challenger has just passed over
the southern part of South America over the range of the tracking
station at Santiago. Data coming down from the spacecraft
indicates that all systems are nominal at this time and the
flight control team here in Mission Control is going over their
list of switch configurations for tomorrow and other entry
preparations that the crew will be advised of. The crew has
about 5 hours remaining in their sleep period and on the last
stretch of orbit number 87. We would like to anounce at this
time that we intend to cancel the sleep shift Change-of-Sh i f

t

Press Conference that would happen late tonight. I belive that
was scheduled for about 11:30 central daylight time. Of course
we would hold open the option at any time of reinstating a press
conference should there be any vehicle problem that would cause
us to want to do that or any other situation that needed, that
would call for holding a press conference. But our current
intention as with all of our sleep shift Change-of -Sh i f

t

Briefings i:or this flight would be to cancel that, that press
conference tonight. Persons having any remaining questions about
scheduled entry for in the morning can direct their questions to
the various NASA Center Newsrooms. 5 days, 10 hours, 28 minutes
mission elapsed time. This is Mission Control, Houston.

PAO Mission Control, Houston. 5 days, 11 hours, 26
minutes mission elapsed time. Challenger on orbit number 88 out
over the Pacific and everything continuing to go well aboard the
spacecraft. Crew about halfway through their scheduled sleep
period and flight controllers here in Mission Control continue to
plan their morning messages to the crew about switch
configurations and other entry preparations. fS days, 11 hours,
26 minutes mission elapsed time. This is Mission Control,
Houston

.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Mission Control, Houston, 5 days, 12 hours, 28
minutes Mission Elapsed Time. Things continue to go smoothly
here in Mission Control on the, during the crew sleep shift.
About 3 hours and 10 minutes remaining in that sleep shift period
before the crew gets up and begins their preparations for entry
day. All systems aboard the spacecraft appear to be functioning
normally, based upon the data coming down as it passes over
various ground stations. Of course, at this time of the evening
as the orbit has precessed westward, it passes over these
stations less and less frequently, and at the moment, we are an
hour and 15 minutes away from our next contact, which would be
through the Dakar station, that station which we just passed over
some 15 minutes ago. Flight controllers monitor data as they get
it, and everything appears to be in good shape for entry day
tomorrow. Some final changes being made to the teleprinter
messages that will go up to the crew. Those are normally sent
just before crew wakeup, and the crew will have them in-hand,
like their morning newspaper, to read over, look at as they,
after they get up, and perhaps sometimes while they're having
breakfast. Those generally deal with changes to the nominal crew
activity plan, updates, send suggestions for some procedures that
may not be already in their flight books onboard. We're at 5

days, 12 hour, and 30 minutes into the mission STS-7. This is
Mission Control, Houston.

PAO Mission Control, Houston, 5 days, 13 hours, 28
minutes Mission Elapsed Time. Preparations are currently being
made in the Mission Control Room for entry day in the morning.
The countdown clocks, which count down to deorbit ignition and to
actual touchdown time, have been set above the big screens at the
front of the Control Room, and the large center screen is
currently being calibrated. It will hold the graphics, the
charts that flight controllers will be looking at as the Orbiter
comes through its final phases of reentry and landing, hopefully,
at the Kennedy Space Center, on its first opportunity of the
morning. Of course, the weather situation continues to be the
uncertain factor in which landing site would be used on which
orbit the Challenger would come in. Flight controllers will be
getting updates, probably on the next flight control team shift,
the entry shift which comes on in about 2 hours from now, and
they hand over in about 3 hours to that shift. Most of the
teleprinter messages have been completed, and much of the data
will be uplinked to the spacecraft at the next Dakar pass in
about 15 minutes, or so. At 5 days, 13 hours, 29 minutes into
the flight of STS-7, this is Mission Control, Houston.

END OF TAPE
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M^ion Control, Houston 5 days .14= . 27 ^
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,
.
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pA0 This is Shuttle Control at 5 days, 16 hours, 5

minutes Mission Elapsed Time. Challenger is coming up on

acquisition through Orroral, Australia station in about 2
^

minutes. We intend to send a wakeup to the crew at that time,

although, all indications are that they are already awake.

Telemetry indications are that the food warmer has been

acitivated, but we'll talk to them at Orroral. We'll stand bv

Cor that.

(music)

SPACECRAFT Well, good morning! Good morning down there, and

thanks for the fight song. Go Seminoles! And we'll let the rest

of them tell you how we're doing this morning, which is great!

CAPCOM Morning to you, and hope you're all feeling well.

We're looking forward to seeing you today.

SPACECRAFT Thank you, Mary. We're looking forward to coming

home . Hope eve i: y th i ng 1 s s t i 1 1 look i ng good .

CAPCOM As far as we can tell, everything is looking great.

SPACECRAFT Outstanding! Mary, we're up, got our act together,

almost. (garble) Okay, Mary, it looks like you had a little

keyhole there. How much longer are you going to be AOS?

CAPCOM We have you for about another minute. Challenger,

this is Houston, and we're 20 seconds from LOS. The entry team

will take you over at M I LA at 16:46, and we're wishing you a good

entry, and we're looking forward to seeing you this afternoon.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Mary. Appreciate you guys taking care of us

last night, and all the messages look real good.

CAPCOM Thanks a lot. We appreciate that.

SPACECRAFT See you this afternoon.

PAO This is Shuttle Control, Orroral has Loss of

Signal. Next station is Merritt Island in 32 minutes. The

wakeup music this morning, the usual few opening bars of the

Texas Aggie War Hymn; that was followed by the Florida State

University Fight Song played by the Florida State University

Marching Chiefs. Norm Thagard is an alumnus of FSU. At S days,

16 hours, 13 minutes Mission Elapsed Time, this is Shuttle

Control, Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Shuttle Control at 5 days, 16 hours, 44

minutes Mission Elapsed Time. Challenger nearinq tangent the

Merritt island, Florida tracking station now. Here in the

Control Center the planning team has landed over to the entrv

flight control team. Entry Flight Directoi is Gary Coen.

CAPCOMS are Bryan O'Connor and Guy Gardner.

SPACECRAFT
morni ng?

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

The Gray Team's with you over

Loud and clear. And how is the Green Team this

CAPCOM Morning Challenger

MI LA Cor about 8 minutes.

Doing just great. Ready to bring you home.

Sounds good to us, Bryan.

(Garble) Gary been making you come in every dav?

You bet.

Worrying about weather, right? And APU's. We had

a couple of days to keep you guys busy.

And if GOC is available, we have the IMU align

Go ahead. We're ready, Crip.

SPACECRAFT
results.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT Okay, and stars 20 and 51. Angle error was .02,

Delta angle was .05, that's for IMUl.. Got correction, +05,

+ .08 -.08. For number 2, +.01, -.03, +.01. For number 3, -. 07

-.04, +1, correction, +.10. Torque time was 5 days, 11 hours, 3?

minutes, and 0 seconds. Over.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT
now?

Challenger, Houston. We copy. Thank you.

Is that you, Guy, that I was calling Bryan?

That's affirmative. I'm back with you.

Sorry about that.

I just get hard of hearing. Old guys.

And Guy, do you have anything else for us right

CAPCOM That's negative for now.
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SPACECRAFT Okay, I'd like to say a couple of words if t can,
and play you a tune this morning. And the words are for Clan
Graham, and his team over in PMD, and the fine work they did in
building with TV camera systems that we flew on the SPAS, and the
SPAS team from MBR, who provided us such an outstanding camera
platform, and then appreciation for those outstanding views of
the Or biter that these folks now have on the ground. r'd like to
send a little tune down to you,

CAPCOM We're ready. Go ahead,

SPACECRAFT (Music). And for your information, the name of
that ditty is "The Eye in the Sky".

CAPCOM Roger that. Our pay load's guy had it pegged.

SPACECRAFT Those payioad's guys are pretty sharp.

CAPCOM You bet.

SPACECRAFT And Guy, how much time do we have left on this
pass

.

CAPCOM Still got about 3-1/2 minutes left.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Well this Norm - -

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you through Dakar and
Mad r i d £ o r 7 m i n u t e s

.

SPACECRAFT Hi Guy. How do you t\:ad Challenger, Guy?

CAPCOM You're loud and clear.

SPACECRAFT Did you hear Sally's response?

CAPCOM That's affirmative. And by the way, Bryan will he
talking to you guys here later this morning. m. ' s busy getting
the weather all straight for you.

SPACECRAFT If he can do that, T appreciate it.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We're 30 seconds LOS. See
you at Indian Ocean a>

; plus 18.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Guy.

END OF TAPE
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PAD Is is Shu J r i .

in 1 n u t s M i : ; i o n 1 .-
; ps e; i ;> i -no .

throua.n t:h*» Indian Ocs-.- 4 n St .-it ion

Rous t : >n ,

ont.ro] at r
> <1 y\~. , !7 hours,

1 1 1 'tick 1 r upp rou OQ

CAPCOM Chal I cnq' >>"
, 'ions; on over T^.d'

7 ;TUnuts*s. Yoj can d i >-::'.'gur'd 1' d • th. •r/\P ae---,

nea t < ? c g o t t i ng up to s we- >d .

SPACECRAFT Okay. Than* yo.i, i'i

CAPCOM Ch.-i I lerwjer , Hous ls i

i

.

yon at Yarragaclee ar 17 plas V*.

5} PAC ECRAFT See VOU l.;;TO.

PAO This is Shall "! e Cor.t.roi. Chv. ; .-rn-'- ;-. a' r.i.v..-
at' the Indian Oeeaa Station. N'ext aoqu ;

•-.
i t i o;>. rdnroagh "'arr^sd.

in 7 mi nutes, 45 ruvoonov. . At 5 day:';, v hour • , 'V • -
j :y 4

»

Mission K]..ps<-d Time, this is Shuttle rrK) irn\ :;o ;s *
,

PAO Th i:.; is S h u 1 1: 1 e C o n *: r o j at
;n i n u I: o c M i ss i on !"•')

1 a

p

t •d T i. ; r; « ; . Y a r j . > .- } a d •

Challenger

.

1

'

CAPCOM
8 minuteu.

SPACECRAFT

Chal lenq^r , dot: s to;

;',oud and c loar .

.' i t d vou rd-

CAPCOM You tao, Sally. Chal i ^(j.ii , do;; ston

,

you at Or r oral Valley in a niir.ate and a halt.

SPAOKCiiAFT

CAPCC.M
m i n u t c? s

.

See you there.

Challenger, Housto.-i v;i th you Or r or a;

SPACECRAFT OKciy. Loud and clear.

CAPCOM Roger. Challenger, Houston. We're about 30
ss econd s 1,0S . We ' 1 ]. s e e you a t M I LA a t 18:18.
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p-O This is Shuttle Control. Challenger has moved our.

>£ ranee of tlw Orroral Station, crowing the Australian east

coast /heading out over the Pacific Ocean. Next acquisition

•nrouqh N.erritt Island in just under 30 minutes. At j davs 1/

hours' 48 minutes Mission Elapsed Time, this is Shuttle Control,

Houston

.

oA0 This is ShutUe Control at 5 days, 18 hours, 18

minutes Mission Rlnpsed Time. Merritt: Island has acquisition of

Caa llenger .

Challenger, Houston with you a MTLA and Bermuda for
OAPCOM
1?. a: i nates.

SPACECRAFT
long pas:;.

Okav, C^y. Loud and clear. Sounds like a nice,

CAPCOM Roger.

SPACECRAFT Have vou guys got anything for us? And report that

thl/pHS checked out' okay. Looked good from our standpoint.

C\pcc*\ Roger. Copy, it looked good.

o^-v-rv^ M^«» as 3ob can see, we're sitting here in AID, A

^ t
;;;"

i;; );;fill, and doing his little test that he wanted on att.

--APCOM Roger, we see that. Thank you.

S^c*\« f\;-T And, Guy, the MT.R is stirring happily and I - -

KND OP TAPK
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OAPCOM Ye:;, Sa 11 v , \%'e jusr son* you -'a- ''-at r v -a;^.*-v

message on t he V. ej.o or i nt- <-r , urvi t hat shou'd o'; 4 h<> "^-en -n

but we'd Li:<e you ho 1>mv<> t r on fot a .0-;t<* in ;\ea- sor * '

;
i
-

else comes up.

SPACHORA FT Okay, and Dr. 'i.'Mck ' s down nor" » i< i aq 4 'd"t.

OAPCOM Roqcr. Thank yon. Diar-nor-, v.m-'I
1

.
;.o.- voo o

Dakar in 4 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay. See voa C^or.', Ouy.

PAO 'Phis 5;; Shut- hie Control. n<*r;! ( u'i,i has hoss ->

S i g n a I w i t h 0 ha 1 1 o nq e r . Ha k a r w ill o i c * an i
-
* abo .

;
h 2 - :

.

'

'?

;n i n a t c s , We '
:

' ah a rid oy .

OAPCOM Weather flight, Houston on 'IMF .
O^ay.

OAPCOM Weather i. 1 i qh t , dou :"> t on .

OAPCOM Chal 1 i:nq.:r , Houston w i h h you C !i,<a'' to: h

mi nutes

.

SPACECRAFT Okay, soud and el far.

OAPCOM Roqer. You too. Ohallenqor, Houst on. A no at-
*

socondr, hOS. See you at [ nd i a ri Ocean a". 18 ol as V}

.

SPACECRAFT Sec you there, Guy,

PAO This is Shuttle Control. Dakar has
_

hoss of

Signal. The Indian Ocean is next for Ohallenqor in 11 aiinut"

15 seconds.

PAO This is Shuttle Control, 5 days,, 18 hours, 52

minutes Mission Elapsed Time. Stand mq by for acquisition at

Indian Ocean station.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you thr.ouqh TrvU-ih Oc-

for 8 minutes.
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PAo s°f well stand by for more decisions on the
:\.i V ]oad Bay Door closing. At 5 days, .19 hours, 3 minutes Missiont-apson Time-, rhis is Shuttle Control, Houston.

PA0 This i« Shuttle Control, 5 davs, 19 hours, 8
:ni nates Mission Slapsed Time. Flight Director, Gary Coon, has
:

";
doc:lslon not t:° ^<>rbit on the first opportunity at KSC

\
lid

!;
en^" not deorbit for the first opportunity at KSC.Liuul^ngor, 30 seconds away from acquisition through

Yarcagadee. We'll stand by for that pass. The ignition time for
i.or tne second opportunity at KSC is 5 davs, ?3 hours 56

s, which would make a landing at 6:29 a.m. Central Dayliqht
. U stand by for the Yarragadee pass.

V
A

L
>C0M Challenger, Houston with you at Yarragadee for 6~

1// minutes, and I'll have some words for vou here in a minute.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Guy.

SPACECRAFT And Guy, the OSTA2 deactivation and the MAOSdeactivation are complete.

o^odan
We coM that:

' ^IV* and I've got some words now on

SPACECRAFT Okay. Go ahead.

r;u
j

c°H Roger. We are going to wave off this first rpv
^r!> ^X™™ l

™f)T!
(

}'' ^f'
jUSt sfc

?
rted forming up on us down

r - ,
^ ----- — sure, going to be a NO/GO go for

...e fir^t opportunity. We're hoping maybe the winds willcontinue to pick up and blow that stuff out of there, so we'rengnt now, looking for a 1 rev late landing.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Copy. First opportunity possible would be 1kEV late, and do you like our current position sitting here on'
"

ptui.ary jets, or do you want us to back out of the FES and qetbacK on verniers? J

CAPCOM stand by on that. I've got a rough TTG time,though, tor you of 5 days, 23 hours, and 56 seconds. I'm sorry,
/- s hours, 56 m i n u t e s .

x '

SPACECRAFT Say that once more, Guy.

CAPCOM Roger. Be 23 hours, 56 minutes.

SPACECRAFT 23 hours, 56 minutes. Understand.

arH'n the PKS^ip^?"'
H°USt°n

-
WC ' d fc <> ^ «<=
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SPACECRAFT Okay. You got it. I'm going to hold up on the AV
bay fan, and also, we're going to leave the CIRC pumps in GPC
here

.

CAPCOM Roger. Copy,
in a minute and a half.

Challenger, we'll see you at Orroral

SPACECRAFT See you there.

PAO This is Shuttle Control. A short break between
Yarragadee and Orroral. Have a correction on the landing time,
the 6:29 a.m. Central Daylight Time is the ignition time for
deorbit. The Mission Elapsed Time would be 5 days, 23 hours, 56
minutes. Central Daylight Time would be 6:29 a.m.. Landing time
would be 7:30 a.m. Central Daylight Time.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Loud and clear.

CAPCOM You too. And on your CRT timer for the TIG, that
number I gave you was a good one: the item 17 plus 23 plus 56
plus 00.

SPACECRAFT Thank you.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, 40 seconds LOS

.

at MILA at 19 plus 55.
We'll see you

SPACECRAFT Bye bye.

PAO This is Shuttle Control. Orroral has Loss of
Signal. Next acquisition in 31 minutes, 31-1/2 minutes. To
recap, a decision has been made to wave-off on the first KSC
landing opportunity. Still hopeful to be able to land at KSC on
the second oppo r t u n i t y

END OF TAPE
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deorbit o,
on the second oooor^-n--

1 ho
,
p* tul to »° ahl* ?"

Central r y il 5
T
days

- 23 hours, 56 mW°' hlt m,mber 97.

CAPCOM ^ „
^ntrol, Houston.

YOU LQ lo«d and clear also sirWH ITAKER Pn '
Slr -

Soger. Thank you.

Voice checkout.
PAO . . .

minutes Mission *f
ls shut tle Control «; ^

through the
b

p^cf^s^ ^i me
. stand ng \y 19 h°«™, 50

CAPC0M
^ LCOn 8t^^ in pLrTda?

ac*" s *«on

minutes. Challenger, Houston w * t h von rty°UOVer testates for l2
SPACECRAFT ,oud and^
CAPCOM ,„ .

item 28.
w>urt and clear, also . ri ,Like you to chock dat>

SPACECRAFT <•>>•

"'

^ — ^" -PP^ t^0 "-ft
X. l tea 28 savs _Q

CAPCOM ni
"hat d° show?

'

°*ay thank you w, ,.u
crk^ 7

'
Wt

- showed l .SPACECRAFT
X c mm°rning? '

t 'lere a lot of activit-v *.i

CAPCOM
*os sir.

SPACECRAFT if e n ,for b ridge. it s^ow^von v

qUiCt up here. We're i^-
John, you're Houston. T

. m Pft
"

~

SPACECRAFT It , s ,
* &°rrY

' 1 missed that.— ion, how «r G\^^ln^ -ed to a8k our^
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CAPC0M
, ,

1 don,fc ^ve the last nights scores. You forqot toas* yesterday, and they won the day before, 4 to 3.

SPACECRAFT You mean we tor got yesterday?

CAPCOM Cha 1 1 enq e r , Hou s ton

.

SPACECRAFT Grac ious

.

CAPCOM Roger. We'd like for vou to go -^o=idPay load Bay Doors now. We'll give you the GO /NO GO for the'second opportunity into KSC about the Ascension, which is'

i

little over an orbit from now.

PRRP'sf
AFT AU ri<jhU °kdy '

WG ' U Pross on into the deorbit

R090r
*

And still evaluating the weather at

o I o
opportunity there, but closing the doors now

onr-REV-alttr tnlt^
""^ ^ that

'
lnt » KS° -

SPACECRAFT Okay, and we understand.

for°you.
Challenger, Houston. I've got an AV BAY fan swit h

SPACECRAFT Okay, Go ahead.

CAPCOM
^

Roger. We'd like to equalize the ^o^ri^i
ON, and we 11 leave it that way throughout entrv.

SPACECRAFT Wilco.

CAPCOM And Challenger, 30 seconds to LOS. We'll soe vouat Dakar at 2 plus 09, y u

SPACECRAFT 2 plus 09. See you there.

PA0 This is Shuttle Control. Bermuda had - -

END OF TAPE
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capoom D .lk ,u. at 2 pUis oq _

SPACECRAFT p,. u , 09. s..- v», there.

at Ascen.s ion on the ^Tl^/T^ «*

S
- ^ - eonp^^^^ !--^-n. ho„d „ld

typo ::v.:i ! , qo ing L!u ?0 or/ .
' '

n P^ces, patchy Clim i: l ; u;
field, about", „ "t,, .'. t

1
;'

1 "U: '->^<> north of the
initer^ttent. T t ' ' (n

"

t

'-'>
i' . > f

!!""- !>'^- and if*
and ,:h,, , r .

J '

f 'i

l!: over the
now i;: wide 0:> ,. n .'

; ^ ;

•
•
^- soutn , !n ,j of : field riqV;

approximately Jsnnn ;.,, .-•'.' !''.
' »«f ft '-^"-'' «lo«<i t: ,

oxtonds over *

]

mt at ho Or f,'ndo i-„ l'^ 1

Th " fot
5 «I«hlol

as you ccn :;ee. The re ' s "i 1 o • ntr 1 ,
"

J
' hu' **** as far

There appears to be 1, o ^ „„TV ?T
Clo,,,,s <Jown !,V ™r«.

now. Over.
( -nd ot tho approach >,3 on ,, n , ir, ht

Thank" for yoafeodate?'' ^ Vc hoen ^J^" thi « "»" down.

WEATHER Pr.A.MB Okay r -i r i, , . t •

happen. T don't th nk, t torr^h "
Kn™ whdt '" qoint

>

Stu" "tn do when the sun cwl^Z thl »

CAPCOM Roger that-

a,.,ea i™. DakLir h .

ts Acquir;ition of signal _

mfna?e S .

«>-^^9^, Houaton with you at Dakar for 8
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SPACECRAFT Okay, and John has just opened the simshiol ds, and
we're getting ready to in and close the ^ doors.

CAPCOM We copy. Thank you.

PA0 This is Shuttle Control, Those weather:
observations were from John Young, who is flying a T-38 in the
KSC vicinity. His observations will be integrated with other-
weather information by the weather forecasters who will make a
recommendation. This is Shuttle Control. The no ft Pavload n a y
Door is closed now.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, 40 seconds to r.OS. See vou at
Indian Ocean at 20 plus 30.

SPACECRAFT (Stuttering) that's easy for you say.

PA0 This is Shuttle Control at 5 days, 20 hours, 29
minute.': Mission Elapsed Time. Standing by for acquisition
through the Indian Ocean Station.

END OF TAPE
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pA0 This if; Shuttle Control at 5 days, 20 hours, 29

minuter Mission Elapsed Time;. Standi nq bv for acquisition

through the Indian 6c- ;n Station.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you through Indian Ocean

for 3 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Loud and clear, Guy, and we have the Pay load

Bay Doors buckled up. You can tell John Blalock, we think we got

the VTR he wanted of those roller number 4
'
3.

We copy, Crip. thanks very much.

You guys sending us another teleprinter message,

Roger, sir. Just a weather message coming up.

Ok iedoke

.

God, I fought off the urge to deactivate the

Roger. And we'd like a GNC SPEC 1 for some entry

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
Guy?

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT
telepr inter

.

CAPCOM
var i able pa r a m e t e r s , p 1 ea s

e

SPACECRAFT Got it on CRT 2

.

CAPCOM Thank you.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. The CRT's yours.

SPACECRAFT Thank you, sir.

SPACECRAFT Guy, I'm assuming the IMU maneuver attitudes T have

are still good.

CAPCOM Stand by. And Challenger, Houston. We recommend

star pair Charlie 2 for the align, as to where it got the Moon

coming in there on the other one.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Charlie 2 for the align,

ver i f i cat ion?

What about the

CAPCOM The ve r i f i ca t ion i s f i ne

.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Thank you.

CAPCOM And I'll see you at Yarragadee at 20 plus 44.

SPACECRAFT Roger. See you there.
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SPACECRAFT And Guy, is the time that you've got in hero for
the maneuver and the stars still pretty good?

CAPCOM Stand by. That's affirmative. They're still qood.

PAD This is Shuttle Control. TOS has Loss o*~ Sional.
Y a r r a cj a d ee v s n e x t i n f> m inn te s , h

r
> s eoon d s . At 5 d a y s , 2

0

ho

u

it s , 39 mi n 1 1 1 e s M i s s i on K 1 aps ed T i me, thi s i s S h u 1 1 1 e Con t r o ] ,

Houston

.

PAO Th i s i s S h u 1 1 1 e Con t r o 1 . C ha 1 1 e ng e r app i: oa c h i ng
acquisi tion through Ya r rag adee

.

CAPCOM -~ - Yarragadee for 8 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Loud and clear.

CAPCOM You too, sit.

SPACECRAFT Got a beautiful moonriso showing up here; looks
1 i ke we 1

r e j u s t abou t full.

SPACECRAFT You guys not awake in the MOCR?

CAPCOM There are a lot of lights on in here, anywav.

SPACECRAFT That's just to keep you awake. Guy, T was just
thinking, you didn't get much sleep since you turned around in
ono s h i f t , d i d yo u ?

CAPCOM You guys keep me excited enough. I can hack it.

SPACECRAFT Yes, I know - - T know.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, 30 seconds LOS. See yon at
Hawaii at 21 plus 12.

SPACECRAFT 21 plus 12. See you there.

PAO This is Shuttle Control. Challenger out of range
at Yarragadee. Next station is Hawaii in 19 minutes. The
weather evaluation is continuing at the Kennedy Space Center. VJe

expect another weather flight before too long. At 5 days, 20
hours, 53 minutes Mission Elapsed Time, this Shuttle Control,
Houston

.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you over Hawaii for 3-1/2.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Loud and clear, and T can give you the IMU
align results, and we're just getting ready to go do the
verification.

CAP'COM Okay. We 're ready.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and the stars 20 and 51. Angle error was
.01. For imcU, it was -.03, +.01, -.03. For number 2, it was
--.02, all balls +.04. For number 3, +. 01, -. 03, +. 02. Execute
time in any T was 21 hours, 13 minutes, 15 seconds. Over.

CAPCOM Roger. We copy.

SPACECRAFT Roger that.

CAPCOM Challenger, we'll see you over the States at 21:21.

SPACECRAFT 21:21. Thank you.

PA0 This is Shuttle Control. Challenger out of range
at Hawaii moving toward acquisition through the Ruckhom station
at 3-1/2 minutes. 5 days, 21 hours, 17 minutes Mission Elapsed
Tune. This is Shuttle Control, Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Did you toroue all three
IMU' s? " ' "

'

Affirm.

Roger. Thank you.

John I just left (garble) on the IMU (garble).

This is Shuttle Control, 5 days, 21 hours, 20
minutes Mission Elapsed Time. Challenger coming up on
acqui s i t i on at B uc k ho r n

.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you through Buckhorn for
.19 minutes, and I missed your last comment, Rick.

SPACECRAFT I assume you asked us if we had torqued all three
IMU's because we saw an asterisk next to IMU2 (garble). We did
torque all 3. (Garble) deselected the IMU's. I apparently had
k ey m i s s t r o k e and 1 e f t I MU T s how i ng

.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

PAO
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CAPCOM Okay. Thank you.

you^d
C
likI it .

And 1 °an 9iVG yOU the verification results if

them?"* Thanks.
Challenger

'
we those

<
so we don't need

vofanfr °
kc1^ Thank you

'
And Houston, Challenger. Unlessyou got a reason for me to holdup, I'm going to go ahead andsecure my star Tracker and close the doors.

CAPCOM stand by.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger. You guys still there?

Star°Trackers.
We ' re StU1 and y°U

' r ° a G0 fc° secure th *

SPACECRAFT Okay. Thank you.

C
f~l°

0M
i ,

And Challenger, Houston. I've got your PADS here
J°"' f ^ hand over POL, and when you're ready andafter the handover, I can give them to you.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Which one will you be giving to us first?

CAPCOM The burn PAD, page 1-2.

hSlpS: "andby one. Wo- re ready when yo« get your

OMfboth, TV rou
y
( .^

Cl°Ver ' 8 <"mP iete
. Here we 90. We'll, be

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Ready when yea got your handover completed.

CAPCOM Okav, handover's complete. Here we qo. We'll, he
OMS both, TV roll* 180, +0.3, -5.7, +5.7, 2,1 20 92. TTG is 5

days, 23:56:00.0. Pegged for targets 14836, -0.5961 , 065.832,
125.785. Propellant is all balls. Burn attitude 163 101 337.
RE I , 4052 27:26. Delta V total, 0311.6 02:49. V-GO X+0300.31.
All balls, +083.42. Target HA 159 by +003. Ready for read back.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Coming back at you. It's both OMS engines
TD roll is 180, trims are +0.3, -5,7, +5,7, weight: 212 092, TTG
is 5 days, 23 hours, 56 minutes, and zero seconds. CI 14836,
+.5961, +65.832, 125.785, all balls. Attitude 163 bv 107 by
337. REI's 4052 27:26. Delta V total is 311.6. TIGO is 0249,
V-GO with an X are plus 300.31 all balls, and plus 83.42.
That'll be a orbit of 159 by +003. Over.

CAPCOM Challenger, I have 2 corrections. Over on target
peg 4, C2 is minus .596.1, and on your Burn Attitude, the pitch is

.101.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Yes, on C2, it needs to be minus. So it's
minus 5961, and I just can't read my own writing. That pitch on
the Burn AT is 101.

CAPCOM Roger. Read back correct, and I've got your DEL
pad on page 2-3.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay. Burn Attitude: 163, 101, 337. Targets:
.159, +003. Delta V tot: 311.6, 2:49, all balls: 5 : 00, 127,
125. Safe HP: 85, 29, 29, 79, 36. Oxygen NA: XCG 1089.0,
-0.6. Entry landing numhers, inertial attitude: 175, 329,
029. P t e ba n k left: 000. H awa i i AOS a t EI -03, H awa i i LOS
EI+01. Altimeter: 30.30, correction, Altemeter ~ -

END OF TAPE
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AlUmc'tor 30 fWali A0S
, ?

fc EI ~ 03, Hawaii LOB, EI + 01.Altimeter, 30.3 - correction, altimeter is 30. 00 n-l . M .r £First reversal- 0909? ui, i„f t , ,
uu:.j0:56.

BCT&Saj;MiW as*
Hawaii is -03 ros f + \ '

Prebank is left 000. AOS
First reversals a? , SJ timeter is 3000. E4 is 00:30:56,
at 30, 270 a? 45 2^0 at 35 ,00^, If « n

KSC l5
'

Winds are ^90
Start sequence will LI, then 2.

^ 2 °' 320 at "» 3 "° at 05.

SPACECRAFT Okay
. I misunderstood that. Okay, no forward RCS

of iso^e ^JTLtTil': Tm s

f

orr^

SPACECRAFT Okay, 163 is what I copied.

CAPCOM Ro<30r . Rcadback correct> Than|{ you _

SPACECRAFT Okay, we're in route to burn AT.

^?°M
See you .^a^ 1^Se^' " «~

SPACECRAFT Okay. See you there.

.stateside pass. t!*> burn o ho
Challcnc?or firing this

velocity of 311 6 C^t nlr L ^ ^ enf^es, changing in
of the burn/2

I1
i;,fnu e lan^M^* burn, duration

hours, 56 minutes. Th t on tin^nf 5

tl ™e ° i: 5 da ^"3
' 23

at Yarragadee on orbit nun be 96 w?t ?
during ^!i^^on

97. The ground trac f ^ I ^
binding at KSC on orbit

south ol ?he predicted' gro \^ ^tV^ J*
™" l*«*"V

-onung across Mexico, briefly going Into southern Sf^^*
END OF TAPE
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PA0 - - of the predicted ground track for the first

nilZ I' °?Ung aCC °SS Mexico
' briefly going into southernlexas, exiting Texas 311st above Brownsville out into the G U if

tht ^r^ enteCi
2
9 Florida

'
somewhat south of the' ground "track' for

,

1 f 2P
port

"I!
lty

;
We ' re about 45 seconds away from Dakar.

LtiL p?
Y ^ Shuttle Control at 5 days, 21 hours, 44 rainutesMission Elapsed Time.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you through Dakar andAscension for 11 minutes.

fofopsa!"
1

h°Ud ° lear
'
and We ' re holdi^ on your go

CAPCOM Roger. Challenger, Houston. We're show i no a nnnBIT on the right DDU. We'd just like for you to l^ok aTit andcontirm it looks good compared to the left one.

SPACECRAFT
time, Guy,

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
t ime.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

PAO

_

Okay. It, okay, all we've got to go by at this
is the ADI, and they both look good.

Roger. I meant to look at the ADI.

Roger. Be fine. Those bit's come around all the

Challenger, Houston. You're go for OPS3.

Roger. Thank you.

™ s is Shuttle Control. OPS3 is the Onboard FntrvComputer Program. Challenger has a go to transition tc thatprogram in the onboard computer now.

CAPCOM
tclepr inter

.

SPACECRAFT

Challenger, Houston. We're finished with the
You can shut it down whenever you're ready.

Okay, and we'll put that in work.

m'ln^ dap .H-£
nd

f
h
f
U^er, Houston. We show you down mode tomanad, DAP with a hot stick on the right.

SPACECRAFT Thank you. Thanks on that, Guv. Mv kneo floatedup ana nit flight control (garble) on the starboard side.

'

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

Roger. I understand Rick.

Okay, we're going format 129 now you guys?

Copy

.
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CAPCOM
Soo V

SPACECRAFT Okay. Soe you there.

Signal. ^I^V^f"0 Control. Ascension has r.oss of

Control, Houston.
•>U "' !> lon f' ]aP :>^ Time, this is shuttle

minutes MiMlo^i™^??"' a\ $^ 22 ho-*' 3
Botswana.

}-*P->ed rime. Standing by for acquisition at

CAPCOM
minutes

Challenger, Houston with you at Botswana for 4

entrfconfig.
toUd and cle«- lust completed the dps

-UM
see you 0«« ^ COS.

SPACECRAFT okay. See you at Yaragadee.

^Botswana
. Headino out "vor^h^rh ChaUen^ r out °f range

acquisition at. Yar^gad^ Au'tr i f

°Cean for nextragaaec, Australia m ^ust over 1? minutes.
END OP TAPE
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PA0 This is Shuttle Control. Challenqer out of range
at Botswana, heading out over the Indian Ocean for next
acquisition at Yarragadee, Australia in just over 12 minutes. At
5 days, 22 hours, 8 minutes Mission Elapsed Time, this is Shuttle
Control, Houston.

PA0 This is Shuttle Control at 5 days, 22 hours, 19
minutes Mission Elapsed Time. Standing by for acquisition
through Yaragadee.

?

A
1/2

M Challenger, Houston with you through Yarragadee for

SPACECRAFT Okay, and we're just now going through our entrv
switch list stuff.

CAPCOM Copy

.

SPACECRAFT And Houston, Challenger. We're getting ready to
take you to the state and high mode from the panel standooint.
That's only what we're sitting up for anyway.

CAPCOM Right.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) and you got access to the middeck out to
the MO10W yet? I need you to go in there and throw some switches
for me, and I'll call them to you, and you can verify that that
TIG is right. Sorry about that, Guy, I was coming down, didn't
realize it. You still there?

CAPCOM Roger that. Got you for 2 more minutes.

SPACECRAFT Thank you. And Guy -- ~

CAPCOM Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Just want to verify we're coming in all the way
across (garble)

.

CAPCOM Say again, please. Challenger, we're one minute to
LOS. See you at Hawaii at 22 plus 46.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Guy. See you there.

CAPCOM Roger.

PA0 This is Shuttle Control. Yarragadee has Loss of
Signal. Next station is Hawaii in 17-1/2 minutes. At the
Kennedy Space Center, John Young has taken off in the Shuttlo
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training aircraft for another weather observation flight; will be
passing that information to the weather people for an
evaluation. At 5 days, 22 hours, 29 minutes Mission Elapsed
Time, this is Shuttle Control, Houston.

PAO This is Shuttle Control at 5 days, 2.2 hours, 45
minutes Mission Elapsed Time. Hawaii has locked on to
Challenger, Challenger in orbit 96 now.

CAPCOM
minutes

.

Challenger, Houston with you at Hawaii for 8
Configure AOS.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

Loud and clear.

Loud and clear.

How do you read?

SPACECRAFT Okay Houston, we think we're in pretty good
position as far as switches are concerned, so you guys should be
taking a look at it to see if there's anything you see out of
configuration. One thing T did want to ask RMUyou about, back
on panel A12, all the tank fuel lines wanted to support
(garble) . I believe both the (garble) Bravo heaters should
remain on. Do you concur with that?

CAPCOM Stand by just a second, Crip. Challenger,
Houston. You're correct. We do want both those heaters on.
looks good.

Tt

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
you

.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
off.

Okay. Thank you, "uy.

Challenger, Houston. I have a switch on A14 for

Okay. Say this one.

The RCS OMS heaters, the OMS crossfood A to auto.

Okay. 1" thought you guys wanted to leave that one

END OF TAPE
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o^EC
SS. it?s

a
I; Lto^now! ^ ^~'

"> leave that one

SPACECRAFT Wait one, please , Guy>

CAPCOM sure thing.

SPACECRAFT okay, I'm looking at it . Go ahead<

theTday wil^bTthe KololfL*
11

' ^ L^ lfc Plate mailable,
scratch through that. This isfo « , ™£ lrd coUlmn

< Von can
do wave-ote one orbit, u win L i n Sf apPcoach here, if W(,
realize. The only ot e c „ „

Edwards, I'm sure you

^Ti ^a«^t , it.

CAPCOM Roger
. Delete the 3rd colun, only. The No col u.n

SPACECRAFT Okay. X understand. Well, that was siraple^
SPACECRAFT Oh, yes. I've got those pulled.
CAPCOM Rogor . r|lank yoii< Cr

.

p>

SPACKCRAFT Okay, (garble,
, take a quick look afc ^

CAPCOM Okay. And Challenger, Houston. That looks q0nd.
ACKCRAFT Thank you, sir.

CAPCOM AnA , „

orcui. bre. r ^ Itke "oTto"" ?V*
4

' *

'

vo 9«t one of.x .« iiKe you to push back in.

SPACECRAFT Okay. which one.

CAPCOM okay, Row Mike, the freon loop 2 puwp Alpha , phaso
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better .

l9aCDie)
'

Here * whdt you want. That should look

one

tf?ose voi. ^
R^6r

:-
Than

!f

yOU< That loo * s «J°«5. W^'^e goina
mLite:/

U " HaWail> WG U See vou over the States inV?^
SPACECRAFT Okay. See you tnere.

«&. -ckh^V^i^l^-^L^n-,-^ J^I ftST &
K:nnedy-Sp:ce

th
Sent:r

S

.

Center
'
OOW Ca"*in* ^vision "fro^he

20
P

™?nutes.
Challen* er

- »°^on with you through the states for

SPACECRAFT Okay. l,oud and clear.

yofwould.
Challe"9«' Houston. We'd like a GNC SPEC zero, if

SPACECRAFT Okay. You've got it on CRTl.

CAPCOM Thank you sir. Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Roger. Go.

ofgetting bette^o TtM^Tu^ ^ 18 ^ teil* ™»* instead
guys can "it back 'and elax a I ti/bU* "Sl^-ff, KSC

' ** vou

--a jU8t like iLnk
K^:r r

^e
c
::rr^r^e

!

-rtuSo rr'
and

to do, and we understand? '
'
nQt the l

'

i<3ht: fcnin <1

CAPCOM Roger.

of? on it „ seconded
guttle Control Challenger has been waved

now planned
' Cor Kdwards

P t0 Und at KSC today. Land ing

END OF FILE
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PAO Challenger has been waved off on its second and
last attempt to land at KSC today. Landing now planned for
B'dwards

,

SPACECRAFT PAO is transmitting on air to ground.

SPACECRAFT Tell McLeash, (garble) did todav.

SPACECRAFT Break, break, Houston, this is Challenger. If
you're trying to transmit, you are not coming through.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, That's not us. Must be some
UHF over the states.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Thanks.

PAO This is Shuttle Control. The deorbit ignition time
for Edwards is Mission Elapsed Time of 6 days, 1 hour, and 23
in i n u t e s ,

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston back with you after a
handover. The CRT is yours.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Guy, and we were copying Mr. McLeash again
just a while ago.

CAPCOM Okay. Thank you.

SPACECRAFT Roger. We're really waving off, when John said we
were waving off. Guy, you still there?

CAPCOM That's affirmative, another 7 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay. How are we going to handle the runway
switches here? Are you. guys going to uplink me a new runway or:

do you want me to come back to OPS 2 and get them, or wha t?

CAPCOM Stand by. Challenger , Houston. \'e ' 1 1 he upl ink i?Ki
the runways. For your information, they will be primary Edwards
23, Northrup 17, secondary, and then Edward:; l

r
> for; the'

al ter nate

.

SPACECRAFT Okay. We understand.

CAPCOM Challenger, Hons ton. We're 1 minute to EOS. When
we get to Ascension, we • d like.1 to talk to you about the changes
to the waveoff rules and to the APU entry planning.

SPACECRAFT Okay. We k i nd of suspect what those might be , r,ut
we ' 1 1 be s t a nd i ng by

.
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CAPCOM Roger, and we'll see you at Ascension at 23 nlus
24, Configure LOS

.

Roger that. Just gives us a chance to eat some
SPACECRAFT
peanuts.

*"A0
,

This ls Shuttle Control. Bermuda has r,oss ofSignal on orbit 96. Next acquisition through Ascension in ftminutes. Challenger will head for a landing todav at Edwards Ai<Force Base in California. Ignition time for deorbit burn,
6*

cays, 1 hour, 23 minutes, or 7:56 a.m. Central Day! inht Tii-ehstimate the time for landing at 6 davs, 2 hours, 23 mi nui ^'s ' or8:56 a.m. Central Daylight Time. "

PA0
.

This is Shuttle Control at 5 davs, 23 hmiv^ 94minutes Mission Elapsed Time. Standing by for acouisitionthrough Ascension Island.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you through AscensionConfigure AOS.
'

SPACECRAFT Okay, Guy. That is done. You want to talk to us.

CAPCOM Okay. Deorbit burn flight rules, we'll go back tothe original card on the APU hydraulics continues to be as ft w^originally, it will be first two APU ' s failed to start, and tlvVon the columns we will be deleting, or cancelling out the two"YES columns,
^
the one orbit late available, and you'd be workingout 01. tne NO column.

S PACECRAFT Ok ay . u nd e r s t a nd

.

END OF TAPE



CAPCOM ' ~ *
'

1

SPACECRAFT oitay. Undo r ., trtn rt .

*

prooociur- we 'm,^ \ )]
„*nt *

| ?
9

,

out
' the APU

Prooeouro, prelum,. ill V M-?! t
tho «°™al Star

no--.ua 1 pr«c ,.« IU ros. Th« om10
'

*- art °ne Ap "< that'll bo tho1,1
•
enL "P -iPPllo:- only to KSC

"

SPACECRAFT okw t

sinus whutovor u- 13 ,„^V w!>on wo qet (1own to tho rtHo "th, 5 r: !( flnd ,,t that ti ,o, V-v „< ,

and "t^t both of
• ^< <U.< you st.ni hold ^ £4 h ° a

?,
;, '1 <] Pre.suri.e

CAPCOM D0r,,. r ...

.1^ ?.
«•>. ^^.ar^L^^^ri u k * for i-t !>rinq•'L-W I

s

: up >ior 2.7. '
'-''^i 3 nopror.nod

, ,lnd fhon

SPACECRAFT <y> ,w

^„ (i [)y . AnciCrtp
, tha„ u !w u fhen ,

SPACECRAFT

^r^ction, th,-< burn DKi. p ati .* ' *

d fco
<
)i5rn card -

CAf'COM ^n-^- ^ , ,

«:o;if. trm f.iVMfi. '
"VKnn<

! :--lof:-, if you'd 1 i kr« t- Q

SPACECRAFT Okav.

PAO ^,hi ,..
-

''>••• Hot»w .,o., acs '
J r «n orbit <)8. Ko -n .. ,

or n„t„w ., 0 ,, A,-:s.
""' K '"!0'^ ^ on orbit <)<?. Kc>l ,

n;u !i!t , y .

^'^lonq,,,;, Houston wit;:, vou H,colW h Rot,

•:t<md by

jh;? for P
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SPACECRAFT You're loud and clear.

CAPCOM Roger. You too. Challenger, Houston,
time lor you if you'd like it?

6/24/83 PACK 2

T ' ve qot a

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
LOS . We ' 1

1

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Stand by one. Okay, go ahead.

Roger, It would be 6 day: , 01 plus 23.

Okay. Six days, 1 hour, and 23 minutes.

Roger. Challenger, Houston. We're 30 seconds
see you at Yarragadee at 23 plus 57.

Okay. See you there.

Rog e r

.

You've been taking lessons.

™°
n .

This is guttle Control. Challenger moved out ofrang., at Botswana, moving over the Indian Ocean" toward

seconds

!

l

°At
a
- !

arragadee
*

Next intact there in iYmimites, 20

END OF TAPE
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MO moving over the Indian Ocean toward acquisition
at Yar: . agadeo . Niext contact there in 12 minuter, 20 seconds. At
5 days, 23 hoar-;, 44 minutes Mission Elapsed Time, this is
S h i.i 1 1 1 e Con t rol , Hou s to n .

PAO This i Shuttle Control, 5 days, 23 hour: ,
V*

m y lap sod Time. Yarraqadoe has acqu isit in- ,

Chn\ longer , Houston with you at Yaraqadee for 5

mi nut.es M iss ic

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT Okay. houd and clear, Guy.

CAPCOM And this time you've got the Irishman on.

SPACECRAFT Oh, you finally came to work, ah? You didn't do to
qood a job wording on the weather Bryan, but we'll take what you
got.

CAPCOM Well, you had a hunch of folks working real hard
on I: there at. the Cape to make it good, and it just didn't quite
make it.

SPACECRAFT
power. We'

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

Oon't think we got anybody around with that much
ready to come down whenever, whenever and wherever

.

Rog e c t h a t . we a r e too

.

Bryan, when can I expect some PADS?

Roger. I ,/as just going to update you on that.
We're doing the final proofs, or the double checks on it, and if
we can't get them started by the end of this pass, we're hoping
to get them up to you on Guam.

Why don't we just not rush, and get thern at Guam?

Roger that.

Bryan, what is the current weather out at Eddy?

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM Weather out at Eddy is clear, and good visibility,
and fairly descent winds. We've got a little bump down at low
altitude, we're going to take a look at here, and we hope to have
some update Cor you if there's any requirements on final, but the
highest wind we see at altitude is about 25 knots at 30K.

SPACECRAFT Sounds like calm winds. What about the surface?

CAPCOM You're looking at 2 30 at 8, and we're planning on
Edwards 15 for you. Maybe we'll get a little bit of crosswind
LTO out of this one.
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SPACECRAFT Sounds li^o a winnor.

CAPCOM Challenger , Houston. 15 seconds >-o t,OS , and we'll
see you in about 7 minutes at Guam.

SPACECRAFT Okay. See you then.

PA0 This is Shuttle Control, r.o:;<: of Sionnl through
Yarragadee. Next: acquisition at Guam, and Challenger will hr»q i

orbit number 97 shortly after AOS at Guam. Ah fi ^v<?. ^ <n!

Mission Elapsed Time, this is Shuttle Control, Houston.

,
This is Shuttle Control, 6 days, 8 minute-. Mission

Elapsed Time. Guam has acquired Challenger.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with vou at Guam for about 5minutes, and we're going to have a keyhole after about u minute
and a half, but I should have UHF through that keyhole.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and we're readv to cony tho PAHS if von h
them. * ' " ..

—

CAPCOM Roger. The burn PAD follows, oage 1-2. OMS oofh
nL/S! 1 l8 °' trimlt >ad + 0-3, « 5.7, + 5.7, weight 21? 002, Tiq
006/01:23:00.0, target 14832, -0.5964, 065.832, 123.712, all
balls, burn attitude 158 086 341, range to entry interface 4038
27:09, delta V total 0310.2, 02:48 VGOX t 0298.89.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM
All hall/.;;

Delta V
i- 08 3 . 03.

rota ; : 0.?l 0 . 2 ,

Ta rqots : I 1"- 9

0 ?. : .1 8 .

1-002.
V GO X: +0298.89.
Read hack.

SPACECRAFT 0,.iy. Com i no baek at
roll 180, TEMPS: +0.3, -5 "7 + 5 7
212092. TIG is 6 dav:,. 1 hot'r "03*..

2114832, -0. 5964 , 65.8V2,. 423.71?~
158086341
1-8 3. 03, 159

CAPCOM
3.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
AOS.

SPACECRAFT

REI is 4038 27:79, 310.2, 02:48,
by o r e s s f o r x e r o ? e r < > 2 . ov e r ,

you, Bryan. Roth unqines
_

W e i q h t : 212 - co 1; r e c: t i on

,

1 mites, and zero seconds,
'Ml halls. Attitude is

* 298. 89, all balls

Roger:. A good roadbaek. I) K; , PAD folic paqe 2-

Go a h e ad , B r ya n .

And before wo start:, wo . a ]ike you to confitlure

CAPCOM
minutes on the TIG.

Sorry about that. You got it.

And^and I wanted to also confirm that you had 23

SPACECRAFT Just a sec. That's affirmative, 23.

CAPCOM Roger, DEL
Targets: 159, +002, 310.

' ip: 5:00, 135, 133, 85
applicable, lu
Pre bank left

:

Altimeter: 29
will be a left
winds: 230 at
Surface

:

knots of
230 at 08.

headwind, 8

9.0, -0.6.
all balls.
96, 01:57:
overhead f

15, 24 0 at
APU

knot

PAD burn attitude: 158, 086, 3A\.
2, 2:48. Propellant: all balls. TIG
, 28, 38, 79, 36. Forward RCS duniD, not
Entry landing: roll 183, 31>, 029
GUAM AOS: EX -09. r.OS : EI '-03.''

36. Dor a i. 1 f i r 3 t r e ve r s a 1 : 0 7 006.
or 250 degrees for runway Edwards 15
20, 230 at 25, 220 at 20, 220 at 10,
start sequence: 1 and 2. You've qot

s of right crosswind.

It

"oO?fm
r

? ??48
Y - Coming back at you: .158, 086, Ml. 159

,

•> £.<ili, AIL balls: 5: 00, . 35. 133 qq or

10^T' Sl5f windfl! 230 at l5
' 2410 at 20, 230 at 25 230, 220 at

END OP TAPE
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CAPCOM Rogor, good read back, wo- VI Seo you at Hawaii at.

SPACECRAFT Bye, bye.

„„.„,, :!
h
iL.ls -guttle ControX, loss of s iqnal

used. a *•,.(-,•«„,..,,]„ ' J I,d ->"- 4oth OMS enqmos win
Du" Pa« during this pass noth „ .be used, a retrograde maneuver to deorbit with tL

Rn
^
lncs wl

velocity of 3X0 2 fee*- oer <,™~»a ,

U wlth the change in
minutes, 48 second -rh-,1 £

econa
'

and that burn Oration, 2

Ocean on this orSit* „ / T,
1 " ?m* °ver thc Xndia-

through Botswana. WeT , not bo ?n :L
a tGr l

?
SS ° f sl *nal

Challenger at the H*> n nfV 1? communications with
through 'which we w U communtc^towio^M* '

.

Th* Statif>"

s;urt;xe
A

c;4^r;s^i^0r.
ite;::"^"iS.^k sl1

s

CAPCOM
minutes.

in contact at Flawaii.

Challenger, Houston with you at Hawaii for

SPACECRAFT Okay, loud and clear. How me?

binding by.
R°9er

'
X°Ud and Cl<^. Configure AOS and we're

thesf^Lncsf^re:*^ -cognize
accidentXy put the dS o erK o / !

lght swltch an" 1

CAPCOM Roger.

SPACECRAFT Okay. And fm maneuvering to burn attitude.

S»o6 in S^r^ttK 2S'£3' " »/U9ht
reload both. Apparently we

"

n
,

B
?S and P^ Sf=- we'd like you to

when you were ty^tng and we're UUn ala^uT^ ,

at °ne P° int
Delta. re tll i |lk ing that may have caused that

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll do it.

coup"" of it.^?or
hS e

^«t TnTryTo^ * ''^ «
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SPACECRAFT Okay, do you want to talk and then load, or load
and then talk?

SPACECRAFT (Garble)

CAPCOM Roger, you can go ahead and load first and then
I'll come to you with the notes when you're ready.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Okay, we don't see a pair of discrepancies
hero onboard, but we'll go ahead and reload everything.

CAPCOM Roger, that.

SPACECRAFT Okay, does that look a little better to you guys?

CAPCOM Roger, it looks real good, Crip, And we want to
pass a couple of words to you about entry if you're ready.

SPACEC RAFT We * r e s t a nd i ng by

.

CAPCOM Okay, on this rev, you've got a pretty good
crossrange, 738 miles. So we'd like you to inhibit PTI's, or
make sure the PTI's are inhibited, until you come out of
blackout, and at that time we'll take a look at your energy and
give you a go to take PTI's in. And if we don't like your
energy, then just keep them inhibited.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we understand, we'll inhibit PTI's and we'll
wait on your; call.

CAPCOM Roger.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Okay, we understand, we'll inhibit the TT's andwe'll wait on your call.

CAPCOM Roger. And Challenger, Houston, 20 seconds to LOSand we 11 see you in about 1-1/2 minutes over the states.

SPACECRAFT Okay, see you then,

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you over the statesstanding by for 14 minutes, configure AOS.

fgimbafcheck?
kay/ confi ? ured "ady to give you

™imbal check?"'
^ ^

'

Ch*U^-< Houston. We're ready

SPACECRAFT Okay, secondary's are in motion at this time.

AOS
C
please. ^ Challerlger

'
Houston, we'd like you to configure

Okay, sorry about that. Okay, primary is coming at
SPACECRAFT
you.

CAPCOM Roger

.

SPACECRAFT Okay, gimbal check left at open.

CAPCOM Roger, and we're looking at the plots right now.

SPACECRAFT^ Okay, and Rick just (garble) his APU prestart andwe're looking at 3 grays, if (garble) you'd just take a look at

nW,?°J? hi u n

R°? or,' good P^start. And Challenger, Houston, thogimbax check looked good. Challenger, Houston, we're back withyou we had a little keywhole there.

SPACECRAFT Okey doke, we didn't miss you. Sure we missed you

CAPCOM Yes, I was really depressed when he told me that.

iohf^r^c 1 ^
?
US

J
joshin<3' Bein9 a CAPCOM is a lonely

^do/^rii^ 1

L^herBrHn.^'
trylng t0 yOU "hat

trough that ha^en^ \heyf ^ ° f ^ f° lkS °nb°ard ^ *one

SPACECRAFT Several.
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CAPCOM If you've got a minute, I've got a couole more
notes for you.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead?

CAPCOM Okay, we've got Dick Truley flying the Sta out at
Edwards, and we hope to get a status on the PAPI's and Taeans
ball bars for you a little bit. Before entry this morning,
Edwards said that all those things were up so we don't expect anv
problems. We're looking at the nominal aim point for <'ou \a c

t

'

knot touchdown point will be 2550 feet down the 'r unway '[ "And '
a

'

note on the DDU byte that we saw a little while back. That
particular byte could be nothing or it could take anv one of, or
any combination of the PLT's dedicated instruments. So when
those things come up, you might want to compare every one of
those, make sure you know your status of those instruments on the
right side.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thank you. Good point, we'll do that Tf
you talk to Richard tell him I expect the standard greeting at
Edwards. 7

CAPCOM Roger that, we just got word that they've got
pretty good visibility because they watched you from Edwards as
you went overhead on this last pass.

SPACECRAFT Okey doke. Brian, about where are we passinq ovor
now

.

CAPCOM Roger, looks like Guatama.la.

SPACECRAFT Okey doke.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston. I've got a oen and ink
for you for your entry checklist, when you've got a minute and
we .11 be talking to you at this pass for another minute and a
hal f

.

SPACECRAFT Same

CAPCOM Page
EI minus 11 is not

SPACECRAFT Oh

page?

3-30, Hydraulic Fluid
requi red

.

Thermal conditioning at

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM . . . We'll be talking to you at this pass for
another minute and a half,

SPACECRAFT Say page.

CAPCOM Page 3-30, hydraulic fluid thermal conditioning at
Pi I -.11 is not required.

SPACECRAFT Oh, you would of had to told me if it was
r e qu i r ed . Th an k you

.

CAPCOM Rog e r , t h a t

.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, 20 seconds to LOS, configure
LOS. We'll see you at Ascension at 1 plus 00.

SPACECRAFT .1 plus 00. See you there.

PAO This is Shuttle Control, Challenger out of range at

Merritt Island. Next station, Ascension Island in 13-1/2
minutes. The Challenger's crew has successfully performed a APU
prestart operation and the check of the OMS engine gimbaling was
also successful. Bob Crippen has been advised to inhibit the
program test inputs until after blackout at which time a decision
will be made whether to activate the remaining PTI's, those are
the small maneuvers performed to gain more information on Orbiter
air dynamics at various velocities. Challenger will be flying a

rather big crossrange, 738 nautical miles so there will inhibit
those PTI's.

CAPCOM . . .1000 feet, 070 at 6.

PAO At 6 days, 48 minutes mission elapsed time, this is

Shuttle Control, Houston.

CHASE ... at 4 knots. 7000, 19510. 10,000, 210 at
12. 15,000, 320 at 10. 20,000, 320 at 18. 25,000, 330 at 40.

30,000, 340 at 45. At 38,000, 325 at 28. The only comments are
that first of all, all of those altitudes are AGL and the lower
altitudes below 2000 feet. The winds obviously are light but
shifting around in direction, there was some very light chop at
about 1000 feet in the STA. I don't think the Orbiter would see
it. We're about to make a high approach to runway 15 and after
we do, we'll recheck the winds below 2000.

CAPCOM Roger, thank you very much, Dick.

CHASE Okay.

CAPCOM And Edwards Convoy Commander, Houston, radio check?

CAPCOM Edwards Convoy Commander, how do you read Houston?
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CONVOY Houston, this is Edwards Convoy Commander on UHF

air-to-ground, I copy you 5 by, how me?

CAPCOM Roger, you'll loud and clear also.

CONVOY Roger, going back to convoy NET monitoring UHF

.

CAPCOM Roger, thank you.

PA0 This is Shuttle Control, we're getting television

from nrvden flight research facility now so as the convoy moving

out to there post, it ions. And Astronaut, Dick Truly, who is the

commander of STS-8 is airborne at Edwards in a Shuttle training

aircraft was providing some information to Capcom, 0 Conner.

PA0 This is Shuttle Control, Challenger is 30 minutes

away from the deorbit maneuver. And hour away from entry

interface and an hour and a half away from touchdown.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Shuttle Control. Challenger is 30 minutes
away front the deorbit maneuver. An hour away from entry
interface and an hour and a half away from touchdown.

PAO This is Shuttle Control. 6 days, 1 hour mission
elapsed time. Challenger is about 30 seconds away from
acquisition through Ascension.

CAPCOM Challenoer Houston with you at Ascension for 6

minutes

.

SPACECRAFT Okay, loud and clear and you guys can check the

vent doors closed.

CAPCOM Roger, that and configure AOS.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) configured.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston, We see the vent doors
closed. Looks good.

SPACECRAFT Okay, good.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Your vector's onboard. We

need an item 22, please,

SPACECRAFT You got it.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. You're go for the deorbit
burn

.

SPACECRAFT Roger, that. Go for the burn.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. 30 seconds to LOS. We'll see
you at Botswana at 1 plus 12. Configure LOS

.

SPACECRAFT Okay, see you there.

PAO This is Shuttle Control. Challenger out of range
at Ascension. Botswana next in 4 minutes. 15 minutes away from
ignition now. At 6 days, 1 hour, 8 minutes mission elapsed time
this is Shuttle Control, Houston.

PAO This is Shuttle Control. 6 days, I hour, 11

minutes mission elapsed time. Challenger coming up on Botswana
in about 10 seconds.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Standing by at Botswana for 8

minutes. Configure AOS.

SPACECRAFT And I didn't know we were configuring at Botswana
but we're here.
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CAPCOM Roger t licit.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we're- »n <-,.f. „ . ,.
How you ion, you ^for^erf it Botswana?

9 °" iS AP»

CAPCOM we've got 6 minuter,, 45 seconds left.

SPACECRAFT Roger that. Do you guys have Yarragadee after the

aftefthe burn!^'" * We ' ^ Wing to have a Guam

SPACECRAFT (Garble) Guam.

data m- -<Hn9r"d asAns; ^u 1^/ 11"^

Roger, that.

Yea, I thought I noticed Brian's...

SPACECRAFT Brian wouldn't have anything to do with any of:

CAPCOM x know nothing ,

SPACECRAFT T thought the one. about everybody else were funny
SPACECRAFT API) .1 is started.

CAPCOM Roger.

SPACECRAFT okay, Brian. See you there.

signal. We re^inlte^38^^^ "°-„a na has loss of
ignition and Rick Hauck , „ r H t Z

r
?
m the 6eo^it

to LOS at Botswana Guam- fthl next
1 Started Prioc

seconds, we'll get a burVre^or^at that'staUon!
mlnUteS

'
2 °

END OF TAPE
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PAO Guam's the next station in 24 minutes, 20
seconds. We'll, get a burn report at that station.

CHASE ...and the MLS are both working okay. I've...

PAO At 6 days, 1 hour, 20 minutes mission elaosed time
this is Shuttle Control Houston.

ChasE The w i nd h a s s h i f t ed on t he s u r f ac e to th e so <. i 1 h

,

The last approach I made was to runway 23 and the surface wind
was about 185 at 11 knots. We're about to make another approach
to 15 now. 1 do have, if you want them, another set of winds
below 2500 feet on runway 15,

CAPCOM

CHASE
I ' m sorry,
at 8.

Yes, please. Go ahead, Dick.

Okay, 500 feet, 230 at 8. 1, 000, 1.60 at 11. 1 5

1500, 120 at niner. 2000, 150 at niner. 2500, 170

CAPCOM

CHASE
out here.

We copy those. Thank you, Dick.

And, so everything looks good on all the runways
It's your call.

CAPCOM Okay, thank you. I don't know if you copied Crip
or not but he said to pass on to you that he quote "expects the
standard greeting at Edwards".

CHASE He can count on it.

CAPCOM Okay, Dick, and I'll touch back base with you after
Guam in about 6 or it'll be 4:25 or 6:25 your time.

CHASE

CAPCOM

Okay. We'll be standing by.

Thanks.

PAO This is Shuttle Control. 6 days, 1 hour and 36
minutes mission elapsed time. Challenger still 8 minutes awav
from acquisition through Guam and will have started orbit 98 just
prior to Guam acquisition. The groundtrack on this entry will
take Challenger across the California coast between Ventura and
Oxnard, Will pass slightly south of Pilmore and in the vicinity
of New Hall where the ridge road Interstate 405, it will cross
and then angle slightly more northward passing north of Palmdale
and into Edwards. Also goes north of Lancaster.

PAO This is Shuttle Control. It's 6 days, 1 hour, 43
minutes mission elapsed time. Challenger's about 1 minute away
from acquisition through Guam. We'll stand by for a burn report
there.
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minute. Configure AOS. - )- t^<< with you at Guam for a

SPACECRAFT Ok-.w i 3

"«•; Jo'S,?; b f0
lMr

-
had a *** burn on

an" 2 i" normal (garbloK 3 if in°low'
3 AI>"8 run'»"* ««» I

CAPCOM Roger-

rADPHM^We wi.U ^^Un^lTyou It
tQ ^ Concur.dfter blackout about: mach U V°U at "a™". We'll see you

SPACECRAFT Okay, soo you then,

fi.nal. BlaoKourb^i^^r^a^f? 1
:

Gua» »« of
seconds and ends at 6 dav~ ? h~

Y
' •

l
,

hoi,r
' 55 minutes, 20

Good on- time deorbitVurn^nd 5°auxi UU^.T* '
" S^°"ds '

END OF TAPE
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unUs up and running" "chalfona^
bUrn ^ 3 »«""l«Y Powoc

Awards Air foreJ Base. ^ d v
commuted to a landing at

Shuttle Control, Houston
Y

'
h0,,t

' 51 ^nutes, this is

CHASI '
: Houston.

C

;

A?C0M R°ger
'

1 if yo» had any updates for us.

doefappear to^a^oft^r^w?^ °n aU thG there
at the surface on 23 indicate tbouh ^^""^, The STA wind "
on the east side of t L 220 at 11 1 think on those
to the south but it xs^ootton ^rru

a

nSe,ys !

Utle

CAPCOM Okay, copy, thank you Dick.

CHASi '' Roger, aee you later.

CAPCOM Roger.

Truly in the sEKli\Sffift %?crVn ™ f<™ "<*
tr™ — snowier th

j
r ŝ rL^^rrSoac ĥ ?vision

sensible atmosphere% S
!l"! :

Control, Challenger entered th,
minutes, 10 seconds «V c?o^ n

°°? fe0t about 2

showing 28 minutes, 37 second till to
°" Contro1 Center is

monitors in the newsconter i Ft ^
touchdown. Picture on the

Bolt who is the entry FIDO.
9 Dynamics Officer, Willis

CAPCOM Weather Plight, Houston?

CHASE Houston Weather Flight, go ahead.

Roger, any last minute updates, Dick?

Negative, everything is same as before.
CAPCOM okay, fiank you very much.

CHASE Are tney targfited for x ^ asgsum .

ng>
CAPCOM That's affirmative.

CHASE Okay.
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CAPCOM

CHASK
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PA0
. ,

This is Shuttle Control, 6 days, 2 hours, 8 minutesmission elapsed time. We'll stand by for first contact with
Challenger. Processing data from the western test ranqe shows
mock 13, altitude 178,000 feet. AOS Buckhorn.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, configure AOS.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger, loud and clear, nice and
smooth all the way down.

CAPCOM Real good, Crip.

SPACECRAFT Been running about 5 to 7/10 (garble) on the right.

CAPCOM Roger, we see that.

SPACECRAFT And fuel usages look like it's pretty close tonominal

CAPCOM Roger that.

PA0 Energy and ground track, nominal.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, your energy, your groundtrack,
your nav are nominal, you are go for PTI's.

SPACECRAFT Roger, go for PTI's, ve ' re putting them in.

^° Altitude is 160,000 feet at Mach 9.3 at a ranqe tothe runway of 330 miles. Challenger being flown in the automaticmode

.

END OF TAPE
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PAO ...at mach 9.3 at a range to the? runway of 330

miles. Challenger being flown in the automatic mode.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger. We got three TACANs locked
up. They all look good.

CAPCOM Roger, take TACAN.

SPACECRAFT Roger.

PAO Challenger incorporating the Tactical Air
Navigation System. Mach 8 at 149,000 feet. Range 265 miles.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Did you just call?

SPACECRAFT That's a negative.

CAPCOM Roger.

PAO Challenger out of a hundred, out of a 138,000 feet

now at mach 6.8. Range 210 miles.

PAO Mach 6 at 129,000 feet and 179 nautical miles
range. Challenger approaching Santa Rosa and Santa Cruz Islands
offshore from the California Coast now. Mach 5.4. Altitude's
120,000 feet.

CAPCOM Challenger. Houston. We see a low pressure on GN2

tank for water spray boiler number 3. We'd like you to switch
controllers.

SPACECRAFT Okay, going bravo on number 3.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Transfer the state vector to

backup.

SPACECRAFT In work.

PAO Challenger approaching the coastline now between
Ventura and Oxnard. Mach 4. Range 100 miles.

SPACECRAFT I'll say once more, what a way to come to
California.

CAPCOM Roger, that.

SPACECRAFT Coming right down the San (garble) valley.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We do not see the left probe
deployed. We'd like you to cycle the switch.

SPACECRAFT Okay, that's cycled.
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CAPCOM Roger, and we need you to go stow enable and then

cycle the switch.

SPACECRAFT Okay, done.

SPACECRAFT Brian, we're showing looks like consistent data for

all four probes*

CAPCOM Roger.

SPACECRAFT APU 3 is pressurized normally.

CAPCOM Roger.

SPACECRAFT And Brian, what do you think about the (garble)

data?

CAPCOM Roger, (garble) data.

SPACECRAFT Roger.

PA0 Bob Crippen has switched to manual flight mode now

at 77,000 feet. Mach 2.1 Range 51 miles. He's back in

automatic.

PftO Mach 1.8, 72,000 feet. Range 42 miles.

pAO Mach 1.5 at 66,000 feet and a range of 36 nautical

miles. Challenger approaching the heading alignment circle at an

a.tltude of 57,000 feet. Mach 1.2, «,000 feet, range 23

miles. The wind at Dryden directly from the south at 10 ^nots

Challenger's airspeed 255 knots. Altitude 34,000 feet. Touching

the HAC now. 18 miles to touchdown.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Altitude 34,000 feet, touching the HAC now. 18

miles to touchdown. Out of 30,000 feet at 257 knots, beginning
the wide sweeping left turn around the HAC, 25,000 feet, 260
knots, 20,000 feet, 258 knots. Challenger, turning final now.
Right on the nominal track, flight dynamics officer Willis Bolt
reports. On glide slope and turning toward the center line.
14,000 thousand feet, 292 knots.

CAPCOM ...your energy looks good, surface wind 180 at 10.

PAO 10,000 feet at 282 knots. On glide slope on
centerline. 6500 feet, 281 knots. 2900 feet, 287 knots. Gear
is coming, and Challenger is back home, back to Earth. The
unofficial touchdown time, in Mission Elapsed Time, 6 days, 2

hours, 24 minutes 10 seconds, that time is unofficial.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger is (garble)

!

CAPCOM Roger, we see that, congratulations, a great
looking landing and from the entry team, got some good news, the
good news is the beer is very, vary cool this morning, the bad
news is it's 3,000 miles away.

SPACECRAFT That's what I was afraid of.

CAPCOM And I'll hand you over to the good Guy Gardner and
he'll talk to you about your postlanding.

SPACECRAFT Roger that.

CAPCOM And Challenger, we're going to go through the
nominal postlanding procedures and then we'll - may bias that
later based on the ammonia and how it holds out. The only deltas
are as you know delete dehydraulic load test and then just a

reminder that the body flap read rights that we added, via
teleprinter are not required at Edwards.

SPACECRAFT
off?

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

Okay, we understand that. You want the MADS power

Okay, Houston, your call on the MADS power.

Roger, not required.

Okay, we'll leave it off.

BT umbilical doors are coming open.

Roger.

PAO A mini convoy of 10 vehicles, 11 vehicles and about
20 people will provide the initial deservicing for Challenger.
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston we've got a switch on R2 for

you

.

SPACECRAFT Go.

CAPCOM Roger, like the boiler controller power heater 3

END OF TAPE
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